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Abstract

This dissertation concerns a widely recognized natural area, New York's
Adirondack Park, that serves both as an international model for conservation and as a
context for persistent conflict over natural resources, space, wealth and esthetics. It
employs narrative inquiry as a method to examine the sources and the function of
narratives or stories explaining the history and the present status of social groups in the
Park. Narrative theorists maintain that we borrow from such socially circulating
narratives to craft our own identities, and then repeat them until we believe them, almost
without regard for the factual basis in history or science. The dissertation follows the
progress of the author, a professor of environmental studies at a small Adirondack
college, as he delves into the formation of his own Adirondack identity and values while
traveling with his family from the state capital, Albany, deep into the Adirondack
interior. The interdisciplinary approach includes a critical overview of environmental
history as it pertains to class and conflict in the Adirondack Park, an exposition of
narrative epistemology, interviews with four subjects, a praxis-oriented exploration of
environmental virtue, and targeted memoir. This narrative dissertation is at once an
intellectual, philosophical, personal and spatial voyage toward a set of answers, or more
clearly articulated questions, concerning how one regional community struggles toward
finding a satisfactory balance between nature and culture. The author identifies a set of
themes that help to bound and conclude the inquiry: Landside and Lakeside, Camps and
Camping and the Virtues of the Caretaker.
x

As we compose our narrative beginnings, we also work within [a] three-dimensional
space, telling stories of our past that frame our present standpoints, moving back and
forth from the personal to the social, and situating it all in place.
— Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly, Narrative Inquiry: Experience and Story in
Qualitative Research

Ten scholars, wonted to lie warm and soft
In well-hung chambers daintily bestowed,
Lie here on hemlock-boughs, like Sacs and Sioux,
And greet unanimous the joyful change.
So fast will Nature acclimate her sons,
Though late returning to her pristine ways.
— Ralph Waldo Emerson, "The Adirondacs"
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Prologue: St. Regis Mountain

If I were to paint a picture of the quintessential, perfect in its imperfection, dripdry blue Adirondack day, a day you could freeze, or frame, and take out when you were
dispirited, or gaze at when you are in the afternoon of your very last day, and you know
it, it would bear a fair resemblance to the day we had this past Monday, on Memorial
Day. The kids were on holiday from school, my wife and I were taking a breath, and our
good friend Jack Drury wanted to climb a mountain with his own two blood relatives, a
seven year old girl and an eight year old boy, the children of his nephew from down the
line, from Albany, the capital. Jack was in the third month of recovery from a repaired
hip, a resurfacing of the femur ball, not a replacement, but still painful, muscles and flesh
still knitting together, a scar as long as your hand on his posterior, covering the titanium
inside. He'll show you if you ask.
Jack wanted to get on with it, climb back into the saddle, recover his lifelong love
for the mountains and hit the trail. He picked St. Regis Mountain, which was fine by us,
the first mountain he bushwhacked early in his career as an outdoor leader on a crosscountry route from St. Regis Lake, the mountain he has climbed the most often in the
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world, and one in an almost endless series of mountains and bushwhacks that crowded
his long career as a guide and professor of wilderness recreation. Jack estimates he has
climbed the mountain close to one hundred times. "It's a great mountain for teaching," he
says, "and that's one of the reasons I keep coming back." Both my wife, Kim, and I have
been his students, later working for him, leading trips ourselves, and have been elevated
to being just friends for the past almost twenty years. Sure we'd go.
We wanted to get our kids out on the trail as well. We have three, Will and John,
our twin boys, age ten, and Dana our twelve-year-old girl, all lovers of nature, disciples
of wildlife, birders, except for John, who loves the piano and mathematics and calculators
and digital things. He was given a pedometer by his fourth grade teacher and welcomed
the chance to get to 60,000 steps for the weekend, if he could. He knows how many steps
he needs for each mile. I believe it is 2,500, roughly. His goal is in reach. The teacher
will be stunned.
We arrange to meet at the trailhead 10:00, but at home are surprised that our sunfilled morning is strangely hazy, smoky, the sun a yellowish brown and the air filled with
the smell, seemingly, of campfires, or burning tires. It smells like a fire, maybe a forest
fire. We shrug and move on, fill packs and gather food and head out to the mountain. The
views from the car show a bright sun overhead but yellow clouds of what appears to be
smoke in the valleys obscure our view of Whiteface and Marcy, even of St. Regis.
Turning on the radio, we soon learn that indeed fires burn this dry spring day, a hundred
miles or more to the north, in Quebec, beyond Montreal, where Canadian authorities
report fourteen days with no rain, the evergreens dry as matchsticks. The smoke has
drifted south on light winds and chokes us here, and is even thicker, says the radio
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reporter, in the streets of Montreal. I imagine the street-side cafes on rue Saint-Denis and
people scowling over their coffee, or retreating inside, perhaps smoking cigarettes for
relief. I tell the children of the reports of the smoke from the great Adirondack fires of
1903 and 1908 drifting south to Albany, or even to New York City.
The smoke we walk through on this day's hike will mark the experience for us,
make it memorable. The hike itself is good, the shade cool under the hemlocks and
maples, the pools of yellow sun hot, the blackflies and mosquitos present but bearable. St.
Regis is the highest peak we've attempted with our children, so this is a challenge, but
with the presence of younger kids, ours felt older, seemed stronger, and complained,
perhaps, less than they would have otherwise.
I walk holding Will's hand, asking him to teach me the birds we are hearing in the
depths of the forest around us. What's that? I say, waiting again for the songbird to repeat.
Red-eyed vireo, he says. And another calls. This one is a black throated blue warbler. I
try to remember it, but my memory is so much inferior to that of my children who know a
hundred bird calls, from all over the world, thanks to countless repeats of their audio bird
books, tapes and cd's. Some families listen to Barney, or Raffi, or, I don't know, kid
songs in their cars. Our kids pop in the Audubon tape, or "Sounds of the Northwoods"
and when they can, the Smothers Brothers. Next they'll want George Carlin or the Eagles,
but we're not there yet.
Will identifies, far off to the right, on the upslope of the mountain, a Least
Flycatcher. Jack can't hear a thing. His twin hearing aids must be running low. You have
to shout to converse, but we still do. Jack lost much of his hearing when he whacked his
head on a rock when he was twenty eight, glissading down some snowy slope in Idaho,
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learning mountaineering from Paul Petzoldt, that demi-god of the Rockies, who climbed
the Grand Teton in blue jeans and learned his lesson, taught the 10th Mountain Division
how to ski and fight in World War II, and founded the National Outdoor Leadership
School. I have my own memories of Paul, spinning his tales of outdoor leadership, of the
poor judgment of cowboys who refused to wear stocking caps in freezing weather,
stubbornly maintaining uniforms of Stetsons and rawhide boots until their ears and toes
turned black, cleaving to a misguided narrative of the West.
Jack will tell Paul Petzoldt stories on occasion, around the fire, but on the trail he
holds the hand of Catherine, his grand-niece, and invents a yarn about a young girl and
boy and their dog who get lost in the woods, but keep their heads, think enough to follow
a stream downhill, and pick up a road, soon rescued by a friendly truck driver. In the
story, you learn to respect the woods, take in its beauty but plan ahead, not wasting your
food or water, watching for signs. It seems like a good enough message for this fine day,
one which stiffens the spine of a youngster, builds spirit, both reassures and challenges.
I talk with Jack, on the way up the mountain, about fire towers. On the summit of
St. Regis stands a forty-foot steel fire tower, bolted to the exposed bedrock, rusting and
weathering in the elements, standing straight for now, defying the wind. Up until 1990
the tower was manned by rangers who used it, in an echo of the dangerous fire years of
the early nineteen hundreds, to spot puffs of smoke, evidence of fires kindling in the
surrounding acreage. The rangers would then radio what they saw in to headquarters,
calling down airplanes or ground crews to investigate, to suppress, to smother with
shovel and blanket, sprinkler and axe, controlling the fire before it became a monster.
Nowadays, the towers are relics, useless for fire detection, replaced by airplanes and
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better communication, not to mention more people on the ground spotting and calling the
department at the first whiff of smoke. I seek Jack's perspective on the controversy that
has been brewing for the last decade over the fate of the St. Regis fire tower, knowing
that he has one, most likely in defense of some important principle, either the law, wild
country or his most honored virtue: rationality.
St. Regis Mountain lies in a unit of the New York State Forest Preserve managed
as wilderness, and consequently the fire tower is scheduled for removal. It has been for
maybe ten years, but the outcry from some local residents has delayed its demise time
and time again. In the last month or so, the supposedly final decision by the Department
of Environmental Conservation was made public: once and for all, the tower must go.
There was one last round of hearings, chances for the public to voice their response. I
attended one of those hearings, right at the college where I teach, in the auditorium, and
listened to a dozen mostly senior folk take turns to rail against the state, or to share misty
memories of childhoods climbing the tower, attesting to the significance of this aging
assemblage of metal and weathered wood to the regional culture. A historian attested to
both the importance of fire towers to memorialize a crucial time in Park history and the
particular appeal of this one, among the fifty or so left in the Park, as a unique artifact of
our collective history.
And then another man stepped up to the microphone and began, "I'm very happy
that they told us to keep it civil, because I wasn't going to." He paused for chuckles; he is
well known by crowd and the DEC as a consistent and vocal critic. He then told the
audience about the machinations of "watermelon Marxists" who were "green on the
outside and red on the inside." I sensed we were lifting off, voyaging somewhere. We
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were about to peer into a particularly vivid and passionate worldview, a narrative of
oppression and conspiracy rooted in place and history.
"I believe that the wilderness classification is unconstitutional," the man
continued. "And has a lot to do with the Adirondack Lake Champlain Biosphere Reserve.
That was bestowed upon the people of the Adirondacks by the watermelon Marxists back
in 1989. No local governments or people know about this. It was a clandestine
operation." The man paused and directed his gaze at the audience, his fellow victims.
"The wilderness areas owned by the state are to be part of the core area of this
biosphere reserve. … And eventually they want to connect all these areas together from
the private land owners. Also related is the Wildlands Project you've probably never
heard of either. This is a push by another bunch of these watermelon Marxists to turn
50% of the United States into wilderness. Their battle cry is very simple: 'Islands of
humanity surrounded by a sea of wilderness'.…This is another attempt at their cultural
genocide agenda."
I saw the man's narrative linking local land preservation efforts to a national
conspiracy to contain and control human populations, to turn the tables on civilization
back in favor of wilderness. I also sensed his rhetoric was heating up, building to a
crescendo. The tension in the room grew. The state representatives shifted on their feet,
holding their lower lips.
"My demands are simple: change all wilderness into wild forest. Leave fire towers
alone and cease your incestuous relationship with the watermelon Marxists. And if you
decide to side with them, I hope to Hell when you try to remove these towers you are
going to be met with armed resistance. Hitler had a master plan and the Nazi Party had a
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master plan and I don't see where the State Master Plan is written in stone…it can be
changed. Thank you."
The man, heavy, ursine, slowly left the stage to considerable applause and was
followed by the only speaker from the conservation community advocating the removal
of the fire tower. But did the first speaker just issue a threat directed at the state
government? I tried to remember what he said. Between Hitler and visions of a mob
armed with deer rifles it was hard to be certain. I shifted back, and tried to attend to the
soft spoken words of the lonely watermelon Marxist at the podium. He looked
particularly sheepish that evening. It was hard to believe that the world was threatened by
such an unassuming fruit. I share the story with Jack and he chuckles as we continue our
walk up the mountain, now pausing for a rest at a stream, the kids and dog splashing
through the bubbling water.

I offer this anecdote as an entrée, a sample of both the intensity of some of the
conflicts over ideals and resources in the Adirondack Park and of the power of narratives
to shape perception and dictate, to some degree or other, received reality. What is at stake
on the summit of the mountain all of us were straining uphill to reach is much more than
an aging structure, outliving its useful life, a relic of history. Politics, power, and control
are at stake. Some might add freedom, property rights, and history to the list. These
American values can be compelling indeed. In response to two public meetings on the
fire tower issue, the other similar in tone to the one I attended, the Adirondack Park
Agency decided again to grant the towers a temporary stay while a legal compromise
could be reached which would likely involve spot rezoning the square of land these
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wilderness fire towers occupied on the two mountains in question: St. Regis and
Hurricane, in Keene.
We are living in an era in which the voices for wilderness are softer and fewer,
and ultimately, less convincing than the voices for human use. This wasn't always the
case in the Adirondacks. More than a century ago, and again in the early 1970's, voices
for protection of forest resources overpowered any opposition, resulting in the largest and
most securely protected complex of wilderness and small communities in the lower fortyeight United States. This place has been considered a national and world model for
sustainable environmental protection, but is today the focus of a renewed spasm of
resentment by some local stakeholders and resident groups.1 As a professor of
Environmental Studies and long-time Adirondack resident, I have decided that it is time
to take a deeper look, to try to peer through the haze that surrounds these debates in much
the same way as the smoke from yesterday's Canadian fires clings to the valleys and
slopes of St. Regis. I need to sort through the rhetoric, the watermelons and the militias,
the campaigns and conspiracies, and the role of both the elite and the ordinary.
As I walk through the hardwoods with my family and friend, I have been thinking
about this dissertation and what lies at its root. In a way, I realize it is very personal. This
project is my effort to thoughtfully work through and understand the dimensions of my
own experience as an Adirondacker, as a resident and outsider, as an academic and
professional and community member. It is an extended exploration of the disciplinary
and historic basis for my own identity and contribution as a professor. I'm trying to
educate myself about the Park, its conceptual, theoretical, historic, economic, and ethical
basis and implications. It is a self-centered exercise, but one which uses my own
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experience and intellectual process as an instrument of inquiry, interpretation, and
communication. I have been in a muddle about why I am so sensitive to the class issuethe issues of power, leisure and influence. My hope is that this dissertation will help me
sort out the issues and the sources of my personal investment, to understand and perhaps
resolve them, in a way that adds value to the discourse on conflict in the park and informs
my work as a scholar and teacher.
If I would preserve and memorialize my mental picture of this Memorial Day, this
hike with my favorite people up St. Regis through the thinning haze on this deep and
sunny day, I would also capture the puzzle of this quintessential Adirondack debate, this
representative clash of narratives over such a symbolic manifestation of human
interaction with nature. The fire tower is a flag, a reference point, a beacon which both
provides a vantage and attracts all eyes in the surrounding wilderness waterways. While
the St. Regis tower formerly aided in the suppression of fires, today it causes them,
igniting the fuel that has gathered for years, awaiting the proper spark at the right time,
with the right wind to fan it into a living force.
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Introduction: Protected Places as Problematic Paradise

Some would say that we have it good, and we do, those of us living year-round in
New York State's Adirondack Park. Each of the 130,000 full-time Park residents has
similar access to the Adirondack Forest Preserve, a vast public estate of forests and
streams protected from most earth-bound human manipulation aside from trails and
campsites, privies and parking lots. Despite these assets, and, some people would insist,
because of them, Adirondack residents often find much to take issue with, from property
rights to the "right" to shop, from easements to easy access to health care and a living
wage. It sounds like the Old Testament stories: the Israelites always wanting more, the
grumbling and fault finding even within the providential boundaries of Canaan. But it
seems especially ungrateful when arising from those who, by choice or fortune, live in or
near the gardens protected by and paid for by the rest of the public.
The problems and benefits of people living in or near parks and other protected
places comprise neither a new story, nor one unique to a particular region of the world, to
one culture, one form of government or one approach to resource management.
Communities deriving their material livings, recreational opportunities, and cultural if not
religious wellsprings from forests, savannahs, reefs and deserts held apart from human
settlement dot the globe. A common theme of many of these instances is the story of
landscapes and seascapes protected by distant sources of power and expertise,
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purportedly for the benefit of local residents and the larger community alike.2 Equally
common is the perceived corollary to this motif, that the decision making apparatus
remains dominated by distant concerns, by the sheer numbers of people living away and
outside, while those who, through choice or happenstance, remain in or near the protected
areas are relegated to lives of limited options, in deference to the overriding needs of the
landscape and of the larger community or nation.
Historians, artists and social scientists have all sought to understand the
motivation and roots of conflict in protected landscapes. While the constraints and
possibilities of each discipline bring their own forms, advantages and limitations, all draw
much of their information from real or imagined narratives, which organize and channel
values, motives and sources of meaning derived from life experience. Historian Philip
Terrie maintains that story is the birthing ground and arena for conflicts surrounding
protected landscapes:
[O]ur contests over land – conducted through warfare or lawsuits, among other
devices—simultaneously derive from, retell, reinforce, and develop certain
stories. People tell stories about the land that reflect their needs. They project their
needs onto the land in the stories they tell about it. They define—in a sense,
create—the land in their stories….When a story becomes widely accepted, it
helps to promote certain attitudes toward the land and thus eventually contributes
to the formation of public policy.3
Academics also create stories as interpretive theories explaining the causes of
historical events or social phenomena. However, attempts to discern the “correct” or
ultimate interpretation or storyline are confronted with the intractable problem of
multiple voices, experiences and perspectives. As historian Fred Weinstein points out, the
main problem historians face is how to deal with the essential heterogeneity of
perspectives and discontinuity of experience that appears to make up the basic experience
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of reality, when one’s goal as an historian is to attempt to generate broad theory
(interpretation) as to causation and motivation for historical events.4
Thus, we are confronted with competing, discordant voices in a relativistic,
idiosyncratic landscape. How do we ever derive an accurate, powerful or final
interpretation when we are embedded in the relativism of our own context and
perspectives? Weinstein concludes that all interpretations are provisional: “All
descriptions and analyses of mind and society, whether cast as fiction, theory, or history,
are therefore intended and used to make sense of the present in the service of particular
interests and perspectives.”5 This conclusion of provisionality is in line with the general
unraveling of the primacy of objectivism and positivism across the social science
disciplines following the decline of behaviorism after the middle of the 20th century.6 If
the conclusions of history depend so crucially on context, then one must examine the
"interests and perspectives" more closely themselves.

Social Class, Influence and the Conservation Agenda

[Environmental historians] have slighted …discoveries in the “new” social history
pertaining to the inarticulate peoples—in this case, the ordinary rural folk who
used and manipulated the natural world that is the stuff of environmental history.
Richard Judd, Common Lands, Common People: The Origins of Conservation in
Northern New England.
[M]iddle and upper class metropolitan residents pursue leisure experiences in
largely working-class rural areas.
Daniel Smith, The Discipline of Nature: A History of Environmental Discourse in
the Northern Forest of New England and New York.
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In an examination of the roots of social conflict in rural settings replete with
exploitable natural resources, regional conservation strategy and actual on-the-ground
impact is usually a result of the contest and confluence of the agendas and values of
locally-based residents and those from distant locations who have economic, spiritual or
political interests in that region. In contradiction to the influential work by Samuel Hays,
Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency, Richard Judd’s environmental history,
Common Lands, Common People proposes that the formation of the dominant
conservation ethos and practice in Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine sprang not
solely from the scientific, industrial and cultural elite in major New England cities but
equally or primarily from rural landholders, farmers and laborers.7 This response to the
"slighting" of inarticulate peoples with attention to alternative local narratives has gained
energy and credibility in recent works by other conservation historians, suggesting a
trend toward the examination and recognition of a wider narrative range.8
Judd cites the melding of “folk thinking,” comprised of direct, sustained
observations of nature, seasonal variations in weather, statements of religious duties
owed the land and the scriptural basis of the landowner’s relationship to the land with
emerging scientific developments from the elite universities. What emerges in his
analysis is a changing social and moral relationship of residents to New England farms
and forests as lands first held as common resources became cleared, sold, subdivided,
fenced and contained. Eventually, farmers who refused to fence their own pastures (hence
letting their livestock graze freely outside their property) or those who picked berries or
hunted on other people’s land became marginalized to the periphery, just as the most
valued lands in fertile bottoms became consolidated by wealthy country squires.9
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Judd’s careful substantiation of his argument for the primacy of local influence in
the formation of a regional conservation ethic and practice challenges the notion that
outside influences held undisputed sway over the dispensation of rural natural areas,
especially as pertains to natural resource management, including fisheries and wildlife
management and the establishment of parks. This is not to say that social class does not
matter, or that outside visitors, politicians, tourists and property owners had no influence
on local values or conservation practices. In Judd’s analysis, both resident and visitor
exercised creative power over the agenda.
Focusing on the same region a century later, Daniel Smith’s research explores the
genesis of the so-called “Northern Forest” as a conservation concept. Coined by a state
and federally funded task force convened in response to widespread land sales in New
England in the late 1980s, the term "Northern Forest" is revealed in Smith's study as an
artifice imposed by the urban political elite serving conservation goals that initially did
not synchronize with local concerns.10 Smith’s work shows a disconnection between
local residents seeking economic options and “outsiders” seeking recreation and second
homes. At the same time, his work shows that contemporary rural residents are more
similar to their urban counterparts than stereotypes might indicate: most are not woods
people, isolated from pop culture and the economy, but share the aspirations, tastes and
preferences of modern mainstream America. Rural gentrification, Smith finds, is real.11
Smith’s interpretation of the story of the Northern Forest as a complex interplay
between social classes is mirrored in New York State’s Adirondack Park. This storyline,
repeated often in the formal and informal discourse of the region, explains conflict over
resources and decision making as resulting from class and economic disparity. As an
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example, the following excerpt from a letter to the editor of an Adirondack newspaper
highlights frustration blamed on perceived differences in class power and influence,
pitted against legitimacy arising from year-round tenure, hard work and long-term
residency.
"If Saranac Lake wants to cater to the rich and affluent, then perhaps these people
who seem to have the attitude that they are better than the average Joe should pay the
lion’s share of the taxes also! …. I applaud [the affluent] for their financial fortune, but it
does NOT give them a right to look down their upturned noses at the good, hard-working
people of this community." 12

Narrative Pathways to Understanding

Narratives embedded in letters to the editor, fireside conversations and social
discourse provide many levels of access to exploring conflict in the Adirondacks, and by
extension, other protected parks, reserves and landscapes and the associated human
communities that live in them or nearby. Narratives encompass, condense and constitute
understandings and retellings of cultural and natural history, incorporating the
tribulations and travails of the landscape and larger human communities, embedded and
grafted into the personal odysseys of each teller.13 In addition to being conduits or
channels of information—and misinformation—narratives themselves make meaning by
providing the structures by which individual narrators make sense of their diverse
experiences.14 Further, narratives exist not only by and for individual narrators, but for
communal, societal and cultural "storytellers." These corporately authored narratives are
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the wider stories we tell and believe about ourselves, our groups, our ethnicity, our
political affiliation, occupations and cultural labels, such as our membership in the
working class, middle class, professional class, our hobbies, political parties, religious
groups, and on and on. In essence, we create ourselves, our identities, beliefs and values
by assembling scraps of culturally circulating stories and those of our unique experiences
into a multi-colored coat that clothes us, identifies us and defines our shapes.15
In addition to serving both as a crucial conduit for narrative and as a research
presentation medium, writing has become recognized as a method of inquiry itself. There
is a distinguished tradition of narrative writing on environmental themes in general and in
the use of personal narrative as a method of reflexive inquiry into a range of topics,
including perceptions of climate change and their ethical implications for appropriate
response.16 This attention to the act of writing is in part a reaction to the off-putting style
of much traditional academic writing, which discourages many readers and essentially
restricts the natural dissemination of important academic research. Quite simply, if it is
unreadable, it doesn't get read. In addition to this stylistic concern, writing
methodologists recognize that the act and process of writing itself yields significant
insight and access to academically valuable findings. These researchers emphasize the
importance and value of personal narrative to reveal meaning in life experience. Finally,
well-written qualitative studies bridge the disciplines from the social sciences and
humanities to the sciences, providing the flexibility and scope that is needed when
confronting interdisciplinary problems.17
In this dissertation, I seek to uncover meaning by considering narratives from a
variety of sources, including history, ethics, first person narratives, and my own heuretic
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process of researching and composing the material in a meaningful personal narrative.18
Narrative becomes, then, the object of the study, as well as its method and form. Since
narrative both defines and carries meaning, it becomes a multi-purpose theoretical and
methodological concept that I will employ simultaneously at several levels. As narrative
researchers Clandinin and Connelly advise, I will engage in three concurrent dimensions
of narrative inquiry: I will move backward and forward in time, from the deeply personal
sphere to the interpersonal arena, and from place to place around the Adirondack Park, in
pursuit of insight into the roots of conflicts besetting the Adirondacks, but also by
extension other natural regions confronted by similar conditions.19
What I seek is admittedly an approximation of reality, merely an authenticappearing version of the truth. The ultimate Truth, the pristine reality that according to
Plato exists separate from its interlocutors and observers, is essentially impossible to
access. We are constrained by the multiple perspectives of the narrators, each limited by
his or her own sensory input, placement in space and time, web of associations and
inherited and chosen biases, values and beliefs.

Truth, the Grand Narrative, and the Coming of Post-Modern Narrative

We recognize the implicit subjectivity of historical narratives alongside the
explicit subjectivity of personal narratives. Simultaneously, we recognize the inherent
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capacity for transmitting resonating, encompassing truths in personal narratives, as well
as in the most credible historical narratives. Both historical and personal narratives are
"false" and "true." Can we accept and integrate this apparent dichotomy of subjectivity
and truthfulness? The turn toward narrative as method and subject of inquiry claims to
allow this to occur.
Qualitative researchers are recognizing the possibility and necessity of
complicating claims of positivist objective truth by integrating the rich and contradictory
data of subjective and phenomenal experience. This shift in the perceived utility of
positivist social science research methods in the latter part of the 20th century arose from
the recognition of the limited ability of traditional methods in providing sufficient insight
into human social life.20 In this turn from positivism, scholars from many disciplines are
recognizing narrative as “the organizing principle for human action.”21 Post-positivist
researchers recognized that surveys and behaviorist studies were not effectively
describing the nuances of social life in great enough depth.
Historians, novelists and citizens participate in crafting and perpetuating, whether
consciously or not, sweeping storylines that explain and establish reasons for "why things
are as they are." Some historians view this result as the so-called "grand narrative" which
purports to offer a sweeping, simplified, top-down ordering of reality, from a particular
perspective of assumed power and order.22 These storylines, as noted by Weinstein, are
fraught with error owing to the challenges of heterogeneity of perspective and
discontinuity of data, while they might certainly provide some powerful causal
explanations of why things are as they are. Be that as it may, these generalizations often
fail to accurately or thoroughly express the points of view of displaced or relatively
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weaker voices or perspectives, and serve as justifications for status quo social
organization, reinforcing the decisions and positions of those in power.
Environmental ethicist Arran Gare implicates these Cartesian, objectivist,
progress-oriented grand narratives in the current ecological crisis.23 The hegemonic
narrative of sweeping upward technological and economic development, of transforming
wilderness to "productive" working landscapes, of subduing native non-Western peoples,
promoting Western culture and "liberating" the minds and spirits of native people with
Western religion and traditions arguably poisoned the planet and caused incalculable
social upheaval and injustice. Gare calls for a replacement of this destructive grand
narrative with one that embraces diverse voices, admits and indeed grows through debate
and conflict. This post-modern, constructivist narrative always questions itself, changing
and adapting to reflect new values and conditions. 24 Gare's dialogical narrative functions
as a Hegelian synthesis, born out of the clash of two or many narratives to embrace and
succeed the entrenched former positions of the competing narratives, while recognizing
the possibility if not inevitability of its own future conflict with a new rival antithesis, and
the concomitant need for another conflict, further dialogue and the rise of a successor
narrative: a new synthesis.
The individual and corporate narratives I seek in this dissertation just might
provide insight into both the presence and activity of hegemonic modernist narratives at
work in the Adirondack consciousness, but as well offer hints of the narrative that is to
come. If we are to find our way out of ecological crisis and destructive, stagnated conflict
in which the same, tired old combatants enact the hackneyed and familiar melodramas
that merely reinforce traditional lines of conflict, we must seek a new way of doing
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business, of telling our stories: a new, productive, provisional, ever growing, ever
changing and inclusive dialogue. Herein lies the potential for the most powerful
ideological and creative impact of this research: this study begins to reveal the contours
of a new narrative terrain that encompasses power relationships, diverse values and
irrepressible stories which are relevant to the past, present and future, and which offer
crucial contributions to ongoing and emerging socio-environmental challenges.
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Part 1
Utility, Enjoyment, and the Contested Storyscape:
Adirondack Narratives of Place and Power

I want to show that the history of the Adirondacks is a tale of contested terrain
and to connect current conflicts to their historical, social and cultural roots.
Further, I want to look at how the contests over the Adirondacks originate in
stories – narratives about the land and its potential. Finally, I want to bring into
the dialogue certain groups, mainly the year-round residents, whose voice has
been noticeably absent from most previous efforts to write Adirondack history –
including my own.
— Philip Terrie, Contested Terrain: A New History of Nature and People in the
Adirondacks1
[T]he [accepted] history of conservation has become little more than a triumphant
tale of the unfolding of an ever-more enlightened attitude toward the environment.
The result has been a narrative drained of all moral complexity, its actors neatly
compartmentalized into crusading heroes (conservationists) and small-minded,
selfish villains (conservation's opponents).
— Karl Jacoby, Crimes Against Nature: Squatters, Poachers, Thieves and the
Hidden History of American Conservation2

Within an easy day's ride of our great city, as steam teaches us to measure
distance, is a tract of country fitted to make a Central Park for the world…In spite
of all the din and dusts of furnaces and foundries, the Adirondacks, thus
husbanded, will furnish abundant seclusion for all time to come; and will
admirably realize the true union which should always exist between utility and
enjoyment.
— "Adirondack," Editorial article, The New York Times, August 9, 18643
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1
Albany

The hotel, my family's home for the night, is bracketed by highway overpasses
and warehouses, enclosed by a chain link necklace and darkened by the shadows of its
concrete neighbors. We are staying at a franchise hotel—corporate, bland and clean—
located in downtown Albany, mere blocks from the New York State Museum. Our three
children, Dana, John, and Will, greeted the prospect of a night in a hotel and access to a
swimming pool with the sort of effervescent glee a parent wishes would be associated
with such things as the first day of school or the policing of one's bedroom. Or, for that
matter, visiting the Museum itself. Nothing, it appears, promises more delight to nine and
eleven-year-olds than the mysterious comforts of a modern hotel: the marvel of its
elevators, the beds doubling as trampolines, the tropical paradox of the heated swimming
pool and the sultry exoticism of the steam room.
We had driven two and one-half hours south to reach Albany, down, out of our
home town of Saranac Lake, journeying from the center of the quiet timber of the
Adirondack Mountains. I had suggested this overnight trip, crowbarred into the final
dissipating remnants of a full summer of outings, innings, projects and rain, in order to
expose the kids to a highly respected educational resource and to provide a frame,
conscious or otherwise, for each of our understandings of our places in the general
scheme of things, and within New York State history more precisely. I had also foisted
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the excursion on my weary family, I confess, because I wanted to write them into this
project. I saw this trip as an apt way to start my meditation on the Adirondack problem
and story. What better way than from the outside? What better way than from the
recognized seat of New York's political power. From Albany.
But first, swimming and steam. The hotel, as I was saying, is downtown, under
the buckle of the raised beltway encircling the city. It also sits next to the Greyhound bus
station, in a district of which I had always been skeptical. The hotel staff reassures me
that this is a safe neighborhood, that there is no crime. But how in the name of Verplank
Colvin could a bus station in New York's decaying capital city, down by the Hudson
River in a neighborhood once known as "The Gut," not be at risk for crime? I find my
small town paranoia rising like a tide.
Later, after my wife Kim and I surgically extract the kids from the whirlpool, we
ask at the hotel desk for dessert suggestions. Well, suggests the clerk, how about
Stewart's? Are we familiar with Stewart's? Of course we are. The small convenience
stores make a tasty store brand of ice cream. We have a Stewart's shop in Saranac Lake;
indeed these small stores anchor many of the tiny towns scattered through the
Adirondacks. A Stewart's in The Gut? Sounds familiar, safe, OK.
And indeed it is. This Stewart's store is located next to a large city park just south
of the Empire State Plaza, in a neighborhood of three-story apartment buildings, small
businesses and litter. The neighborhood seems like it had seen better days: many homes
need paint, some are empty, and the businesses look alive if not prospering. Not all that
different, once I think about it, from the settings of many Stewart's stores in shabby small
towns across the Adirondacks. Most significant from my perspective is the ethnicity of
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the folks on the street and in the shop: all are African American, which is essentially the
inverse of our experience in the blindingly white heart of the Adirondacks.
While this presents a visual cue of difference, the Stewart's itself is remarkably
the same as ours in Saranac Lake. The interior layout, the signs, the aisles and coolers,
the allusive ice cream flavors (no kidding: Adirondack Bear Paw and Crumbs Along the
Mohawk), and even the products on the shelves are all identical to those in the shop down
the street from us at home. But what was I expecting? Soul food and ethnic hair-care
products? It all seems out of place: this small rural store in an urban neighborhood, a
clash of different worlds and values.
But why is this store similarity remarkable to me? Aside from revealing yet
another instance of my own deep-seated provincialism and bias, this juxtaposition of
what to me seems to be an icon of small-town upstate New York community with urban
culture surprises and tantalizes me. It makes me see something familiar from my own
landscape—Stewart's Shops—in a new way. It is something like taking a jewel and
finding a new setting for it, or taking a photograph and changing the frame, or when your
spouse gets a radically new hairstyle. You start to see her differently. The angle of her
face, the chin and eyes- you see what you saw previously and what you see now.
In other words, not only do I see Stewart's differently, I see what I saw in
Stewart's differently. Suddenly, my subconscious story of Stewart's is revealed in the
sunlight of awareness. I see what Stewart's heretofore represented to me, how it reflects
my own Adirondack small town mindset and my experience of convenience stores. I
always thought of those stores as sort of awkward and conservative, like someone you
know who wears a pocket protector and high-waisted pants. I realize that to me, Stewart's
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represents Adirondack small town values: people coming together over bitter, watery
coffee or birthday cake-infused ice cream. It is our version of the Vermont country store.
Yet here it is in Albany, transported and exactly reproduced, and probably functioning the
same way.
Is the store any different? Are these communities any different? Are these
differences in any way significant- the ones I could see- the skin color of the clients and
the clerks, the neighborhood of city streets and the sounds of periodic police sirens? Is
this city, this network of small communities, Albany, the state capital, in any important
way different from tiny Saranac Lake? The stores undoubtedly differ in some ways, like
traffic patterns, product preferences, volume of sales, and the particular dreams and
nightmares of the customers and clerks. But perhaps the Stewart's in Albany and the one
in Saranac Lake are alike in other senses, like the way they both might function in the
community: as purveyors of treats, lottery tickets, magazines. Of coffee and
conversation.1 Or even, as is the case tonight, of a double-decker frozen manifestation of
New York State culture made up of one scoop of Adirondack Bear Paw, and another of
Crumbs Along the Mohawk.2
If my vision of Stewart's represents a mental frame that I had transported from the
Adirondacks and projected on Albany, and if through it I see a distorted and perhaps
skewed vision of the culture and the communities of the state capital, I wonder in what
ways the process might work in reverse, just how values and expectations from the more
populated and powerful regions might have been transposed and imposed, with inherent
distortions and stereotyping, on the region and people of the Adirondacks. And more to
the point, what the lasting impacts of this imposed framework (if it exists) might have on
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both the historical accounts of places and events and the ways in which both Adirondack
residents and visitors form meaning from their surroundings and stories, and even how
they understand themselves in relation to the region.

In his essay "A Place for Stories, Nature, History and Narrative," historian
William Cronon uncovers the role of storytelling and the power of sweeping,
constructed—and constructive—narratives in reshaping our understandings of historical
events.
Like all historians, we configure the events of the past into causal sequences—
stories—that order and simplify those events to give them new meanings. We do
so because narrative is the chief literary form that tries to find meaning in an
overwhelmingly crowded and disordered chronological reality.3
Cronon suggests that different versions of history, different interpretations and storylines
that explain events, might actually create history, through omission, emphasis and
selectivity. That is to say, by shaping our conceptions of what happened in the past, these
narratives also influence the direction history takes in the present and future. "[W]e
cannot escape confronting the challenge of multiple competing narratives in our efforts to
understand both nature and the human past."4 We react to these narratives; the narratives
of history live on through us, their understood meanings controlling, to some extent, our
perceptions of others and events, our initial gut reactions and our subsequent, deliberate
actions.
But, notes Cronon, these imposed narratives are not fixed but are wedded to the
contexts in which they arise: as such, they are subject to movement, interpretation,
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nuance and change as new narratives and historical interpretations emerge over time. As
an example, Cronon reveals two starkly differing versions of the history of the Great
Plains and the environmental catastrophe of the Dust Bowl: one in which white
civilization inevitably succeeds against heroic odds (the progressive narrative) and one
which features the dissolution of culture, the degradation of health and welfare, and the
impoverishment of the ecosystem resulting from human hubris and ignorance (the
declensionist or tragic narrative).5 Both are constructed out of carefully selected and
interpreted events and are created to explain or justify certain worldviews and politics, in
this case, either to support or revile the New Deal and its collectivist, scientific,
governmental interventionism.
Both versions of the history of the Great Plains were published by respected
historians in the same year, and lay competing claims to our attention.6 Further, in many
important ways, both are true, and depending on which one you read, either might
influence the perceptions, beliefs, reactions and actions of the reader, causing
consequential echoes into the future. And so we dance with the meanings that inhere in
history, move with them, shape them, and are in turn shaped by them. What is the tune
we dance to in the Adirondack Park? Who are the composers, and where is the dance
leading us?

Early the next morning, we make our pilgrimage to the New York State Museum
to consult the hallowed annals of our state history, to encounter the institutionalized if not
reified and deified official version and interpretation of our history, and that of the rest of
the state. As we look up and behold the immense building, I realize the exterior design of
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the State Museum Building echoes both the Parthenon and the façade of Beijing's
Forbidden City with its massive concrete grill squatting atop a city-block-wide cascade of
a hundred steps. The museum is the southern anchor of the sprawling Empire State Plaza,
which rolls out northward before the museum steps. The Plaza consists of modernist
masses of skyward thrusting marble, its vast planes of sterile space revealing sweeping
vistas of state power, haunted by the ghosts of bulldozed neighborhoods.
As we push our way through the revolving doors and walk across the echoing
marble floors to the information desk, I grasp the sheer scale of the building. The
Museum itself occupies the ground and fourth floors, while offices and libraries fill the
rest of the building, which is easily the size of the entire downtown district of Saranac
Lake. It houses the New York State Department of Education, the recondite, state-funded
agency devoted to maintaining the educational standards of schools from prekindergarten to doctoral studies. The building and people inside are the keepers of the
flame of history; the indexers and shapers of the narratives explaining who we were and,
by implication, who we are.
For months I had tried to find us a guide. I had contacted the State Historian,
probably closeted away in a corner office somewhere above us in this warren of concrete
and steel, and asked if he could meet me to share his perspective and explanation of the
Adirondack region from the state point of view. I wondered, what is the "official" story
of the Adirondacks? I reasoned that the top historian in the state could tell me. He
demurred, said it wasn't his field, and that nobody on his staff, nobody on the Museum
staff, nobody in the entire building could tell me about the Adirondacks. He told me that
the exhibit was prepared before his time, that it was over thirty years old and needed
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revision. That there were no volunteers or docents who could talk to me. That the exhibit
was self explanatory.
It is what it is. It speaks for itself. It is itself a message, not merely a channel or
interpretation of the truth. The historical exhibit has itself become history. I realize, in an
echo of Marshall McLuhan, that the exhibit is itself an exhibit: medium and message
merge.
To his credit, the New York State Historian referred me to an expert in
Adirondack history who lived in Blue Mountain Lake, in the central Adirondacks. But
that, I thought to myself, would defeat the purpose of trying to find the official "outside"
interpretation: the narrative of the Adirondacks from the state capital. Undeterred, I went
lower down, found the number of the director of programming and public education for
the Museum, and left a message. I also left a message with the person in charge of the
volunteer staff. No replies. So I decided to come anyway, to just show up on a Monday
morning and see if anybody could help me.
The friendly, semi-retired volunteers at the desk confirm what the institution of
the museum had been trying to tell me all summer: that nobody could help me. That I had
to take what they had to offer and make my own conclusions. We are on our own. I am
prepared for this, resigned to it. I have a little voice recorder so I can record my
impressions. I have three alternately cool or clammy hands to hold and my wife to talk
with as we enter the cold, darkened and spacious Adirondack wing of the museum. We
turn a corner and we lose contact with the outside sunlight, the sounds of the atrium and
with time itself. We are mariners away from port.7
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As we approach the Adirondack Hall, I perceive it as an exhibit of the history of
museum interpretation, of styles of exhibit design dating from the 1970's. The ceiling is
distant, lost in shadows. The massive panels, cases and artifacts dwarf the visitors,
casting us in a space of worshipful awe- it is something like what it might have been to
visit a Greek temple- full of scalar messages of one's insignificance and the absolute
power and judgment of the state/god itself. In such a setting, how could this imposing
expression of history be doubted?
Once inside the mouth of the Adirondack exhibit, we drift in the blackness of the
hallways, the exhibit installations presenting the only points of light: dimly lit foci of
attention, separated by darkness, like galaxies of enlightened information set amid
interstellar spaces of benighted ignorance. We arrive at a massive diorama and behold the
taxidermic idols: the vanished Adirondack elk and the extirpated timber wolf. The
presence of the majestic elk in the Adirondack Hall is made ironic by the fact of its
historical impossibility and the inaccuracy of the exhibit text claiming it was hunted to
oblivion in the Adirondacks in the 1830's. Elk are open grassland species, present
elsewhere in New York State, but almost certainly not in the tangled forests of the remote
Adirondack region.8 Thus totters the grand narrative.
Stuffed and poised dramatically if inaccurately, the elk rears over a faux
Adirondack pool filled with pennies cast as so many wishes at its feet. I imagine each
copper accompanied by a wish or a perhaps a prayer of supplication and remorse: Return,
O Elk! Come again! What have we lost? O that we might reclaim the primeval past. Or,
possibly, prayers of thanksgiving: Thanks be that this elk and wolf no longer stalk my
hiking trails and back acreage.
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The five of us move as a discordant school, alternately grouping and dispersing,
following distracted interests, pausing now, then pulled by the glimpse of light on the
next tantalizing exhibit. We become as haphazard and jumbled as the exhibit topics
themselves.
Early in the Adirondack exhibit we stand transfixed, as in a carnival sideshow, by
a large exhibit of skulls and implements exhumed from an Albany site from the early
nineteenth century, inexplicably placed in the Adirondack Hall. Detached heads
reconstructed of wax and hair, complete with dented craniums, black eyes and placards
clinically reporting evidence of their owners' terminal diseases, gaze at us coolly from
behind glass boxes. One of the largest rooms features block after block of geological
specimens, chunks of translucent stone glittering or glowing in spot-lit illumination. Next
we see dioramas of the Adirondack logging industry, mannequins negotiating impossibly
awkward logjams, risking their sawdust lives. Next, a simulacrum dressed as an
Adirondack guide guts a trout for a dummy tourist—what accuracy!—next to a bark
shanty. And guideboats, stage coaches, an automobile—all examples of successive stages
and technologies granting waves of settlers, visitors and exploiters access to the remote
Adirondack interior.
My mission is to induct the message or messages that inhere in the medium, to
interpret what these galleries of Adirondack art, panels accompanying wagons and
antique autos, profiles of characteristic befurred megafauna, and recounted sagas of
cataclysmic wildfires tell me, and us, and everyone for the last forty years, about the story
of the Adirondack region, its people and why and how it came to be the way it is today.
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But the meaning is unclear. The metabolic clocks in our guts measure the limited
time between breakfast and lunch, and we have a mere two hours. The kids have limited
patience, my wife's feet hurt, the exhibit text is lengthy and dimly lit, one of my sons has
been missing for ten minutes and the glimpses of the mastodon skeleton in the next
gallery tug us onward, ever onward. Thus, we are the categorically typical, casual family
sightseers, assuredly similar to the majority of visitors to this casual, non-linear and
sensational exhibit. What can we take home as we cruise by at three miles per hour? I
whisper hurried observations into the voice recorder, pocket a brochure, collar the
missing kid and move on.

Transformation and Protection: Narratives of Adirondack Settlement and
Development

Much later, I attempt to make sense of what I saw in that hour in the Adirondack
Hall of the New York State Museum, and postulate what a visitor unfamiliar with the
Adirondacks must see, what mental impressions remain in the days and years after that
visitor pushes out through the wheezing revolving door to the cavernous parking garage.
Assuredly, they retain images of what has been lost: elk, catamount, wolf, and romance.
And images of what remains: forests, deer, minerals, and weather. Images of the path and
progression of culture: the terrible danger and glory of the early logging industry in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and the heroic importance of the first survey
of the mountaintops by Verplanck Colvin.
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Through Colvin's story I realize that to map is to understand. To map is to
appropriate. Colvin named, cleared, catalogued and captured for all time the locations,
heights and routes of access to the highest Adirondack peaks in the 1860s and '70s. I
recall images of the attractions of Adirondack beauty and leisure, along with hints of the
hardship of local living. I see in my mind's eye the grey, rubble-filled, awe-inspiring,
mountain-chewing remains of Adirondack titanium mining, and the struggle of
endangered species to persist in the vast and troubled Adirondack wilderness.
Simultaneously, the exhibits suggest the divisions between wealthy visitors and
hardscrabble local servants and the poetics of Adirondack beauty as expressed by
landscape painters while only hinting at the politics of the region's deep-seated power and
class relationships.

These images agree with what I have read, at least at first glance. As a fairly
diligent consumer of Adirondack history I seek to uncover not necessarily a sense of what
actually happened, or what actually is, but what people think happened, what they think
explains why things are as they are. These are two slightly different quarries. I am drawn
by what historian Philip Terrie perceives as tropes or themes that constitute Adirondack
narratives- versions of history that wield tremendous psychological power and
consequent influence over outcomes in the material world.
In Contested Terrain, his penetrating history of the Adirondack Park organized
around these narratives, Terrie focuses on what he defines as the 'stories' that constitute
history.
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By 'story' I do not mean fiction; I mean widely shared understandings about the
land's meaning deriving from accounts of actual encounters with the land and
from generalizations concerning the land's status and future.9
These "widely shared understandings" are what we receive and what we tell ourselves,
and tell others, over and over again, until we believe them to be as true representations of
the Adirondack experience as the anorthosite summits of the High Peaks upon which we
sometimes stand.
Terrie identifies multiple, successive narrative storylines which reveal and knit
together the pattern of Adirondack history from the perspective of European American
settlement and development. These narratives encompass and explain the waves of both
understanding and use of the Adirondacks. When telling the story of the development of
contemporary Adirondack narratives it is useful to return to the oldest narrative, the
creation myth, as it were, of contemporary Adirondack experience. The genesis of
Adirondack narratives, at least from the European American perspective begins with a
state of terra incognita: the period predating any documented experiences within the
central mountains in upstate New York. It is from this time that an Adirondack protonarrative emerges.
This first narrative that Terrie identifies is one of, essentially, ignorance, owing to
the ruggedness of the terrain and lack of easy access to the interior. English cartographer
Lewis Evans, in his 1755 map of the British Colonies, left a vast region of northern New
York virtually blank, emblazoned with the Iroquois word Couxsachrage, which signified
"dismal wilderness" over a two hundred mile empty patch stretching east from the shore
of Lake Ontario toward Lake Champlain. This vast space on Evans' map included this
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description: "This country by reason of Mountains Swamps and drowned Lands is
impassible & uninhabited."10 This "dismal wilderness" narrative was repeated by settlers
like Sir William Johnson to the south, who wrote that the lands to the north of the
Mohawk River, and his seat in Johnstown, were so mountainous and barren as to be
worthless. This negative narrative was merely a placeholder while upstate New York's
more easily accessed and temperate lands of the great river valleys and the Finger Lakes
were brought under axe and plow in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. At this
time, the Adirondacks began to be explored by trappers and hunters and settled by a
handful of intrepid pioneers, a narrative popularized by James Fenimore Cooper's
Leatherstocking novels and the 1939 Hollywood blockbuster, Drums Along the Mohawk.
Explorer and geologist Ebenezer Emmons would single handedly reconfigure the
dismal wilderness narrative by virtue of his first-hand experiences in the Adirondacks as
the representative of the New York State Natural History surveys from 1836-1841.
Emmons hired a Native American by the name of Lewis Elijah Benedict, living on the
shores of what came to be known as Indian Lake in the Central Adirondacks, to guide
him through the virtually unknown region of the central Adirondack peaks. Emmons was
accompanied by a New York City artist, Charles Ingham, for the purpose of recording the
expedition's findings. What they saw moved them, and in short order, the readers of
prominent New York publications. Aided by Ingham's remarkable painting "The Great
Adirondack Pass—Painted on the Spot," Emmons fashioned a new Adirondack narrative
drawing heavily from the well established Romantic movement in sway in both Europe
and New England at the time. Emmons extolled the inspirational beauty, wildness and
mystery of the rugged Adirondack country, invoking its "magic and enchantment" owing
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to the solitude of its "thousand hills," broken only by the lonesome cries of wild
animals.11 Emmons went on to name the region as the Adirondacks, a Native American
term corrupted from an Iroquois epithet for the Algonquin, to satisfy his romantic
fascination with the vanishing Indian culture of the New World.12
In these same reports to the New York State Legislature, Emmons embroidered
the second element of what can be thought of as the hedonic narratives of the Adirondack
experience: the notion of the Adirondacks as a landscape teeming with wild game. In an
1840 canoe trip to the central Adirondacks, accompanied by the same intrepid guide,
Emmons described the seeming paradise of Raquette Lake, settled at that time by two
resourceful backwoodsmen. Emmons writes of the lake swarming with twenty-pound
trout and woods abounding with healthy deer and other game. He goes on to connect the
presence of this amazingly profligate game with recreational hunting, observing that the
opportunities for Adirondack sport would be ideal for fatigued or bored city dwellers
seeking to recreate themselves amid a wilderness hunting and fishing paradise.13 Terrie
notes that for both of Emmons' hedonic narratives the presence of people living in the
Adirondacks is minimized: the benefits of both the wild nature and the game paradise
narratives owe to the preeminence of solitude and unbroken expanses of wild forests.
In addition to the two hedonic narratives, Emmons also attested to the economic
and industrial potential of the Adirondacks in two linked utility narratives. In the first,
Emmons speculated on the mineral wealth buried in the Adirondack Mountains,
predicting that the richness of the iron ore in the High Peaks would be both easily
available and world-class in quality. He also commented on the wealth of timber
available to support the expansion of eastern cities. In the second utility narrative,
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Emmons envisioned much of the Adirondack forest cut and replaced with agricultural
communities, fed with fields of "golden grain waving with the gentle breeze" and
pastures of cattle.14 Terrie explains that Emmons subscribed to the prevalent ethic of
development in the contemporaneous American psyche in which agriculture was the
highest use of the land, and that the farm community was the indispensable foundational
element of the American democratic system, echoing the Jeffersonian ideal. That this
agricultural vision was ultimately incompatible with the central Adirondacks' thin glacial
soils was immaterial at that point.
In sum, Emmons gave voice to four overlapping and partially competing
narratives: two hedonic narratives and two utility narratives. In one man's remarkable
vision, the Adirondacks could somehow fulfill a host of purposes: it was a reserve of
Romantic wildness and inspiration, a cornucopia of wild game for the urban hunter, a
limitless buried treasure for the mineral speculator, and an undeveloped pastoral larder
for prospective agricultural communities. These four Adirondack narratives were heard,
absorbed and perpetuated through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
By the second half of the nineteenth century, Terrie's four Adirondack narratives
began to rub up against one another. The inescapable conflict between the hedonic
narratives of unbroken, unpopulated wilderness and the utility narratives of industrial and
agricultural resource development began with the advent of dramatic local clear-cutting
of the Adirondack forest. The clear cuts became a common and visible practice first
around iron mines in the eastern and central Adirondacks and then more widely in
connection to the agricultural clearing around hamlets and the advent of the pulp
papermaking process in the 1890s and early 1900s which allowed timber crews to use
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any softwood: small, large, straight or crooked. Coincidentally, several key tourist routes
to scenic Keene Valley and the Saranacs went through these clear cut areas, leading many
elite New Yorkers to fear for environmental calamity.15 Soon, downstate writers began
warning that "ruthless exploitation" of Adirondack resources would lead to the
destruction of the recreational, scenic and natural value of the region.16
In response to this perceived crisis, Terrie notes a milestone editorial published in
1864 by the New York Times, entitled "Adirondack," which reinforces three of the four
Adirondack narratives, and which provides a bridge from the Adirondacks of Emmons'
exploration to the Adirondack Park we know today. Calling ultimately for the
establishment of an Adirondack "Central Park for the World," the editorialist extols the
streams, lakes and mountains as a resource for urbanites to "replenish our fountains of
vitality, exhausted by the feverish drain of over-effort."17 The article refers to the
Adirondacks as a "realm of mystery" now easily accessible by a railway line under
construction that promises to make accessible both the beauty and the incredible wealth
present in the untapped natural resources of the region, specifically iron ore and timber.
Most powerfully, the editorialist offers this prophecy of the future of the Adirondacks, at
once charged by giddy progressive optimism as it is of romantic fancy:
…with [the railway's] completion, the Adirondack region will become a suburb of
New-York. The furnaces of our capitalists will line its valleys, and create new
fortunes to swell the aggregate of our wealth; while the hunting-lodges of our
citizens will adorn its more remote mountain-sides and the wooded islands of its
delightful lakes. It will become to our whole community, on an ample scale, what
the Central Park now is on a limited one.18
In this version of the emerging Adirondack narrative, the agricultural community
element has been left out in favor of heavy industry benefiting, as Terrie notes, urban
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elite speculators, which is not surprising given the audience of the New York Times, both
in 1864 and today.19 In this way, the editorial introduces a singular element that resonates
and raises ire today- the notion that the imperiled natural resources of the Adirondacks
would be best stewarded by the educated and wealthy elite from outside its boundaries,
and that local residents were not to be trusted with the region's riches. In any event,
"Adirondack" is a milestone insofar as it puts into print the beginning of a sea change in
the Adirondack story: its transformation into a Park.
After Verplank Colvin's decades of surveys of the highest Adirondack peaks
began with a survey of the Mount Seward in 1870, his resulting plea for the region's
protection through the establishment of park status relied heavily on references to scenic
beauty and forest health, conveniently omitting the presence or needs of the many wellestablished communities scattered across the Adirondacks at that time. The resulting New
York State Commission formed to evaluate the park proposal reinforced the outsider
impression that the natural resources of the proposed park were vastly more significant
than the human communities therein. The commission found that the Adirondack
communities of the time were "marginal affairs" there to service the growing tourist and
logging industry, and were, hence, insignificant, dispensable, and putatively in need of
the park.20 The urban romantic park advocates joined forces with various interest groups:
sportsmen, watershed protectors and the medical community seeking the cure provided
by unbroken forests and clean air. These disparate groups had in common both status as
outsiders and devotion to the Adirondack image of unpopulated forests.21
Terrie notes that the narratives advanced by forces outside the proposed
Adirondack Park were met by counter narratives raised by comparatively fainter and less
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widely published voices originating in Adirondack communities. Local papers began
posting editorials indignant of the downstate-elite plan for the establishment of an
Adirondack Park and which decried expected damage to local industries and associated
jobs and would presumably devastate the livelihoods of poor local residents in order to
"afford a deer park and fishing ground for a few wealthy pleasure-seekers."22 These local
voices imbued the conflict between the narratives of utility and hedonism with an insideroutsider perspective: year-round residents became righteous exploiters while outsiders
were seen as decadent elites.
What emerged were the stage directions for the conflicts over the Adirondacks
that were to come for the next 150 years: comparatively less powerful local, working
class Adirondackers in search of natural resource based jobs struggled against the
overwhelming money, education, culture, science and political influence of downstateoutsiders who valued the Adirondacks for its esthetic and scientific value as an intact
forested resource. Despite the protests of voices from resident communities, the balance
of real power in the contest for the Adirondacks was clear: Terrie remarks that "…a key
element in the Adirondack narrative [was] that most of the people of New York wanted
the Adirondacks to continue to be predominantly a place of nature."23 The Adirondacks
were seen as a crucial public resource for all New Yorkers, not just for indigenous
communities.
In 1892, the battle was decided in favor of the political, scientific and cultural
power in New York State. The legislature agreed to establish an Adirondack Park
consisting of hundreds of thousands of acres of protected forests, which, as stated in the
1894 provision to the New York State Constitution, were to be "forever kept as wild
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forest lands."24 Thus, one narrative had prevailed while others remained, defeated but not
silent, destined to grow and re-emerge over the tumultuous course of the next century.

The children are drawn to the dioramas of Mohawk villages set on the southern
edge of the Adirondack region and the Iroquois longhouse exhibit. We sit on the recreated benches inside the longhouse, inside a dark space that is simultaneously close and
vast, as the height of the curving, bark-shingled rafters vanishes in the gloom overhead.
The faux-firelight flickers orange and the recorded sounds transport us to another age.
There are layers upon layers of narrative here. We are borrowing this place, broadcasting
our own claims to meaning, proclaiming like Ozymandius our own stories, which are
sure to fade like all those before us in time. Sitting, we are silent, visiting this
manufactured shrine to another time and place, welcoming and indeed participating in a
willful illusion. This is a sensory experience; we are entertained for the moment, but in
some way we must also be forming meaning, weaving our stories out of this hall of
history. We rise. John pulls one arm for the Mastodon skeleton. Will pulls the other for
the hall of birds.
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2
The Northway

After a quick sandwich and a spin on the mirror-spangled carousel on the New
York State Museum's fourth floor, we return to the minivan to begin the long drive home.
Emerging from the parking garage, we climb a ramp of elevated asphalt that emerges like
a tongue from a mouth at the bottom of the Empire State Plaza, facing east. We curve up
and out, gracefully, and can see the Hudson River below and to our right, as we turn
north. To our left, the spectacle of the state capital unfolds: the modernist monuments to
Governor Rockefeller—the museum and its white government towers—next to the
nineteenth-century gothic Capitol building and the browns and grays of the older
apartment buildings, businesses, and parks, all coexisting like strata in time, or like
autumn leaves of various colors collected in a pile. Or, more to the point, like the
intersections of stories, or conversations—the confluence of narratives in history, with
each building and billboard, color and shape reflecting decisions, resources, dramas and
ambitions. People and their stories compete and coexist down there before us, waxing
and waning through time, some arriving and others falling away, emerging as skyscrapers
or vanishing as loads of rubble in dump trucks and into the abyss of fading memory.
In minutes, we merge with route 87, the main artery in our return trip to our home
in the Adirondacks. Colloquially if not officially known as "The Northway," this section
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of I-87 runs north from Albany to the Canadian border, less than an hour from Montreal,
thus connecting the region's two largest metropolises by providing a banked, four- and in
some places eight-laned ribbon of asphalt that channels commuters, tractor trailers, and
tourists at seventy miles per hour over a deeply-cut chord through the irregular
Adirondack polygon. Opened in 1967, the highway's final route through the eastern
Adirondacks reflected a compromise between conservationists, who wished for the road
to stay as close to the Park's margins as possible, and local business leaders, who wished
it to swing into the Adirondack interior in hopes of bringing in economically enriching
traffic.1
While itself a boon for tourists and weekend rock climbers who now use it to
blithely buzz up or down from the Albany or Montreal urban centers for weekends of
Adirondack recreation, the Northway is not without controversy, even as memories of the
days before its advent recede in the cultural psyche. Conservationists in 1967 and now
bemoan the biological devastation wrought by the highway, some calling it the "worst
ecological disaster in Adirondack history," chiefly owing to its imposition of an
impassible sterile zone dividing Adirondack ecosystems to either side and preventing the
migration of many species.2 Even so, the Northway is to me both graceful and dramatic,
offering sweeping viewsheds of lush Adirondack valleys, vistas of Schroon Lake and
Lake George, rough granite road cuts, rippled with mineral deposits of feldspar, iron and
garnet, and glimpses of seemingly infinite balsam and birch-cloaked peaks, distant cliffs,
and the cloudy summits of the High Peaks. The highway serves as both a connector and a
divider, as a shaper and transformer, as much of the cultural landscape as of the rocks,
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trees and watersheds molded and reformed to give shape to the 176 mile monument to
convenience and commerce.
I never knew the Adirondack Park before the Northway; we were born the same
year. Always, I associated the Park's eastern regions with the swift, quiet and beautiful
raceway to the north, counted on its simplicity and organization to allow me access to the
Park's less speedy, less straightforward interior. In a sense, the Northway serves as an
index to the Park from the east: scan down the list to the desired topic or destination,
locate the exit number, and turn the page. Lake George attractions: Exit 21. Olympic
Region and the High Peaks: Exit 30. The Adirondack superhighway embodies speed and
order, the twin totems of contemporary progress.
The Northway serves as both a topographical ingress to the Park from the seat of
State power in Albany and as an apt symbol for this exploration of the role of narrative in
revealing and influencing values-based conflict over the communities and resources of
the Adirondack Park. As an Adirondack native, born and raised on the southern edge of
the Adirondacks in Mayfield and Gloversville, which is just outside the Park's boundary,
I could have started this inquiry from the inside, and worked out, back to the State
Capital. I could have, but I did not. I recognize my own investment in the Adirondacks,
my own allegiances and alienations, my own experiences and biases. I've realized that it
is important for me to conduct this inquiry from the outside in, mirroring the experience
of many those unfamiliar with the area, placing some distance between myself and my
home in an effort to gain the requisite objective distance from the subject matter. I must
see, as it were, the narrative and physical landscape from the air, as a beginner, as an
outsider who at the same time possesses a lifetime of personal experience as a resident.
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In the end I sense that all of us occupy both perspectives- we're insiders and
outsiders, all the time, in all situations. This is part of our essential human nature:
separate wielders of free will, locked in our own skulls and imaginations, but bound
together by nature and community, sharing our stories, our food, air and shelter. The
Northway allows both the reader and the author an opportunity to enter the region and the
inquiry as travelers, following the self-same path that most visitors to the Adirondack
Park take- fast, direct, lovely and itself worthy of scrutiny as a problem.

Narratives of Progress and Oppression: State Power and Local Response

Thus far, I have recounted and emphasized the roots of Adirondack class and
power narratives arising out of the experiences and history of the nineteenth century. As
historian Philip Terrie elucidated, the roots of present-day contests over the dispensation
of the Adirondack landscape originated in efforts to settle and develop natural resources
in the latter half of the 1800's. I have grouped these competing narratives under two
headings: narratives of utility, which posit that the bounteous natural resources of the
Adirondacks can and should be harnessed and developed for profit and the prosperity of
the entire state, and the hedonic narratives, which reflect a recognition of the restorative
and esthetic benefits of the rugged beauty, grandeur and untamed remoteness of the
Adirondack backcountry. These two broad themes help us to understand the basis for
conflict over Adirondack resources and lifestyles, and beg us to peer closer at the
categories, looking to the particular people that they attempt to describe and encompass.
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The struggle over the siting of the Northway is but one of the more recent and
visible examples of the long-simmering and complex ebbs and flows of power and
influence among an Adirondack triumvirate of influences: local residents, powerful
property owners and investors from outside the park, and state government. These three
categories work well largely in the abstract: as they are lived out, the affiliations and
labels tend to blur and lose meaning. A state employee may also be a multi-generation
land owner, or logger, or dirt farmer. The scion of a family fortune residing on a
sprawling private reserve might today send her children to local public schools and teach
at a small Adirondack college. A local resident, while voicing the common narrative of
outside oppression, builds power and wealth from a family business entirely reliant on the
protected status of state wildlands. An outside investor might fan the flames of local
resentment toward state interference to pressure state agencies to permit development
projects. While at close range, then, these three parties to Adirondack history might lose
meaning, in the reverse telescope of the historical view, they offer a powerfully
explanatory narrative of history.
The New York State Museum dioramas and displays present a compelling
storyline of resource development, heroism and a sort of frontier camaraderie and
resourcefulness, but they gloss over the almost constant state of social turmoil and
struggle that equally defines the Adirondack developmental experience. The accepted
narratives of virtuous progress are inevitably colored by Adirondack counter narratives.
Brown University's Karl Jacoby uncovers the drama of the exertions of early Adirondack
settlers against first the wealthy estate owners and then against the state itself. In their
contest for land and resources, the subsistence-oriented land holders found that the rules
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of their own stories had been rewritten, and that with the emergence of the conservation
orthodoxy, they had unwittingly become criminals.
For many rural communities, the most notable feature of conservation was the
transformation of previously acceptable practices into illegal acts: hunting or
fishing redefined as poaching, foraging as trespassing, the setting of fires as arson,
and the cutting of trees as timber theft.3
This significant and dramatic change in the settler's role—from heroic yeoman to defiant
thief—was the result of script changes by the authors of a play written many levels above
the actors. As Cronon suggests, the minor voices in a story with a sweeping, progressive
plot are sometimes drowned out.
A telling feature of the various competing storylines of the Adirondack
experience is the prevalence and persistence of the insider versus outsider motif. George
Perkins Marsh, a Vermonter often noted as the father of the American conservation
movement, advised in his groundbreaking 1864 work Man and Nature that the New York
State government must swiftly appropriate and control the threatened forestlands of the
Adirondack region. "[New York should] declare the remaining [Adirondack] forest the
inalienable property of the commonwealth," he intoned, in order to save it from "the
improvident habits of the backwoodsman" and "the slovenly husbandry of the border
settler."4 Thus, the region was deemed by the powerful as both essential for the greater
good of the citizenry at large and ill-used by the poorly informed or simply inept actions
of Adirondack residents.
In pace with the increasingly compelling drumbeat for outside protection and
control, the portion of Adirondacks within the original park boundary became at least
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outwardly a state-controlled district, a patchwork of public and private lands, starting
with the establishment and designation of the New York State Forest Preserve in the
Adirondacks and Catskills in 1885, followed shortly by the official designation of the
Adirondack Park in 1892 and the 1894 New York State constitutional amendment
employing the provision that the Forest Preserve shall be "forever kept as wild forest
lands."5 The "Forever Wild" provision still represents the apex of conservation
designation in the world, as constitutional-level land protection is not vulnerable to the
political whims of the moment, but requires two rounds of legislative support and a state
referendum for modification.
These remarkable actions, according to historian Karl Jacoby, reflected the
fulfillment of another narrative, a "degradation discourse," or storyline that explained
natural resource management in the Adirondacks and elsewhere in terms of a righteous
crusade against ignorance, complete with characters, action and a moral code. The setting
was a stable, unchanging and virtuous natural world. The characters were rural residents
engaged in damaging if not ignorant natural resource practices which threatened to cause
widespread environmental catastrophe, countered by the benevolent state, armed with
management expertise, education, money and power.
[T]hese narrative elements formed the central story of conservation—a tale that
prophesied imminent ecological doom, unless natural resources were removed
from local control and placed in the hands of scientifically trained government
managers.6
Residents, according to this narrative, were thought to welcome the state, to eagerly
anticipate the supposed benefits of state environmental stewardship.7 They were
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romanticized as "pastoral," or simple, happy, carefree and upright, or "primitive," which
meant deprived, degraded, squalid and backward. But, cautions Jacoby, "…neither
pole—the pastoral or the primitive—offered more than a crude approximation of a place
like the Adirondacks."8
Arrayed against this state-centric degradation discourse is a counter-narrative
which features the state not as virtuous and skilled but as overwhelming, corrupt,
sluggish, myopic and damaging in its own, gargantuan right. The local players in this
tableau are nimble, woods-smart, well informed, pragmatic and self-sufficient. One of the
contentious issues that shortly followed the establishment of the New York State Forest
Preserve was the designation and demarcation of property boundaries in the remote
interior of the Adirondack Park, which included both Forest Preserve and privately
owned lands within its boundaries. This issue highlighted the conflict between insider
and outsider: between local settler and the distant Goliath of the State of New York.
Much was at stake in the confusion over property boundaries: after a decade of
state surveying and property line blazing efforts, punctuated by almost constant local
sabotage and resistance including the removal of survey stakes, cairns and blazes,
hundreds of local residents found that they were living on state land as squatters. They
had earlier settled the land without proper title, living under the free-wheeling settlement
ethic in line with the accepted practices of the American frontier: if the land was unused
and unoccupied, then it was open for settlement. If the resulting homestead were
occupied continually, and improved, then the settler considered it his. These casual rules
were thrown out after the establishment of the Adirondack State Park in 1892, with the
result that many residents found themselves facing eviction from the homes they had
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occupied for many years. Not all were poor locals: some of these residents had sold their
homes, especially those in desirable locations on the water, to seasonal residents who
then converted them to comfortable summer retreats. These seasonal residents found
themselves, as well, facing eviction, which blurred the line between insider and outsider,
as both shared the same challenges to land title and property rights.9
In 1901, notes Jacoby, this conflict came to a head. New York State issued a raft
of ejection notices to a considerable number of residents living around Raquette Lake, in
the western Adirondacks. The state wanted to burn down homes built on state land. Upon
arriving at Raquette Lake, state officials were confronted with an angry, armed
contingent of residents intent on resisting state efforts at all costs. The stand-off resulted
in the state forming a new corps of forest police, or Foresters.10
Jacoby recounts a narrative of conflict that features the New York State
government on one hand pitted against the intractable and resistant local residents. The
forest police became the intermediaries, themselves in a highly conflicted position. The
state was wise enough to recognize that the foresters needed to be selected from among
community members in order to take advantage of familiarity with both the forest and the
locals. Coincident with the commissioning of the forester as a new intermediate
enforcement class, wealthy businessmen with names like Rockefeller, Litchfield, Durant,
and Morgan acquired massive private estates, and began fencing, posting and patrolling
their boundaries against trespass. "Among Adirondackers, private parks soon became the
most hated facet of conservation."11 As a result of the emergence of vast private estates,
posted and patrolled against trespass, on top of the use prohibitions associated with the
state Forest Preserve, not only did many local residents become landless squatters, they
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also became poachers and trespassers if they wished to return to their formerly freely
accessed hunting and fishing grounds.
In short order, Jacoby posits that the resentment on the part of local Adirondack
residents toward the exclusionary oligarchs of industry who insisted on denying access
and subsequent free harvest of food and timber developed a decidedly class-based theme.
"Private parks' stringent efforts against trespass, combined with their concentrated
landholdings and extensive corps of guards, made them, for many rural folk, a powerful
symbol of the class biases lurking at the heart of conservation."12 A New York State
Assembly committee looking into Adirondack land management would write in an 1899
report, "The poor [in the Adirondacks] …are complaining…[that] our [woods] are all
being monopolized by the rich; that we are apeing the English plan of barring the poor
man from the hunt, etc."13
This rich man-poor man, insider-outsider theme was seductively attractive in
1899, and remains so a century later. It conveniently simplifies the complexity of land
use motivations and practices into a storyline that dates back to the very foundation of the
American vision, in which the rag-tag, upstart, rural population of the Colonies raised
righteous wrath against the imperial English oppressor. Of course, many of the leaders of
Colonial indignation were themselves powerful oligarchs, sweeping clean Native
American resistance and prior land tenure and imposing their own vast estates and
fortunes built in no small part on the abject domination of a working class imported in
chains from Africa.
As a result of restrictions on previous access to subsistence goods from the forest,
conditions became dire for many Adirondack residents. Once accustomed to the taking of
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meat from undeveloped lands to feed their families, poor locals also found that they had
increasing difficulty finding firewood to heat their homes through the long winters, a
condition hard to fathom in a region as wide and wild as today's Adirondacks.
Adirondackers in the early 1900's faced a double bind: as both the Forest Preserve and
private estates grew, the fuel wood and game that remained accessible became more and
more difficult to come by. Like the "free" meat of the forest, the traditionally "free"
firewood supply came to an end.
For a while, locals continued to hunt and cut firewood in violation of state game
and timber laws, justifying their decisions by not selling what they had harvested, but
keeping it for personal use. Such equivocations merely forestalled the inevitable: without
free food and heat gleaned from the forest, Adirondack residents found themselves forced
into the wage labor market. Jacoby sees it as the "final solution" engineered by elite
policy makers:
In a number of other rural areas such as British India and the post-Reconstruction
American South, lawmakers instituted similar regulations over natural resources
to drive country folk into the labor market.…By impeding residents' access to the
local environment, conservation inevitably magnified the importance of wage
labor as an alternative means of support.14
This is Jacoby's "progressive" narrative of the Adirondacks: the twin forces of
concentrated power—the establishment of expansive private estates by the barons of
nineteenth and early twentieth-century industry and the purchase, demarcation and
protection of vast parcels of land by the state government as it enacted a forward thinking
conservation agenda—worked in concert to fence off and isolate Adirondack land at the
expense of the traditional free-use practices by the poor local community. The resentful
echoes of this period and the complaints of the "losers" in its narrative are still heard
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today by contemporary members of the Adirondack property rights movement in their
sometimes self-righteous struggle against state stewardship of public and private lands.
Not evident in this resistance narrative is recognition of the benefit of such patriarchal
protectionism, either to the natural resource or to the culture or economy of a regional
community deriving much of its wealth and meaning from a healthy, continuously
forested setting.
The new histories of the Adirondack Park reveal the basis and potential
justification for much of the angst and conflict among stakeholders, establishing the
historical grounds for the persistent divisions between the stereotypical groups of insiders
and outsiders, environmentalists and utilitarians, locals, visitors, wage earners, estate
owners, grass roots activists and state government. While the stereotypes inevitably
degrade and blend to the extent they are embodied in actual people, they are used as
ammunition in the culture wars that have characterized the last century of the Park's
history. I find that I now regard these diverse positions more carefully, perhaps, in
recognition of the decades of preceding events from which each springs. We must not be
casual in our acceptance or dismissal of conflicting perspectives, but must listen closely,
attending to the complexity and texture of the narratives of conflict arising from the past,
taking pains to uncover and absorb the challenging conditions that gave birth to the
sometimes overly simplified class and power storylines invoked by all sides in current
debates, and interpret the rhetoric of protection versus use, or esthetics and poverty.
As we pass exits for Saratoga Springs, Queensbury and Glens Falls on our route
north, I think about the looming significance of the park boundary, the Blue Line, which
we approach rapidly. It is both a line drawn against something—a line in the sand and in
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the forest—and a permeable frontier between culture and nature, where the rules change
as subtly as the landscape. Beyond it our experiences of meaning shift to incorporate the
values and history of a place set aside for something other than human progress, a place
which in a way becomes an exhibit of a new form of progress, not unalloyed with failure
and strife, but trending toward an emergent synthesis: a successor to the utilitarian past of
the Adirondack mountains.
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3
The Blue Line

Less than an hour later, we see the sign on the side of the Northway announcing
that we are entering the Adirondack Park. I always feel a sort of mingled excitement,
pride and relief whenever I see one of these simple, understated signs, usually in brown
and yellow. This time, I ask the kids what they feel or think when they see the sign. Two
of them, Will and Dana, smile and say, "Yay! We're back!"
John, however offers a groan. He is enthralled by the city, preferring urban lights,
roads and stores. "I love the city," he says, rolling his eyes. Ah, the family microcosm.
We pass the sign, enter into the space set aside, the landscape of statutory
difference from the rest of New York State. The Preserve. The Park. We live here. I was
wondering if the kids feel any different, feel that the Adirondack Park is more than just
an invisible, government boundary. If it means anything to them as lifelong residents who
rarely leave the Park's confines. It seems so, but it's hard to say. They're kids after all,
immersed in their phenomenal lives, not familiar yet with the fallen fruit of
metacognition. My kids are natives to the Park, moreso than I am, even though I grew up
less than a mile inside Park boundaries, far to the south, with my back to the
Adirondacks, facing always the Capital District, directing my aspirations and visits to the
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city. My children live in the Park's center, and know nothing else. I am convinced that
reality is somehow different for Park residents.
In a couple of months it will be hunting season, and sportsmen from outside the
Park will stalk the same woods as sportsmen from the inside. Most are hunting, indeed,
for sport, for the love of the hunt, for the sounds, scents and sights of the fall woods.
Many folk from inside the Park's so-called Blue Line hunt for meat, for supplemental
subsistence, to fill freezers for their families. Hunger knows no season while game laws
limit the hunt to two months in the fall. Jacoby recognizes subsistence hunting as part of
local folks' customary uses of the Adirondack forests, that over the course of free market
penetration of the Adirondack interior in the twentieth century, "the persistence of this
subsistence, nonmarket ideology illustrates the reluctance of many rural folk to embrace a
completely capitalist orientation."1 Whatever your preferred political economy, it's clear
that there are two different sorts of hunting, and that one seems more essential on the
surface from the perspective of a family struggling with hunger. As Jacoby intones, "this
contrast between the seriousness of local subsistence and the frivolity of outside sport
highlighted the inequities of the game law."2
A car passes us. I see a bumper sticker: "Adirondacker." The car is in good repair;
I'm encouraged. I like to see the people well provisioned. But I peel back my
presumptions: I realize I assumed that the sticker indicates local status. That the person
resided within the Park's Blue Line. Would a local automatically claim such affiliation
with the Park? How is the so-called Adirondack region co-terminal with Park boundaries,
or is the term somehow distinct from the Park? Do some visitors claim the title, like an
honorary doctorate, owing to seasonal connection?
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Insurrection and Identity

According to one academic interpretation, the soubriquet "Adirondacker" might
be a self-conscious construct that reveals both a cognizance of narrative and a
deployment of clever ideological weaponry aimed squarely at insider-outsider struggles
for power in the contemporary battle for control of the Adirondack Park. Folklorist
Felicia Faye McMahon argues that, contrary to what one might expect about the folk
appellation as indicating general affiliation with the Park or with the Adirondack image
or culture, the "Adirondacker" term emerged out of the long history of local resistance to
state and elite control of natural resources as a well-planned publicity strategy
culminating in the tempestuous and perhaps bizarre events of 1990.3 In this way,
McMahon suggests that a segment of local society succeeded at recasting the Adirondack
narrative to favor its own cause, to, in effect, re-create themselves as new characters in a
class-based drama and to define their antagonists as the greatest oppressors and villains in
the great narrative of American history.
McMahon starts her case by establishing a pattern of resistance to the dominant
narrative of beneficent state management and control of Adirondack forest resources. She
recounts the claims that local Adirondack residents started the great fires of 1899, 1903,
1908 and 1913 as a protest against the wealthy private reserve owners who had posted
their land against trespass by the locals.4 Much later, Adirondack residents again became
active, this time in response to the passage of the Adirondack Park Agency Land Use and
Development Plan, which vested unprecedented powers in the hands of a Governorappointed board of commissioners, most from outside the Park boundaries. In 1973,
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Adirondack Park Agency (APA) regulations zoned great swaths of privately owned rural
land such that only one structure per 43 acres would be permitted as a measure to protect
the forested character of the Adirondack Park. Residents claimed that the state was
devastating the speculative potential value of private property by limiting future
subdivision and assuming control of private land by regulatory fiat. In response, a small
number of resident protesters formed a group they called the "Minute Men," harkening to
the Boston-based patriots who self-mobilized in the face of British tyranny. This
anachronistic self-reference to the Revolutionary era would not be the last. In 1976,
masked locals raided the APA office in Lake Placid, fired rifles in the sky, threatened
arson and dumped a load of manure on the office steps with the sign, "We've taken yours
for long enough. Now you can have some of ours."5
By the late 1980's, as a lingering national recession deepened, tensions between
locals and New York State management of Adirondack lands became even bitterer. Up to
this time, McMahon notes that locals had referred to their home region not as the
"Adirondacks" but as the "North Country." In 1990, McMahon describes the intentional
adoption of the name "Adirondacker" as a tactic by the APA protest movement.
"Adirondacker" became used as an "ethnocentric," self-referential term to create a sense
of an oppressed culture. It became a revolutionary, symbolic label shown on T-shirts,
photocopied and distributed flyers, hats, bumper stickers and protest songs.6 Despite what
I assume about the contemporary connotations of the term, being an "Adirondacker" did
not mean that you were a green-blooded, tree loving environmentalist in 1990. It meant
something different. It represented an attempt by a local protest movement to insert
people into the concept of the Adirondack Park. In this view, the dominant powers that
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established and managed the Adirondack Park had egregiously privileged pine trees and
pine marten over human communities. "Adirondacker" meant "human resident of the
Adirondack Park" and as such was a cry for recognition.
The 1990 insurrection became ugly. The protest spread to hate crimes targeting
the Adirondack Council, a highly effective environmental lobby, when protesters painted
large swastikas on the Council's office building in Elizabethtown. After this, the
movement consciously adopted a Revolutionary War theme, in keeping with the heritage
of the Champlain Valley as a region pivotal in the early American struggle to free itself
from the yoke of British tyranny. Locals adopted a slogan, "the red horse is running
loose," which harkens to the Revolutionary War signal to rally Colonial resistance against
the British: a loose red horse was the sign for Colonists to drop their plows and grab their
weapons. The Adirondack resistance movement used the phrase as an ironic way to focus
local action against the Adirondack Park Agency and New York State Government. In
May of 1990, protesters organized a "Freedom Ride" down the interstate on which we're
presently driving north to draw attention to the plight of the Adirondacker.7 I remember
hearing about this demonstration. It was a "slow down" movement, not a blockade, in
which protesters drove well under the speed limit, backing up traffic for miles. Irritating,
inconvenient, and effective, like a legion of grannies in sedans, leaving their blinkers on
interminably. Gives you time to think. Or to fume.
Later that summer, protesters removed five barrier boulders put in place by the
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation to block a road to Crane
Pond, which was within a wilderness area, and classified as such as motor-free. Protesters
paraded the boulders on a septic truck and publicly destroyed them, giving fragments to
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tourists at nearby Fort Ticonderoga as souvenirs of their movement. The element of the
theatric became ever more dramatic. A protest in Ticonderoga against "King Cuomo"
(Mario Cuomo was New York State Governor at the time) was enacted by locals dressed
in Revolutionary War costume, accompanied by cannon fire, in a mock indictment of the
Governor. The costumed protesters called this symbolic indictment, grandly, the "second
most important event in the United States since the original Declaration of Independence
and Constitution."8 How's that for alternative history?
McMahon highlights the powerful artifice of this "historicization" of the 1990
anti-government protest movement as a vehicle to reshape both the larger narrative and
the protesters identities within it: "The Adirondacker…perceives himself in a direct role
[sic] to the establishment of freedom in America. Therefore, his experiences are
connected to a constructed past, the result of which is his direct identity."9 She asserts
that the 1990 protest movement in some way transformed the participants, that by
willing, designing, authoring, publishing and performing these re-interpretations of
history, "the group experiences becoming what they define themselves to be."10 The
issues are exploded and transmuted: no longer are these merely cases of linked
microeconomic tragedy, in which property owners are prevented from subdividing their
lands, setting up hot dog stands, leveling ground for condominiums, and making money,
but they become aggrandized by association with the deep-running grain of American
rancor at outside control, of an essential suspicion of and fascination with power, of the
patriotic call to live in a country which is of the people, by the people and most
importantly, for the people. By God, it's American to subdivide!
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The "Welcome to the Adirondack Park" sign slips past into the rear view mirror
as we continue our northward drive home. And really, things don't look much different, at
least at first, on either side of the sign, this far from Albany. We had just passed Glens
Falls and the Great Escape Theme Park, with its loops of roller coaster tracks and acres of
parking lots visible from the highway, but now, inside the Adirondack Park, the trees
seem just as green, but thicker. Subtle changes evince a shift of landscape character: no
longer are our eyes distracted by billboards alongside the highway, or by the towering
signs of corporate America: McDonald's, car rental services, truck stops, storage
businesses, corporate plazas. By state law, billboards are not permitted in the Park and
private business signs are limited in size and extent. The visual landscape is uncluttered
by design. Quiet re-emerges, exhaled by hemlock and granite, crow and heron.
Our first stop, later in the afternoon, is the object of a sort of fraudulent
anticipation. One way to manufacture excitement and forestall internecine backseat
hostilities is that most flimsy and transparent of parental hucksterisms: the Mystery Ride.
As in, "Let's go on a mystery ride!" …to the dentist's office! This strategy is a hallowed
and potent parenting tool both used on and bequeathed to me by my own mother and
father. To children under the age of suspicion and before the teen plague of cynicism,
almost any destination can acquire the luster of a P.T. Barnum, can't-miss attraction when
subtly seasoned with the unknown. The focus of this day's flirtation with the random is an
Adirondack destination that had been reeling me in for years with its corny, 1950's era
billboard promotions that I had read for decades on childhood trips up the Northway and
Route 9.
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"Where are we going, Dad?" asks my son John, one of our nine-year old twin
boys, who was the first of the three children to lose the endearing "y" at the end of our
parental honorifics. He's been calling us "Dad" and "Mom" since he was five, sounding
ten years older than he is. The others are hanging on to their innocence, at least as far
what they call us.
I look into the rear-view mirror to see the three faces, two of them bespectacled,
owl-like and cheerful in the back seats of the van. "Who likes to explore caves?" I ask,
anticipating what the response will be.
"Meee!" Three hands go up. I hand them a brochure for the Natural Stone Bridge
and Caves that I had picked up in the hotel.
"How does this look?"
A small-scale skirmish breaks out over first reading rights of the glossy tri-fold.
As the yelling subsides, I smile to myself as I remember what my own father used to say
when my brother and I were at our worst in the back seat: "Do I have to pull over?"
We do pull over, exiting the Northway at Warrensburg, in order to diverge from
the waning poleward torrent of the Interstate. I-87 had shrunk from four lanes each way
to two upon reaching Lake George, the Adirondack version of Las Vegas with its Tiki
hotel, theme parks, wax museum and Million Dollar Beach. Instead of water slides and
Elvis impersonator festivals, I'm looking for a return to something that pre-dates exit
ramps and Discover Cards: something that might lie along the quaint and winding Route
9, the former path of least resistance to the north. We slow down, way down, as we crawl
through the small town of Warrensburg, and rubber neck at antique shop windows,
village municipal offices, corner cafés, stately stone homes with real sidewalks, auto
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repair shops. And then we're through the second stop light and can speed up to 50 miles
an hour on the forested two-lane ur-Northway.
This used to be fast enough, I speculate, as we drive along and over the clear and
boulder-strewn tributaries of the nearby Hudson River. The brooks seem somehow
innocent of the larger river's fate sixty miles south, when it turns into one of the largest
Superfund sites in U.S. history, courtesy of thirty years of General Electric's bringing
good things to light while pouring PCB's into the river's dark mud, its fish and fishers.
Past Chestertown, we pass a couple of long-shuttered motor lodges, and a couple still
hanging on by musty threads, redolent of pine and mildew under the deep shade of the
evergreens. This must have been a lovely destination at one time: this far into the
Adirondacks would have represented a four hour drive from Albany, before the Interstate.
This must have seemed, well, enough of a journey for tourists and seekers of quiet,
fleeing the bustle of the capital. And surely it is pretty enough: cool lawns, hammocks
slung under towering white pine trees, the sparkling creek, songbirds in the sky of rainwashed Adirondack blue.
With no warning we come across Loon Lake, one of several water bodies sonamed in the Adirondack Park, and slow down near the public access swimming area,
braking as we emerge into that most suggestive and languorous of Adirondack districts:
the summer camp neighborhood surrounding the most picturesque and accessible lakes
and ponds. The season is in its final, full, late summer blush, driveways filled with sedans
and RV's, clotheslines of swimming towels and bathing suits fluttering like Tibetan
prayer flags from every porch and nearby tree. Dogs and young people climbing in and
out of cars, boats and front-yard tents. Inflatable rafts, whales and sea monsters sharing
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beachfront with lawn chairs, moms with novels, dads with cans of beer or boat keys or
both.

Vacationers and Vagrants: Images of Adirondack Leisure and Privation

Vacations, camps, and resorts have a prominent place in the Adirondack cultural
narrative, both reflecting the continued evolution of Emmons' hedonic narratives of the
early nineteenth century and expressing the dynamics of the insider-outsider trope that
has provided a persistent undercurrent to almost all of Adirondack cultural history.
Decades before its official designation as the Adirondack Park, the region became
increasingly associated in the public mind with beauty and the pleasures of the vacation.
The middle 1800’s were characterized by a boom in the building of hotels catering to city
dwellers eager to sample the sporting life in the remote Adirondack forests. By 1875,
more than two hundred hotels were open for business in the Adirondacks. Drawn by
stories of deer and trout-filled ponds, “sports” flocked to hotels in Blue Mountain Lake,
Moose Lake, Raquette Lake, Lake George, Long Lake, Saranac Lake and, perhaps most
famously, St. Regis Lake. Blue Mountain Lake’s massive Prospect House, owned by the
wealthy Durant family, catered to those adventurous enough to visit the interior of the
park. In all, 300 rooms offered running water, baths, fireplaces, a steam-powered
elevator, bowling alleys and other accoutrements heretofore undreamed of in the heart of
the wilderness.11 Hotels perpetuated a relatively mutualistic relationship between
"outsider" tourists and the servants, largely local residents, who prepared meals, cleaned
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rooms, hammered nails, felled timber, and most typically Adirondack, guided the sports
to wild game.
As we motor through Loon Lake, I realize it looks nothing like the secluded
forested retreat immortalized in E.L. Doctorow's 1980 novel of that name, home to the
ultra-wealthy symbol of capitalism, auto industry magnate F.W. Bennett. Doctorow's
Loon Lake updates a well used and still serviceable Adirondack narrative: the
juxtaposition of extremes of wealth and rural poverty institutionalized by the persistent
and proliferating Adirondack icon, the Great Camp.12 Doctorow's tale echoes the first
such story that gripped the American psyche, Theodore Dreiser's An American Tragedy,
based on the actual murder of a working class girl by a working class con man intent on
marrying the daughter of a wealthy man.13 The settings of Dreiser's, Doctorow's and other
sensational novels printed for both high-end presses and the pulp market draw on what
have become oft-repeated, classic Adirondack storylines: the poor, opportunistic antihero ventures into the pristine, opulent, remote estates of the ultra wealthy bent on
murder or simply motivated by curiosity or jealousy. Some novels, like Russell Banks'
The Reserve, explore the passions and interests of the wealthy for their Romanticized
local counterparts, who are presumed to live a pure, simple and somehow profound
existence.14 In the Adirondacks, as elsewhere, people are fascinated by the differences
between the classes. Here, more uniquely, the classes can get close enough to interact
with, mingle with, respect and sometimes exploit each other.
This "Great Camp" theme has remarkable holding power as well in real-world
Adirondack culture and in the American marketplace. Its origins are inextricably
associated with colliding differences in social class, wealth and insider-outsider status.
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While Adirondack residents were busy clearing farms and middle-class tourists were
busy “roughing it” on Adirondack vacations, the moneyed elite were sizing up vast
chunks of land for purchase and development as private family estates. The region was
made fashionable as an alternative to the more refined estates of Newport, Rhode Island
and the Hamptons on Long Island in the late 1880's and early 1900's when the ultra-rich
began purchasing vast tracts of Adirondack land and building their elaborate and lovely
"cabins" deep in the Adirondack interior. Wealthy industrialist families such as the
Durants (heir of the Union Pacific Railroad), the Vanderbilts (N.Y. Central Railroad), the
Rockefellers (Standard Oil Company), the Morgans (banking), the Litchfields (Brooklyn
attorney), the Posts (Postum, Post cereals, eventually General Mills) and many others
began purchasing tracts of Adirondack wilderness and constructing vast, luxurious homes
soon known as “great camps.”15
Of necessity, the barons of industry intent on erecting Great Camps relied on local
expertise and sources of land for sale while opportunistic locals welcomed the trade
brought by this new outside interest. This became another iteration of the "can't live with
'em; can't live without 'em" attitude of many Adirondack residents to the wealth, tastes
and commercial aspirations of outside investors, who were bent on transforming the gems
of Adirondack scenery into summer camps for millionaires. Northern Adirondack
hotelier, lumberman and entrepreneur Paul Smith made a fortune from catering to the
luxury land acquisition craze of the gay eighteen-nineties, a period in which fashion
dictated that the elite spend periods of the summer at posh ocean-side retreats and in such
mountainous isolation as that offered by the famously exclusive St. Regis Lakes in the
Adirondacks. Smith specialized in buying waterfront land on the cheap and turning it
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over at eye-popping margins. In 1896, Smith sold four-acre parcels on the St. Regis
Lakes for $20,000 each, which was what he had paid for thirteen thousand acres only a
few years before.16 Smith remarked with amazement, “I never saw anything like it. . . .I
tell you if there’s a spot on the face of the earth where millionaires go play at house
keeping in log cabins and tents as they do here I have it yet to hear about [sic]."17
But while the Great Camp-millionaire playground story developed, a parallel,
much less giddy drama of privation and despair continued to take place in the muddy,
cold lanes of impoverished Adirondack hamlets. All of this attention to wealth and
splendor, primarily on behalf of privileged visitors, overshadowed the brutal reality of
life for those year-round residents on the very bottom of the economic scale. It is the
marginalized narrative of Adirondack marginalization, which belied the image of the
Adirondacks as a genteel vacationland or bustling center of industry, bestowing wealth
on any who had the mettle to strive for it. This story is much more difficult to find owing
to the patchy written record left by those in poverty.
Historian Amy Godine offers the letters of Julia Hill, of Chester (now
Chestertown, in the eastern Adirondacks), written between 1852 and 1869, as a window
into the daily stresses and tragedy of the life of the Adirondack poor. Death surrounded
Ms. Hill, and found its way into her terse, news-filled letters alongside mundane bits of
daily life: “Mother is piecing her quilt. May came down here and said Joseph is dead. He
had a fit."18 Neither adults nor children were spared: “There has been three deaths here
lately, Melvina Randell, Mr. Wells and Lucinda Burch, and her baby. It was two years
old."19 An 1859 Hill letter paints a bleak picture of the state of the town: “It is very
sickly about Chester. Most all that is not sick is dead."20 Life for Julia Hill and others she
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refers to as “trunnelbed trash” meant seemingly constant suffering and death coupled
with constant hunger and material privation. Godine remarks that Hill's experience was
not unique; rural Adirondack poverty was a widespread condition that defied many state
efforts to ameliorate it.
The much less heralded narrative of Adirondack poverty sprang from
environmental stresses and limits, such as poor soil, harsh winters, drought and blight.
Adirondack towns and counties employed various strategies to address the plight of the
poor. Between 1812 and 1817, the town of Chazy auctioned off its paupers rather than
incur the expense of supporting them directly. Throughout the nineteenth century, and
into the twentieth, almost every Adirondack county maintained a poorhouse by state
order. The County Poorhouse Act of 1824 was an effort to reform the system of dealing
with paupers, chiefly by offering an alternative to the notoriously abusive system of
indenture, where children were sent off to live and work in the homes of families needing
extra labor, but not necessarily extra mouths to feed. However, each county poorhouse
became a repository of desperate people with a host of personal issues, including mental
illness, developmental disabilities, addictions, criminal histories and simply being a
recent immigrant with no money on one’s pocket. Conditions were stressful and
occasionally deadly in these Adirondack poorhouses, as crowding, meager food, lack of
heat, disease, sexual assault and beatings by fellow residents and staff took their toll on
inmates.21
While these harrowing poorhouses served a purpose for those with no work at all,
they also became seasonal refuges for those underemployed Adirondackers experiencing
seasonal slack periods. Entire families began wintering in poorhouses in order to be fed
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and warmed through the extremely long and cold Adirondack winters. Records show
spikes in home relief accepted by the families of miners, during production cutbacks and
strikes in the iron mines of the eastern Adirondacks. Many of the early settlers of the
Adirondack region were poor to begin with- they brought hardly more than the clothes on
their back, and could only dream of purchasing land to farm. As a result, they rented;
when the crop failed, they were evicted, penniless.
The relative small scale of industry in the Adirondack region played a role in the
plight of the indigent and homeless. Following the crash of 1873, millions of Americans,
and many New Yorkers, were out of work and on the streets. Perhaps drawn by reports of
the timber industry and mining jobs, poor tramps swarmed the Adirondacks in the
following year, overwhelming county officials in offices for the poor. Interviewed by
poormasters, indigents reported that they were out of work, traveling to work, and
looking for work. In 1875, a correspondent writing in a Warren County paper
complained, “The county is afflicted with tramps; they are nearly as bad as the lice
plagues of Egypt."22 At the same time that dinner was being served on custom designed
china at the hotels and great camps of the Adirondacks, bunks and bowls were being
filled in the county poorhouses throughout the region.
These juxtaposed narratives of pleasure and poverty are not unique to the
Adirondacks. In all places there is suffering. Perhaps there will truly be poor always and
we are not to be blamed for looking to the good things we've got. But the Adirondack
vactationland narrative has in part eclipsed the stories of historical struggle as the
American culture gained wealth, power and prosperity over the past century and a half.
As a consequence of designation and protection, the Adirondacks truly became a park, a
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reserve and green pleasuring ground for the rich and the poor. State land is available to
all, or at least to all who have the means, information and inclination to use it. While
practices of the harvest are greatly restricted, all may still wander the trails and waters of
the Park for pleasure, freedom and restoration. In this way, the Park, divided into private
reserves and public wilds, is a most democratic institution. It is large enough to
encompass both privilege and poverty, gated restriction and open access, and perhaps
serves a similar function in the dreams and reveries of the owners of both the palatial
waterfront estate and the humble trailer.
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4
Pottersville

Just past Pottersville, we start to see the signs for the attraction. A large, stylized
arrow points the way uphill, under the Northway, and up a winding, forested valley.
Small signs appear on the side of the road, leading us on, promising a good time for all.
And then we're here: Natural Stone Bridge & Caves. Like tourists for generations, we've
been drawn inward, off the highway. This private, family owned attraction has
entertained and, perhaps, educated tourists for almost a century. To me, this visit
represents the fulfillment of decades of my own curiosity; I've been a long-time quarry,
my interest piqued over the years by the quaint signs on the Pottersville exit of the
Northway. We're here as Adirondack residents and tourists.
We get out, stretch, and take in the parking lot, with its towering sign doubling as
a planter, zinnias in half-barrels. We explore a warren-like gift shop just bursting with
tourist-oriented gifts from the attraction's cave-man logo-embossed hip flasks to the
obligatory blizzard of t-shirts, cedar incense burners, books, a stupendous menagerie of
carved stone animals and figurines and a spelunker's nirvana of sectioned geodes,
colorful crystals and mineral trophies for sale, priced for both kids' allowances and
collectors' heavier purses.
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For a significant price, we gain access to the mysteries that lie beyond the gift
shop, and wander a short course of trails featuring scenic overlooks and mineralogical
marvels including petrified wood, an ersatz mining operation (extra charge), a rock
climbing wall (extra charge) and the main event itself, the natural "bridge" or arch
hollowed out by thousands of years of scouring by the Trout Brook, a jolly Adirondack
stream that tumbles down from Hoffman Mountain in the nearby distance. The improved,
masonry sculpted trails lead to sites given whimsical titles, like Meditation Isle, Lookout
Point, the Giant's Slide, Indian Maiden's Kettle and our favorite, Noisy Cave.
It makes for an enjoyable hour-plus, lengthened by an indecisive session in the
geode gift shop at the end, where my daughter struggles mightily to choose a suitable
slice of colored stone for her bedroom curio shelf. We had steered the kids away from the
extra attractions that offered to siphon off more of our money, like the semi-precious gem
or fossil-seeded bags of dirt that could be purchased and washed through a sluiceway to
remove the quasi-precious treasures within. The long afternoon waning, with miles to go
before we sleepwalk back into our home in Saranac Lake, we get the kids belted into
their seats and head out. I take a few last pictures of the sign and we make the best time
we can back toward the Northway, then through Keene Valley, Cascade Pass, Lake
Placid and Raybrook.
As we resume cruising speed on the interstate, the sun slants westward over the
Adirondacks, warming the white pines and road cuts with a golden glow. I muse about
the transaction that has just taken place between our family's economy and that of the
business where we had spent the afternoon. I recognize that Natural Stone Bridge and
Caves is a decidedly commercial affair, run by a family, offering a double handful of
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summer jobs for local folks, sustaining, I'm guessing, several Adirondack families.
Considering its shtick—the western style lettering, the club carrying, leopard-skin
wearing caveman mascot, the mysteriously entitled stops on the surprisingly short trail
into and across Trout Brook, the magnificent ordinariness of the caves and stone bridge
itself, which defies the manufactured hyperbole of most contemporary theme parks—we
are left with an impression of oddly charming Americana.
While I'm sure it's run by the family corporation, Natural Stone Bridge and Caves
is anything but mainstream corporate in style. This is an attraction that bears one visit for
us—a "Once in a Lifetime Experience" indeed—yet seems to draw in tourists from the
nearby highway in sufficient variety and numbers. As a hold over from the days before
the interstate, I'm encouraged that it has persisted, has reinvested in updated, if not
luxurious, facilities, and has managed so far to negotiate the twenty first century
economy. Other long-time elements of Adirondack tourism have not been as fortunate.
Although I am sure of where I am going on the highway before me, as I navigate
the conceptual terrain I am journeying through I recognize the need to consult the map, to
assess my progress in navigating the landscape of Adirondack narrative. To Terrie's
narratives of utility and hedonism I added Jacoby's narratives of progress, in which the
state and scientific elite imposed a progressive vision of resource management on a
recalcitrant and benighted local populace, and the resulting reaction against this effort by
local residents. I then framed the images of the Adirondacks as vacationland, first for the
wealthy elite ensconced in exclusive preserves and great camps, and then for the general
public after the advent of the automobile, as they headed for hotels, motels and campsites
throughout the Adirondack Park. Counterpoised against this set of postcard images of
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summer and winter reverie are images of privation and poverty in the Adirondacks, as
settlement conditions and recurrent cycles of general economic depression resulted in a
regional subclass of impoverished subsistence farmers, wage laborers and the indigent.
The map of the narrative terrain of the Adirondacks is becoming crowded. I begin to
wonder, who are we that live here? How do we see ourselves and forge our own
identities, connected to place and our individual circumstances?
As I drive, a little sleepy, my mind starts to wander. The kids are quiet, Kim is
knitting, and nobody talks. The only sounds are the hum of tires on pavement and the
wind whistling through the open windows and through my mind. The perspectives and
stories of the Adirondacks over which I've been ruminating start to jumble and blur, the
characters and perspectives coming together. I compose a sort of prose poem, a list, a
word-quilt of all the regional labels and stakeholders I can think of. There are many. The
labels are distinct but not separate. They overlap, conform and contradict, creating both
discordance and unity.

Adirondackers
Locals, tourists, insiders and outsiders,
The rich, the poor, state workers and staffers.
Business owners and tax payers, property rights activists and enviros,
Ski bums, artists, potters and photographers.
Farmer and prison guard, hotelier and horseman,
The hunters, the craftsmen, the ATVers and rock climbers.
Logger and leaf-peeper, birder and builder,
Natives, transplants, seasonals and perennials.
Exotic invaders and threatened species. Weeds and lilies.
All from the Adirondacks,
Adirondackers all?
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These short-hand labels or handles which many of us use to organize our thinking
and to conduct conversations about the cultural forces at work in the Adirondack region
fail under close scrutiny to completely describe any of the actual people behind them.
Jacoby suggests that the process of the formation and transcendence of Adirondack social
labels and stereotypes is ongoing- a story of paradise lost and wisdom gained. For
example, "[t]he inhabitants of the Adirondacks [in the late 1800's and early 1900's] may
not have been innocent rustics living in quiet harmony with the natural world, but neither
were they blind to the effects that their actions had on the environment around them."1
This admixture of purposes and attitudes—use and protection, exploitation and
exaltation—continues in current stanzas of the Adirondack dialogue, roughly paralleling
the division of the landscape into equal parts private and public ownership.
While the labels ultimately disappoint in their description reality in the literal
sense, leading to oversimplification and omission of nuance, perhaps they are useful, if
not essential, as the reductionist entry points into more holistic and descriptive
discussions of what it means to be an Adirondacker. After all, we start with words, which
are blunt approximations of infinitely detailed concepts and conditions, in any attempt at
communication. Perhaps these labels are the prototypical forms, building blocks, or
transition species required to discern and characterize the emerging structures in the
regional conversation about the exchanges between nature and culture in the
Adirondacks. Cultural narratives employing these labels can be thought as having a sort
of life of their own, as capable of undergoing a process of evolution: as they become
outdated or useless, they are cast aside, while from their remains new narratives emerge,
existing alongside the evolving cultures they spring from, support and move forward.
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But sometimes they can lead us astray. It is too easy to oversimplify the
relationships between the various Adirondack interests as simple cases of domination, as
a power relationship stacked overwhelmingly in one direction. We can be tempted to
infuse local politics with overtones and explanations reflecting centuries-old struggles for
power that span the globe. To, in the name of liberation, lose sight of the truth. Or to
participate in that most conflicted American tradition: to identify the underdog and side
with it, come hell or high water, or at least until it's no longer convenient. Such is the case
with a controversial work of scholarship from the period of some of the most burning
tensions in recent Adirondack history. Catherine Knott's Living with the Adirondack
Forest: Local Perspectives on Land Use Conflicts (1998) presents a compelling and
flawed analysis of Adirondack culture and the political and social fault lines that underlie
the landscape of conflict over Adirondack resources, power and influence.
Knott's dissertation work in anthropology coincided with the aftermath of the
conflict that gave birth to the Adirondacker identity, as explained previously by
McMahon. Knott interviewed dozens of working class Adirondack residents, chiefly
involved with traditional arts or natural-resource-intensive industries, occupied as guides,
hunters, trappers, fishers, loggers, syrup producers, boat builders and craftspeople. She
bestowed upon them a new label, "woodspeople," to encapsulate a host of meanings and
values that at the most basic level included "those whose lives and livelihoods immerse
them in the forest."2
Knott's thesis is attractive: that the voices of local, working class Adirondack
residents have been systematically and categorically ignored in favor of the
pronouncements, values and management goals of the chiefly "outsider" environmental
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and political elite, who seek to protect the Adirondack landscape by restricting local uses
of the landscape while preserving the second homes and scenic virtues valued by the
seasonal visitors and urban environmental lobby. In this claim of marginalization of local
voices, she is in line with historian Richard Judd, who advances a similar contention
about the overlooked eminence and value of local perspectives in the development of
conservation practices in New England.3
Knott tells the story of Adirondack history from the perspective of power and
domination, explaining a three-phase developmental history that moved from a period of
resource colonialism (heavy extraction of timber, ore and game) to resource
impoverishment (tragedy of the commons aftermath featuring local communities living
on the gleanings from the harvested field) to tourist colonialism (low-wage locals serving
wealthy tourists from outside).4 She explains this power differential in part as a
manifestation of differing "worldviews" or "constructions of meaning" derived from
distinct sets of experience, and linked to socioeconomic culture. These worldviews act to
"focus and filter the experiences of the individual or group" to affect the "attitudes,
beliefs and values that makes individuals and groups behave as they do."5
The result of this Leninist6 take of Adirondack history is Knott's identification of
four "positions" or stereotyped roles in contemporary Adirondack culture:
preservationists, who seek to limit or exclude human interference with wild lands; wise
use conservationists, who promote sustainable use of natural resources, including
logging, mining, recreation and hunting; home rule advocates, who maintain locals have
the right to decide what to do with their own lands and who resist any state regulation;
and developers who seek the right to build on any available land.7 The problem with
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Knott's analysis is that it makes too heavy handed a use of these powerful tools of
storytelling. In actual practice, the characters transcend the four types framed by Knott.
Home rule advocates can be preservationists while pursuing business interests. As an
example, a recently confirmed Adirondack Park Agency commissioner, Peter Hornbeck,
is a local entrepreneur who builds ultra-light canoes that depend on wilderness values for
their popularity and defends both the business climate and environmental integrity.8 The
plot is too sweeping, the conspiracy too tantalizing and the four characters too attractive
and simplistic.
As a review critical of Knott's work indicates, the basic idea of an Adirondack
power differential with distinct worldviews is defensible, but the broad brush
characterization of monolithic outsider domination is not; culture and events conspire to
confound sweeping generalizations in the course of actual events.9 In 1990, a major
report on the future of the Adirondack Park, commissioned by and delivered to the New
York State Governor, called for the consolidation and extension of state protections of
private and public shorelines and other environmental protections within Park
boundaries. What would have ushered in a new era of significantly increased
environmental preservation was decried vociferously by Adirondack resident voices and
politicians, who raised such a storm that the report was effectively killed even before it
hit the governor's office.10 Indeed, ever since the establishment of the embattled
Adirondack Park Agency in 1971, there has been a vocal, healthy and politically
powerful stream of Adirondack insider messages to the New York State Capitol through
sympathetic state legislators, including the iconic former Senator Ron Stafford and his
populist contemporary heirs, Senator Betty Little and Assemblywoman Teresa Sayward,
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who have built their political careers in part by championing the concerns of working
class Adirondack residents.11
Knott's work contributes to the narrative perspective on Adirondack history in her
discussion of nuance in Adirondack perspectives and decisions regarding nature. She
cites the patterns of biophilia discussed by Stephen Kellert, who identifies value
categories in reference to nature—naturalistic, ecologistic, humanistic, moralistic,
scientific, aesthetic, symbolic, ultilitarian, dominionistic or negativistic—and then applies
these as frames of reference to her observations of the Adirondack psyche. Her
conclusions are partly stereotypic and limiting: she maintains that it is common to find
"negativistic and utilitarian attitudes" toward wildlife particularly among "lower
socioeconomic" classes, including the elderly, rural and "natural resource dependent
groups" and that each urban-suburban Park visitor generally adhered to only one of
Kellert's ten categories, reflecting a comparatively simplistic orientation.12
However, Knott concludes that many of the Adirondack residents she had contact
with had more complex attitudes, corresponding with several of Kellert's categories of
biophilia, and that their perspectives shifted with seasons and conditions. For example,
Adirondackers hunt deer in the fall and feed them in the spring, are aware in some
instances of ecology and balance in terms of population dynamics, are capable of using
pesticides to kill blackfly larvae in mountain streams, come together to discuss problems
with coyotes, "reclaim" Adirondack ponds by poison to reintroduce supposedly native
fish species and defend native species against the depredation of supposedly exotic sea
lampreys in Lake Champlain.13 Each of these actions represents, in Knott's analysis, a
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blending of several of the biophilic values, indicating by inference a nuanced, pragmatic
Adirondack attitude toward nature.
Of course, this claim of pragmatic broad-minded environmentalism could also
break down upon closer scrutiny. It's possible that each of these instances was the result
of compromise in attitudinally hard-wired constituents who were looking to a greater
battle on the next day. Be that as it may, it seems a truism that most of us are pragmatic,
that we make decisions based only partly on bedrock values, and equally as likely we
accede to the demands of the circumstance, of the conditions, and of the voices around
us.

We all start early with labels. I hope that we don't abuse them in our family, use
them to constrict and warp the kids unintentionally. John's a great piano player; let's make
sure he's not "the piano player" since Dana likes to play as well. She's great at violin, but
doesn't corner the market on strings. John's struggling with the cello, but who knows?
Will is currently not a musician, but perhaps will be at a later date, and loves to sing. He's
the birder, but Dana likes them too, only a bit less obsessively. Dana's the artist, perhaps,
but Will's showing a new interest in drawing. They're all micro preemies, but are other
things as well. They took more steroids than Barry Bonds as babies but are now into
whole foods. Two had special education support, but they all read voraciously and are
doing fine in school, in some instances well above grade level. None like sports now, but
you never know when one will come home asking to join hockey.
I think likewise we need to be careful about characterizing members of the
Adirondack community. We can't avoid the labels, the insider outsider perspective, but
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need to always understand that we are more than the labels, and that we extend beyond
their borders, and cross over into multiple categories, all the time. In my own case, I'm
technically an Adirondack native, being born about ¼ mile within the Blue Line, but I
could have cared less for my first twenty years about the "Siberia to the North" as I once
thought of it. I wasted no time in fleeing after high school, and slowly and surely found
myself reeled back in, ever farther northward, deeper into the mountains. I was a guide
and outdoorsman, now I'm mostly an academic. People change. That's our blessing, our
promise. Labels help us see, but can confuse us as well. My hope is for us to use
Adirondack stereotypes and labels to begin dialogue about our perspectives, not to end it.
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5
North Hudson

The voices of the children in the back seat became softer as we continue our
journey home. The long day is catching up to us. Each child opens a book and settles into
a print world, choosing either fact or fiction, blending the austerity of the black and white
printed text with the measureless color of imagination. They are creating something new,
augmented with periodic glances at our surroundings, participating in some ineffable
form of hyper-reality, grounded in but in no way limited by place, distinctly individual
but subtly corporate in authorship. I wonder how they are fashioning their own narratives,
knitting together direct personal experience with assumption, folklore, received
understandings, current stereotypes and historic daguerreotypes.
I think of my own daguerreotype memory and smile as I exit the Northway at
North Hudson, the site of the long-abandoned ruins of Frontier Town, a western style
theme park that I visited as a lad, fascinated with the American west. I remember a photo
of myself and my brother taken in a campy jail, the two of us peering between black bars,
grinning under our cowboy hats. I pull into the parking lot, feeling the questioning gaze
of my wife.
"I'm just taking a quick look here," I say. "I went here as a kid."
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The parking lot is vast, fractured by swaying lines of timothy and wildflowers,
ending in overgrown shrubs and thirty-year old hardwoods growing where they never
used to. Frontier Town is now much more of a ghost town than it ever could be, looking
ever more authentic in its submission to the onslaught of the Adirondack forest. I walk
toward the soaring main building, an incongruous A-frame structure that looks more like
a ski chalet than a relic of the American west. I see the lines of the tourist gauge railroad
train that must have ferried us around the park, now hidden in weeds, timbers rotting. I
see the former corral and a few of the outbuildings that must have held the blacksmith
shop, the general store, the settlers' village. How is it that a homage to the American west
was built in the heart of the damp evergreens of the American east? Our powers of self
conscious delusion in the name of diversion amaze me. I suppose that the reality of
Adirondack pioneer culture somehow fails to compete with the glamour and ubiquity of
our western images.

Cowboys, the Frontier, and the Great Experiment

There is something about the Adirondack self-narrative that includes echoes of
pioneer spirit, or at least involves dressing up as pioneers, struggling with the odds, both
cursing and celebrating the limits and gifts of a challenging environment. In his article
“From Bootstraps to Big Government: Despite our Rugged Self-Image, Adirondackers
Rely More on Imported Public Funds than We Like to Admit”, author Brian Mann
reveals that a dominant self-perpetuated mythology about the character and behavior of
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people living in the Adirondacks is in direct opposition to one pervasive socio-economic
reality.
Mann cites a “shared mythology” in which Adirondack residents perceive
themselves and their stories as “fiercely independent, devoted to a sweat-of-our brow
ethic” derived from a tradition of over 150 years of settling, farming, timber harvesting,
mining, tourism and recreation.1 This myth includes a Republican political bias and scorn
for “downstaters” who rely on welfare and government support. If this myth is true, one
would expect the Adirondack Park, an immense construct of public and private
wilderness and communities, to be peopled by farmers, entrepreneurs and industrial
workers.
In contrast, Mann reveals that the dominant contemporary Adirondack economic
engine is government: Federal and state prisons abound, along with the New York statefunded Olympic sporting attractions, schools, medical institutions, local and county
government and state environmental agencies, all of which bankroll thousands of middleclass jobs. Despite the cultural narrative emphasizing self-reliance, Mann describes a
“New Deal-style reliance on government” that breeds “rural socialism” in which one out
of three jobs within the Adirondack Park has a government employer.2 We see that the
modern socio-economic fabric of the Adirondack Park is deeply entwined with “outsider”
sources of investment, employment and currency, whether the employer is big
government, or by extension, the monied tourists who patronize locally owned gas
stations, hotels and eateries.
Even if the pioneer moccasin no longer fits, the ersatz Frontier Town theme park,
outwardly incongruous with the Adirondack landscape, might be in some ways a telling
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symbol of elements of the Adirondack narrative. The Adirondack region, after all, truly
was New York State's last frontier well into the nineteenth century. Arguably, the
Adirondacks functioned as a frontier—insofar as it was a sparsely populated source for
raw materials such as timber, ore and game—for much of the twentieth century. Owing to
the protected status of the Forest Preserve and the regimen of public and private land
protection enacted and enforced by state government, most of the land within the Blue
Line today retains wild character, and the towns and villages scattered among the
mountains literally occupy the frontiers between the cities and the wilderness. While
Frontier Town was governed by the law of the cavalry, sallying forth from an on-site fort
to confront outlaws and Indians, the Adirondack Park is guided by state agency staff,
occupying a central office complex in Ray Brook, with smaller branches across the Park,
holding locals and developers accountable. Not the least of the similarities is the fact that
Frontier Town was itself a park with a theme, a tourist attraction, existing to serve
outsiders, exporting its own visual and theatric image as a product. And so is the
Adirondack Park. A park in a Park. Frontier Town closed its doors in 1998, after forty six
years of operation. Let's hope that the Adirondack Park doesn't become a ghost town in
its turn.
"The vision and the idealism of the Adirondack Park was not to create a
wilderness area. The idea was that we would create a new model for humans and wild
spaces coexisting," remarks Brian Mann, imputing a motive that never existed in the
minds of state legislators in 1892, who were more concerned with threats to timber and
commerce than utopia.3 In a high-budget, widely shown 2008 PBS production on the
Adirondacks, Mann, an influential Adirondack reporter and writer, thus frames his
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understanding of the Adirondack purpose as necessarily including human interests. A
related motif that holds significant power in the consciousnesses of both residents and
outside administrators and Park advocates is the notion that the Adirondack Park is a
remarkable "experiment" or a "model" for balancing the interests of wild, non-human
nature with human culture and economic requirements.4 Globally, many other regions of
ecological significance have been designated to protect natural values and biodiversity.
What makes the Adirondacks different is that people are included inside the "cage" or
bounds of the Park itself. "[T]he inclusion of human communities, which are excluded in
many protected areas, makes the Adirondack Park one of the great experiments on
conservation in the industrialized world, and certainly the great American experiment in
rural wildlands management."5
This notion of the Adirondacks as a "model of coexistence," and an exemplary
one at that, worthy of world-wide attention, is powerful among the powerful today. It's
how we'd like to see the Adirondacks—as a hopeful vision of something we as a species
cannot seem to accomplish anywhere else: a return of sorts, to the proximity of Eden. In
the same PBS production, best selling environmentalist and activist Bill McKibben offers
this soft-spoken encomium to the park: “We’ve come closer here (the Adirondacks) to a
working balance between the natural world and the human world than just about any
place on Earth.”6 We may be east of Eden but closing fast, at least in the most optimistic
visions of park proponents.

As I write this close to my meditation on the role of narrative in my own
perception of Adirondack history, snow falls outside my office window at Paul Smith's
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College, fifteen minutes north of Saranac Lake. Final exams are finished, grades are
calculated and submitted, students are hopefully safe at home in Long Island,
Pennsylvania, Buffalo and beyond, and Christmas comes in two days. I feel fortunate in
my role as professor of Environmental Studies—fortunate that I have a small group of
students who care about such things, fortunate that I have the time and resources to spend
a year thinking about such airy and arcane matters as the role of narrative in shaping the
consciousness of place, and fortunate in that I am anticipating an afternoon of sledding
with my kids on a freshly-urethaned toboggan that promises to give us all a whale of a
ride down some Adirondack slope.
As I was shopping for presents yesterday at a
bookseller in Saranac Lake, I saw the display of
Winter Carnival buttons for sale next to the cash
register, and had to laugh at the swirl of storylines
represented on a three-inch fundraiser for our annual
winter Bacchanal. Celebrity cartoonist (is there such a
thing?) Garry Trudeau has Saranac Lake roots,
claiming tuberculosis cure pioneer Dr. E.L. Trudeau as a great-grandfather, and is famous
for his Pulitzer-prize winning comic strip, Doonesbury. He has drawn the Saranac Lake
Winter Carnival buttons for decades; many of us have collections of them. He is a legend,
born of a local legend and village father, and a seasonal Adirondack visitor. This year's
pin design depicts the theme chosen by the Winter Carnival Committee, "Adirondack
Cowboy," seen through Trudeau's artistic whimsy. The frontier, the outlaw, snow, beauty,
and high octane revelry collide to present an infrequently expressed but not inaccurate
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Adirondack theme. I'm sure the motorized recreation advocates are cheering mightily.
Frontier Town, perhaps, is not dead, but lives on in the Adirondack psyche.
What is the Adirondack story? Sanctuary of romantic beauty, game paradise,
haunt of Great Camps and refuge for the wealthy, working class frontier of grit and selfsufficiency, post colonial elite plaything draining the life from the locals, or Great Park
set aside as model for the world, a mighty social leap both ahead and back toward some
dimly imagined and hopeful paradise? Of course, it is all of these things, and more. It is a
synthesis of these elements, wedded to each person's unique biography and experiences. I
find it helpful to identify the origins of these shadowy residents of the forest of the
Adirondack mythos, as would a naturalist visiting the actual Adirondack forests, who
would pick out the various songbirds and ferns, trees and mammals. It means little as a
swirl of shape and motion; how much more would it mean to understand the ecology of
Adirondack narratives—the names, origins, behaviors and interactions of the
understandings, rationales, biases, legends, characters and storylines that comprise our
understanding and rationalization of our place here.
Of course, the hope is that such understandings of the role of narrative help us to
both make sense of our own experiences and to perhaps offer keys to the locks that bind
us in intransigent conflict over the resources, future, and history of the Adirondacks. As
Philip Terrie asks, “The question of Adirondack history is, whose narrative of the land
will prevail? Or…can a new narrative be constructed that seeks accommodation, that sees
the Adirondacks as a cultural landscape, with people and nature, and thriving, healthy
opportunities and protections for both?”7 That is indeed the question of the day, the
question of history, the question at the root of this work.
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Part 2
The Narrative Nexus

Narrative inquiry’s contributions to social science have to do with concepts and analyses
that demonstrate two things: (a) the creativity, complexity, and variability of
individuals’…self and reality constructions and (b) the power of historical, social,
cultural, organizational, discursive, interactional, and/or psychological circumstances in
shaping the range of possibilities for self and reality construction in any particular time
and place.
— Susan Chase, in The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research1
Stories of individuals and their relationships through time offer another way of looking,
but we need ways to tell stories that are interwoven and recursive, that escape from the
linearity of print to incite new metaphors. I believe that the choices we face today are so
complex that they must be rehearsed and woven together in narrative.
— Mary Catherine Bateson, in Craig and Huber, The Handbook of Narrative
Inquiry2
Our own most cherished conceits, stubborn evasions or persistent illusions are all
fashioned by a growing stock of cultural narratives, as we try to make sense of the past
and its connections to our lives in the present. This…is what we need to study, not seek
to evade.
— Lynne Segal, Why Feminism? Gender, Psychology, Politics3
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6
Cascade Pass

As we enter Route 73, the conversation in the minivan takes a reflective turn. We
pass through Keene Valley, then Keene, turning toward the long incline that climbs the
shoulder of Cascade Mountain. My kids are talking about being happy to be back in their
mountains, looking forward to home. One of my nine-year old sons, Will, is always eager
to do something new, to visit the toy store, to see new sights, but paradoxically is always
the first to claim homesickness. It's amazing how quickly his story changes from his
plaint while sitting on the living room couch of "I'm bored" to his pangs when we spend a
night away: "I miss home." Same home, same kid: different tale. How can home change
so drastically from being the inescapable source of bland sameness to the seat of that
essence that we can't do without: that mysterious confluence of nostalgia and familiar
minutia that sustains us and maddens us?
My eleven year-old daughter, Dana, is a miner and connoisseur of story. Even
now on the ride home from Albany, she has only paused briefly to talk, wrenching herself
away for a mental breath from the long deep-sea dive of her reading. She delights in the
serial novel, especially those of alternative times and places. Her chief fascination this
summer is all the novels, spin off tales, lore and trivia surrounding Laura Ingalls Wilder,
her children, grand children, parents, aunts and other forebears (she has been known to
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include Michael Landon and his Hollywood prairie). I believe that what attracts her is
both the plot—"What happens next?"—and the conflict between characters she cares
about and those she despises, like that wretched snob and golden-haired liar, Nellie
Oleson.
Dana imagines herself in Plum Creek, on the Kansas plain, or in Narnia with
Reepicheep and Aslan, and perhaps in some manner, the stories become a part of her, her
memories (of reading, of savoring the tales) and even of who she thinks herself to be. For
Dana thinks of herself as a reader, but also as a version of her heroine, Laura, and plays
"Little House" with her friends, relishes nights without power and dinners by candlelight,
and when at camp on Raquette Lake using the outhouse and cooking on the woodstove.
How much of this is "merely" play and how much is it the outward signs of the formation
of her identity?
I think of my own experience both as a reader or consumer of narratives and as a
producer of them, for it is clear that we do both. Sociologist and narrative theorist Steph
Lawler suggests that in some way, we create ourselves, or our apprehensions and
explanations of ourselves, by assembling narratives about our lives. "[Narratives] are
interpretive devices, through which people represent themselves, both to themselves and
to others…Narratives are a central means with which people connect together past and
present, self and other."1 Environmental scholar Mitchell Thomashow highlights the role
of personal narrative in uncovering and shaping our "ecological identities," or senses of
self in conjunction with our formative environmental heritage.2 Narratives, then, are the
mortar to our bricks, and can even be the bricks themselves, adding substance and form
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to our experiences as individuals and as social groups. How does narrative shape who I
am and what I believe about myself?
People tell stories in many different ways. Images, t-shirts, bumper stickers,
conversations at the gas pump, letters, memoirs, poems, public television videos, and
songs…all have the potential to express not only how a person feels at any given point in
time, but what constitutes their lived reality and their ways of deriving meaning from the
circumstances of their lives. Narrative can be defined as an account which entails
transformation over time, and which includes action, character(s) and plot.3 If we attend
to these narratives and understand their contexts, we might gain insight into how people
see themselves within their communities over the passage of time. We might begin to
understand what underlies stereotypes, values, beliefs and enduring social conflict. We
might gain insight into issues of purpose, struggle, and personal and social justice. In so
doing, we might glimpse the process of change.
Story and narrative exist as an ever-flowing resource, interpreting and creating
experience from a rich wellspring of culture, community, personal and collective memory
and art. Narrative plays an increasingly recognized role in constituting and interpreting
personal and cultural reality. Many experts on narrative claim that identity itself results
from the process of creating narratives, resulting ultimately in a fluid, changing,
“narrative identity.”4 At an even more fundamental level, some narrative inquirers posit
that narrative is the most basic unit of how we understand and order reality, and is the
vehicle through which we mediate and interpret all of our experience.5 At a fundamental
level, the social world is itself “storied” insofar as stories interpret and make coherent the
sensory world—employing narrative is a human ontological imperative.6 Interpreted
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events, told as story or narrative, can offer critical insight into experience, perception,
identity and the roots of any conflict, including those concerned with environmental
values and power.

Understanding Narrative in Context: Storied Lives on Storied Landscapes

Last year, my son John met his new fourth grade teacher, the teacher he would
have in the fall as he moved from a small private school with a class size of three to a
medium sized public elementary school just down the street from us in the village of
Saranac Lake. He was worried about the new school and melancholy about leaving the
old one. On the last day of classes in June we set up an appointment to meet the teacher at
the Lake Clear School, the tiny public elementary school where he works, about ten miles
to the northwest of Saranac Lake. This teacher, Mr. D, would leave his little school, too,
after teaching in the building for thirty-five years. The Saranac Lake School Board
decided to close the Lake Clear School in order to save money and consolidate under the
conditions of declining enrollment. There was a spirited resistance to this idea from Lake
Clear parents and community members. Despite a fact finding effort and reconsideration
by the School Board, the decision stood firm, the school was mothballed, and the students
and teachers relocated.
On an afternoon a year ago, we watched this veteran teacher, towering over our
tiny son, gently talk about how he's got to go to a new school as well. John asked about
how many kids will be in class (16- pretty small!) what time lunch occurs (12:10),
whether there will be a snack break (yes, we provide), and how much time is allotted to
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recess (20 minutes), and whether he can sit with his older sister at lunch (no, but she
might be close by). Mr. D had answers to most of the questions, but hesitates when
responding to others, such as whether the kids will change classes for particular subjects,
or whether he will be offering cross country skiing, as he has for decades at Lake Clear.
He didn't know, because he hadn't met with the other teachers. He had never worked with
them, might not know them. He apologized for the mess; he was in the process of
packing and organizing his materials in the room, getting ready to weed out and move to
the new room, and to a new grade. He had been a third grade teacher for years.
Now, the facts of this scene are pretty clear and spare: our son was meeting his
new teacher. The meeting occurred at the end of the last day of school at a building that
would close after decades of service. The teacher will move to a new building and new
grade. The boy and the man both felt some trepidation over what the next year would
bring.
That might suffice for a news story, or the monthly column in the local paper
reporting on the "doings" in Lake Clear, or for stage directions for a scene in a play, but
of course, most of the meaning is in the details, in the context, in the history. Two
American males, separated by 50 years of life, are both subject to larger forces beyond
their control. Both are submitting, reluctantly, to an undesired consequence. The interior
significance of this meeting is embedded in the life-histories of each person, of the
choices and values of the families and societies around them, of the emotional landscapes
of each personality and intellect shaped by myriad conditions and prior experiences. If we
wanted to fully understand this anecdote, we wouldn't simply record it, take notes on it,
or snap a photo. Instead, we might interview each person, get them to draw or paint how
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they feel, or best of all, listen to their stories and testimony about what they're
experiencing, hear the stories of their loved ones and colleagues. We would triangulate
and penetrate.
What’s so distinctive about narrative as a way to understand lived experience?
Why not simply take that photo, measure the heights and weights of the participants, take
a survey? The answer comes from a shift in the perceived utility of positivist social
science research methods in the latter part of the 20th century arising from the recognition
of their limits in providing sufficient insight into human social life. In this turn from
positivism, scholars from many disciplines are recognizing narrative as “the organizing
principle for human action.”7 Positivism, the belief that you can "positively" isolate a fact
or condition outside of the observer only through the use of "direct" sensory input, still
holds sway in our consciousness and in the methods of much scientific effort today. If
you see it, you believe it. On the contrary, post-positivist researchers recognized that
surveys and behaviorist studies were not effectively describing the nuances of social life
in sufficiently meaningful depth. Our lives, beliefs and actions cannot be completely
translated into statistics or measurements. Holistic meaning includes what lies between
and beneath the surface observations and the numbers. As David Abram, philosopher and
léger de main magician demonstrates in The Spell of the Sensuous, if you see it, don't
believe it.8 There is more to the proverbial story than meets the eye.
Scholars taking a historic perspective have framed this movement away from
positivism as a turn toward something else. Narrative scholars would like to say it is a
turn toward narrative. Stefinee Pinnegar and J. Gary Daynes identify what they call “Four
Turns” to narrative from positivism: a reconception of the relationship between
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researcher and researched; a turn from numbers to words as data sources; a turn from the
general to the local and particular; and greater acceptance of alternative ways of
knowing.9 The first turn constitutes the ongoing regime change from the period of
positivist hegemony ensuing from the Enlightenment, in which it was assumed that the
epistemology and methodology developed in the pursuit of the physical and natural
sciences could be transferred to human structures, learning and interaction. The positivist
researcher assumed separation from the subject, placed a premium on the universality and
timelessness of conclusions, presumed the stasis and immutability of the subject, and
discounted or ignored the significance of the context- both of the subject, the researcher
and the historico-social milieu backgrounding the researcher-subject relationship. The
turn toward narrative recognized the strong influence of context and setting, a rejection of
behaviorism as too simplistic, and a growing interest in the local and particular as
opposed to the Grand Narrative.
But we can readily see that understanding human experience requires more than
direct observation and measurement, such as we would do for the behavior of an ant
colony or the intricacies of nutrient cycling in a forest. What is requisite is a way to get
"inside" the experiences from the subjective perspective. We can achieve this inside
perspective through accepting words as relevant data points in addition to numbers,
recognizing the richness of the local as opposed to the generality of the global and
opening ourselves to other sources of knowledge, including feeling, relationships, belief
and intuition, which are often much more powerful than the knowledge claims gained
through the senses.10 Research findings from narrative studies do not claim to confirm
universal theory, but seek understanding of experience in particular cases. Findings are
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not confirmable through statistical tests, but are based on validity claims derived from
“authenticity, resonance and trustworthiness.”11 From the narrative perspective, if it feels
right, it is right.
So what is this "narrative"? Is it a method or a phenomenon? Is it a critical
perspective or an object? A science or an art? Who uses it and where did it come from?
Narrative theory, as it turns out, is interdisciplinary, springing from interdisciplinary
roots. It has long been claimed as the proper subject and method of the text-based fields
categorized as the Humanities: especially religion, literature, history and philosophy.
While stories have been critiqued and studied for millennia, the form of narrative itself,
its structural features, its context, how its elements function, what effect narrative has,
and the role of the audience or consumer of narrative, have only received attention in the
last four decades.12 Interest in narrative has extended since the 1980s to text-based
humanistic fields such as jurisprudence, linguistics, psychoanalysis and anthropology.
Very recently has interest in narrative broken out to the social sciences. According to the
Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory, “In the last decade narrative has become a
significant focus of inquiry in virtually all disciplinary formations, ranging from the fine
arts, the social and natural sciences, to media and communication studies, to popular
therapy, medicine and managerial studies.”13 Narrative theory and research is growing in
appeal and influence, across disciplinary boundaries.
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Narratives with the Narrator in them: Narrative Roots in the Social Sciences

If such is narrative's current transdisciplinary appeal, it is helpful to look at its
genesis in those social sciences which attempt to understand the lived human experience.
Narrative inquirers draw heavily on the work of educational philosopher John Dewey,
whose work foregrounded the consideration of human experience. Dewey held that
experience had both deeply personal and social dimensions across time described by two
theoretical criteria: interaction and continuity. Interaction refers to the locus of
experience, on a continuum between personal and highly social; this criteria emphasizes
the significance of context—experience embedded in a rich, influential cultural matrix.
Continuity implies the linked nature of experiences through time: “experiences grow out
of other experiences…and lead to further experiences.”14 We draw meaning from
narrative through its context in space, time, and its place in social relationships.
Narrative inquiry also derives from the work of anthropologists conducting
observational investigations of people in cultural settings. Anthropologist Clifford Geertz
considered the study of narratives essential to understanding the core ethos of people and
cultures. In order to capture, in his words, “what is central,” Geertz called for the
presentation of narrative. “What is needed, or anyway must serve, is tableaus, anecdotes,
parables, tales: mini-narratives with the narrator in them.”15 Anthropologist Mary
Catherine Bateson’s consideration of narrative emphasizes narrative’s ability to express
chaos, learning and improvisation in response to the vicissitudes of human life.
Narratives interpret our physical surroundings as well as our personal histories. Bateson’s
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writing expresses her realization that each of us “lead[s] storied lives on storied
landscapes.”16 Ethnography itself draws heavily from narrative as a channel for
information about culturally-embedded experience. Typical narrative ethnographic
practice includes long-term contact with the study community, consciousness of both
individual and community contexts, the self-reflexive presentation of both the researcher
and researched in the ultimate research text, and evidence of the researcher’s own
subjective observations, impressions, dreams and creative fancies alongside those of the
subjects. 17
The centrality of story emerges in the work of prominent psychiatrists. Robert
Coles grew to recognize that the most effective psychiatric practice in his experience
involved establishing intimacy with the patient and allowing the relationship to shift in
unexpected ways. Coles recognized that in essence, power roles become inverted in the
course of therapeutic counseling: the patient becomes the teacher, narrating his or her
experience as a way of uncovering meaning. The psychiatrist becomes the learner,
benefiting from richly detailed personal stories.18 Psychiatrist Donald Polkinghorne
recognized two dimensions of narrative in his practice: the descriptive, which accurately
describes personal events and the explanatory, which explains, accounts for and connects
events in a causal fashion.19 In psychiatric care, this turn toward personal narrative can be
contrasted with the effort to articulate and apply universal explanatory theory for human
behavior, including motivation, sexual fixation, and such concepts as complexes and
repression arising out of the positivist foundations of psychiatric theory and practice.
Narrative inquiry also has distinguished roots in sociology, particularly in the
work of the “Chicago School,” which focused on the lives of immigrants in the 1920’s
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and 1930’s. In particular, the landmark study, The Polish Peasant, by Thomas and
Znaniecki (1918/1927) broke methodological ground by presenting the history of one
Polish immigrant, who was paid to write his autobiography.20 Other Chicago School
studies focused on obtaining the narratives of criminals and juvenile delinquents. Taken
together, these studies were intended to form a mosaic of information, rather than to offer
conclusions on an individual basis. Life history as a method was launched with Radin’s
1926 book, Crashing Thunder, which presented the story of a Winnebago man in
midlife.21 Thus we see a shift in expectations regarding significance of individual studiesno longer is the expectation that they need to provide substantiation for theory on their
own; they have come to be regarded as important and valid “merely” as individual
testimonies.
By the 1960’s, sociologists were deeply engaged in obtaining narratives from
oppressed groups including African Americans and women. Feminist researchers
developed narrative inquiry in several important theoretical ways. The Personal
Narratives Group considered women’s personal narratives as “essential primary
documents for feminist research.”22 Feminist narrative researchers challenged
conventional notions about the relationship between researcher and subject by probing
the role of power, gender, voice and the traditional positivist status of research subject as
“other” in shaping the context and content of narrative studies. In addition, they resisted
the idea that narratives could provide accurate or generalizable insight into historical
events, but were more interested in narratives as documents of personal, individual
experience. Finally, feminist narrative researchers developed the practice of including in
their inquiry analysis of the researcher’s own subjectivity, her own roles, interests and
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motivations.23 Such penetrating self-reflection broadened the scope and impact of
narrative inquiry, and came closer to recognizing the true breadth and complexity of
narrative as a subject of and method for inquiry.
Narrative has come into its own in the last twenty years. Validated by its roots and
relevance across many disciplines, narrative cannot be denied significance and relevance.
Narrative interpreters from the humanities use it, anthropologists and sociologists
recognize its centrality, psychiatrists employ it as a key to understanding the human
emotional core, and social critics validate and integrate the intermingled strands of the
stories of both the researcher and the researched. We live within and create a sphere of
interpenetrating stories. We think and see and dream narrative, and to varying extents,
become our stories, enact our narratives, merge into the narratives of individual and
corporate human experience. If we were fish, narrative is the water that we would swim
in: invisible and insensible on a daily basis, but sustaining and supporting our every
move, thought, belief and aspiration.
The meaning we can derive from a positivist analysis of John's meeting with Mr.
D could include interpretations of the significance of body language, time of dialogue,
phrasing of questions and responses, blood pressure, pulse rate, nervous and genuine
laughter, and time on task. This would be quite a picture of the meaning of the interview.
But it would be incomplete without the narratives of each person, the contexts, purposes,
and values of the parents, the teacher and the new student. We would be remiss if we
declined to peer through the window into the soul of the human experience; if we failed
to capture and contextualize layers of interwoven, intersubjective narrative.
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We are close to the top of the long hill. We have passed several bicyclists,
hangovers from July's Ironman Triathlon, maybe, or Olympic skiers engaged in cross
training. Or perhaps the more dedicated self-powered commuters on the Keene to Lake
Placid run. I wouldn't be surprised around here. The slope starts to flatten and we come
into sight of the first of the lakes that occupy Cascade Pass, the lower lake, long and
pointed, rock sloped and dramatic, tucked into the cleft of granite between the massifs of
Cascade Mountain to the south and Pitchoff Mountain to the north. We see hikers on the
shoulders of the road, and rock climbers. My eye follows the slabs of granite skyward
across the lake, up into precipitously rooted paper birches and the summit somewhere
above. I get a sense of grandeur, beauty and scale, of us driving up the road, somehow
tiny and fleeting in comparison to the eternities experienced by the mountains and lakes.
Instantly I recall the romantic passage describing this spot in Russell Banks' novel
about the abolitionist John Brown, who settled near Lake Placid for a number of years in
the 1840's. John Brown and his family, his sons and daughters, and all of their
possessions, livestock and wagons, strung out in a ragged retinue, fleeing one life to find
a new one on the other side of the pass in the fields and forests of North Elba, near the
settlement of Lake Placid and the free black colony of Timbuctoo. Brown's son, Owen,
narrates:
Light poured down from the skies, and the towering trees seemed to bow and
back away. Dazzled by the abrupt abundance of light and space, I saw that we
were passing along the shore of a long, narrow lake that lay like a steel scimitar
below high, rocky escarpments and cliffs, beyond which there loomed still higher
mountains, which curved away and disappeared in the distance. The enormous
scale of open space, snow-covered mountains, precipices and black, sheer cliffs
diminished our size to that of tiny insects, as we made our slow way along the
edge of the glistening lake. Wonderstruck, gaping, we traced the hilt of the swordshaped body of water and crossed the long slant of its cutting edge to the point,
where we exited from the gorge as if through an ancient stone gate.
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We had passed through Cascade Notch, and below us lay the beautiful
wide valley of North Elba…To our right, in the northwest, we could see
Whiteface Mountain, aged and dignified by its wide scars and pale gray in the
fading afternoon sun. And between the mountains, spreading out at our feet for
miles, lay undulating forests scratched by the dark lines of rivers and the rich,
dark tablelands, grassy meadows, and marshes that we would call the Plains of
Abraham.24
These are my sights, my landmarks, transfigured through the imagined
perspective of an earlier traveler, magnified in mood and majesty and subtly shaped by
both the narrator and the author, but clearly recognizable in both spirit and vision. Our
perspectives spring from the same rock, from the same roots of Adirondack experiences,
from the slopes of the same unchanging mountains and the depths of the same lakes
springing from the retreat of the last glacial period, twelve thousand summers past. The
sights inspire similar responses, even if we travel today with so much more speed on
paths so much more hardened after almost two centuries. Our narratives overlap,
coincident in space if not time or circumstance. I, too, bring my family through the
narrow mountain pass to a promised land somehow separated from the cities and culture
of the outside, a place of freedom for us, of new identity, which offers us a new start. A
place of hope and balance between our communities and the ragged rain and verdant
depths of the wilderness: it is, perhaps, our Timbuctoo.
Like Brown, I, too, am momentarily transformed into an insect, tracing the shore
of a watery scimitar. And at this moment, I, too, am left wonderstruck and gaping.
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7
The Plains of Abraham

We pass by Owen Brown's ancient stone gates and down into the plains. They are
not really plains to my eye, but might have seemed so to either John Brown or to Russell
Banks in the poetry of imagination and the salesmanship of Brown's self-mythologizing,
which surely was a significant part of his story. Brown, it is said, sought to start a new
kind of country, an Adirondack kingdom of racial harmony and righteous living, led by
himself, a latter-day Abraham, source of a million heirs. Now we see open fields and
sport-utility vehicles as we look south to Mount Marcy and north toward Whiteface. The
view is long, green, sweeping, comprised of ranks of blue-grey mountains gracefully
curving out of sight. A small herd of bison graze on a gentleman farmer's fields to the
north, reminding me of the solecism of romance and the ubiquity of human whimsy.
I wonder what John Brown would make of the two Olympic ski jumps
overshadowing his farm, which has been preserved as a state historic site on the southern
fringe of Lake Placid. The village keeps creeping out; without the protection of state land
on its southern margin, Brown's farm would likely become an island marked by the
ninety-meter ski jump and Adirondack style second homes on neat mowed lots, arranged
in an exurban quilt.
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Soon we are just outside of Saranac Lake, and will arrive home in minutes. We
are coming closer to the source, to our center as a family, to the precise spatial foci of our
identities that lie within our home. To the chairs that know our shapes, to the beds that
cup our bodies, to our porches and hammock and neighborhood. To the people who know
us and the stories of which we are a part. We return to the narratives and settings which
both embrace and define us.

Narrative Epistemology- The Narrative Eye, the Mind, and the Self

Ask me who I am. Do I tell you my weight, my hair and eye color, the texture of
my skin, my drug allergies and injuries, my "vital signs"? Do I tell you my name, my
parents' names, my wife's names, the names of my children and pets? Do I tell you where
I live, what car I drive, where I work, what I like to eat, read and play? Do these isolated,
surficial facts suffice?
Or do I tell you how long I've lived where I live, what jobs I've had, how long and
under what circumstances I've attended a certain place of worship, when we had kids and
why? Why I’m here, doing what I'm doing? Why I'm a college professor, parent,
environmentalist, Democrat, and now a graduate student? Now we're getting somewhere.
The ritual of introducing myself, repeatedly, is a distinct part of my life as a
graduate student, and much less a part of my life in the more habitually trod pathways of
other dimensions of my life: as a parent and as a professor. In my role as a doctoral
student I am called upon to reenact the ritual of the circle with my fellow students, where
we smile, greet, explain ourselves and pass it along down the line, around the bend. The
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size of the circle might expand or contract with each new semester, faces come and go,
but always there is the need to place oneself in the dynamic community, to establish
where and how one fits into the whole.
While many of us must inwardly roll our eyes at having to do this repeatedly at
the beginning of each semester, I am sure most of us are aware of how important it is as a
recurring exercise in self-definition. If you're not in graduate school, you might have to
do this periodically at social events, parties, conferences, business meetings, dinners,
mixers: anywhere you need to gain the measure of someone else, or extend the same
about yourself. It is the same exercise.
Of course we don't give purely factual data. We don't recite our weights, blood
types, names of kin, cars we drive. That would be rude, and potentially confusing. We
respond by telling our stories. In fact, even if someone you meet tells you discrete data
points, you're likely to interpret these as a story, and ask probing questions about "why"
or "how" or "when" in relation to the facts the person provided. You want to "fill in" the
whole arc of their experience, whether it's accurate or not.
What I've noticed about my own repeated introductions, and those of my
colleagues, is that they have common elements, but that they change and develop over
time, that the story subtly changes as the person changes, and that the mood and setting of
the episode influence the tone, content and direction of the narrative itself. The narrative
isn't stable; it grows and shifts. Most significantly, it is comprised of facts that are arrayed
over time, and selected so as to justify some present condition- why the person made
choices as they did, or how the kids happened to turn out as they did, etc. There are roles,
characters, action, and consequences. In short, we tell the stories of our lives as just that,
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as stories, with ourselves as the actors, living in a reasoned, ordered universe, governed
by a moral code. This, of course, begs the question of whether in fact the universe is
actually ordered, governed and moral. Regardless, most of us seem inclined to instill such
order on it, to lend it, and us, meaning.
Narrative comes in through the eye, the exterior world- it is comprised of
elements placed in space and time, and welded to interpretation, response, reaction. But
then it merges with the interior world of imagination, memory, values and imputed
purpose- the mind itself.
From its roots in a variety of disciplines concerned with human experience, we
can begin to see how the narrative perspective entails a set of theoretical stances which
influence epistemology, how we think, with implications for practice, how we live and
work. Narrative plays a central role in both articulating and forming reality. In a
significant way, narrators construct events as they tell them, rather than simply describing
a distinct, separate, objective reality.1 By casting recounted events in time, narrators
imbue them with meaning and causality. Environmental historian William Cronon notes
that narrators weave plots from chaotic raw experience, giving the resulting reality “a
unity that neither nature nor the past possesses so clearly.”2 Perhaps we need this unity to
make sense of our experiences: narrative becomes a filter of experience, straightening,
simplifying and refining the inherent disorder of existence.
Philosopher Paul Ricoeur refers to the process of assembling events into plots as
emplotment, which entails “a synthesis of heterogeneous elements” into a meaningful
whole.3 In contrast to objectivism, the philosopher Mark Johnson concludes there is no
workable “god’s eye view” of reality that asserts one correct and singular view of the
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world.4 In his concept of putting the body back into the mind, Johnson calls for the
inclusion of the subjective world of personal experience, sensory impression, and
interpretation, made available through narrative.5 It becomes clear that narrative is not a
“transparent carrier” of objective experience but is an interpretive tool that people use to
create meaning for a particular end, whether this end is known to the teller or is the
fulfillment and embodiment of a cultural imperative or tradition beyond the teller's ken.6
In addition to its implication in the construction of reality, narrative permeates the
individual’s process of constructing his or her own identity in relation to society. One
way that theorists posit this occurs is through the process of assimilation and integration
of culturally circulating narratives—broadly applicable story elements and themes that
individuals can identify with.
[N]arratives do not originate with the individual: rather, they circulate culturally
to provide a repertoire…from which people can produce their own stories…[N]ot
only do people often produce ‘storied’ accounts of themselves…but also the
social world is itself ‘storied.’ That is, stories circulate culturally, providing a
means of making sense of that world, and also providing the materials with which
people construct personal narratives as a means of constructing personal
identities.7
Thus, people create their identities using personal and corporate stories as building
blocks- narrative is both the structure and vehicle for identity formation. This theory
entails a revision to the notion of identity itself: “Identity, then, is not something
foundational and essential, but something produced through narratives people use to
explain and understand their lives.”8 In sum, identity is intersubjective, partly corporate,
provisional, fluid and instrumental, insofar as it is experienced and expressed through
narrative.
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Narrative also exists within the stream of time. For example, narratives may be
told in the present, refer to the past and project into the future. Memories should not be
confused with narrative. Only when memories are contextualized and interpreted in light
of the present perspective do they become meaningful; narrative imbues memory with
purpose and meaning. Further, narrative links the past to the present through the process
of the formation and revision of one’s life story: “The past is constantly worked and
reworked to provide a coherent sense of the subject’s identity.”9 This identity formation
process consisting of revisited and reformed memories is referred as “narrative identity”
or “ontological narrativity.”10 Narrative is thus a critical element of our own existence, of
our experience of "being."
In addition to this service narrative provides as a mediator between past, present
and future, it also functions as a link between individual and society. As mentioned
previously, individuals employ socially circulating narratives as reference points for their
own stories. Additionally, individual narratives must necessarily incorporate others’ life
narratives- of parents, friends, acquaintances and strangers.11 Steph Lawler cites as an
example of the connection between individual and societal narratives the prevalent
Euroamerican narrative element (derived from early psychological theory) that “later
(adult) psychologies are inevitably rooted in earlier (childhood) events.”12 These
“narratives of development” are deeply embedded in the American consciousness.
Mitchell Thomashow's work on ecological identity highlights the role of narrative
in initiating a path of introspection and discovery into one's own identity which leads
ultimately to a psychological and spiritual communion with nature. Thomashow uses the
word "identity" literally, implying that the subject comes to recognize a sameness with
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something else, in this case, the ecological matrix around us. "Ecological identity refers
to all the different ways people construe themselves in relationship to the earth as
manifested in personality, values, actions, and sense of self. Nature becomes an object of
identification."13 Through Thomashow's methods, then, people uncover and
reconceptualize their own permeable boundaries with nature, their interdependencies,
memories, values and experiences, and translate this consciousness into informed
response and action.
Thomashow recognizes the importance of narrative in revealing the basis—one's
personal memories, experiences, events, observations and values—for our ecological
identities. Personal reflection and the sharing of this material within a reflective
community becomes the channel for personal growth and revelation.
And it is always helpful to construct symbolic, artistic, and experiential learning
approaches as means for collective storytelling. For after all it is the stories of
environmental experience that link people together. Through these stories, people
recall memories and impressions of nature, and unlock the basis of their values
and commitments.14
In this way, narrative reveals that we have an "ecological identity," or essential overlap
and communion with the natural world, and that this dimension of our identities implies a
fitting and just response. Narrative helps us form our personal and cultural identities,
connects us to the stream of human history, and, through ecological identity, uncovers the
undeniable intersection of our beings and stories with the natural world around us.
Thus, narrative is seen as an arguably omnipresent organizing principle that
people employ to define themselves, construct belief systems, link themselves to society
and to the biosphere, and place themselves in the time stream.15 Narratives exist within,
between, and in a sense, beyond people, circulating in the consciousness of a culture as a
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whole, reflecting the ontology of entire societies as well as individuals within those
societies. We also see that narratives are subject to change- a swirling evolution of
intermixing story fragments incorporating historic and contemporary events, traditions
and passing fads.
When I sit again in the large community room at graduate school, with the chairs
arranged in a circle, and welcome the new doctoral students into the community, I ready
myself for my turn at telling a sixty-second narrative describing who I am and why I'm a
graduate student. As the person next to me winds down, and I sense my time in the
spotlight is imminent, I think of how I will represent myself and my research interests. I
always tell people where I'm from, the enviable forested Adirondack reserve, and how I
arrived at my interest in narratives of conflict there. Mercifully, I don't have time to start
with childhood, but I must root my narrative in time, in a specific place, and under the
conditions that shaped my undeniable and obsessive interests. In the span of a minute, I
will create myself for the rest of the group, or more precisely, re-create myself, as I will
change the details, spin the story, reveal the changes that have occurred since its last
telling. I'm after the elusive bird of truth in a forest of story; I'm trying to find it, and I see
it from the corner of my eye: a flash of wing, a blur of color, so close. So close.
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8
Paul Smith’s

Blurry photographs are better than photographs that are distinct. Stories in which
the narrative is all but absent are extremely good. Indistinct narrators are good.
–Rick Moody1

I teach a course on nature writing at Paul Smith's College in the Adirondacks of
New York State. Last spring, the college brought in a writer, Rick Moody, to give a
reading, and I quickly arranged for him to give a one-hour, informal writing talk with my
small group of juniors and seniors. We met a couple of hours before his scheduled
reading, circled the chairs in the Pine Room, where he would give his reading that
evening, overlooking Lower St. Regis Lake and the green mass of St. Regis Mountain to
the west. The feet around the circle sported muddy steel-toed boots, amphibious sandals,
ankle tattoos, hemp jewelry. Mr. Moody is renowned as a writer of fiction and memoir,
most noted for his dark novel about the implosion of suburban family life, The Ice Storm.
Moody wore floppy black Converse sneakers.
As the hour passed with discussion about language, the perils of the adjective, the
sainted Strunk and White, plot, subject, and the process of discovering one's voice, I
found an opportunity to ask the acclaimed author about how we shape narrative, and
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implicitly, how it shapes us. I asked him what he thought about the notion that we use
narrative to order reality, to create our identities and to uncover meaning in our lives.
How we impute meaning into events retrospectively, to explain ourselves now. I figured,
as a writer, this would be his stock in trade.
I was surprised to hear his response. "There is no order or meaning to the things
that happen to people," he said. They don't build to anything; they just are. He resisted
what must seem to him the naïve and sentimental notion that our lives have a moral, a
story, other than the story of random acts of fortune and how we react to them. He
refused to accept the idea of causation, of chains of related events, of the progress of
personality, of any kind of developmental quest that we create or detect in our lives or the
lives of others. His is the existential perspective: that of the observer of chaos, the grim
and ironic sufferer who accepts fleeting joy, the documentarian. His response to the blur
of people, colors and events, is art. Resonance and reflection, not interpretation. Any
meaning we detect is self-deception, wishful thinking. Huh, I thought. Welcome to the
postmodern world. I must be so old-fashioned.
But then, perhaps we weren't so far apart. My read of narrative theory is not that
there is necessarily an absolute truth that narrative ties into, but that individual narrators
create, reflexively and instinctively, their own meaning out of the raw material of events.
Narrators create meaning out of individual, subjective events, and also larger, culturally
circulating narrative elements, storylines, and themes. It's a composite creation, but even
the cultural narratives we plug into or borrow (such as "the American Dream" of self
improvement) are on a larger scale culturally specific, subjective creations of a particular
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group, people or tradition. I would think that Moody is saying that he doubts the
existence of absolute meaning. I will not get into that argument here.
Moody might say that any meaning we borrow or detect or divine from the
process of creating narratives about ourselves or our times or our people is not objectively
or Platonically true, but is certainly true enough for us, as subjective creators. Moody is
comfortable with meaninglessness, or perhaps he's uncomfortable with it, is tormented by
it, but unable to believe that there is a Wizard of Oz at all, and so won't go there. Most of
us choose not to lift that veil and are content with the meaning we create or dream out of
our own narratives. Pity us, poor simple souls. But let us live in meaning. Is narrative
meaning soma in the face of a meaningless Brave New World, or sense?

The Grand Narrative and the Counter Narrative

You have heard the clichés. "There are two sides to the story." "History is written
by the winners." "It depends on your point of view." Subjective, relative versions of "the
story" surround us. We're as comfortable as we can be with them, and can't avoid them,
but have to acknowledge the uncertainty inherent in all narratives. Narratives are
constructed in a context: motivation, values, power, objectives. This is the unsettling gift
of postmodernism and critical theory. At least we know that we don't really know the
whole truth behind the stories.
The ultimate Truth, the pristine reality that (theoretically) exists separate from its
interlocutors and observers, is essentially impossible to access, as we are constrained by
the multiple perspectives of the narrators, each limited by his or her own sensory input,
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placement in space and time, web of associations and inherited and chosen biases, values
and beliefs. Historian Frederick Weinstein observes, "The claim that historical
interpretations are fictions, inventions, that they are always ideologically contaminated,
intended to serve present needs, closure rather than truth, has become routine."2
Admitting what Weinstein calls the twin complications of heterogeneity (different
characteristics and perspectives of the population) and discontinuity (unavoidable gaps in
historic records and understanding), can we ever make any claim to knowledge about
interpersonal, objective reality? Indeed, the deflating dilemma facing historians is that if
they choose to assemble data without a "larger interpretive purpose" they can produce
accurate but culturally irrelevant findings. Alternatively, if they situate their findings into
a larger narrative, they increase the scope and relevance of their findings, but invite
suspicion from readers as to their possible subjectivity and "inferential leaps not
warranted by evidence."3
We recognize, finally, the implicit subjectivity of historical narratives alongside
the explicit subjectivity of fictional and personal narratives. Simultaneously, we discern
the inherent capacity for transmitting resonating, encompassing truths in personal and
fictional narratives, as well as in the most credible historical narratives. Both historical
and fictional narratives are "false" and "true." Can we accept and integrate this apparent
dichotomy of subjectivity and truthfulness? The turn toward narrative as method and
subject of inquiry claims to allow this to occur.
Historians, novelists and citizens participate in crafting and perpetuating, whether
consciously or not, sweeping storylines that explain and establish reasons for "why things
are as they are." Some historians view this result as the so-called "grand narrative" which
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purports to offer a sweeping, simplified, top-down ordering of reality, from a particular
perspective of assumed power and order.4 These storylines, as noted by Weinstein and
Cronon above, are fraught with error owing to the challenges of heterogeneity of
perspective and discontinuity of data, while they might certainly provide some powerful
causal explanations of why things are as they are. Be that as it may, these generalizations
often fail to accurately or thoroughly express the points of view of displaced or relatively
weaker voices or perspectives, and serve as justifications for status quo social
organization, justifying the decisions and positions of those in power.
Environmental philosopher Arran Gare implicates these Cartesian, objectivist,
progress-oriented grand narratives in the current ecological crisis.5 The hegemonic
narrative of sweeping upward technological and economic development, of transforming
wilderness to "productive" working landscapes, of subduing native non-Western peoples,
promoting Western culture and "liberating" the minds and spirits of native people with
Western religion and traditions arguably poisoned the planet and caused incalculable
social upheaval and injustice. Gare calls for a replacement of this destructive grand
narrative with something else:
Instead of a …‘modernist’ grand narrative, which simply assumes its own validity
and judges everything in terms of it, a ‘dialogical’ or ‘postmodernist’ grand
narrative is required, which takes into account the diversity of rival cultural
traditions and grand narratives and accepts its own provisionality. This new
narrative must maintain dialogue with alternative cultural traditions, continually
question its own assumptions, and acknowledge the possibility that it may
eventually have to be abandoned for some other grand narrative.6
Herein we have the possibility that individual and corporate narratives will
provide insight into both the presence and activity of hegemonic modernist narratives at
work in the Adirondack consciousness, but as well offer hints of the narrative that is to
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come. If we are to find our way out of ecological crisis and destructive, stagnated conflict
in which the same, tired old combatants enact the hackneyed and familiar melodramas
that merely reinforce traditional lines of conflict, we must seek a new way of doing
business, of telling our stories: a new, productive, provisional, ever growing, ever
changing and inclusive dialogue. If we do so we might begin to discern the contours of a
new narrative terrain that encompasses power relationships, diverse values and
irrepressible stories which are relevant to the past, present and future, and which offer
crucial contributions to ongoing and emerging socio-environmental challenges.

Narrative, Truth, and Radically Reconceptualized Validity

He said, she said. Who is right? Both, one or neither?
Narrative is a slippery if voluble ally in describing the lived human experience.
What it sacrifices in objectivity, it gains in specificity and authenticity. Narratives might
be convincing, vivid, heart rending, pulse pounding and descriptive. But we wonder just
what we can do with them. How do we draw any conclusions from studying narratives, if
they all are different, all bound by personal perspective? Do we simply drown in the
apparently meaningless sea of relativism?
The time- and relationship-intensive nature of narratives—which in turn limits
sample size—means that narrative research is best suited to deliver particular sorts of
conclusions while falling short of others. Earlier, we placed narrative in the history of
recent inquiry as a “turn” from positivist science, as part of the move from an emphasis
on the general to an appreciation of the particular and from researcher/ subject separation
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to the recognition of essential intersubjectivity. “Under the auspices of the narrative turn,
[narrative researchers] reject the idea that the small number of narratives they present
must be generalizable to a certain population.”7 As an interpretive, contextualist,
intersubjective, particularist mode of inquiry, narrative moves well away from postpositivist quantitative research and its promises of generalizable conclusions.
Narrative inquiry is not well positioned to produce broad theory; other methods
are better suited. It is difficult if not impossible to write formal critiques of larger social
structures based on the formation of stereotypes or themes drawn from individual
participant narratives, since “[w]hen participants are known intimately as people, not
merely as categorical representatives, categories fragment.”8 You might be a white male,
but you're not like all white males. You might be a Republican dentist, and you sing the
blues. Some narrative researchers suggest that the depth of findings resulting from
narrative inquiry will suffer in any attempt to derive generalizations, owing to the
generally small sample size of narrative inquiries. Experts caution narrative researchers
not to sacrifice descriptive richness arising from particularity for specious
generalizations.9
Further, through intentional and unintentional subject revisionism, any narrative
under analysis cannot be considered a transparent, accurate account of “true” events as
they occurred. Rather, the truth revealed is subjective—it is the “truth” of the experience
of the narrator: “Narrativization assumes point of view…It is always possible to narrate
the same events in radically different ways, depending on the values and interests of the
narrator.”10 Additionally, a single interview can present the influence and voices of many
subjects, in terms of the social influences and cultural narrative fragments consciously
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and unconsciously integrated by the narrator.11 This essential variability in narrative
confounds traditional notions of reliability, calling for a “radically reconceptualized”12
notion of validity. Since narrative is individual and interpretive, we can only arrive at
understandings of narrative truth through thoughtful interpretation, considering
motivation, setting and context.
If narrative inquiry cannot offer generalizations, and if the reliability of
interpretations is in question owing to the changeable, provisional nature of
narrativization, how can narrative interpretations claim validity? Sociologist Catherine
Reissman offers several substitutions for traditional forms of validity.13 Trustworthiness
rather than absolute truth is a more realistic standard, since trustworthiness is a product of
the social world, as is narrative. Further, persuasiveness (rhetorical and emotional force,
plausibility), correspondence (re-checking interpretations with subjects at a later date)
and coherence between levels of interpretation14 are additional pathways to establish
validity.
Overall, narrative inquiry establishes its importance on a different basis than post
positivist quantitative research. It draws its value and descriptive power from the
particular, from its ability to decode and reconstruct meaning on the individual case level.
Narrative inquiry reveals not what is universal or general, but what is possible. “Thus,
many contemporary narrative researchers approach any narrative as an instance of the
possible relationships between a narrator’s active construction of self, on the one hand,
and the social, cultural, and historical circumstances that enable and constrain the
narrative, on the other.”15 Knowing and understanding what are possible experiences in a
particular setting allows a community to empathize with and widen its perspective of
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what lived experiences can be like for individuals; it can then make decisions, construct
policies, create art, educate its citizens, and address environmental concerns as a result of
an appreciation of this unique perspective. The value of particular narratives, and of
narrative inquiry as the vehicle for recovering and interpreting them, is thus in their
function as channels of revelation and grounds for understanding and empathy.
Why should we turn to narrative inquiry? We do so in order to give voice to
perspectives which need to reach relevant audiences. If our questions concern individual
motivation, value formation and the explanation for why people behave and think the
way they do, narrative may be essential. “If we want to find out how people make
identities," writes narrative researcher Steph Lawler, "make sense of the world and of
their place within it—if we want to find out how they interpret the world and
themselves—we will have to attend to the stories they tell.”16

Embracing Homo Narrans at the Salon of History

"Attend to the stories they tell." This is good advice which we heed all the time.
We do it for more reasons than we ever were aware of, more reasons than we probably
can possibly be aware of. We tell stories because we are manipulated by larger social
forces, by advertising agencies and political movements, by families, spouses and sports
team allegiances, by our familial, cultural and national histories. We tell stories because
we wish to manipulate others. And, we see, we are composed and constituted by stories.
We create and are created by stories. Existing within a narrative sphere, a narrative
nexus, we are creatures of narrative.
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Literary critic Walter Fisher goes as far as to characterize humans as essentially
story telling creatures, rechristening the species homo narrans or symbol maker and
symbol user.17 He embeds homo narrans in a social and temporal context: "[O]ne's life
is…a story that participates in the stories of those who have lived, who live now, and who
will live in the future."18 Fisher reprises and revises philosopher Kenneth Burke's
question, "Where does the drama get its materials?" to "Where do our narratives get their
materials?" and quotes Burke's own answer in the form of an allegorical scene of a neverending social narrative set in an eternal cosmic coffee house:
[Our narratives get their materials] from the "unending conversation" that is going
on in history when we are born. Imagine that you enter a parlor. You come late.
When you arrive, others have long preceded you, and they are engaged in a heated
discussion, a discussion too heated for them to pause and tell you exactly what it
is about. In fact, the discussion had already begun long before any of them got
there, so that no one present is qualified to retrace for you all the steps that had
gone before. You listen for awhile, until you decide that you have caught the tenor
of the argument; then you put in your oar. Someone answers; you answer him;
another comes to your defense; another aligns himself against you, to either the
embarrassment or gratification of your opponent, depending upon the quality of
your ally's assistance. However, the discussion is interminable. The hour grows
late, you must depart. And you do depart, with the discussion still vigorously in
process.19
Such is the genesis and function of narrative. It is eternal, larger than the
individual, yet comprised by individual action and speech acts. It is a dance which
depends on a social context, but which turns on the influence of a single speaker, a single
captivating voice. The guests at the salon, the parlor of parlance, all homo narrans, find
out who they are there as they wander the crowds, borrowing an idea here, injecting a
perspective there. This narrative allegory, that we are born to participate in, and which
shapes and succeeds our lives' efforts, is nothing if not the original matrix, the
prototypical hypertext, internet, or world wide web.
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Now I wander back to the present, to the position in space and time that I occupy.
We have returned home and are driving along the lake minutes from our house. First
Adirondack history then narrative epistemology. First the narratives we tell ourselves
about this Park and then how these narratives shape us, determine our reality, program
our thinking, and yet are subject to change and conscious manipulation. I realize that
these narratives are too powerful to ignore, that they exist in a subtle and provisional
relationship to the truth, and yet are true in some ways apart from any factual basis in
history. They are at once more "true" than history and less. What elusive and shifting
grounds for any discussion! There is no wonder that conflict and misunderstanding
proliferate. And yet this narrative terrain is inescapable and largely invisible, even as it
foregrounds any attempt at public or private dialogue. We cannot afford to ignore it.
We sit at a short traffic light in downtown Saranac Lake, waiting to turn onto our
street, a half-mile from our driveway and the end of our present trip. Everyone is still
quiet, and the sun has set, casting alpenglow on McKenzie Mountain behind us. John
stretches up one fist and yawns. I think of the children in the back seat, absorbed in their
books, pausing periodically to look at the lake and mountains, commenting once and
again on what they see. I think of how they are forming, incarnating, in this swirl of
narrative, this nexus that for good or ill, feeds them and shapes them, determines them,
and is, in turn, potentially, determined by them as well.
An hour later, we've unpacked, fed the dog, gotten ready for bed. "Tell me a
story," Dana says. The narrative continues.
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Part 3

An Ear to the Ground: Harkening to the Voices of Adirondackers

Whereas numerous analysts argue that parks are “under siege” by an array of
social threats, we find that the opposite also holds—rural agrarian communities
often experience irreversible social and cultural impacts from conservation
programs.
— Steven Brechin, et al. Contested Nature: Promoting International Biodiversity
and Social Justice in the Twenty-First Century1
[A]s New York officials soon discovered, managing the ecology of the
Adirondacks was possible only if one monitored the daily interactions of local
residents with the natural world.
— Karl Jacoby, Crimes against Nature: Squatters, Poachers, Thieves and the
Hidden History of American Conservation2
I think the [Adirondack Park Agency] has to communicate with the people who
live up here and try to come up with a solution that works best to protect the
environment and still make it livable and usable for the people.
— Lenny Callahan, Saranac Lake
Generally speaking, to make this place spin, we need those seasonal residents who
pay those year-round taxes. Take all them people away that are rich, and what are
you going to have to base your economy on? I think they've got to wash their
hands together at the same sink, and I just think that if he pushes me with his
elbow, I'll push back.
— Theresa Taylor, Long Lake
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9
Saranac Lake

The Christmas fir we had so carefully selected and cut now sits, green as ever,
outside the house, exiled to the front walk, serving per the request of the children as an
additional perch for winter visitors to our bird feeders: the faithful chickadees and
goldfinches, the occasional titmouse or cardinal, the marauding grey squirrels. The
multicolored lights framing the front door have been removed and stowed in the
basement, along with the glass bulbs, faux birds, candy canes and all that glitters in
shades of green and deep red. Little Santas have been superseded by snowman salt
shakers and soap dishes and other winter decorations that now occupy the corners and
ledges of the household. I have just finished raking the snow from the eaves on the house;
the ice dams are thick and the icicles lengthy, and I'm concerned about the roof leaking.
The kids are back in elementary school and I now enjoy the luxurious limbo of
the time before my classes begin at the college in the last week of January. While some of
my colleagues are teaching natural history in the Galapagos, I delight in some quiet
discretionary time in the deep winter of the high Adirondack Mountains. In between a
committee meeting on increasing the efficiency of the college in the face of the recession,
a conference call about writing a federal grant for invasive species, and preparation for
courses I'm to teach in Environmental History and the Adirondack Novel, I set aside time
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midweek to ski in the forests and on the lakes, to get my heart rate up to burn off the
remains of too many holiday cookies and pies, to watch college basketball on television
with old friends, and to return to my questions about narrative and the Adirondack
experience.
I am a professor, and have been so for almost two decades. While I started my
experiences as college instructor teaching outdoor recreation leadership in the
Adirondack backcountry and in wilderness areas across the U.S., thus emphasizing the
physical, emotional and mental challenges of wild country, I have transitioned in the last
decade back to more abstract and theoretical coursework and pursuits: to teaching
literature, history, politics, ethics, nature writing. I live in a conceptual world, one in my
head and in the heads of my students and colleagues. In my darker moments I think that
maybe that's all this work amounts to. Maybe the power of narrative epistemology and
the competing narrative themes in Adirondack history only exist in my head, or in the
heads of historians and academics, of critics and writers on the sidelines of "real" life.
I'm realizing that I need to take this message and material to the streets, as it were.
To other people, people not necessarily dominated by abstractions, people who are
thoughtful, but not necessarily academic in their pursuits and predilections. I suppose that
what I'm talking about is the process of ground truthing the conceptual insights I've
arrived at about themes in Adirondack history and the epistemology of narrative to test
for accuracy and relevance. In other words, are these insights "true?" and do they connect
to the reality of the "ground" here in the Adirondacks? I need to face the "so what?" test
for this work. But what am I testing? Before I move on to talk to anybody, I need to know
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how to start the conversations, what to ask. For this reason, it is essential for me to revisit
and consolidate the primary concepts I am seeking.
It is the start of another day. The kettle whistles and I make myself a cup of
peppermint tea. The wood stove crackles in the morning darkness. Dawn is an hour or
more away. I return to the computer in the dining room. This solitude is essential to me as
a writer, this early morning quiet. Everyone is asleep before the school day begins, even
the cat, which slinks back upstairs to the warmth of the bed. This is the void out of which
words emerge, the black well, the channel to the unknown. This is the eternal origin, the
daily point of creation, the time of repeated and repeated genesis. I can't leave everything
amorphous, grasping the words as they rise to the surface, a passive supplicant at the
mouth of the cave, harkening to some godlike oracle. I have to distill some structure from
the swirl of my inquiry to this point. I have to inventory and organize my conclusions
about the Adirondack place-based and epistemological dimensions of narrative so that I
know what I'm looking for when I spend time with some real people. I settle in for my
hour at the computer, letting my tea cool, anticipating the first sip, awaiting the dawn.
As I think back to my chapter on narratives in Adirondack history, I recall that I
uncovered and highlighted the presence of storylines that highly respected historians have
clarified in the Adirondack experience. I am eager to see if non-historians quote or in
some way internalize some of these narratives. For example, the nineteenth and early
twentieth century saw the battle of hedonic narratives (Adirondacks as fishing paradise,
site of Romantic beauty, spiritual value) and utility narratives (Adirondacks as limitless
resource for industry and site for agricultural development), resulting in the birth of the
modern narrative of the Adirondacks as a Park set aside to protect nature and esthetic
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values for the benefit of city dwellers. There is also the so-called "progressive" narrative
of outside scientific and bureaucratic expertise "saving" the integrity of the Adirondack
landscape from the depredations of a rapacious and/or ignorant resident population
characterized as either pastoral or primitive. This is a too-convenient attitude that still
seems to divide some state employees and the public in their clashes over the uses of
public and private land.
I wrote of the perspective that these dominant narratives were countered by
powerful and convincing resident narratives of traditional "woods rights" uses of the
Adirondack forest for timber and game. From the 1880's to the early 1900's, these
subsistence usufruct activities were transformed into illegal acts through the gradual
enclosure of the majority of Adirondack land into two restrictive and exclusive
categories: state-owned Forest Preserve, which restricted hunting rights and outlawed the
felling of trees, and privately owned preserves, which became posted and patrolled by
private security forces. This outlawing of traditional subsistence practices turned resident
Adirondackers into either lawbreakers (trespassers, poachers or timber thieves) or wage
laborers to provide for food and provision for their families. Does this storyline persist?
A working paper on Adirondack communities and conservation seems to support this
conclusion, intoning that "the disconnect between the management of the human
environment of the Park and the natural environment shapes the way people see and
understand the Forest Preserve and the local communities. For too long, local
communities and the state forest have been managed independently of one another. As a
result, many people fail to see the importance of the environment on the economy or vice
versa."1
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At the same time, Adirondack history is replete with examples of outside
speculators and developers initiating and merely planning projects with arguably dire
actual or potential impacts on natural resources. Folks want to make a buck. Rampant
logging and intensive mining in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and
subdivisions and resort development plans in the 1970s onward promised significant
change, welcomed by some as essential economic activity and denounced by others as
creeping sprawl and hazards to soil and water quality, wildlife habitat and the easily
degraded esthetics of the entire region. How has the undeniable and persistent interest by
the outside world in Adirondack resources become conjoined with the internal narratives
of place and conflict in Park residents and visitors?
Other prominent Adirondack storylines included the Adirondacks as a pleasuring
ground, both for the ultra rich in their Great Camps, the middle class in the proliferation
of Adirondack hotels and second homes and for anybody in state campgrounds. The less
well known narrative of Adirondack poverty and privation runs counter to this, revealing
an alternative storyline that is equally valid if not equally understood. And then there is
the constructed identity of the "Adirondacker" persona springing from a protracted and
bitter political struggle in 1990, in which a local protest movement consciously created an
ideological identity and narrative to advance a political agenda of resistance against the
power of New York State government. Finally, there are the two contemporary
Adirondack narratives: one that casts the Adirondack Park as a world model for
sustainable development and another that links the Adirondacks to the American frontier,
specifically to the American West, complete with cowboy accoutrements. Will any of
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these historical storylines play out in the way people think about the Adirondacks and
themselves in relation to it?
This attention to the way people think raises the impact of the concepts raised in
the chapter about narrative theory and epistemology. Just how has narrative permeated
our consciousnesses, our ways of thinking about ourselves and our surroundings? Is
narrative in truth the most significant tool we use to derive meaning from our lives, or is
this a diversion, a parlor game dreamed up by overly imaginative social scientists? I
sense that stories do lie behind our thoughts, do in some ways frame and organize the
activity of our lives. Character. Plot. Action. Conflict. Consequence. Resolution.

It seems colder here at the table as I write. I can see that the glow from the
woodstove has died to a dim orange. It's time to open the door, add another log, and build
the flame higher. I rise and act.
I return. The cat had settled not on the bed upstairs, but in front of the fire. I built
it higher in the black, wrought iron wood stove. Soon it will be roaring, and hot, the
Adirondack beech catching fire. The logs themselves now tell a story. Our wood has been
getting harder to burn, the farther I get back into the wood pile. It is heavier to the hand,
has patches of green moss on it, and is sometimes frozen and embedded with ice. Now it
steams and snaps as it heats up, sap bubbling from the ends of the logs. It's wetter now,
newer wood, more recently cut, and less exposed to air in its position deep within the
wood stack in the side yard. But it will burn if I tend the fire carefully. And it does.
And so I attempt to summarize the central premises I will seek to test about
narrative, through some first hand experience with real people. Narrative theorists posit
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that we consciously or otherwise engage in a process which they call emplotment, by
which we inductively knit together events and sensory impressions into causal,
consequential sequences, or stories. The cold, the glow of the fire, the cat, the wood, the
iron stove, the stove door and the flames, the rising from and the return to the table. The
narrative perspective proposes that we string these stories together to construct our own
identities, and further, to extract meaning from reality. That stories are the essential,
fundamental unit of our experience.
Narrative theorists suggest that as individuals, we construct our own identities and
understandings in part from socially circulating narratives arising from family and friends
and the larger culture. We refer to these interpersonal narratives, borrowing from them to
help us understand our own place in existence. There is, in a manner of speaking, a
sphere of circulating narratives occupying a narrative space, something not unlike the
internet, that undergirds, connects and penetrates our society. Perhaps I might see this
sort of meaning making at work in the stories of Adirondack residents.
If the theorists are right, then narrative relies on a different kind of truth than the
objective truth so valued by empiricism. Narratives become filters of experience- if data
points don't fit the story, they are minimized or rejected. Narrative truth is thus
provisional, subjective and personal, that is, true for the person experiencing it, and
subject to change. If not objectively true, narratives claim other sorts of validity:
trustworthiness, persuasiveness, consistency and coherence. Personal narratives reveal
the possible, the specific and the felt range of human experience. I wonder if actual
people experience this sort of shifting ground of validity in their senses of identity and
the meaning they derive from their surroundings.
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Will I find true homos narrans? People created by and for narrative, whose
primary function is to create meaning through organizing reality into narratives: the
people of the story? It is time to open the door, as it were, to the people and voices of the
Adirondack experience, as witnessed by the residents of the Saranac Lake area, and in so
doing, inform and reveal my own notions and understandings of what it means to be here,
and what here means in terms of who we are as Adirondack people, and who I am as one
of them.

From Milltown to Cure Center: the Arc of Saranac Lake

But first, what and where is "here"? What is the ground on which I seek to find
the corresponding truth of this inquiry? It is becoming clear to me that the place in which
I situate this inquiry has a significant role in shaping the understandings of its inhabitants.
If previously I had investigated the grand arc of Adirondack history, I should similarly
scrutinize the background of my chosen microcosm, that which acts as a silent, shaping
presence in this particular drama of human experience. As I walk through the door to
uncover and absorb the stories residing in the hearts and minds of my neighbors and
cohabitants, I consider that my steps are situated in the context of a particular
community: Saranac Lake.
Saranac Lake lies in a cup in the northern Adirondack Mountains, a lakeside
village held by a ring of fir and maple covered peaks named Baker, McKenzie, Haystack,
Scarface, Pisgah and Dewey. In the distance, you can see many others, the lofty
MacIntyre Range, Street and Nye, the Sawteeth, Marcy, all covered in unbroken forest,
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green in the summer, mottled red and orange in the fall, evergreens high on the slopes
and deciduous trees low. At their bases flow creeks, brooks, streams and the Saranac
River, dammed in places to form a string of shallow pools with such names as Lake
Flower and Oseetah Lake. Upstream lay natural lakes such as Kiwassa and the famous
Saranac chain, resplendent in its island-studded beauty.
If the Village of Saranac Lake is held by the mountains, it holds likewise the lives
and stories of its people in a landscape dominated by nature, by long winters, deep
freezes, the hidden layers of lake ice, bountiful snow, the sucking mud and black flies in
the spring, and the cool and often glorious summers that bring the annual, life giving tide
of seasonal residents and tourists. Saranac Lake always told its story in reference to its
place, to its resources, attractions and promises. It first attracted settlers in the 1820's
through its function as a mill town for the regional logging operations that worked
steadily in the second half of the nineteenth century to cut over vast swaths of
Adirondack forest. Logs were gathered, marked and flushed down the Saranac River to
Lake Champlain, or milled into lumber in the village itself. Saranac Lake was a working
town, distinct in character from the retreats of the rich on the nearby lakes: Lower
Saranac, Upper Saranac, the St. Regis chain or Lake Placid. Its many hotels were
primarily waypoints or sites of business, rather than resort destinations like Saranac Inn,
Martin's or Paul Smith's. While visitors were first attracted to the area for its resources
and beauty, they would come to find that the mountains offered more than diversion and
refreshment. Soon Saranac Lake came to market another attribute: the health-giving
properties of its clean air.
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In 1876, a sickly physician, Dr. E. L. Trudeau, arrived in Saranac Lake from New
York City expecting to die in the Adirondacks from chronic tuberculosis. To his own
surprise, he lived and recovered from the worst symptoms of his infirmity, and began to
study the disease itself, soon replicating ground breaking experiments from Europe that
identified and isolated the tuberculosis bacillus. One of Trudeau's most storied
experiments attempted to establish the role of environment, specifically clean air, on the
course of the tuberculosis infection. He took two groups of tubercular rabbits and
arranged two different treatments. One group was confined in close quarters, with no
access to clean air and sunshine. Another group was isolated on a tiny islet on nearby
Spitfire Lake, and allowed to roam and live as freely as it could over the summer. The
unconfined rabbits got better; the confined rabbits worsened and died. Thus was born the
legend of the fresh-air cure in the Adirondack Mountains. The Trudeau Sanatorium, in
Saranac Lake, began accepting patients and prescribing exposure to fresh air and
complete bed rest to address the most debilitating phases of tuberculosis.
Over the following forty years, thousands of patients, doctors, nurses and
researchers came to Saranac Lake for extended stays. The village boomed in size and
prosperity, eventually drawing such notables as Robert Louis Stevenson, Mark Twain
and Albert Einstein for seasonal stays, either for cure or diversion. Hospitals and
sanatoria failed to keep up with demand for the fresh-air cure, as thousands of working
class sufferers of tuberculosis streamed northward, seeking life. The demand for bed
space transformed the local economy as well as its architecture. Villagers realized there
was money to be made by taking in sick roomers, and added distinctive "cure porches" to
bedrooms, designed to accommodate day beds and to provide shelter from the rain and
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wind, but access to sun and fresh air. Today, almost half of the older houses still have
these cure porches, visible by their glass-paned walls on ground and upper stories.
Today, Saranac Lake persists, less busy perhaps than before the advent of sulfa
drugs, which beat tuberculosis back across the globe in the 1950's, but retaining the
adventurous spirit that has carried it to the twenty-first century. Its population has shrunk
from over 10,000 at the height of the cure era to less than 5,000. No single industry has
come to replace the dollars provided by sick patients. There are no manufacturing plants
here, or corporate headquarters, or stock markets. There are only gift shops, outfitters,
boutiques and art galleries, catering to the sportsmen and tourists. The rest of the
populace derives its employment from construction—generally second homes for people
from outside the Park—or state and local government. While one area prison shut down
in 2008, two remain, providing hundreds of jobs for prison guards, administrators,
chaplains and cooks. Two small colleges call the area home, as well, contributing to the
culture and economy of the area, along with a burgeoning and productive arts community
of painters, photographers, sculptors and storytellers.
Sprawl has begun to appear around the margins of Saranac Lake and other nearby
communities, but at a far smaller scale than in towns and cities outside the Adirondack
Park, where Adirondack Park Agency development guidelines and wetland protections
are absent. While the number of new homes and businesses built in Adirondack towns
has been extraordinary in recent years (13,509 new residences or commercial buildings
constructed between 1990 and 2004), the portion of land in commercial or industrial use
in the Adirondacks is still just over half that of the rest of the state (2.9% in the
Adirondacks versus 5.3% in the rest of the state), which follows logically from the fact
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that the state owns 45% of the land in the Adirondack Park.2 You can easily see and hear
the difference when you cross the Park's boundary. While sprawl and development
combined with declining population is reshaping the waterfronts and roadways of the
Adirondacks, there still is a marked distinction between the "decaying sidewalks, halfempty shopping centers, vacant lots and abandoned homes" characterizing much of the
rest of the state and the condition of communities within the Blue Line.3 Sprawl and
blight are in the Adirondacks, but to a lesser extent, for now.
Only in the past twenty years has Saranac Lake had a McDonald's, a Pizza Hut,
and most recently a Dunkin' Donuts. These are segregated to the periphery of the village,
on the road to Lake Placid. The core of the village remains similar to images from the
1950's: sidewalks, small shops, benches, a men's store, a sporting goods store, florists,
saloons and hair stylists. Long time residents have told me that in the past, bars far
outnumbered churches; today, the balance seems to have shifted. A quick census reveals
four bars and eight churches.
Our home dates from the heyday of the Saranac Lake cure industry, as it was built
in 1920 by a prominent local architect who also designed Adirondack Great Camps. It
has two cure porches, and did host a tubercular client, a Reverend from New York City,
sometime afterwards. We live in the village, a short walk from the downtown pizza
parlors, stores and the public library. Our backyard is a deer highway to the forested
slopes of Dewey Mountain and our neighbors include professors, doctors, an architect,
teachers, day care providers, students, librarians, renters and construction workers.
This, in short, is a description of where I am, and where this stage of the inquiry
leads me. What, then, do we as a people say about our Adirondack experiences, values
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and conflicts? Before I confer with some people face to face, I decide that I should listen
anonymously to the evidence presented in the public sphere, as opposed to private
conversation or the depths of individual imagination or dreams. I have simply to open the
pages of the local newspaper, or tune into the local radio talk shows to get a sample of
what's on the minds and in the hearts of at least some Adirondackers, or at least what they
care enough about to share openly. Better yet, I can open my ears at that most public of
spaces, the simultaneously intimate and anonymous crossroads of the community: the
diner.

On another day, a dripping January morning in the midst of a temporary thaw in
the icy grip of winter, I leave my dining room table and my home and drive the streets of
Saranac Lake. I decide to pay a visit to a modest, homestyle diner in the heart of town:
DJ's Rustic Restaurant, just a short drive across the village. Located on Broadway in a
somewhat shabby mélange of auto repair shops, rental units and aging neighborhood
markets, DJ's has offered coffee and companionship to generations of Saranac Lake
residents in a small room with four tables and a counter, seating at full capacity perhaps
twenty patrons, all sharing stories, weaving a web of social connections, drawing from
and contributing to the sphere of narrative spinning unseen somewhere overhead.
I pull up in front of the restaurant and quickly scan the interior through the front
window—only two people visible. I decide to finish listening to a feature story on public
radio before I enter the diner. Only a few customers are inside and the radio story has
captured my attention. Perhaps more diner patrons will arrive soon. The story on the
radio concerns the beneficial effects of positive self-talk and efforts to teach this skill to
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ten year old school kids in Harlem to head off depression. Kids can use their will and
rationality to reframe challenging events into new stories, ones that lead to hope rather
than despair. A large black pickup truck pulls in behind me, parks and idles.
Soon enough, the NPR story finishes, and I cross the street, enter the diner, and
see that I know one of the two patrons. Paul is a regular—I've seen him at DJ's every time
I've been there—and is always eager to exchange greetings and news. His wife teaches
accounting at my college and we've been friendly for a decade or more. He asks about
what I'm going to be teaching in the upcoming semester and I explain that I'm to teach a
course featuring Adirondack novels. We wind up talking about good books written about
the Adirondacks. He asks which novelists are my favorites. I reveal my partiality to
Russell Banks, emeritus professor at Princeton and diner haunt and resident of nearby
Keene Valley. He nods, looks thoughtful.
"I don't read much fiction; I like the real stuff, myself," he adds. Ah, yes. Non
fiction, the standard of what is real. I wonder if the distinction between the two is as
"real" as we like to think. We shake hands and he asks, as he always does, to be
remembered to my wife, Kim.
I sit down and another person enters the diner and sits down at the next table. Paul
greets him as he readies himself to leave. I realize that the man had been sitting behind
me in the huge black pickup truck. He seems vaguely familiar.
The waitress asks the newcomer if he'd like a cup of coffee.
"Give me a minute to calm down," he replies, gruffly. "I've been listening to the
radio again. I hate to hear opinions stated as facts, and just left at that."
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It turns out that the man had been sitting behind me, also listening to the radio, but
tuned in to "Talk of the Town," a ten minute, live call in show that airs daily on our local
AM station, and on which local residents air concerns, opinions, and facts, stirred into an
unidentifiable if potent mixture, a sort of hash of culture, values, belief and current
events.
"That 'Talk of the Town' drives me nuts," he says. "I'm glad that what gets said
doesn't leave the town." The AM signal doesn't clear the surrounding mountains.
I am reminded of a common theme of calls I've heard on Talk of the Town and
read in a steady stream of letters to the editor of our local newspaper, which consists of a
notion that the regional elite are taking over the culture and resources of the Adirondacks
to suit their needs, while the "silent majority" of working class folk suffer. Just this week
one letter intones, "What a shame control of [the Adirondacks] is not in the hands of
those who live here but in the hands of outside, special interest activists."4 Another, on
the same page, complains of new Adirondack Park Agency (APA) regulations which
limit new boat house construction to 900 square feet. It is written by a seasonal home
owner from downstate who bridles at the "unfair" rule of the APA, harkening to an
infamous period of tyranny and prophesying popular retribution: "These latest changes
will create a revolt of residents as never seen before…a total backlash against further new
rules proposed by the APA. What is happening is not so different from the French
Revolution. The aristocratic APA will be severely limited in their future by the very
people over whom they now impose their rule."5 Is this the perspective of a vocal few or
does it reflect a widely accepted narrative of class and power in the Adirondacks?
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My breakfast arrives. I was moved, echoing my earlier metaphor, to order an
omelet with a side of corned beef hash. I'll have to do some snowshoeing later to
compensate. Another man, elderly, arrives. Everyone greets him by first name. He seems
to know the drill. Over the years I've paid infrequent visits here, I recognized that DJ's,
like similar places almost anywhere, functions as a node or a nexus of a certain part of the
Saranac Lake community. It welcomes a pretty fair cross section of people from this
community: artists and lawyers, retirees and hunters, working class wage earners and
professionals. What I am looking for is not a representative of a certain social segment as
much as a channel of what historian Richard Judd refers to as the "inarticulate people"
who, while certainly willing and able to articulate their perspectives, have been
effectively left out of the dominant discourses around natural resources, power and
culture in the rural Northern Forest region of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.6 I
think of the people, however, not as inarticulate, for they certainly have much to say, and
do so in a convincing and expressive fashion. Rather, they are unheard, not plugged into
channels of power, not broadcast widely; they are tiny stations with weak but vibrant
signals that never clear the surrounding mountains.
The evidence in Adirondack media seems to attest to the presence of both the
previously described dominant historical narratives and the process by which people
perpetuate, borrow and create narratives to infuse and extract meaning from their
experiences. An angry protest article entitled "Eco-Feudalism in the Adirondacks: The
ability of Adirondack residents to use their own property is at the whim of an appointed
commission entirely unaccountable to the people" showed up in the John Birch Society
journal.7 This ideological polemic borrows boldly from the medieval narrative of despotic
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aristocrats oppressing powerless serfs. Another links rising Adirondack property prices
and associated tax burdens to a widening class gap reminiscent of the American Gilded
Age when the ultra wealthy created elaborate retreats in the Adirondacks.8 Journalists
seem willing to attach the Adirondack narrative to wider historical narratives that seem
similar- the recurring human pattern of the rich dominating the poor, the strong over the
weak.
Other letters to the editor underscore a persistent culture war, a struggle for
resources and control between, at least putatively, those with power, education and
wealth and those without.9 It is not difficult to find this insider-outsider narrative in these
outlets, in which wrath, if not simply jealousy of wealthy newcomers bubbles to the
surface. A letter to the editor from 2008, entitled by the newspaper staff "Class Warfare,"
casts the issue most bluntly into a narrative of injustice, power, hostility and oppression.
For a few years now it would seem there has been quite a bit of class warfare
going on in Saranac Lake, and it has really hurt the area in more ways than one. It
seems to me that a relatively few people have been able to influence the policies
and decisions of the leaders of the community with a detrimental effect to the
economy and the morale of everyone…If the present attitude continues, it will be
the rich mowing the lawns and repairing the homes of the rich, 'cause there will
be no little people left to do it for them.10
One published commentary equates current economic malaise in the Adirondacks
caused by restrictive environmental regulation to the Dark Ages of medieval Europe.11
Another letter blames the cancellation of an automobile race on the ice of a local lake on
the interloping elite shoreowners, who have presumably forged an unholy alliance with
the state land management agency and coopted local government:
A little light at the end of the tunnel of economic woe, found in March in the TriLakes, was snuffed out by yet another non-native millionaire and his loyal,
money-loving followers. What a great opportunity to bring some much needed
income to an area already desolated by high property taxes from overbuilt second
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homes… I do agree that the DEC should have said it is OK to use the lake. But
for local politicians to take the side of wealth in fear of repercussion is dead
wrong!12
As I work my way through the last of my hash and coffee, I wonder if we have
indeed gone down the rabbit-hole into a world where those in the working class are
becoming less and less the masters of their destinies and more often the ill-used
Cinderellas of the Adirondack Park, soon to exit stage left. Public voices invoke the Dark
Ages, the French Revolution, King George and the Colonists, the Gilded Age and the
Robber Barons, Chairman Mao and the APA masquerading as the Taliban. Why are these
eras and figures haunting the imaginations of people writing about the Adirondacks? Is
this simply rhetoric, polemic, drama or plaintive paranoia? Was there any time when the
working class enjoyed any power at all, or is the "Class Warfare" letter merely a case of
"the same news; different day"?
There are at least two types of "truth" of consequence here: what is "true" in terms
of objective reality, as in whether the elite are in "truth" exercising undue control and
exploitation, and regardless of this reality, the subjective truth of whether a significant
portion of people thinks this is the case. If they think it, they act it and enact it. It's
important to realize that the "they" I refer to is truly all of us, whatever occupation,
educational background or tax bracket. Explanatory narratives rule the psyches of people
on both sides of the political aisle, on opposed cliffs in the socio-cultural divide, at both
ends of Horatio Alger stories of social progress or William Faulkner tragedies of familial
and cultural declension. Our subconscious or intentional use of narrative themes is what
both defines and parses our culture. I'm interested in this sort of truth, which exists
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despite factual evidence to the contrary, which confronts and confounds some who claim
to be more rational, and which exercises a power in our culture that refuses to be tamed.
How will I approach this truth and witness and ponder these stories, arising from
the sea of narratives around us? I have delimited the playing field, the spatial scope of my
inquiry to the central Adirondacks, to Saranac Lake and its environs. That leaves me over
5,000 choices. What next? I pay my check and take my leave pondering the next stage of
my inquiry.

Classes have begun at the college for the spring semester, even if spring is more
of a fantasy than an accurate description of the conditions outside. I have met my students
for the first time and tried to convince them that reading Russell Banks' 750-page John
Brown novel, Cloudsplitter, is a good idea. I have worked the invasive species grant
proposal with my colleagues to the "as good as it's going to get" phase, and today we will
submit the materials to the EPA website and hope for the longshot. Through the grant,
we're trying to maintain the integrity of native aquatic ecosystems, to keep recreational
boaters from inadvertently introducing Eurasian watermilfoil, zebra mussels, spiny
waterflea, rock snot, and whatever might come next summer. Some say we're merely
delaying the inevitable, the takeover of our mountain lakes and rivers by the exotic biota
of Asia, the drowning of our particular, ancient Adirondack natural rhythms by the
deafening drumbeat of the wider world. Maybe so, but in the delay we're paying attention
to what remains, seeing and hearing and valuing these native weeds and milfoils, these
nondescript littoral zones and ecological communities that we never fully recognized,
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never appreciated before. Before, that is, we faced the prospect of their erasure and
replacement.
The last few days have featured a sudden, blustery warmup, with almost an inch
of rain knifing into the two feet of snowpack we had enjoyed, filling streams, rivers,
roads and basements. I had two pumps going in the cellar, and could hear the trickle of
water seeping through the stone walls, see the glistening freshets emerge in several spots
between the flagstones. The Winter Carnival Ice Palace construction has halted. Ten
courses of ice blocks cut from the bay downtown sat melting, ringed by yellow caution
tape tied to sawhorses. They had planned a western style palace this year. I had heard it
was to feature an ice saloon, a livery or general store, or a jail, perhaps. A frozen Frontier
Town. It will have to be bulldozed today. A smaller palace will emerge, after the slop on
the lakes has refrozen. The storm's gusts blew off the tarps covering our woodpile. Rain
saturated the cordwood for half a day before I could recover it. Formerly pale chunks of
firewood, now dark and heavy. One of those things.
I have some choices now. Not about the wood- it's wet and I'll burn it anyway I
can. But about whom to talk with regarding these Adirondack narratives. I take inventory
of my models in this pursuit, and think about some of the books I've read that present
conversations with relevant people, from the most telling sources. Bill McKibben's
Wandering Home and David Dobbs and Richer Ober's The Northern Forest are both
good referents.13 McKibben chooses people he knows, people who are in some way
positioned to be authorities of sorts on the culture and conservation of the Lake
Champlain Valley, including the eastern Adirondacks. Dobbs and Ober interview people
who are deeply rooted and connected with the regions they consider, and become
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likewise authorities on it. They look at both year round residents and seasonal visitors,
triangulating perspectives. Philip Terrie wrote his second Adirondack history as a
correction or amendment to his first, which in hindsight he saw omitted sufficient
attention to the perspectives of year-round residents in favor of the cultural and political
elite.14 Catherine Knott chose to channel the voices of rural Adirondackers who
challenge the status quo, targeting loggers, guides, craftspeople, hunters and grass-roots
local politicians, claiming that these voices have been deliberately excluded from
decision making.15 And then there's Judd's attention to the inarticulate peoples, recited in
this section's epigraph.
Thus I could seek year-round residents. Non-elites. Sources of counternarratives.
Adopting a more traditional strategy, I could choose those supposedly well qualified by
education, occupation or experience to speak of and explain broad themes in the
Adirondack experience. The tyranny of the articulate, I suppose. I could, like McKibben,
choose people I know, and by the story of their relationship to me, reveal in part my own
situation, my own position as subjective inquirer embedded in the social matrix of
Saranac Lake. Or I could simply choose anybody, close at hand or far, known or
unknown, empowered elite or regular Jane, or some more realistic and living admixture
of classes and categories.
I am not in the business of extrapolation, of generating broadly applicable theories
that explain the bases for conflict and consciousness in the Adirondacks. I cannot claim
to construct a representative map of the "typical" psyche of some grouping of subjectresident, applicable to the state-sized Park, its surrounding region, or of similar humannature matrices across the globe. My subject is the particular, the specific, the
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phenomenal, and the idiosyncratic. Anyone's idiosyncrasies should do; anybody's
experience might reveal the presence and function of narrative, and might open a window
into the heart of meaning and value in the Adirondack experience. If I look hard enough,
I just might see through the particular to the dimensions of truth it screens. My
conclusions will have to depend on the individuals I spend time with. The only
generalization I will be able to make is "This, and more, is possible." Which will have to
suffice, for now.
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10
Lake Placid

The bright trumpets, oompah rhythms and tight male harmonies of mariachi
music compete with the sounds of clinking dishware, the blurry hubbub of conversation
from the nearby tables and the bar, and the clatter and periodic bells arising from the
open kitchen at the back of the restaurant. Outside, the wind howls, blowing snow squalls
that replace the rain that fell earlier in the week. Our regularly scheduled winter has
resumed. We are seated in Desperado’s, a Mexican restaurant in Lake Placid, a place
haunted by loyal regulars, barflies, visiting skiers and bon vivant tourists from the hotels
and condominiums of Lake Placid. On a Thursday in late January, after a ruinous thaw
that has coated the Whiteface Mountain ski area with ice, the vacationing alpinists have
remained home and the loyal regulars dominate.
I’m having dinner at the favorite eatery of a friend, Lenny Callahan, who has
agreed to share with me his memories, perceptions and opinions about his own
Adirondack experience. He certainly is qualified to do so. He is a multi-generation
Adirondack native, with a fairly large extended family spread across the Saranac Lake
region, and has the advantage of fifty-nine years of experience there: witnessing the end
of what we would have to say now was the old way of life, and the transition to the new. I
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have only the vantage of almost two decades of experience here in the northern
Adirondacks. Lenny’s seen six.
Lenny isn’t a scholar of or spokesman for the Adirondack experience; he is
somewhat bemused and puzzled that I’d bother to ask him about it all. But that’s just my
point, here: he’s an authority on his own lived experience as no one else can be. Lenny is
a long-time employee of our one prominent national corporation, which sells
management seminars and publications. The company runs a printing press and
distribution center in Saranac Lake, on the grounds of the former Trudeau sanatorium.
Lenny is a tele-sales representative, maintaining accounts across the Northeast, building
relationships and selling advice. He graduated from Saranac Lake High, took a few
semesters of business courses at the local community college (no degree), and enlisted in
the Army in the Vietnam era, but didn’t go overseas. He likes to travel some, visiting a
stepson in Orlando, but loves returning home, loves the mountains and greenery of the
high peaks of the Adirondacks, wouldn’t live anywhere else, but is getting weary of the
winters. I got to know him through the church my family started attending when we had
our children. He’s on the church board and we both have brought our families along on
summer church retreats, camping with a few other families at a local state campground,
stringing our tarpaulins together overhead, paddling canoes filled with assorted children,
and running our portable gas grills in unison.
Tonight we are munching chips and salsa, deflecting the white reality of the
Adirondack winter outside with the green talismans of guacamole and margaritas. Call it
a guys’ night out. Our conversation wanders through the Adirondack past to a critique of
the challenges of the present. At one point the discussion turns to that universal topic: the
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perception of climate change over time, also known as the change in the weather. He tells
me of the hardships of the winters when he was young, of challenges compounded by an
absent father.
“My father left us when I was nine…and we struggled, it was hard. I mean, there
was snow back when I was young…like nothing you see today. When it snowed back
then, it really snowed. I mean, cripe, it’d snow two and a half feet, overnight. Nowadays
they’d close all the roads and everything. It was a struggle, we had to shovel all our
driveway and shovel our walk, keep the roofs cleaned off. You know, without a father,
you just did it, it’s [up to] the children. And my mother struggled.
“I can remember one night it was 48 below zero. And I was the sexton at the
church. And my buddy and I walked down to church … to make sure the furnace was on.
I was probably 17. We got home and we got all our stuff and all our clothes taken off, put
away, and we got ready for bed and I was walking up to stairs to bed and the power went
off. And my mother said, ‘What will we do? We’ll freeze to death.’ And I said, ‘No, we
won’t.’ I said, ‘We’ll just go down and start the car and we’ll all sit in the car.’ And she
said, ‘Yeah, we could do that.’ It was spooky…You had to survive, you know. You were
in survival mode.”

I suppose you could say this is merely the “I had to walk five miles to school,
uphill, both ways” type of yarn, but I was struck by Lenny’s use of the term, “survival
mode,” implying that, at times, life demanded a sort of basic impulse, a reductionist
intensity whereby you dug in and kicked yourself into a higher gear. This was no casual,
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blithe fling in the park; this was enduring the harshest elements of the Adirondack Park,
year in, year out. It had to shape him, shape his psychology and values.
In a related anecdote, Lenny refers to the old times in contrast to today’s
conditions. Here, the legendary cold and relative poverty spawned a thriftiness and
ruggedness apparently absent in the contemporary childhood experience.
“When we lived up on Neill Street,” Lenny says, “we used to go out[doors to
play]. Cripe, the wrists of our hands were all chapped from between our mittens and our
coats. You never see a kid today with chapped wrists! I went down to [my friend’s] house
one night and his daughter came in with a pair of leather boots on. I said, ‘My God, Joe,
what does a pair of boots like that cost?’ He said, ‘A hundred dollars…Can you imagine
that?’
“He used to live up on Neill Street with us when we were kids. ‘You know,’ Joe
said, ‘I remember we used to run down stairs, trying to be the first ones in the mornings
to get the bread bags, to pull over your feet to put in your boots.’ (Laughs.) Now our kids
today are wearing hundred dollar leather boots!”
Lenny implies that expensive leather boots were never an option for him or for
Joe, his childhood friend. Not only was the cold more intense, but the kids chose or were
compelled to be out in it for long periods of time with inadequate clothing, or perhaps
clothing that met the contemporaneous standards, but which nonetheless led to chapped
wrists from exposure. For young Lenny’s cold feet, the bread bag vapor barrier was the
only available option. It was Sunbeams over tube socks, not the toasty solidity of modern
Sorels; yesterday’s practical necessity compared with today’s unimagined luxury.
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But there were payoffs as well to an Adirondack childhood. In his memories of
the old times, Lenny relates an anecdote that illustrates the relationship of locals to the
ultra wealthy. His step-father was a New York State Forest Ranger who moonlighted as a
caretaker at Topridge, then the summer home of Marjorie Merryweather Post, legendarily
wealthy heir to the Post Cereal fortune. In the sixties and seventies, Lenny would spend
time in a hunting cabin on state land, accessed through the Post property. When they
visited their simple hunting camp, Lenny and his brothers would also take advantage of
the Topridge great camp and grounds, using his step-father’s key. While the cat was
away, the mice shot pool.
“It was a playground for us,” Lenny tells me. “My stepfather was the caretaker,
and she’d come up, probably, a couple of weeks out of the year, and the rest of the time
we fished in the ponds, and played in the boats, and played ping pong, and did whatever
we’d want on the grounds.”
The use pattern of Topridge by the wealthy owners and resident caretakers strikes
me as a metaphor for the Adirondack Park itself. Seasonal city folk provide much of the
ownership and cash base for the park as a whole through summer home construction and
tourism while year-round residents are here to patch the roof and play in the down time.
Lenny’s story gives me a sense of inverse entitlement, of a sort of harmless advantage
taken by, perhaps, each party of the other. It’s a sort of Huckleberry Finn, ski bum
arrangement: who doesn’t in part side with Huck, living on the fringe of civilized society,
free to sleep late, skip school, and when things get too confining, head to the territories?
Don’t those lift rats and ski instructors look like they’re enjoying themselves, even if they
are bums? What do they know that we don’t?
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We order our dinners, our fajitas and chile verde, and the conversation turns to
Lenny’s take on the status of the park itself. “Every time they improve the road up here I
hate to see it coming,” says Lenny. “Because it’s just more cars, more people, more forest
fires, more litter since they improved that road from Tupper Lake to Watertown.” The
sense here is that progress comes with a price and he’s not sure it’s worth it. “More cars,”
he continues, “more people, more speed, faster, better.” I ask him if his sense is that
increasing numbers of visitors decrease the quality of life.
“Yeah. The quality goes down,” he nods. “I heard people say, ‘Wow, we went
hiking, you know, and we didn’t expect to see anybody, but man! There were a lot of
people through there!’” He pauses. “You know, it’s not like it used to be up here.”
I think to myself that here’s a person who resists change to some extent, is
skeptical of progress, likes things as they are. I could write him off as a conservative
grump, or look deeper. I ask him what he thinks is important about the area.
“I think the beauty of it,” he replies. “The mountains, the streams, the forests. I
certainly don’t mind visitors up here, but visitors don’t always respect the property that
they are on as if they lived here. I think that’s the challenge.”
I want to explore this notion that the visitors have a different set of behaviors and
values. I ask him to tell me more.
“If you live in a city or if you live in a rural area, you probably don’t have the
same respect for it that we do up here,” Lenny replies. “This is very delicate. And other
places it’s not delicate.”
Harshness and roughness together with beauty and delicacy—a compelling
dichotomy indeed. And how readily do we blame other groups for lack of appreciation?
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My children attend school with so many Adirondack children that have never gone for a
hike, who know more about pop stars than celestial ones, or are far better acquainted with
websites than campsites. Yet Lenny might be on to something: those who visit for a day
or a week experience something different from those who witness the place year-round,
even if they only glimpse the mountains from apartments and school buses, from
workplaces and doctors’ offices and the well worn tracks of their daily lives.
Lenny shows me a real estate magazine featuring dozens of the highest end
waterfront homes for sale on Lake Placid, the Saranacs, Tupper and St. Regis Lakes. In
this, the supposed bottom of the recession, so many properties in the glossy pages are
available, still at very high prices.
“They’ve built these McMansions up here and now they can’t afford to keep them
because they’ve lost so much money there and the [bad] economy,” Lenny remarks.
“They came up here…and they used up all these resources. Nobody can go on the grid
anymore up here for electric heat because they’ve used up all the grid. All these
McMansions are heated with electricity. Who’s going to pay for more grid? The people
that live here. And now [the owners] can’t afford to keep them and they want to get rid of
them and nobody wants to buy them so they’re sitting there vacant. I drove around and
you see all these great big places—they’re all vacant. Nobody’s using them—it’s just a
waste. It’s a real serious problem for the people living up here and what it’s done for the
tax base.”
So why don’t you leave? I wonder. If it’s getting so crowded and you can’t abide
by the gentrification, why not check out, vamoose? What keeps you here?
“Do you think you’ll stay here in the future?” I ask.
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“Yeah. I think that it’s the quality of life,” he replies. “I think you have to make
that choice to live here. The jobs are not as plentiful and they don’t pay as well and it’s
expensive to live up here, but those are the choices you have to make. [You choose]
whether you want material things or you want to live in the Adirondacks where the deer
walk across your front yard. That’s the choice that we make.”
“Do you think people are short-changed from the things you could have if you
lived in some other place?”
“I don’t feel short-changed,” he shakes his head. “No. Material things aren’t that
important to me.”
That said, he has an eye for beauty. As we leaf through the real estate magazine,
Lenny points out one property, not a new McMansion but an older camp, close to a
century old. His eyes light up.
“That’s my dream [house] up on Lower Saranac. It’s Camp To No Nah. And it’s a
beautiful, well preserved place. He kept all the beautiful windows, those small paned
windows. I’d sure hate to clean them. All the rooms have those great big small paned
windows. That’s some place. Has a lot of wainscoting and a pantry. They really
preserved it.”
“Have you been in it?” I ask.
“No, just from the pictures. I’d really love to get in it.”
Our dinners come and go. I overeat, trying not to let anything go to waste, and
finally we sit waiting for the waiter to return with my credit card slip. It is time for
conclusions, so I ask about solutions.
“So what should be done about the Adirondacks?” I ask.
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“Well, I don’t know,” Lenny says. “I don’t know what the solution is. You know,
one would say ‘growth’ but I don’t know if we really need growth. Growth isn’t always
necessarily a good thing. Maybe good growth. And I don’t know if I could really explain
what good growth would be.
“A lot of people don’t understand [what the environmental conditions are here].
When those people came from the outside and bought the Hotel Saranac [an historic hotel
in downtown Saranac Lake], you know they walked through and said, ‘Oh yeah, this will
work, this will work!’ Yeah, they have not a clue! You know what it’s like when it’s 35
and 40 below zero and you’re burning 100 gallons of oil a day and you’ve got two rooms
rented! They don’t know! Their perception is a whole different environment.”
“What about how the park is managed by the APA?” I ask.
Lenny is quick to answer. “I think the Adirondack Park Agency has a huge job. I
mean it’s a delicate environment and it’s got to be protected. And as long as they keep
improving the highways up here, people are just going to come up here. I think the APA
has to communicate with the people who live up here and try to come up with a solution
that works best to protect the environment and still make it livable and usable for the
people.”
I chew on that for a while. I am well aware of the popular notion that the
Adirondack Park Agency is set up to curtail development, to say “no” to any proposed
project, to favor the flowers over the people. But it’s clear that someone’s saying yes.
Houses continue to spring up each year. Shorelines get more and more crowded. An
important study of Adirondack development from 1990-1999 showed that approximately
800 houses are built in the Park per year, a rate that could soon result in a build-out of
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available parcels which would threaten to change the still-rustic character of much of the
Park.1 This same study contradicts the other part of the anti-APA narrative—that the
agency does too much regulating. In reality, local governments do the lion’s share of
issuing building permits in the Adirondacks, permitting 80 percent of total development
in the park compared to the APA’s 20 percent, and that the APA approves far more
building permit applications than it denies.2 “While local governments must, under State
law, work under the development guidelines of the APA, the way in which the Park is
developed on a house-by-house basis is in the hands of local governments across the
Adirondacks.”3 This is a new narrative. I suppose it is possible to remain resentful of that
remaining 20 percent restriction on public freedom, to try to knock it down to zero, but I
would be inclined to reverse the figures.
The waiter returns. Lenny and I talk about the apparently growing earnings gap
between the service sector and the second home owners and well-heeled tourists that
come to Lake Placid. We talk about the increase in households in poverty in Essex
County.4 About how it’s becoming an issue for the wage earners, perhaps even our own
waiter, to afford to live in close proximity to the tourists they serve.
“It’s getting tough for the small people to live up here,” he says. “Maybe we are
going to be able to stay here but boy it’s going to be a struggle.”
“What do you think the future will bring to the Adirondacks?” I ask.
“Boy I don’t know. That’s a tough question. Maybe it’s going to go backwards a
bit because of the way the economy’s been. Maybe people won’t travel as much, maybe
tourism will drop off. Maybe we’ll have to struggle through it.”
“Is it worth it to stay? Will you stay?”
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“Oh yeah. I think so.”
“What will it take to drive you off?”
“It’ll have to get a lot worse. I can shut my phone off, I can heat with coal. I can
do with anything. I mean it doesn’t matter to me. I’d dig in. I’d have to plant a garden.”
He laughs.
Planting a garden in a Park. It’ll be survival mode for sure.
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11
Park Avenue

The 113th Saranac Lake Winter Carnival comes and passes. As it turns out, two
rainy days are not enough to dissolve the ice palace or the spirits of the volunteers. Once
the temperatures drop again, volunteers reinforce the foundation, mortar the spaces
between the ice blocks with slush and extend what had been built before the rains into a
western-style fort, complete with turrets, an ice maze, and an ice bar, ice piano, and
elevated ice dance floor, lit from beneath with colored lights. At night, the multi colored
lights of the palace glow softly, shimmering through the blue-green ice blocks,
illuminating the palace and the ice structures outside it: another saloon and a stage coach.
The Adirondack Cowboy theme is unusually popular this year, cowboy hats are
everywhere, and the rowdy, sprawling Winter Carnival Parade on the second Saturday of
the two-week celebration brings floats and marching units decked out in buckskins, furs
and ten-gallon hats. The Mason's lodge tows a trailer sporting a bronco-sized bucking
black fly ridden by a lucky brother of the order: the Wild West meets the Adirondacks a
la Kafka. Finally, after two weeks of benefit pancake breakfasts and spaghetti dinners, of
ski races, snow volleyball matches, a Baroque concert and the women's fry-pan toss, the
carnival explodes to a finish with an outdoor slideshow of images from the preceding
fortnight and a thundering fusillade of fireworks over the ice palace. On the final Sunday
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night, we can hear the crowds cheering after the last explosion from our house a half mile
away.
I arrange a meeting with another friend, Melanie Niemczura, who teaches
kindergarten at the tiny Waldorf initiative school in Saranac Lake where Kim teaches
pre-school. I had spoken with Melanie three years previously when she was new to the
area. Now she can reflect on her Adirondack experience through the eyes of a newcomer
who has had enough time on the ground here to see local conditions and issues with
objectivity, detail and a still-fresh perspective. She's an outsider-insider. I meet her at her
apartment on Park Avenue, in an old neighborhood of sprawling, stately houses from the
1800's and early 1900's, after her two small children have been tucked in for the night. I
bring some dessert—cannolis and cherry cheesecake from our local Italian restaurant—
and a bottle of red wine, as thank yous, and just maybe as keys to help unlock the stories
I seek.
Melanie has a life story that spans several states, climates and time zones. She
grew up in Pennsylvania and lived in Hawaii for seven years as an adult, then in New
Hampshire and Vermont when she was completing her Master's Degree in Waldorf
Education. She is a single mother of two fine young sons, is in her late thirties, and has a
life of experiences living in beautiful natural settings. She is drawn to the land, to
working the soil and getting out in nature, eating healthy, locally produced food, and to
small, close-knit rural communities. She also has a strong interest in African dance and
movement, painting and outdoor recreation. I ask her what story she finds herself telling
to others about where she lives now, about the Adirondacks. Her response derives from
her work and living experiences in Saranac Lake.
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"I asked the ten children in my kindergarten table if they had cross country skis,"
Melanie replies. "And all ten hands went up; every single child at the table had their own
cross country skis. And I had never been in a place that had that kind of dedication to
winter sports, but that also shows the appreciation for the landscape, and athleticism and
being part of it. I thought that was fantastic."
Her second emblematic Adirondack anecdote is how she is amazed by the
graciousness of drivers in Saranac Lake. She can't get over how drivers consistently
brake for pedestrians, allowing them to cross freely while they are in pedestrian
crosswalks, and even when they approach a curb anywhere and look expectantly into
traffic for a pause in the vehicle stream.
"It's amazing and it's so striking," she says. I can not ever remember [in any other
location] seeing anyone ever stop for a pedestrian."
I ask about what she knows about the history of the region, trying to see if she
understands the Adirondacks through references to the dominant narratives that are
revealed through both official and colloquial sources closer to the lives of residents. She
reveals a sparsely detailed yet striking Adirondack creation story, a chronicle that indeed
captures some of these narrative elements. Maybe it's the kindergarten version of
Adirondack history.
"I imagine that for a long, long time, it was a lonely place, where animals were
very happy here without us," Melanie says. "And then I imagine hunters came in the
summer and left in the winter, and then I imagine some creatures that were hungry for
wood came and probably found that this way right around through here had lots of water
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that was easier than going over hills and such. And then they laid bars of metal down to
make [the railroad].
"Then some lovely people found it quite charming. Then some sick people found
it quite healthy. And then the Olympics came and the visitors have never stopped coming.
I found it really striking that the people who understood how to live off the land [Native
Americans] thought that we were crazy for wanting to be here. I think that really it says
something about the place …maybe it's that people aren't really supposed to be here."
Melanie's mythic chronicle of the Adirondacks establishes a paradisiacal prehuman past, where "happy" animals existed in some sort of pre-fallen state of grace.
Early hunters, presumably Native Americans, visit the area during the summer for meat,
returning to homes elsewhere in the autumn and winter. This lines up closely with the
commonly held notions of the pre-European history of the Adirondacks, replicated in
both scholarly histories and video versions of Adirondack history.1
What follows in her story is the period of resource extraction—Melanie notes
timber harvesting—and increasing access provided by rail, followed by a wave of
esthetic appreciation by "lovely people," suggesting the interest by the fashionable, the
arts community, and possibly the wealthy leisure class. She rapidly alludes to other
significant chapters in modern Adirondack history- "sick people" (tuberculosis sanitarium
era) and the coming of the Olympics—and the subsequent unchecked waves of visitation,
all apparently causing her an ambivalence about the present use pattern of the
Adirondacks. She seems uneasy with permanent human presence here, suggesting that we
are not "supposed" to be here owing to the harshness of the climate and difficulties
encountered in local food production. I joke with her that in sixty seconds she accurately
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encompassed three hundred years of Adirondack history, a sort of "Hamlet in 10
seconds" approach.
We open the wine and move on to other questions about what Melanie values
about the area, why she came and what she cherishes. She replies with an environmental
quality appreciation combined with a distinct perspective about mainstream progress. "I
would say it's the tree to people ratio," Melanie answers. "I think that's about what
everyone would say. And the distance from major thoroughfares." She pauses. "I like that
there's not a big box store. And that makes everything so much more worthwhile for me."
I ask her to tell me more about the difference she seems to note between lifestyle
and industrial development inside versus outside the park, and about how to provide the
deep discount shopping resources that so many local people clamor for. "What I would
like is that the line has to be drawn somewhere, and this is a perfect place to start. We
need to be moving towards protecting more, everywhere, so my best use scenario would
be public transportation to Plattsburgh [for big box shopping] for those who really need
it."
"How can we do this?" I ask her. How can we make the economics work and meet
the material needs of the residents who have tiny incomes and high expenses? She replies
with a vision of self-reliance and cooperation that seems in one way in line with the
property rights, small government, home rule movement, and from another perspective,
straight from the idealistic ethos that formed the first Earth Day.
"I’d like to think that we can all take care of each other," she says. "That we don’t
need anyone in Washington to help us out or to make decisions for us. That we don’t
need any CEO’s in Santa Cruz, California who run the big health food corporations… I’d
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like to think that I can have my farmer friends who grew my salad and my farmer friends
who grew my turkeys and I can teach their children and they can grow my food and we
can… we don’t need anybody."
Figuratively speaking, the interior of the Adirondacks becomes even more so an
island, a utopia, a kibbutz, a—dare I say it—park? A couple of months after she first
moved to Saranac Lake in 2007 I asked her what she thought of the region being
designated and thought of as a park. Her answer at that time was measured and
affirmative. "It seems appropriate," Melanie remarked then, nodding. "It’s definitely a
big…part of what it is. It’s the place that’s protected, and that’s what it is all about.
That’s why there aren’t any strip malls and that’s why all the people like to come
camping and visiting here."
Now, after three years of Melanie's experience living continuously in Saranac
Lake and shopping at more than a few Adirondack strip malls, I ask the question again.
This time, her answer is subtly changed, less sure. "I guess I don't really know what those
terms mean," she says now. "Because…if it's a park, how come there are towns in it?
How come there are stores in it and all that stuff? But I don't know how the definitions
run." She trails off, befuddled by the technical and colloquial uses of the term "park," and
by the seeming paradox of nature-dominated parkland, year round residences and
industry that comprise the various swatches on the quilt of the working Adirondack
landscape. It could be that the more you live in a place the less you know about it. Or at
least, the less you know for sure: your simple notions, explanations and stereotypes tend
to break down as you experience complexity. She concludes with more confidence, "In
that it's sparsely populated it seems like a park to me."
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We have long since started in on the desserts, sampling both the fresh cannoli and
the imported cheesecake, both somehow fitting on this winter evening in upstate New
York. We can hear the sounds of the Winter Olympics from the television in the next
apartment, the cheers and groans of the neighbors as they follow along with the victories
and defeats of the athletes. This year, something like twelve athletes with Adirondack ties
are competing in Vancouver. We're missing some event, curling or bobsled or skiing. I
think of how it's so easy to get behind the Olympics for us in this region. It's in our
heritage, our tradition. It brings us together, and is a feel-good sort of idea: international
competition wedded with international fellowship. The common ground of a contest held
within mutually agreed-upon rules and limits. But not all contests are as amicable and
anticipated, especially those that seem to divide us here in the Adirondack Park, twice
home to the Olympic Games.
I hand Melanie copies of two letters to the editor that I've been focusing on in this
dissertation. I want to hear her take on the thesis of the letters: the claim that class strife is
tearing the heart out of the Adirondack community. She takes her time reading them, her
face grave. I finish my dessert, sip wine, and wait. After a few minutes, she looks up,
sighs, and seems concerned.
"I think it's a similar scene that's going on in many places," she remarks. "That
there's a more and more obvious distinction between who is rich and who is poor. The
minimum wage is such a joke."
This response has come up before: that our Adirondack struggles are no different
than those experienced in other places. Why do we make a big deal over it? Why do we
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think it's somehow special? I ask her if she believes the letter, if she thinks it's of
substance, not just the particular fantasy of the writer.
She says, "I believe it, but I don't have experience of it. I don't own a home or pay
property taxes."
I ask her directly whether she feels there is a class war going on in the
Adirondacks.
"It's not apparent to me. It's not on my radar screen." She pauses, shrugging. She
just doesn't live in the letter writer's world defined by class oppression and domination.
It's not her Adirondack experience. If it's out of her sight, it's out of her mind. But then
she adds more, extrapolating, reaching, connecting the Adirondack situation with that of
other natural regions in other parts of the world:
"I've been aware on a larger scale of Americans wanting to buy carbon offsets
from Brazil or something and this idea that we don't have to change because we we'll just
keep Brazil pristine, and everyone in Brazil is like "Well, what the hell are you talking
about? We've gotta make a living too! This is our land and we're going to use it just like
you use up yours to get where you are!" Rich people from down in Pennsylvania who
already cut down all those trees, took all the coal out of their mines, that's how they got
their money."
And so Melanie can envision the presumed position of people living in the
environs of natural regions that are of value to a distant, wealthy, industrial population.
The Adirondacks as Brazil. We've gotta make a living in both places. But this is a leap of
imagination; she hasn't seen it herself.
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As it gets later, I wind things down. I ask her, since reading the letters has made
her aware of socio-economic conflict in the Adirondacks, what she thinks the future
might hold, what solutions to the conflicts would look like, both as ideal solutions and
what she thinks would actually happen.
"What would make me happy is if people [in the Adirondacks] had the right to do
things on their land that would make it more sustainable, not necessarily so they can sell
it to somebody else far away. So things that we could do to help humans to that point, I
would be in favor of. Livestock, renewable energy sources. My little fantasy! But past
that, in my mind you have to draw the line somewhere, and the story is just different for
me because I chose to be on this side of the line. I wanted to live in a place where there
was not the long arm of globalization."
"What do you mean about drawing the line?" I ask.
"I think we need to be reining it in, on all fronts, even in suburban Philadelphia,
and even in southern New Hampshire. And as for the difference between what I want and
what actually will happen, well that's not a problem with me, because I don't go into the
other scenario. I stay in my nice little bubble. I'm really good at it!"
Indeed, Melanie is quite clear and forthright about naming it. Naming her bubble,
defining it, bounding it, living in it. Maybe we all do that, to some extent, but aren't
aware of our bubble creation process. We sit on the curb blowing the bubbles that bound
and give shape to our mental lives. Some of our bubbles are dark, opaque, oily and small.
Others soar into the sunshine, full of colors, lighter than air. Some pop; others persist. It
becomes a matter of perception, of the self-fulfilling prophecy: what we create is what we
get, and what we perceive.
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I am reminded of a short anecdote Melanie shared with me of a period shortly
after her move to the Adirondacks. Another story and another metaphor. "We had trial
and error found one great trail that we like with frogs at the end of it and one day we tried
to re-create that experience and go back and find the same trail and I overshot it. And I
pulled off at the next place and I noticed there were trails from there, too, that weren’t
marked. So I just pulled off and I said, 'Well, let’s try here.' If it’s not cool, we’ll go back
and, wow! It was a hundred times better! And I kind of feel like, that’s how it’s gonna be.
You never know what’s around the corner; it can really blow you away. And it’s not even
the kind of thing that someone can tell you. You just keep trying."
Perhaps there are many pathways to Adirondack meaning. There are official,
marked paths, designated by roadside signs and trail markers, hard to miss, with parking
lots and visitor centers. And there are herd paths, unofficial paths made by residents and
those familiar with the landscape, visible only up close, but leading in sometimes more
direct ways, and sometimes less, to vistas never glimpsed from the designated trails. The
forest of Adirondack narratives, conflict and meaning is something like this tangled,
complex physical landscape. Sometimes you know where you're going, other times you
stumble across something unexpected. And sometimes you get lost. As Melanie says,
"You just keep trying."
The map you get in Adirondack visitor centers shows the main trails; no map
shows the herd paths. But all of the trails lead somewhere.
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12
Long Lake

Speaker followed speaker as the bright blue morning aged toward noon. The
Mount Sabattis pavilion was filled to capacity on a July day in Long Lake, near the center
of the Adirondack Park, filled with voices earnest, articulate and often both, all pledged
to hang their titles and acronyms at the door and to speak on a first name basis, from their
hearts and from the clearest conceptions of their values, not from the perspectives of their
occupations or affiliations. People to people.
I wandered back toward the refreshments to find a cup of coffee, back to where
the town workers were setting out and cooking food for our lunch. As the amplified
voices spoke from the podium, commanding attention from the microphone, I began to
hear another set of voices, a running commentary, emerging from behind the grill, from
the town employees cooking lunch. I stopped to listen, trying to hear both streams of
conversation at once, to discern both narratives of Adirondack values and ways of
understanding the issues that brought us all here. While both voices were impassioned,
the one behind the grill seemed rawer, more honest, laced with humor and irony. I looked
up and made contact, and decided that I should get to know this person, to hear this
narrative from behind the counter, this counter-narrative, to try to understand this voice
which seemed to sizzle as much as the burgers on the grill.
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I met Theresa Taylor, our cook that day, by chance in midsummer in 2007. I was
attending the first public forum put on by the new Common Ground Alliance, a group
formed out of a melding of frustration and hope which intended to fashion, once and for
all, a public and political agenda that would serve all Adirondack voices. This Common
Ground Forum attempted to bring all stakeholders under one roof for one day: the
environmentalists, the state politicians, the Washington legislators, the property rights
groups, the local government officials, the business owners and guides and teachers and
miscellaneous residents that comprise the warp and woof of the fabric of the Adirondack
community. The admirable goal of the Common Ground Alliance is to distil a position
statement that reflects broad consensus on the key issues facing the Adirondack Park,
including both its ecosystem and its people.
Over the past few years, the CGA has succeeded in articulating a list of issues that
all its members agree on, a "Blueprint for the Blue Line," which they have formally
presented to the New York State legislature. On this first Common Ground Forum, while
state representatives and local business owners discussed the needs and challenges facing
the region, I listened and talked to Theresa as she prepared lunch, and eventually asked if
I could follow up on this conversation. She agreed, and I met with her later that year, and
again three years later, to hear her story and to gain her perspective. What follows is
today's conversation.

On a brilliant day in early March, I drive down from Saranac Lake to Long Lake
to meet Theresa Taylor for an in-depth conversation. After I pass Tupper Lake, I feel I'm
heading deeper into the wild interior of the Adirondacks. Houses, motels and businesses
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disappear, while evergreens and mountains dominate, punctuated by tantalizing glimpses
of frozen ponds and streams, snaking around corners and winding channels into the silent
woods. Cruising on these rolling hills, the highway a lonely ribbon before me, I drive in
silence and appreciate the absence of people, of activity, and the presence of something
beyond our settled communities, which huddle together on the shores of our lakes,
surrounded and separated by the immensity of the trackless, continuous wild.
When I contacted her the previous week, Theresa had suggested we meet near the
Village of Long Lake at the Lake Eaton state campground, closed for the winter, to start
our meeting. I get there first, park and walk around the snow-filled entryway to the
campground and wait for her. Theresa is not an Adirondack native, but has been here for
so long she is easily mistaken for one, and indeed speaks on behalf of Adirondackers
quite convincingly. She is in her early fifties, has lived in first Raquette Lake and more
recently in Long Lake for over ten years, and has been visiting the Adirondacks with her
family for most of her life. After high school in the Finger Lakes, she earned an
Associate's Degree in Business, attended a culinary training program, spent time in the
Army, and now works multiple jobs: full time in the town Parks and Recreation
department and part time as a chef and caterer. She is an EMT, has volunteered on the
ambulance, fire and search and rescue squads, is an officer for the local federation of
sportsmen, is a member of the American Legion Ladies' Auxiliary, is a trainer for
snowmobile and boater safety, and now teaches driver safety as well. And somehow she
finds time on one of her days off to talk with me. I feel privileged.
After she arrives, she walks me to the edge of the campground to inspect a
beautiful log lakefront home that had recently been given to the Town of Long Lake as
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part of the estate of a recently deceased seasonal resident who wished to be a public
benefactor. "This is why I brought you here," she says. "This is the cup half empty." She
pauses, explaining. "Not only did they donate the town the property but they gave them a
hundred and fifty thousand dollars to maintain it for three years with an agreement that
the town wouldn't sell it before the three years was up. Not real complicated is it?" She
looks at me and smiles sardonically.
She goes on to explain that some members of the town board don't want to keep
the property, but see it as a liability. She can't understand the short sightedness. She can
envision the property being used as a conference center, a day care for young families
struggling to make ends meet, or a lakefront rental for family reunions. It's the only
property the town has on this picturesque lake, but the board wants it liquidated and the
proceeds used to offset town expenses. To Theresa, the house is a windfall, a handsome,
sound, waterfront structure simply given to the public, given to the people of Long Lake,
while town leadership sees it as a problem. It's a small conflict, but one that speaks to
Theresa of the dynamics behind many of the larger issues besetting the park. There are
resources on the one hand and best uses on the other.
I ask her the usual questions about what she values about the Adirondacks and the
stories she tells others about it. She explains that she's always been impressed by the
openness and friendliness of people she's met in Raquette and Long Lakes, and the
generosity, spirit and kindness she values so much. "People go through life and they have
X amount of friends and think that those friends are a treasure, and they count those
friends usually on one hand," she says. "And I can say that living in the Adirondacks I
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was able to obtain many more friends than that. It just seems that people here are much
more open, and they take you right in to their life."
We walk and talk for an hour, trekking out over the ice on the lake then back to
the campground, finally winding up finishing the conversation in the nearby Long Lake
Diner, over coffee and a sandwich. I find I am drawn to her explanation of the cultural
forces at work in the central Adirondacks, and begin to detect differences between what
goes on down here as opposed to my home in Saranac Lake. It starts with a classic dumb
tourist anecdote.
"Joe Bird used to run the boat tour around Raquette Lake. And somebody on the
boat one day said to him, 'How come they got like that tree line? It's so perfect all the
way across.' And Joe said, 'Oh well, the prisoners come out of the prisons and they trim
them up, and it's done every year.' And the lady looks at him and says, 'What do you have
to do to get them to come to our town?'
"Another question on that boat was, 'Where does the ice go?' And he answers,
'Well, it drops down to the bottom [in the spring] and it it'll come back up [next winter].'
And the people just reel it right in, or they realize they're being taken, one of the two."
I have to admit a weakness for this category of yarn, in which the power roles of
tourist and tour worker are inverted, the worker's local knowledge revealing the
foolishness or gullibility of the visitor. It's a bit mean and sophomoric, but generally
harmless stuff. How would the visitor know that hungry whitetail deer nibble cedar along
the frozen shorelines of Adirondack lakes in late winter, resulting in a perfectly uniform
line of greenery? How large an army of prisoners must there be to trim every Adirondack
shoreline? Common sense is becoming increasingly uncommon. But you can't lay that
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sort of mockery on too thick or you'll forfeit your tip at the end of the tour. If you care
about the tip, that is.
I ask Theresa to look at the "Class Warfare" letter. She reads, nods, and replies,
"If the present attitude continues, who will be here that's left to do the work? Who will be
your caretaker? Who will stay here year-round to watch your house? Who will be the fire
department? Who will be the ambulance crew? Who will be the guy who plows the road
if you just keep making it harder and harder for people to exist?"
"So you agree with this letter," I say. "You think it this hits the nail on the head."
"No," she says. "Only because what he says about catering to the rich. Maybe in
Saranac [Lake] they do. But to cater to the rich doesn't get you re-elected unless the rich
are voting. In this town, it's one phone call at a time, and it's one vote at a time. In the
summer the phone rings off the hook and it is the seasonal resident also complaining
about something. But the seasonal resident pays the year-round tax.…They can have it
the three months a year and I get it the other nine. What's wrong with that? And if [local]
people can't get through that summer attitude [of the seasonal residents], then they're
hurting the economy and the businesses and the businesses have to be here for the jobs to
be here. And the jobs have to be here for us to be here.…Everything comes from
something."
So it seems that power doesn't automatically flow from money, at least not here in
the central Adirondacks. While the seasonal residents pay taxes here, and inflate property
prices here, and visit for three hectic summer months, they don't vote here. They are a
shadow society, while the enduring power base resides with those who vote, and those
who are elected to govern the local political structures, and those who hold year-round
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jobs in local government. I am struck as well by the pragmatism of Theresa's analysis:
money does matter, and you'd best keep it flowing. The seasonal residents provide the
taxes that are the lifeblood of the year round community. Don't forget that old wisdom
about scrutinizing the gift horse's teeth.
Theresa has a respect (or disrespect) for people which pierces the layers of cant
and pretense often associated with class, occupation and wealth. She takes the mark of
people by who they are, how they carry themselves and how they act, rather than their
dress, lakefront address or the kind of car they drive. She explains it this way: "An old
man once told me, a unique thing that you will find here, and I don't think he meant
Saranac [Lake], was that a guy who's worth many millions of dollars stands in line here,
behind the guy that's camping at Golden Beach. So I think that that means that you wait
your turn no matter what your income is.
"Generally speaking, to make this place spin, we need those seasonal residents
who pay those year-round taxes. Take all them people away that are rich, and what are
you going to have to base your economy on? I think they've got to wash their hands
together at the same sink, and I just think that if he pushes me with his elbow, I'll push
back."
There is a sort of egalitarianism here, perhaps imposed by the leveling effect of
the Adirondack landscape. We're all limited by the weather, by the slow pace of life, by
the single roads and few stores that comprise our communities. By the isolation which
periodically forces each of us to wait in line for a cup of coffee or a newspaper, to
patronize the same gas stations and boat repair shops, to grab a quick beer and a meal at
the same few eateries. We're each of us drawn by some of the same attractions: our
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common respect for a good, quiet sunset, our pursuit of the fish beneath the surfaces of
the same lakes. Golden Beach State Campground provides waterfront accommodations
for twenty dollars a night, on the same lake that laps the million-dollar boathouses of
media moguls and the economic and cultural elite. And we need each other. All of us
contribute to a system that provides, more or less, what each of us needs. Taxes pay for
access to waterfront beauty; service jobs afford some of us the ability to live here year
round.
I pick up another theme. Theresa has twice differentiated the central Adirondacks
from Saranac Lake. Either she's on to something, and there are differences, or she's being
provincial. It's possible that she's right, that Saranac Lake is less cohesive, welcoming
and unified as a community than Long Lake because of its larger size. It could be that the
northern Adirondacks, with its stratified Tri-Lakes communities, with gritty Tupper Lake
and tony Lake Placid as outliers, exacerbates class distinctions because the greater size of
the communities allows people to live for longer periods of their lives immersed in their
own stratified and segmented socio-cultural groups. Perhaps we don't wash our hands
together as often as we should back home in Saranac. The Adirondacks is famously a big
place; it's foolish to assume it's the same all over. Maybe Saranac Lakers need to rub
elbows with our neighbors with various incomes and perspectives more frequently, if
with less fierceness.
I ask her what she values about this place, what she wishes would not change.
"I guess the raw part of it," she says. "You get on your snowshoes and you go walking
back in the woods and it's hushed in the snow. And the only thing you hear is some birds
and your snowshoe sounds, and then you pick it up, and something, I don't care if it's a
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rabbit, a fisher or a deer, whatever, is crossing your path. And you think to yourself: that
would have never happened somewhere else. I've had coyotes run by me with a deer
hanging out of their mouth. It's just a common place thing for me to be able to be out in
nature, all by myself, and not be terrified, but not be alone either. It's like a feeling I get,
I’m full. And sometimes I’m proud of what I get to see, even if it is something killing
something else, or a fish jumping out of the water, or it's the way the sun sparkles on the
water."
Rawness and solitude. Fullness and pride. These are compelling words, concepts
that stick in the mind. They suggest a lack of pretense, an absence of barriers between the
person and the landscape, of freedom and the ability to witness parts of the ongoing
natural drama that surrounds us as Adirondack residents. It's a sort of reverse zoo: our
homes and cars are the cages while the wild runs free around us, available to us for the
small fee of solitude, open all day and night. I envision Theresa standing, watching,
quieting and emptying herself only to take in the penetrating sensibility of the natural
lives in process around her, adding and adding until the feeling of fullness and
completeness replaces the emptiness. You're not alone; you're never alone. Vole scurries,
sap flows, wings cut air, coyote pants and takes a step, sunbeam melts snow on a branch.
You just didn't listen, didn't see that you mean little to the ebb and flow of life in the
mountains around you. You are small. Yet there is an ever-present concert in play, of
motion and stasis, growth and change, all the time, deafening to those with ears to hear.
This is the payoff of being here. This is what is available to us all, what could
draw us and unite us. This is what we could have in common. Theresa tells me a story
from last summer's Common Ground meeting that sums up what divides us. In it, a
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speaker is commenting on a popular Adirondack bumper sticker, which reads, “It’s not a
damn PARK. It’s the ADIRONDACKS. It’s our HOME. It’s where we WORK.” His
words are so inflammatory to Theresa that she has to step out from behind the grill and be
heard.
"This guy stands up and he says, 'I live in Lake Placid and I don't understand. The
Adirondack Park Act was passed in 18 something and no one could even be alive from
the time before it was a park, so what part don't you people get? This is a park. You don't
have a right to say this is your home. It was a park when you made it your home.'"
Theresa looks at me intently as the diner cash register rings.
"And he went on and on," she continues. "When he got done, twenty five people
applauded him. I walked [up to the microphone] and I said, 'Well, when you pull up into
your little Lake Placid circular driveway, and you get out, and you look at your house,
where did you earn your money to buy that house? Was it here? No, it was somewhere
else. And how could you afford that house? Because you worked somewhere else and
then you came up here and bought your house. Number 1, you didn't earn any of your
money in the park, and you're not from the park. Your house is in the park. For you to try
to understand what it's like to eke out a living in the park, you're clueless obviously by
your last statement.
"'We work here and we live here and we raise our kids here. This is our home.
This is where we volunteer, this is where we go to church. This is where we live. And
all's we're saying is take that into consideration before you pass more legislation, take
away some more roads, take away some more ability to earn an income. If you can
understand that you knew how to get to Lake Placid to buy your house, why can't you
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understand that you drove past my house to get there? You didn't see it? Is your nose that
far up in the air?' And then the supervisor took the microphone away from me."
She stops, sips her coffee, and I consider what she's just said. One person gets
their living elsewhere in order to spend the best moments of their lives the Park. The
other has to be concerned with living first, and resides in the Park, either by chance or
choice, but must take advantage of local resources to persist. In many ways, this
exchange is just what is so divisive and self-defeating about dialogues about the function
and future of the Park, even at a meeting that supposedly emphasizes peace, respect and
mutual understanding. You can leave your acronyms and titles at the door, but it's
difficult to leave your mind, to leave the mental narratives of your own history and that of
the collective community, in your car's glove box.
Maybe we need to get through these barriers, these gaps in world view, these
clashing storylines, in order to really see and hear the other person. Maybe the Lake
Placid park proponent has to really empathize with the struggling local, who might envy
the material ease of the second home owner, be bitter about the luxuries they allow
themselves, and glance sidelong at the prime positions on the waterfront they occupy.
Maybe the local caretaker or parent needs to recognize the forest around the trees, see the
value that Park status confers on their own backyards, recognize the green economic
engine that the place possesses, and which directly or indirectly enriches the lives of all
Park residents.
If it's about seeing, if the Lake Placid rich man has to see the homes he drives by
on the way to his weekend haven, has to recognize the existence and sincere needs of the
human communities that coexist with cherished natural ecosystems, then also the
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ostensibly have-not resident has some things to see himself. Tax receipts from second
home owners, conditions in villages outside park boundaries, thoughtless development,
unchecked sprawl. The defensiveness, the accusations, the anger, on both sides, is the
poison. Each side just gets so fed up with the other, so desperate that the other just shut
up and listen, that they just quiet down and see their perspective. Just give me the
goddamned mike, would you?

Finally, the diner shuts down for the afternoon, the waitress starts to stack chairs
and sweep the floor, and we're getting the message that we need to get on with our days. I
ask a final question. "What do you think is the solution to these issues, to these battles we
fight over the Adirondacks?" I don't expect an easy answer, but have to ask.
"Everybody's just got to keep getting together and keep hashing it out," says
Theresa. "You're always going to have a radical, you're always going to have an
extremist, you're always going to have a conservationist, but somehow when they come
together, common grounds, you know? There's got to be something they agree on, there's
got to be something all of them liked, there's got to be something that all of them loved.
And I bet you there's one thing they'll all agree on."
She never tells me what that thing is. She leaves it unfinished, hanging in the air.
The point, she implies, is not to identify and name that one thing, the grail, the common
value. The point is simply that it exists, whatever it is. That there is something, at the root
of all our conflicts, battles and deliberations, that is the one thing they'll all agree on. That
we have to continue to engage, to be present in the same room, to show up and hash
things out. That is the basis for consensus. We're back to hash, to sausage, to synthesis. It
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might change depending on the circumstance, the people in the room, the time in history.
But it is always there, the potential for unity, for shared vision, for the bridge that we can
walk across to some new position. The one thing is what we value.
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Part 4
Toward a Future which Beckons:
Narrative, Environmental Virtue and Emergent Tradition

For the purpose of our examination is not to know what virtue is, but to become
good, since otherwise the inquiry would be of no benefit to us.
— Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics1
[A]n adequate environmental ethic likewise requires not only an ethic of action—
one that provides guidance regarding what we ought and ought not to do to the
environment—but also an ethic of character—one that provides guidance on what
attitudes and dispositions we ought and ought not to have regarding the
environment.
— Ronald Sandler and Philip Cafaro, Environmental Virtue Ethics2
If MacIntyre is right, the beliefs that matter for how people choose to live and act
are those embodied in the narratives they are living out, narratives which underlie
and constitute the unit of traditions and their associated practices on which
institutions are based.
— Arran Gare, MacIntyre, Narratives and Environmental Ethics3
We live out our lives, both individually and in relationships with each other, in the
light of certain conceptions of a possible shared future, a future in which certain
possibilities beckon us forward and others repel us.
— Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue4
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13
Antlers Point

The sun has turned from yellow to flame orange, bathing us with radiance as it
nears the wooded hills westward over Antlers Point, Brown's Tract, and in the distance,
Big Moose Lake and all points unnamed and unfigured beyond the horizon in the
Adirondack Park. We're just off-shore of Big Island on Raquette Lake, standing in our
socks and little else, steaming, next to the hole in the ice. The four of us don't speak: we
listen to our heartbeats, our breathing and the perhaps imagined sound of the sun sinking
and the earth and wind spinning toward darkness. Five degrees never felt this good.
As the last ones out of the ice hole, we have gained the prize of this moment, this
tingling paradox, standing naked before the calmed wind, bare to the winter sun, just
emerged from the immersion into darkness, from fiery ice to solar fire. My son, nine-year
old Will, is the only one of the children to venture out again from the warmth of the log
cabin we are occupying for this weekend reunion and adventure. I wave to Will, our eyes
meet and I wonder, what is this experience doing to him?
I wonder what this trip means to Will, to Sylvie, and all the rest of our children,
both invited and conscripted on this weekend venture. My friend Walt, who owns this set
of rustic cabins on Big Island, is committed to getting us all out here, primarily for the
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experiences we are giving to our children. We talk about how this will embed itself into
their memories, how it will shape their character and values. How it will inform the
stories they tell about themselves and about their place in the Adirondacks and the world.
We're hoping we're setting the hook deeply, infecting them with the experience of
another way of living, opening them to simpler communion with the outdoors through
physical and sensuous experience, awakening their awareness of wildlife and weather,
and how we as people can live under and with nature's influence.
Maybe we're working too hard at this. Maybe we're trying to get ourselves, and
our children, back to some unreachable Eden, back to some mythic harmony with the
natural world and with God, Mother Nature, Bacchus, Gaia, or whatever deity we choose,
when we just should enjoy a weekend away from home. It's a leftover, ancient apple tree
that grows on the hill behind the dining hall on Big Island, not Yggdrasil, not the Tree of
Life. But in a way, perhaps it is the tree of knowledge for us, and for our children. If we
have fallen out of the Garden, perhaps our children are born without our egoistic
solipsism, our imbalance, and have a chance of finding and occupying it peacefully.
Peace and happiness, contact with nature. Such are the aims of this trip to Big
Island. We are trying to enjoy at present some higher state, or more basic state, in the
midst of our busy lives as fathers, children, students and workers. I think we are also
trying to point our kids toward some future state where maybe they can get it right, or
more right, than we have. But really, under the surface, what are we trying to accomplish
here, besides creating memories of a hopefully happy experience, singular and possibly
insignificant in the context of the children's entire lives?
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Flourishing, Goods, and Happiness

What is the aim of our lives? Why do we do the things we do? Which ends are we
working for and how are they played out in the Adirondack drama? I ended the last
chapter with a meditation about what we hold in common, and I tentatively suggested the
answer lies in an exploration of values. What is common between us, at some level, is
what we value. People come and go as residents or visitors to the Adirondacks. Some set
of site-dependent qualities or personal values either draws or repels them. We hold in
common not our tastes or our preferences, for these are subject to change. It is not what is
in style or in vogue, or the values of the presently elect or powerful. What we commonly
value is something that underlies these things. And it is something deeper than the
cultural or class differences that differentiate the human race into a multi colored
mélange of diversity. Something is at the root which unites us. But what is it? How can
we touch it or harness it?
This is a very old line of thought—an ancient conversation. Aristotle is often
noted as one of the earliest and most definitive thinkers on the issue of those things we
seek in life. He called them "goods" as in the things that we deem as good and how we
identify them, why we seek them, and what we gain when we succeed in getting them.
Goods start at a basic level- essentially, those things that we as individuals deem as
worthwhile: a meaningful job, good health, the beauty of nature, nurturing and rewarding
relationships, love and family. Some goods seem essentially material: good weather,
shooting a three-point jump shot in a competitive basketball game, a good meal, a welltuned automobile responding to your commands on a curving coastal highway. Others
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are notions or ideals: justice, freedom, balance. Aristotle identified two types of goods:
those that are pursued in their own right, and those that produce or preserve other goods,
or prevent their contraries.1 You can consider aerobic exercise that is both enjoyable
(pursued for its own good) and healthful (prevents a coronary), or a winter camping trip
in an unheated Adirondack cabin.
Be that as it may, there are inevitable grounds for disagreement about goods of
this sort. One person's idea of a well-spent day (risking all climbing a mountain, or being
closeted in a quiet library) could seem as wrong headed as can be to another. A landscape
could manifest the highest good either when it is preserved or used, or some combination
of the two. Or you could just ask the kids whether they think this trip is a good idea and
just wait for the hemming and hawing. It seems we have to get beyond the specific
characteristics of individual goods, those that are idiosyncratic or particular to a faith,
culture or perspective. We need to boil down those various goods to see what they hold in
common. What is good about all those goods? That is, we need to discern the ultimate
essence of the goods.
Aristotle can help us here as well. When you remove the particulars from a galaxy
of situational, subjective goods, what remains? Happiness, according to Aristotle, which
emerges as the highest good, the one to which the rest point. One judges the value of an
action by whether it produces this state. It is a sort of feeling, a buzz of the synapses,
perhaps. "Happiness," says Aristotle "is apparently something complete and selfsufficient, since it is the end of the things achievable in action."2 On the surface, this
seems overly simple: whatever makes you happy is a good. We need to be careful here.
Aristotle is not talking about passing happiness or momentary pleasure. He's not talking
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about the fleeting happiness of the gambler or the marathon runner, or even of the angler
on an Adirondack trout stream or the skier in perfect snow conditions. He's talking about
enduring happiness, a habit of happiness, a product of a well-lived life: eudaimonia, or
"blessedness, happiness, prosperity."3 Alasdair MacIntyre interprets Aristotle's
eudaimonia as "the state of being well and doing well in being well, of a man's being
well-favored himself and in relation to the divine."4 In a word, this is the recipe for
human flourishing.
Such complete happiness is more than pleasure; it is a balanced state, the
culmination of a virtuous life. It is complete and self sufficient in that it begs no other
goal or object or condition; all pursuits lead to it. Happiness is the goal that we in the
West tell ourselves we strive for all the days of our lives, like some distant, snow-capped
Olympian peak in the distance. This is happiness that stays and fills us, and nurtures us,
spreading like light to those around us. This is rarer; indeed it's a worthy life's goal.
Happiness of this sort requires much- it requires both something Aristotle calls
virtue and virtuous practice in a complete life. Aristotle's virtues come in many forms.
They can be virtues of thought, such as wisdom, comprehension and prudence. He
describes virtues of character, such as generosity and temperance. By exercising these
virtues, by developing them, pursuing them and embracing them, we take virtuous action
in life. And action in accord with virtue brings happiness, which, as we said, is the
ultimate good.5
Aristotelian virtues are arranged in trios, mapped around a mean. One has the
virtue, occupying the middle, and on one hand its deficiency and on the other its excess.
Bravery is bracketed by cowardice and rashness; one can be, presumably, too brave,
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accepting foolish risk, developing a perverse taste for danger. There is, to Aristotle, a
sweet spot, a middle road, a groove to seek and settle into. There is something
remarkably Tao about this, this seeking of a middle way. It bespeaks compromise and
diversity- not the path of the ascetic, drawing distinctions and shunning life, but that of a
person of happy moderation, who samples the breadth of life and engages in experiences
while remaining objective and balanced, while discerning good and bad.
Striking that balance is, for most of us, difficult. It takes practice. Aristotle
advises that we practice the virtues until they become habitual. Virtues should not be
merely put on when convenient, but exercised consistently until they become embedded
in personality. Aristotle observed that we have the ability to develop habits owing to our
humanity, but are not virtuous by nature. It takes sustained effort. Thus virtuous thought
is insufficient without virtuous action. We can only "become just by doing just actions,
temperate by doing temperate actions, brave by doing brave actions."6 Perhaps this frigid
trip to Big Island is our "brave action" for the time being.
But are we having fun yet? Wouldn't it be more pleasurable to avoid the pain, to
remain with the kids hunkered down on the couch back home, to skip our winter voyage
and plug into titillating media and tune out? What is the role of pain and difficulty in
adding meaning and intensity to pleasure, and how does this contribute to the process of
value formation and the derivation of meaning in the environmentally challenging setting
of the Adirondacks? Aristotle provides guidance here as well, advising that we should
seek not only pleasure. He was reacting against the simple reductionism of the hedonists,
who measured value by the presence or absence of pleasure. And yet, Aristotle was clear
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not to deny value to pleasure. It seems he considers pleasure as just payment for virtuous
action.
For virtue of character is about pleasures and pains. For pleasure causes us to do
base actions, and pain causes us to abstain from fine ones. That is why we need to
have had the appropriate upbringing—right from early youth, as Plato says—to
make us find enjoyment or pain in the right things; for this is the correct
education. [Emphasis added]7
And so Aristotle recognizes the need for "appropriate" upbringing, for education
and experiences, to help us know when to feel pleasure and when to feel pain. Or more
precisely, which instances of pleasure and pain, under which circumstances, are to be
pursued and cherished, and which are to be avoided. The reaction of pleasure or pain tells
us something about the internal state of the person; right pleasure indicates virtue, even in
the face of danger or pain. The trick is to use pleasure and pain in appropriate ways to
guide intention and action. Challenge and hardship in the Adirondack context just might
develop the virtues that lead to a balanced, happy life. We just don't expect the kids to
understand that for a few decades.
Yet another qualification lies ahead in Aristotle's explication of virtue: he
eliminates the possibility of accidental virtue. To Aristotle, virtuous outcomes are not
sufficient to indicate a person's state of virtue, illustrating that a person might construct a
grammatically correct sentence, or play a beautiful note of music without being a
grammarian or musician.8 Aristotle's formula for virtue in practice necessitates virtuous
action according to three conditions: the agent (person doing something) must know that
she is doing something virtuous, must clearly and consciously decide to do that thing (it
can't be an accident or instinct) and the action must not spring from a whim, but from a
"firm and unchanging state" of virtuous character, intelligence and intent.9
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If this sounds like hard work, this whole pursuit of virtue, it is. Aristotle
recognizes this as such. It's the work of a lifetime. This ceaseless search for Aristotle's
intermediate state, this sensing and avoiding of both excess and deficiency, is a constant
process of awareness and effort. We strive for the middle ground between challenge and
comfort, trying as parents to choose mountains to climb that will stretch the kids just
enough, and leave them happy they took the climb and proud of themselves. It would be
too easy to just give in to the easy path, the pleasures of convenience. Aristotle advises
us to watch ourselves: "We must also examine what we ourselves drift into easily…And
in everything we must beware above all of pleasure and its sources; for we are already
biased in its favor when we come to judge it."10
When we cruise, we seek calm, warm waters. We usually don't turn our ships
toward the storm and swells of pain. To determine our proper heading, however, Aristotle
recognizes that we sometimes steer toward the extremes to better determine the
intermediate. We drift into pleasure for a while, over-react with pain, and hopefully,
ultimately, settle our course into the intermediate, having sensed the perils which lie to
either side. The Adirondack virtue praxis likely requires such balance, for certainly
balance is a prominent theme in the rhetoric of Adirondack policy discourse: endless are
the calls for balancing economics and ecology, nature and culture.
Aristotle's virtue ethics aim at the Greek term kalos, or what is "fine" or
"beautiful." One sense of kalos is that which deserves admiration, thus imbues a social
context, while Aristotle uses the word to connote "deliberating finely" or testing an action
according to its inherent virtue.11 We are to seek the fine, to become ever closer to it. To
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discover and inhabit the balancing point of moderation. This is how we might flourish
according to Aristotelian virtue theory, how we might grow and achieve eudaimonia.
I entered into this exploration of virtue to attempt to understand what values we
hold in common as possible grounds for the reconciliation of persistent conflict in the
Adirondack region and other protected landscapes. It is clear what divides us- perhaps the
division points are disagreements over the tactics chosen toward some goal that all sides
share. But this exploration remains incomplete. We merely identified that happiness is the
goal, and that intentional and habitual pursuit of virtues as moderate states poised
between extremes is the general strategy for achieving this goal. We still need to clarify
what these virtues are, and for that, we need to identify and deliberate on models of
virtue, people whom we admire, and ponder just what we admire about them.

Exemplars and the Everyman

The wipers slap the rain off the windshield, blurring my vision both of the dirty
snow banks along the side of the road and of the towering hemlocks and rising mountains
beyond. We pass through the margins of Tupper Lake, bypassing downtown, regaining
Route Thirty near the lake itself, now stretching away into the misty distance. The last
houses of Tupper Lake recede and again we are surrounded only by trees and wildlands,
moving through this stretch of green and white until the next human oasis: Long Lake.
There is no need for music or stories on the car stereo. The children talk quietly and
excitedly about school, the books they're reading and what is to come this weekend. It is
the twenty seventh of February and the winter's accumulated snow melts rapidly under
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the pouring rain. The thermometer hovers at 41 degrees. It's still supposed to be winter in
the Adirondacks, but we know from years of experience that these thaws can occur at any
time. Our trip is still on, however. There will be no turning back.
My ten-year old daughter Dana and her friend Elodie sit in the back of our
minivan. My son Will, age nine, is along as well, deciding at the last minute to
accompany us. I had hastily packed a bag for him on the chance that he'd have a change
of heart and come. He is reluctant and a bit scared; perhaps he has the gift of foresight.
An hour earlier, my friend Walt and I picked up the kids after school, a tiny,
private Waldorf initiative school in a church basement in Saranac Lake. As we tromped
through the soupy snow to the rear entrance of the school, down the ramp to the basement
door, we saw the teachers, Melanie and my wife, Kim, scraping and sweeping water out
the door. The back yard was flooding and the drain in front of the door was frozen solid.
Water spilled over the door threshold and pooled on the carpet in the school. We helped
fiddle with the portable sump pump in the well at the base of the ramp. The teachers
looked frazzled and a bit worried, but we had miles to go and an adventure to start.
Perhaps a bit before we should have, we swept the kids into the van and hit the road,
bound for Raquette Lake.
It seemed all along we were pushing our luck. When I had awoken, earlier that
morning, Kim had entreated me to postpone the trip. She was concerned about the driving
rain and the prediction of fifty-mile an hour wind. We were, after all, taking four children
with us across a half-mile of ice to Walt's cabins on Big Island for a primitive winter
weekend. Kim envisioned a miserable if not dangerous crossing to the island through the
slush, kids soaring skyward like screaming kites. I promised her that I would discuss her
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concerns with Walt—to check in with him to see what he thought. I was concerned as
well, truth be told. We wanted this trip to be fun, not a nightmare.
Predictably, Walt snorted in derision at Kim's concerns. He ridiculed our tendency
to make conservative decisions about wilderness travel, generating options and weighing
pros and cons as if we were still professors teaching an outdoor leadership course. Plans
made weeks in advance were to culminate this day; it's all part of the adventure, as they
say. Walt said something about putting woolen hosiery in my dear wife's speaking parts. I
clarified that I was merely the messenger. That a mere half-mile walk would be well
within our capabilities, we had a well-stocked cabin to shelter us at the end, and that I'd
meet him at the appointed time, wearing my socks. I hung up and avoided Kim as I
packed the van, reasonably sure that this was a trip few mothers would endorse.

After a ninety minute drive through the rain, we arrive at Antlers, a former great
camp on the west shore of Raquette Lake and our jumping off point for the crossing to
Big Island. Soon after I open the van door, I learn that Will has wringing wet socks and
boots, having decided to play at puddle splashing in the flood back at school. He has no
dry socks. The change of socks I brought for him is deep inside the waterproof pack and
to find them would mean spreading gear all over the rainy parking lot. He has no mittens,
either, having left them somewhere at school. With comparatively warm forty-one degree
winds blowing, and only a short walk to camp, I decide he doesn't need them, and that I
shouldn't get his reserve pair wet. In any event, the steam coming from my ears should
provide warmth for us both. I gruffly tell him to put on his wet boots and just deal with it.
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He starts to cry. I realize I'm being an awful crank and attempt to comfort him and get
moving at the same time.
It is time to lash all the gear to the toboggan. I glance at my watch: 4:00 pm.
Daylight is burning. I discover that I have neglected to bring Will's rain coat. It hangs on
a hook at school. Poor kid. Now I really feel bad for him. I make a rain poncho for him
from a backpack cover and get the kids ready for the half-mile trek across the ice. I finish
snugging the waterproof nylon around Will's shoulders. The girls are laughing and
itching to get moving. I peer through Will's rain-dotted spectacles and give him a hug.
"This might not be fun, but it's not far," I tell him.
I see myself as a parent and role model, torn between pushing Will out into the
wild and acceding to his fear and discomfort. I know I have to do it, but will I be able to
get him moving quickly enough to reach our destination with some degree of safety and
comfort? I need to find a balance here, to exercise a virtue of care in pursuit of a greater
goal. One can miscalculate easily: what could be the start of a new tradition of winter
camping and all the self confidence and connection to nature that such activity entails,
could also be a nightmare that the kids will vow never to repeat.
This is the trick: we strive as parents to both shelter our children and expose them.
We care for, nurture and support them as we nudge them out into the unpredictable and
uncontrollable world where there might be little or no care or support. It's become a
cliché that twenty-first century parents tend to hover, to over control, to baby their babies,
fight their battles and shelter their offspring from danger, competition and
disappointment. As a college professor, I've even seen it at times in the parental overinvolvement with my students' academic progress. Another cliché is how this protection
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and cultivation contrasts with what many of us in my generation experienced as children
in the seventies and eighties: the freedom and benign neglect of our parents as they
busied themselves with their own concerns. Even more, our childhoods contrasted
dramatically with those of our own parents, who grew up in the Depression or the war
years or the fifties, when there was an even more distant parental role and influence,
when kids really did entertain themselves, worked early, brawled and stole, and ran on
the streets in packs. Summer camps and allowances hadn't been invented, let alone
television or video games.
I think of Will, and of Dana and the other girls, and just why we're pushing so
hard to get them here, in the warm, wet wind, out on the ice beyond Antlers Point. We
know there's something to be gained, but I'm not sure that it will be gained, after the
discomfort and fear and my suboptimal parenting are figured in. We've arrived in the
discussion of virtues at the point of how our characters are shaped through exposure to
events. To be more specific, Walt and I are contriving a confluence of natural and human
forces for our children's benefit. We're tramping and sliding into the territory of
environmental ethics and the development of virtue.
Environmental ethics and virtue: it is clear that the one has much to do with the
other. Philosopher Robert Hull connects contemporary environmental virtue ethics with
the Aristotelian notion of flourishing, the state in which we can achieve the elusive goal
of complete happiness. Hull asserts that environmental virtue ethics function as "a
philosophical praxis" that puts forth a pattern for our lives which considers "concern for
the environment" as a precursor to human flourishing.12 Thus, one critical element of the
formula for happiness involves the well being, beauty and health of the non-human
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environment. It's hard to imagine happiness finding its full expression in the midst of
environmental degradation, although perhaps that's precisely what we are all attempting
now, in this world in which even climate has been degraded by our myriad effluvia.
Hull tells us that environmental virtue ethics, or the ethical system that contains
the Aristotelian virtues and includes others that pertain to environmental sensibility and
health, offers a set of instructions for our day to day lives which is meant to guide us in
practice. Ronald Sandler and Philip Cafaro explain that environmental virtue ethics
clarify "norms of character" and describe "character dispositions" that underlie
subsequent actions that benefit or harm the environment, leading to or from the goal of
human flourishing.13
According to Cafaro, environmental ethics is incomplete without environmental
virtue ethics. "An ethics that concentrates exclusively on rights and responsibilities, and
judges our actions solely on whether they violate or uphold moral duty, ignores further,
crucial ethical questions: What is the best life for a person, and how can I go about living
it? What is a good society…?"14 Further, Cafaro wisely recognizes that while traditional
environmental ethics is largely concerned with limits to our behaviors and actions
imposed by moral considerations, virtue ethics considers the benefits that responsible
behavior can confer upon us, recognizing that environmental virtues properly exercised
admit joy, refinement and self actualization to the possessor.
In short, the central question of all ethics, environmental and otherwise: "How
should we live?" encompasses the duties owed others (environmental ethics) and the
actions and qualities of individual members of society (virtue ethics). Thus there is
something in environmental virtue ethics both for the environment, and for us.
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But just what are these virtues? Where shall we find them articulated? The
content of the list of human virtues, environmental or otherwise, springs from several
sources. One line of environmental thought might be considered a natural outgrowth of
the Golden Rule. In "interpersonal extensionism" ethicists contend that considerations we
ordinarily ascribe to ourselves, our families, our nations and our species should be
extended further and further to include the non-human elements of our shared living
space.15 For example, we readily accept such normally human virtues as honesty,
temperance, compassion and honor. Think what it would mean to apply these
considerations, to embody these virtues, to primates, birds, grass and soil. Children tend
to extend moral consideration to non-humans more easily and naturally than adults. It is a
leap of imagination that comes naturally to them. Dana and Will particularly cherish
songbirds, tearfully enacting burial ceremonies when they find one dead in the yard.
Another strategy for compiling a list of environmental virtues lies in considering
which traits benefit the possessor, leading us to protect those capacities of the
environment which benefit us, including aesthetics, recreation, food, intellectual
challenge, wonder and inspiration. Such "agent benefits" include the virtues that result in
straightforward conservation but also those which allow one to enjoy and appreciate the
environment, including openness and receptivity to nature and the imagination and
intellectual capacity to contemplate and comprehend nature's intricacies and processes.16
A third strategy which comes home to me today, as I think of the children walking
next to me and imagine what and whom they are considering this weekend, is how some
environmental virtue ethicists appraise role models of environmental virtue for normative
guidance on how "we ought to behave regarding the environment."17 Whom shall we
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model our lives after? Where will we find such virtuous people to serve as our patterns?
Before I consider the full implications of the presumed virtues and vices of my children's
primary role models, which this weekend are two enthusiastic dads and each other, I wish
to consider the sorts of models that the virtue ethicists consult: the heroes of the
environmental movement that populate our bookshelves, classrooms and imaginations.
John Muir, Rachel Carson, Aldo Leopold, Henry Thoreau, among others serve as our
exemplars of conservation.
Environmental virtue ethicists comb the works and biographies of broadly or
narrowly acclaimed examples of green excellence to distill, interpret, uncover and
highlight environmental virtues either articulated in their writings or inherent in their life
stories. Why indeed do we venerate Thoreau, or Rachel Carson? Is it partly owing to the
quality and transcendence of their work, how they lived their lives or both? Most often
the adulation is tempered, mixed with the great role models' inevitable humanity, which
complicates the process of distilling guidance from their work and lives.
Cafaro has written extensively on Thoreau's virtue ethics, and also considers
Leopold and Carson. He notes that Thoreau attempts "to recover the ancient sense of
virtue as personal excellence" while discussing a long list of moral virtues including
generosity, honesty, and justice, intellectual virtues such as intelligence and curiosity and
physical virtues like hardiness and health. Thoreau's normative virtue ethics, or his
primary instructions to his readers, include sensitivity to transcendent natural beauty and
most significantly, simplicity in the physical footprint of our lives and in our material
aspirations, which, properly embodied, yields rapturous complexity in our apprehension
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of our cosmic place, decreased burden on fellow living things and joyous personal
freedom from economic and cultural constraint.18
Aldo Leopold and Rachel Carson likewise serve as sources of normative virtues.
Leopold argues for constraint, receptivity to beauty, the pursuit of understanding
regarding the landscape's biotic processes and introduces, most crucially, the extension of
moral consideration to the biosphere. To Leopold, such pursuits were essential for the
cultivation of a truly good life, which replaces the traditional American emphasis on
material accumulation with the acquisition and expansion of knowledge. Cafaro denotes
Leopold's formula for the land ethic—integrity plus stability plus beauty—as
"supervirtues" which "promote the continuous generation of virtue in individual species
and organisms, including us."19 Cafaro then distills the thematic message of Rachel
Carson's environmental masterpiece, Silent Spring (1962) as a "plea for restraint" resting
on three ethical pillars: "human health considerations, the moral considerability of
nonhuman beings and the value to humans of preserving wild nature."20

For the time being, the children are less likely to read Thoreau, Leopold and
Carson than I am to read their Captain Underpants comics. Now, as their characters are
forming, I wonder if there is another mechanism through which they are developing
values including something similar to Thoreau's simplicity, some semblance of Leopold's
land ethic or Carson's reverent restraint. Of course, we hope that this mechanism is the
cumulative influence of experiences in wild nature like this weekend. And also, in the
fretful humility of our hearts, we hope that they will see the best of us, their parents, and
understand what we intend for their benefit: exposure to the unpredictable grandeur and
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beauty of the Adirondacks and a sense of their own resilience and strength, and forgive us
our brusqueness and impulsiveness.
Aristotle talks about courage, temperance, fortitude, generosity, magnanimity and
other virtues. Carson talks about reverence and restraint, Thoreau about simplicity, and
Leopold about integrity. Will this weekend be a crash course in these virtues? Or will our
human shortfalls as parents and role models counterweight the gains we hope they will
experience?
"You still there, Will?" I ask, putting my arm around my son's shoulder as we
walk toward the frozen lake. His cape flaps in the wind and he's got his head down,
looking where he's putting his feet on the ice.
"Yeah, Daddy," he says. "Still here."
"Good. This is going to be a great weekend. Just trust me."
Trust is a virtue.
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14
Big Island

The ice is theoretically two feet thick. Vans from Cortland's State University's
outdoor education program had been driving across the lake for almost two months now,
accessing their retreat center at great camp Pine Knot, so we have no fear of thin ice. If
two tons of steel and college students can safely drive the lake, our small party of four
children and two adults hauling toboggans of bedding and food will surely remain on the
surface.
As we slide the sleds off of the shoreline and out onto the white plain of the lake,
the wind starts to pick up. It is a warm wind, combining with the rain, increasing in
strength, and not at all unpleasant after a full winter of snow and cold. It has a feel of
springtime, of the coming of the sun, of green things. I urge the kids to come along.
"It's OK! Hard as a rock! Come on down!"
We can easily see the "ice highway" that the Cortland staff has maintained,
heading straight from shore out to Camp Pine Knot. They have plowed a two-lane
straightaway, leaving small ridges of snow to either side. We walk down the margin of
the highway for a couple of hundred yards. It is easy going. The four children are keeping
up, walking more confidently now, finding their footing. They probably don't know what
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to make of it. Are they on land or ice? It's hard to make sense of walking on fifty feet or
more of water: all seems firm and hard, but under the surface is an abyss.
Soon we are opposite the Lynx Camp, Walt's family retreat, on Big Island, and
must leave the ice highway and head "cross-ice" to the island's shore. We stop, check our
loads, and check in with the kids. The warm wind is howling now, so we have to get
close to be heard, and to peer under the kids' hoods to see their faces. They aren't smiling.
Will's glasses are streaked with raindrops. It's going to get harder.
"How's it going?"
"I don't like this, Daddy," says Will. "I shouldn't have come." Here it comes. The
rain and the ice must be getting to him.
"We're almost there, Will!" I say. "Look across the ice. We just have to get across
this last bit and we'll be there. Can you see the flagpole and the log cabin?" I point. It's
true: the camp is in view. We have gone maybe one-third of the distance already. But
distances viewed over ice or water are famously telescoped and hard to judge. It looks
like a ten-minute walk, but reality is often something else.
I remember how close the mountains, and safety and rest, looked when Kim and I
were leading a glacier traverse in Alaska, fifteen years ago. We were traveling in roped
teams, pairs of students hauling gear on sleds, strung like fish on hundred-meter ropes.
We each bore fifty-pound backpacks, ponderous plastic mountaineering boots with
crampons, and hauled a sled packed with another twenty-five pounds of gear. Each step
crunched into the ice and snow. Emerging through a pass after eight hours of climbing
and trekking, we looked across the Whiteout Glacier and could clearly see where we
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were to camp, rising in the distance on the black shoulder of a distant mountain. All we
had to do was cross this flat, seemingly featureless glacier.
It took over three hours to get there. I felt like Alice talking to the Red Queen.
You know, you can't get there by walking ahead, only by walking backwards, or
sideways, distances distorted oddly, feet of clay stuck to the ice. I was the leader on the
rope line, setting the pace. If I failed, we all failed. I remember playing a James Brown
funk song in my head as a mantra, over and over, a step to each beat. On that day I found
a depth of endurance that I never knew existed. We made it, pitched camp and stumbled
into our sleeping bags, awestruck, grateful and exhausted.
Perhaps it must be said: the traverse of Whiteout Glacier had a happy ending; it
was a triumph not only for me, but for the college students we were instructing. People
felt good about the struggle. It defined the day, clarified the meaning of the whole trip. I
wonder how Will and Dana, Sylvie and Elodie are experiencing this trek today. I wonder
if this last four hundred yards from the ice highway to the log cabin are in some way
equivalent to the miles of trudgery over the glacier from the perspective of the college
students that day long ago. I wonder if we have a happy ending in store on this day. I
smile at each of the children, shout encouragement into the rain, give hugs and pats on
the back, and tell them, foolishly, "This is great! Isn't it great?" Will isn't fooled.
"No, it isn't. I want to go home!"
"We can't turn back now, Will!" I shout. "We'll be in the cabin soon. We'll get
warm and dry soon." Yeah, right. "OK. Let's go now. Just step over that crack."
Oh yes. There's a crack in the ice, just beyond the ice highway. The rain has
formed pools of water all over the ice, in varying depths. The surface is as slick as you
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can imagine, sometimes covered in standing water and in other places slathered in slush.
We must step over a four or five inch crack in the ice, filled with melt water. I'm guessing
that it doesn't go all the way through the ice, which we've been told is two feet thick. I'm
guessing that it only goes down to a lower layer. I yank my toboggan across and trudge
onward. Will hesitates at the crack, and then I hear him cry out in fright. His boot has
slipped into it and he yells for help.
"Hold on, Will. It's fine." I reach him in an instant and lift him across. He looks at
me with a teary scowl.
"See, I told you. I fell into the crack! I shouldn't have come. I want to go home!"
"You're fine. The ice is two feet thick, Will! If a van doesn't fall through, you
won't. Walk with me now. Hold my hand."
The rain is falling sideways. The wind howls from the southwest, blowing our
raincoats, tugging at our legs. Conversation becomes almost impossible. We are isolated
now, in pairs. I walk with Will. The two older girls stay together, and Walt finds Sylvie,
the youngest. Will is now crying with anxiety, but I keep him close. We walk step by step
and the water deepens in pools. We can either go around them or through them. Soon our
boots are completely wet, so we just plow straight through six inches of water, eating up
the distance to shore. The four of us in front link hands and walk along as rapidly as we
can.
I look back at Walt and see him with Sylvie. His toboggan is blowing sideways
behind him. I see one of the girls' daypacks that had been placed on my toboggan has
blown free, and floats on the water, the garbage bag that had been tied around it acting as
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a float and a sail. It blows over toward Walt. I drop my rope and sprint back through the
slop and nab it.
I return and Will looks up at me, sobbing. "M-my feet are freezing!" His boots are
black with water.
"I know. Mine are, too. Got to keep walking. We're almost there!"
The last stretch seems simultaneously endless and rapid. We reach the shoreline
and haul the sleds up through a couple of feet of drifted snow to the cabin, fumble with
the padlock and burst inside. The two younger kids are snuffling and crying. The older
kids don't know whether everything's OK or whether they're witnessing a disaster, which
seems to me the essence of wisdom. They look at us and each other with grave
expressions.
"OK!" I say brightly. "We made it! Isn't this great? You'll have fun. I promise."
I wish. And just maybe on the strength of that wish, so shall it be.

Practice, Promises, and Healing the Landscape

Are we witnessing an Adirondack disaster, or is everything really OK? This is the
fault line in the conflicts that swirl around the Park and its future. The current issue of a
regional newsmagazine is filled with stories describing the battles breaking out all over
the park as residents decry the regulatory work of the Adirondack Park Agency. Stories
with the titles "Rebellion in Black Brook," "Battle over the Uplands" and "Showdown at
Stillwater" culminate in a commentary which asks "Is the APA too Green?"1 The APA is
currently under two lawsuits, one of which alleges collusion between the agency and the
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environmental lobby. Clearly, the winds are blowing at the backs of the local property
rights advocates against sweeping environmental regulations and for the relaxation of
restrictions and the invigoration of economic development.
Principle is one thing. What really matters, according to many philosophers, is
practice. This is the key. Actually, both matter; accidental goodness or homicide is
different from intended goodness or intentional murder. The difference between
manslaughter and first degree murder is 20-40 years, even though they both started with a
dead body. While it starts with intentions, the Aristotelian formula for flourishing
depends ultimately on action. One begins with awareness and articulation of the virtues,
which lie between extremes of excess and deficiency, as in how truthfulness lies between
self-deprecation and boastfulness. Once values have been clarified, the virtuous person
develops through practice a pattern of behavior that strives always to occupy the mean.
Repeated actions that cleave to the mean develop habit. Virtuous habit, practiced with
good intent, leads to consistent personal excellence and flourishing. Practice in
combination with intention makes perfect, in the Aristotelian virtue ethics.
Robert Hull offers what he calls "ecocitizenship" as a model for environmental
virtue in practice. In other words, the totality of an environmentally virtuous person's
actions in the world adds up to ecocitizenship, a mean state that exists between the
extremes of the excess of ecocitizenship, ecomisanthropy, and its deficiency, "bad
ecocitizenship."2 To Hull, good ecocitizenship entails knowledge, at a basic level at least,
about how natural ecosystems function. We have to know if we're helping or hurting, and
how things worked before we started tinkering, which echoes the land ethic of Aldo
Leopold.
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Hull's ecocitizen shifts her material values as well. Money and possessions are
merely instrumental to maintaining baseline personal health and for redistribution toward
charities that sustain the planet. The hallmark stance is one of moderation, balance and
poise. It is an ideal position: virtuous and possibly unattainable by mere mortals. But, as
with eudaimonia and ultimate flourishing, it is indispensable as a pattern, a guidestar for
living.
Ecocitizenship depends on moderation, reflection and restraint. It embodies a
promise to value something other than oneself. And so intention is bound to moderation
through a powerful and personal practice that binds us as a community, now and into the
future: the promise. Philosopher William Vitek writes about how the act of promising
constrains us in a way that can ultimately liberate us. "Promising is a practice we use to
commit ourselves to a future act and the practice on which we rely to have our future
actions coincide with another's."3 We do it for a variety of reasons. It helps us to achieve
goals and obtain goods and fulfills the human need to both make and accept promises.
These promises link us as individuals to a larger, interwoven community in a deeply
symbolic and almost mystical way: “Promising is paradoxical…it is simultaneously an
inherently communal or social act and the single most powerful expression of the self…
The promise both creates and is created by the self-in-community.” 4 Thus promises can
constitute community, serving as the integument, the glue that binds and builds.
Vitek sees promising as a necessary part of human life, a "natural obligation."5
There are many examples of the practice: our marriage vows, promises to pay mortgages
or credit obligations, promises to uphold the law, fulfilling deathbed promises, or
promises to ourselves to either engage in virtue or refrain from vice. Laws are promises
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codified; environmental laws are essentially social promises to constrain human action in
deference to environmental qualities or processes that have no other form of protection.
At its darkest, the threat of a penalty or even violence is an explicit or tacit promise which
impels or coerces a response. This weekend, I think of our promises to raise our children
to the best of our ability, to sacrifice what we would have consumed, whether time or
material, for them. This wide range of promises, some serious and some frivolous, all
deal with future behavior and use self-binding to fulfill a beneficial purpose.
Vitek tells us that promises emerge from specific conditions that define us in
context. First we must have a need for a promise. He calls these "constraining conditions"
or "those that surround the practitioners and against which the practice [of promising] is a
response."6 One can imagine human weakness, the need for others to produce food and
shelter, the need for socialization and simple ignorance of the future as constraining
conditions. I don't know if I will be healthy next year, so I have health and life insurance,
which are promises for others to pay tomorrow which I pay for in small increments today.
In this way, promises arise out of scarcity and uncertainty, from the essentially limited
resources of the planet. Goods that are rare are valued. Promises allow us to benefit
ourselves from benefiting others, to share the harvest as we share the work and the risk.
This arrangement sounds eminently rational to me.
When it comes time to live up to our obligations, "enabling conditions" are those
which allow us to fulfill our promises. We are able to make good on our promises
because we have the capacity to envision a future, project ourselves into it and imagine
the promised state, or even the proverbial promised land. We also have the ability to
discount or negate choices that are excluded by the promise, we can remember past
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promises, create new ones and communicate our needs in the form of promises or
requests for promises from others. Promises then, as far as we know, are deeply and
definitively human actions, made possible by our essential social natures and our
cognitive ability to imagine desired futures and direct our impulses and actions toward
the manifestation of these ideal states. Promises strike me as beautiful and powerful
expressions of our most profound human potential.
However, we can and do break promises, or revise them when conditions change.
Like the current controversies surrounding the role and continued viability of the
Adirondack Park Agency, some parties to promises seek to renegotiate or even sever the
initial promise, nullify the relationship, when it appears that one party has failed to live
up to its side of the promise. Essentially, the Adirondack Park Agency was formed as a
multifaceted, complex promise, both to downstate interests in the promise to protect trees
and natural resources for ecological, esthetic and commercial concerns, and to park
residents in the promise to provide for the opportunity for the flourishing of local
communities. When it is perceived that communities, or more commonly, individuals, are
not flourishing within the Park, they seek to withdraw from the promise.
Vitek recognizes that the promise partially depends on the conditions under which
the promise was made: if the initial power differential was extreme, then the promise is
less binding or generative. Think of the treaties with the defeated Native American
nations, or the Treaty of Versailles. Everybody evaluates and judges promises. The
divorce rate tops 50%. "Evaluation and judgment are important for the vitality and
longevity of the practice of promising."7 If promises all mean nothing, then the practice
itself loses relevance, and a society based on the rule of law slips toward
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meaninglessness. Communication and good faith renegotiation are the active constituents
of the praxis of promising.
I made a promise to Will that the weekend would turn out for the better. Last
weekend I exacted a promise from him that he wouldn't complain when it was time for
bed. Sometimes we make promises about things over which we have no control. These
were small promises, but I wonder what the children are learning about promises. I
wonder if they learn that promises are cheap and easily broken, dear and held near their
hearts, or even grasped like life-rings in the stormy sea of uncertainty. Vitek notes that
children learn many practices, including promises, from role models. They learn what the
words, "I promise" mean, and begin to experiment with the nuances and levels of
intensity of promises. They learn, as well, how to break promises, how to renegotiate
them, and what excuses are valid under which circumstances.8
In the end, we all learn that promises are instrumental; they help us achieve
something of value. "[P]romising is an enabling practice. It enables us to achieve certain
goals and gain certain goods."9 They are part of what makes us human: both the flaws
and broken promises and the gleaming potential, the visionary idealism of the promise
made that reflects our best intentions and most far reaching imagination about a world
and conditions that approach some form of paradise, and indeed can create it. Promises
entail the best and worst of our reciprocal relationships with each other and to the planet:
humans both need to make and to accept promises in order to take their places in a larger,
interwoven community. The Adirondack Park is a promise—both to the forests, creatures
and microbes which mutely inhabit it and to its people, who struggle to live within it and
who visit it with such affection each year.
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It will turn out all right, Will, I promise. We all do.

In five minutes we have the kids out of wet clothes and into dry, huddled under
blankets and braided rugs on the couch. I start a fire in the woodstove, the only source of
heat, and find snacks and water to feed the kids' internal fires. In thirty minutes, we have
clotheslines strung about the woodstove, tied to the log pillars of the sleeping loft, and the
kids are running around in the considerably warmer living room, making jokes about the
outhouse and feeling a whole lot better about this adventure. Steam rises from sodden
socks and boot liners. Outside, the temperature falls and the rain turns to snow. I look at
Walt and he smiles, shaking his head.
"Told you we'd make it," he says. "It's good for them."
"Yeah," I say. "Near-death is nearer to life. Closer the better."
He laughs. "Now when I was a kid…."
Walt had told me before about the brutal winter trips from his childhood that his
parents had taken on these lakes with him and his many brothers. How they once had
slept out, under a tarp, nearly frozen. He told me of mountains of snow, endless work,
storms and long nights, and loving every minute of it. Now, winters are warmer, our kids
are less accustomed to hardship and this adventure just might seem as monumental to
them as Walt's childhood survival stories were for him. This weekend becomes a
measuring stick, an extreme experience by which others will be reckoned. And our kids
are young, younger than I was when I first went camping. This must seem impressive to
them. And perilous. And hopefully, just a bit glorious.
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We have this first night to ourselves, just the six of us. We fix a dinner—Walt
produces venison sausage to go with our spaghetti—and eat by the glow of glass oil
lanterns around a rough-hewn wooden dining table in the warmth of the woodstove. Deer
heads and artifacts from almost fifty years of Walt's family's lives hang on the walls. A
saber from West Point glints in the lantern light on the log walls. A collection of old
hardback books with classic titles, stacks of out of date magazines and boxes of board
games from the sixties offer diversion if the island solitude and weather cease to fascinate
us. The kids are in layers of pajamas and hop in their now-dry and warm boots for the
evening trek to the outhouse, which becomes a scale version of the afternoon's adventure:
a departure from warmth and security across the cold unknown to a dark, creaky
outbuilding. This time, the kids are cheerful, what was rain is now snow, and the
combination of flashlights and the dark toilet leads irresistibly to laughter and mischief.
For a while we share stories around the wood stove: Walt about his youth and
camping trips on Raquette Lake and Sacandaga Lake with his family. I tell of the bitter
cold and sleeping in snow caves on winter camping trips I led with Kim in the High
Peaks of the Adirondacks, before we were married. Dana gets in the story telling mode as
well, and regales us with the adventures of Prince Caspian and his voyage through the far
islands on the Dawn Treader. Will seems to have recovered and joins in the fun.
Eventually we bed the kids down in the sleeping loft, on real beds with covers and
pillows. I fall asleep between Will and Dana, happy to be with them, here, now, at this
point in our lives, in process of living what will be tomorrow's story.
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Narrative, Virtue, and Tradition
I lie awake long into the night. The massive older woodstove below is far from
air-tight and smoke from the burning softwood begins to fill the sleeping loft. I have to
get up a couple of times to fiddle with the draft and push the fire further back into the
firebox, closer to the flue. Walt lies below on a couch, zonked. Back home he's usually in
bed by eight and up at two, but here he sleeps better, is able to last until dawn. I lie back
down on the squeaky bed and ancient feather pillow and listen to all the kids breathing
and turning. As the stories we told earlier echo in my head, I begin to see how they all
start to intersect and interact. We are drawn to favorite stories in literature for some
reason, and remember others from our own histories, recounting them and shaping them,
remembering and misremembering. And somehow, in some way, the stories shape us,
represent us, and express both who we are and who we wish to be. Our narratives
overlap, both because they include others as characters, others who are capable of
comment and revision, and because they define us culturally. We have a reflexive
relationship with story: my story is essentially the story of my community and my
community's story derives from my own.
In After Virtue, Alasdair MacIntyre writes about the role of virtue and community
and describes how narrative constitutes our very identities. Narrative helps us to
"envisage each human life as a whole."10 This holism is in contrast to the modern
particularization of human experience, the atomization that so appealed to social
scientists and philosophers in the early 20th century. Psychologists and sociologists found
much power in thinking of our lives as a series of linked but distinct segments divided
into yet more divisions: childhood, adolescence, middle age, the races, the regions, the
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neighborhoods, the compartmentalized roles and relationships. These are convenient
handles by which to parse and digest the totality of life. Existentialists like Jean Paul
Sartre deconstructed each episode and thought in life, dissociating it from meaningful
context to attempt to pierce through to the underlying essence of existence. And then, of
course, Sartre found nothing. MacIntyre writes of this that “…the unity of human life
becomes invisible to us when a sharp separation is made either between the individual
and the roles that he or she plays…or between the different role…enactments of an
individual life so that life comes to appear as nothing but a series of unconnected
episodes.”11
In contrast to modern atomism, MacIntyre's idea of narrative is a holistic strategy
in which context does matter. Indeed, context is all there is. MacIntyre explains this premodern, Aristotelian concept of self as arising from the content of one's entire life story,
embedded in a long string of social and historic narratives stretching backward in time.
From this perspective, one's selfhood springs from "the unity of a narrative which links
birth to life to death as a narrative beginning to middle to end."12 Our identity arises out
of consideration of our lives in terms of a storyline which tells us into existence, as it
were, from conception to grave. Thus, we exist in the time stream, and the temporal
ribbons of our lives interact with and influence those of others. MacIntyre adds that
narrative confers essential meaning to our lives: “It is because we all live out narratives in
our lives and because we understand our own lives in terms of the narratives that we live
out that the form of narrative is appropriate for understanding the actions of others.”13 So
pervasive and constitutive is this human propensity for "self-storying" that MacIntyre
considers narrative a foundational element of what it means to be human: "A central
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thesis then begins to emerge: man is in his actions and practice, as well as in his fictions,
essentially a story telling animal."14
As story telling animals, we live in an ecosystem, in a manner of speaking,
constituted by stories, linked to the life stories of other story telling animals. Call it a
storyworld or narrative sphere. MacIntyre recognizes that we engage corporately and
cooperatively in the alchemy of our individual and social stories. We "co-author" our
own narratives, enabled and constrained by the narratives of our families, acquaintances,
employers and political rulers. "We enter," writes MacIntyre "upon a stage which we did
not design and we find ourselves part of an action that was not of our making."15 We are,
then, partially scripted as we live out our lives.
Freudians and behaviorists would consider our lives to be almost entirely scripted
by powers that lie either outside us in our social context or inside us, beneath the
threshold of consciousness. It is uncomfortable to think that we are not in control, but
somehow revealing and liberating to recognize how we are indeed connected with the
narratives of our families and communities and cultures, projecting backward through
history. To deny this connection is crippling: "[T]he story of my life," writes MacIntyre,
"is always embedded in the story of those communities from which I derive my identity. I
am born with a past; and to try to cut myself off from that past…is to deform my present
relationships."16 The essence of wisdom, then, is to perceive and understand our
constituent narratives and the role our own storytelling plays in shaping the narrative
selves of others around us in community.
MacIntyre describes how we pass our narrative legacy on to our children,
informing them through instruction, modeling and storytelling how they might fit in,
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what roles they play. We tell them into their identities, either consciously or implicitly. It
is like some of us are directors, handing off scripts to the cast, who arrive at the theater
expecting to learn what parts they are to play in their lives. "I can only answer the
question "What am I to do?'" writes MacIntyre, "if I can answer the prior question 'Of
what story or stories do I find myself a part?' We enter human society, that is, with one or
more imputed characters—roles into which we have been drafted."17 Such is our narrative
inheritance, our cultural and familial programming. He continues:
It is through hearing stories about wicked stepmothers, lost children, good but
misguided kings, wolves that suckle twin boys, youngest sons who receive no
inheritance but must make their own way in the world and eldest sons who waste
their inheritance on riotous living and go into exile to live with the swine, that
children learn or mis-learn both what a child and what a parent is, what the cast of
characters may be in the drama into which they have been born and what the ways
of the world are. Deprive children of stories and you leave them unscripted,
anxious stutterers in their actions as in their words.18
Is it better to be an anxious stutterer than a robot, an actor-slave forced to utter
lines scripted by the overpowering force of cultural narratives? Is this notion of narrative
imprint similar to some Greek version of fate, in which we are puppets on a stage living
according to the whims of the gods, under an illusion of freedom and self determination?
In contrast, MacIntyre tells us that we are free to form new narratives as self-authors, to
comment on and possibly rebel against stereotypes and storylines within social and
physical constraints, but that that freedom is gained only through awareness of the power
and influence, and indeed the benefits, of the narratives that shape our context, our
psyches, our dreams and aspirations. He observes that we begin our stories not at the
beginning, but in the middle, in medias res, of continuous socio-historic narratives
created by those before us. In the end, we gain much from attending to story. "There is no
way," writes MacIntyre, "to give us an understanding of any society, including our own,
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except through the stock of stories which constitute its initial dramatic resources."19 What
are our stories, as members of our families, as Adirondackers, as children of the west?
The final concept that I find myself thinking of as I consider the significance of
this weekend, and the stories within stories that we recount and create as we ski, skate,
cook and explore our way through our time at Big Island, is MacIntyre's connection
between narrative and tradition. He realizes that we inherit a narrative bequest, a set of
powerful and constitutive narratives that propel us forward, with a kind of momentum,
into our futures. The particular shape of this narrative momentum lies in what MacIntyre
labels our traditions. "What I am, therefore," he writes, "is in key part what I inherit, a
specific past that is present to some degree in my present. I find myself part of a history
and…one of the bearers of a tradition."20 MacIntyre refers not to political traditions
associated with conservative ideology, but traditions-in-praxis which lead to culturally
defined goods and are subject to continuous conflict and debate. As traditions concern
pursuit of goods, it is easy to see that patterns for how to pursue goods emerge out of
variations in consideration and definition of the goods to begin with. I may think it is a
social-cultural good to have access to fresh, unbounded nature; another might think the
pre-eminent good to be access to refined urban culture or to healthy meals on the table
each night. One Adirondack family might have a tradition of entrepreneurship and
another of environmental protection. Many have both.
MacIntyre's traditions are narratives embodied in practice. They allow us to act in
meaningful ways: "…the history of each of our own lives is generally and
characteristically embedded in and made intelligible in terms of the larger and longer
histories of a number of traditions."21 Part of how traditions function is to appear and
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strengthen and also to decay and disappear. MacIntyre explains the waxing and waning of
traditions by how well virtues of character are exercised in order to achieve the goods
delivered by relevant traditions. Thus, virtue, narrative and tradition occupy a dynamic
relationship in the life cycles of communities. Through ongoing discussion and
clarification of the goods toward which communities strive, virtues and vices sanctioned
by the community emerge. Narratives recount and embed these virtues by clarifying roles
and possible lifepaths that are meaningfully associated with historic narratives. Virtues
clarified by narratives are exercised through traditions which are the practical pathways
towards goods. Traditions, then, are the advertised strategies or formulas which promise
accession of cultural goods.

Hope and the Promise of a New Tradition

We're hoping to start a new tradition this weekend. We have been coming to Big
Island for a long weekend in each of the past seven summers. The kids know each bunk,
each rope swing and rock in the swimming area. The smells of the kitchen, the pathway
to the apple tree. Now, we hope to start a similar tradition in the waning days of the
Adirondack winter, in which the children see their beloved camp under opposite
conditions. Rather than paddling on the lake, they walk on it, chip it away, or skate to the
horizon.
As parents we are leading this discussion of goods: we deem that something good
will come from struggling through rain and across ice to a cabin with no electricity. That
witnessing a sudden drop in temperature from 41 to zero is a good. That seeing the stars
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at night during the last trip to the outhouse, hearing the crunch of snow, breathing sharply
cold air and getting heat from a woodstove is a good. That wondering about the strange
booming sounds we hear from the ice at night, as it responds to its sub-freezing blanket
of air is a good that will remain lodged deeply in our memories. I am reminded by
MacIntyre that traditions are subject to debate. I’m guessing that my other son, John,
might object to the adventure. That Will might be so frightened as a result of our ice
crossing that he will resist returning. We have no ultimate control; the children are not
drones or mortal pawns acting out parts in a cosmic proxy melodrama between the gods.
They can and should resist, and interact, and reshape these traditions, and shape ours,
Walt's and mine, in ways we cannot anticipate. We can only initiate and facilitate, not
dictate. But we can hope as well.
After a restive and restless night, we rise and fix hash browns, pancakes and
bacon, and go outside to chop a square hole in the ice with an axe. We find that the ice is
indeed mighty thick, in excess of a foot deep. The kids slowly get dressed and emerge to
a landscape transformed by a precipitous drop in temperature. All the previous day's rain
and slush have frozen into miles of clear glare ice: a skater's paradise.
But first, there is work to be done. Firewood needs to be hauled from the wood
piles at the rear of the log cabin and the other buildings. The littlest and the biggest,
Sylvie and Dana, go with me and help stack the wood on Walt's short toboggan. Sylvie
then transforms herself into a sled dog and hauls the laden toboggan around the cabin,
through the deep, crusty snow, and to the front porch. We form a chain and stack the
wood by the front door and repeat the process. Soon we have wood enough for the day,
and Sylvie and Dana glow red faced and smiling in the sunny cold.
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Next we resume our excavation of Raquette Lake. The ice hole is six inches deep
now, and I see a need for heavier equipment. I recruit a couple of children to help me
search the contents of the tool barn and find a flat-ended shovel, a rake, a pitchfork and a
twenty-pound iron spud with a wicked looking chisel tip, all of which is ported by the
kids to the deepening ice hole where Walt whacks away, splinters of ice flying.
At that moment we see a crowd of forms heading our way, out on the ice, from
Antlers Point. We cheer a greeting, drop our tools and walk out to meet them. We are
joined on the island by the other two families, and other parts of our own families. We
were six on Big Island; for this next day and night we will be seventeen, swelling to a
tribe of adventurers, a colony in the wilderness, perhaps. But more likely, a gang of
gleeful weekend wayfarers, the youngest tasting their first winter overnight.
What we lose in quiet and intimacy from our group of six, we gain in volume and
variety in the new community: the outing becomes a party. Peg and Moss, with their
children Maeve and Rowan, who have recently moved to Vermont, haul their gear across
the ice in plastic sleds and in Moss's mountainous, bulging backpack, and exchange hugs
with the greeters. Ken and Cathie, who also live in Vermont after years in Saranac Lake,
bring their daughters Hannah and Audrey, and haul their gear in a sleek black
mountaineering sled. Walt's wife, Vannesa brings their youngest child, Daven, a wee lad
of two, and my other son, John, who was not interested in spending two nights out in the
winter, wisely aware of his limits. Kim remains at home, catching up on school work,
sadly missing the outing.
Promises and tradition. Our traditions can be seen as promises to the next
generation and to ourselves. What we care about enough to seal with a promise, and what
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compels us enough to warrant annual repetition, lies deep in our psychic and emotional
wellsprings and forms the basis for who we are. We are the people of the Adirondacks.
We are the tribe of Big Island. We might even be ecocitizens, exercising certainly
appreciation and possibly restraint and respect for these frozen pines, old cabins and
windswept shoreline. In our best moments, we hope we model this to our children.
The promises we keep and those we break populate our stories and become the
narrative scripts that shape our identities and give our lives meaning. If we never return to
Big Island, we will remember ourselves as having this experience, as being here now.
This is the process of the simultaneous creation of narrative, tradition and identity. We
have picked a good story to write, a good setting and a good moral. We can hope the plot
and characters emerge as we envision, but cannot control all. We are not the authors. So
we turn our attention, our hopes and fancies, to Raquette Lake itself.
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15
Raquette Lake

After a raucous lunch of macaroni and cheese, fried Spam, and turkey and tomato
sandwiches fried in beaten egg, we get back to the ice hole while others don their skates.
The ice hole is three feet square and a foot and a half deep. Huge flakes and chunks of ice
emerge with the bludgeoning thumps of the iron spud. A couple of children help us by
wrangling the ice out of the hole for us. Walt is careful not to punch through to the
lakewater below too soon. He knows that the water will fill the hole, making the
remaining ice excavation much harder and wetter. As we take turns with the spud and
axe, we try to evenly remove the ice so that only a thin layer remains, which should be
easy to dislodge in the end.
Suddenly, the spud punctures the remaining membrane of ice. Brown water
bubbles up, filling the ice hole, just as Walt predicted. The kids are amazed. Twenty
minutes more of submarine axe strokes and spud bashing and a wafer of ice is freed from
the walls. We fish it out with the rake and pitchfork, clean up the sides of the ice hole so
that no rough edges remain, and we're done. The hole is a black square of water, three
feet to a side, twenty paces from shore. Now the mothers start to worry that someone will
fall in. That's the plan, but later. For now, we keep an eye on the activity around the hole.
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The afternoon unfolds before us, wide and free, like the miles of smooth ice that
surround Big Island. Those of us with skates strap them on, eagerly anticipating the speed
and unboundedness of skating on a rink the size of a lake. The lake's surface is covered
by clear glare ice, smooth and expansive. Bare patches are interspersed with thin swirls of
drifting snow, thin enough to skate through. There are some cracks and bumps, but most
of it is as good as an indoor rink. These are rare and excellent skating conditions that
occur, if you're lucky, once or twice a season. The sun is out, temperatures are in the high
'teens and the wind is light from the southwest.
Moss, Dana, Elodie and I skate parallel to shore, down the island, heading
eastward. Hannah and Maeve walk with us, having no skates, and pull little Daven in a
wooden sled with runners. We skate to a large boulder at the end of the island and climb
aboard for a break. As she steps toward the boulder, Maeve plunges through thin ice,
wetting her boot and snow pants to the knee. She cries a little, out of fright and
discomfort, but we take her boot liner and sock off, wring them out, and replace them.
She calms down and soon enough is ready to continue our circumnavigation, finding that
what appeared to be a disaster is only "one of those things" that happens, developing a
sense of resilience, of scale and proportion. We start our walk once again.
The ice on the south side of the island is simply bliss, even better than that on the
north. It is clean, smooth, frozen glass, with scant snow cover and almost no cracks and
bumps. We are able to pick up speed, holding hands, skating like birds flying. We zoom
close to each other then soar outward, laughing and racing. We can see across to the
mountains that surround the lake, and note cedar-framed campsites on this side of the
island that look ideal for summer picnics.
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The skaters are inevitably faster than the walkers, so we agree to split into two
groups. Moss skates but stays back with Maeve and Hannah. I take the rope to Daven's
sled and haul it behind me. Elodie in her figure skates carves graceful arcs across the
glassy lake. Daven wants snow to eat, so Elodie finds him some fresh, clean powder and
packs it around him in his sled. He is content and seems to enjoy the ride. Dana is skating
faster than I've ever seen her, heading away into a bay near the shore, small against the
leaning cedars on the lake's edge, then back. We draw farther ahead of the other group,
and then round the point of Big Island, heading north for a short distance, and following
the shoreline back east, toward the Lynx Camp again. The wind is at our backs, cooling
us, but speeding us along over ice now rippled and tricky. In a remarkably short time we
reach home, greet the others and collapse near the ice hole to take off our skates, feeling
exhilarated, like we've accomplished something significant, like we've witnessed and
participated in something rare: one of our lives' peak moments, perhaps.

Changing the Grand Narrative

Peak moments are funny things. We love having them, and would welcome them
more often, but it's hard to imagine a life as one continuous peak. The peaks, and possibly
the life, would lose meaning without contrast. If we're lucky, we are aware that we're
having a peak moment as it unfolds. In this case, we worked pretty hard to be on Big
Island at this time, under these rare conditions of sunshine, health, laughter, family
togetherness and perfect ice. Is it advisable to wish for these things at all times? Probably
not, of course, but yet, let us recognize a good gained by some fortunate application of
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virtue when we get it. According to the virtue ethics I've described, a good is what we're
experiencing this morning. It certainly is something of value and a product of our
intention; we have applied ourselves and marshaled equipment, resources and willpower
toward attaining it. It is the equivocal good Kim and I argued about yesterday and which
emerged out of debate with the younger kids about whether the strain, fear and short
tempers are worth it and are any better than the warm couch and comfortable living room
we have forsaken at home for this.
Philosopher Arran Gare extends MacIntyre's notions of narrative, virtue, tradition
and community. He begins with a review of the elements of MacIntyre's theory,
characterizing the contentious nature of the incipience of traditions, which are
"constituted by a continuous argument as to what [community] is and ought to be."1
MacIntyre's traditions are living and changing features of the community, rooted in the
past and evolving into the future, expressed as "embodied arguments" about what is and
should be of value and what, by consensus, are the socially sanctioned goods that
function as the aims and lifeblood of the community. It is only too clear that at times we
are mistaken about the goods we aim for, and lose those we ought to base our traditions
on in the fog of our imperfect human vision and the whirling compass of our desires.
We have based an entire aspirational culture and economy on the deceitful
windfall of petro-wealth. Most material goods we attain, and even our medical advances,
have fossil constituents, artificially cheap products coming to us figuratively surrounded
by clouds of smoke and vapor, obscuring planetary biocide. Are these "goods" truly good
for us when the costs are inevitably tallied? We are witnessing debate about the traditions
and values that have led us to this place in history. I think of the bitterness and
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persistence of many of the controversies that surround the Adirondack Park, which can be
reduced to positions favoring environmental integrity and protection on the one hand and
human materialism and freedom to transform natural resources without restraint on the
other. The debate itself is essential; the rancor and destructiveness of the rhetoric is
becoming increasingly poisonous, anti-progressive and self-defeating. If we accept that
the course we are following as a species is at the very least far more costly than we
realize right now, and at worst, both suicidal and fecklessly murderous of other life
forms, we enter into the question of how to change course. Narratives could be the key.
Traditions, as Alasdair MacIntyre conceives them, carry our cultural operating
system, our programming for the future. Change the traditions, argues Gare, and we can
change course. Changing the traditions involves changing the narratives we tell ourselves
about our community and the goods we should be striving toward. “[I]f people are to
change the way that they live," writes Gare, "if they really are to live in a way that is
ecologically sound, then their lives and the institutions and traditions of which they are
part must be constituted by different narratives then they are at present. These narratives
will be associated with different practices, different virtues, and, ultimately different
ideas about what is the ultimate good and how to pursue it.”2 Our operating system needs
an upgrade. Industrial Civilization 2000.0 has critical bugs. Downloads are available.
Before we get to the sources of these new narratives, and just what narratives they
might replace, Gare helps us understand how narratives function in time and shape our
understanding of reality. Referencing French philosopher Paul Ricoeur, he tells us that
narratives embody and fix time, helping us order and use our experiences and shaping
them out of the flux and discord of raw sensation. “Ricoeur argues that narrative is the
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fundamental structure of the human experience of time: ‘[T]ime becomes human to the
extent that it is articulated through a narrative mode, and narrative attains its full meaning
when it becomes a condition of temporal existence.’”3 How else can we get a handle on
time except to order events chronologically, weaving narrative? We structure reality
through composing narratives and clarifying plots, in which goals, outside influences and
life's apparent randomness merge within the time stream. Plots organize events and
confer upon them meaning. Whether meaning is really there at all is a worthy question,
the question of the existentialists, but not one to the point of this discussion. As story
telling animals, we constantly discern and create meaningful plots out of raw
experience—what Gare calls "emplotment."
Gare tells us that we have a history of changing our operating systems. We've
done it before and might do so again. The download is packaged in narrative; we open
the new programming through the process of recurrent emplotment. “It was through the
replacement of old narrative emplotments by new narrative emplotments that the virtues
and goals celebrated in medieval society were finally debunked or transformed, and new
virtues and goals came to be celebrated.”4 Remember when the world was flat and the
sun and stars centered their orbits upon it? Perhaps it's time we consider our own orbits,
and what we've been thinking orbits around us, and face the trial of Galileo.
What Gare calls the grand narrative is the western notion that growth is both
inevitable and a blessing, and that humanity can and should occupy the prime position on
Earth, which is seen as a machine that functions according to predictable inputs and
outputs. “[T]he mechanistic world orientation [is] articulated into a science of nature and
a grand narrative of progress, equated with the narrative of economic development and
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the triumph of Western civilization, and more generally with the evolution of humanity.”5
This, he writes, is what must be overcome if we are to avoid our current ecological crisis.
To do so entails an "identification of alternative cultural traditions and their systematic
philosophies."6
Our programming has brought us into an era of almost certain catastrophic
change; Gare believes that the strategy for changing the grand narrative in the minds of
individuals is to change the basis for the ideas and values upon which we center our daily
lives and make decisions. “If environmental ethics is to become effective, it must center
on the ideas that actually determine how people choose to live. These ideas are…what
people believe…about who they are, about their relation to other people and to the
natural environment, and about their destiny.”7 While economics is certainly a powerful
motivator, second only perhaps to the muzzle of a gun or the cry of a baby, ideas and
values shape beliefs, traditions and actions on a day-to-day basis.
Gare suggests that we turn toward narrative to reshape the current hegemonic
grand narrative, replacing "mechanistic" and "reductionist" values which lead to
technological solutions and attempts at scientific-industrial domination of world systems
with a new narrative that emphasizes restraint, knowledge, moderation and the
Leopoldian formula of integrity, stability and beauty. He calls for us to form a dialogical
narrative comprised of multiple perspectives in productive conflict, which accommodates
both dominant and minority voices and traditions.
Gare's narrative calls for moving beyond the progressive prescription of the
modern era that relies on scientific and industrial might to unravel and reshape natural
resources toward the ideal of human aspiration. It entails "provisionality" or humility,
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constantly questioning itself, checking its relevance against the inputs of both minority
human cultures and the feedback emanating from natural systems. It restrains itself and
values the possibility and indeed inevitability of its own succession by the next, more
appropriate and relevant paradigm.8 It builds in, as it were, term limits. Now that's an
American notion that makes sense.
If our world were a computer network, blips and malfunctions are popping up and
accumulating. We are getting warning messages from the econet that the code is
unraveling and that we need massive patches. We hear rumors of the blue screen of
death. We have choices for a new operating system: Industrial Civilization 2000.1 has
been around for years, but there is a new system in beta that we can try. Let's call it
Planet Eudaimonia 1.0. It's time for an upgrade.

As the afternoon wanes, we prepare for the sweetest part of the trip—the winter
sauna. Walt's family emphasizes its ancestral roots in Finland most explicitly through the
sauna building they built soon after purchasing the camp in the sixties. His family takes
its saunas seriously and expends a considerable amount of energy in the process. The
sauna cabin has three rooms: a central entryway with a dressing room to the left and the
sauna room to the right. There is no power to any of the buildings on the property, so at
night the only light comes from a candle in the dressing room, a glass oil lamp in a high
window through the sauna wall, and the orange glow of the coals in the sauna wood
stove, seen through its loose-fitting door and ash pan. In the dead of winter, it takes more
than an hour for the sauna to heat up to 150 degrees, which is about right for the kids.
The grownups tend to prefer it a bit hotter—180 or more. There is an old meat
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thermometer tacked to the wall. When we get up to "poultry" we know we're about
cooked.
Inside, the sauna is close, dim and old, redolent of cedar and sweat. The ceiling
stops at less than eight feet, and four steps lead up to benches arranged in an L along two
walls of the room. Round wood railings keep us from falling into the stove, which
occupies one corner. It's a true sauna stove, with a steel rack holding a dozen or so
grapefruit-sized glacial cobbles probably retrieved from the shoreline. A bucket and
dipper allow the person sitting nearest the wood stove, in this case, Walt, to splash water
on the stones for intense bursts of superheated steam, just in case things get a little
tedious.
The grownups are arranged in squads. Someone's inside the log cabin working on
dinner and a bottle of wine. Two more help the children into their bathing suits or
birthday suits, as preferred, in the sauna's dressing room. All eight of the older children
have pumped themselves up for the sauna, which must seem contradictory for them in the
middle of the winter. Of course, they have all used this sauna many times in the summer,
so they are familiar with the drill. It's just the outside temperature, now falling to the
single digits, and the white world of snow and ice that makes this time different. That and
the finishing touch for any fully experienced sauna: the cold plunge at the other end. But
the kids don't want to think about that just yet.
We are, though, thinking about it, the grownup squad self-assigned to be the ice
hole attendants. Cathie, Ken and I stand fully dressed, in our parkas and boots, out by the
hole, thirty or forty kid steps down the carpeted lakeside stairs and out over the ice. Walt
had chosen a spot for the hole that would be over water deep enough for full immersion.
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Good thinking. We stand ready for the kids, and are possibly almost as giddy as they are,
happy to be here, appreciating the approach of sunset and the sky so clear and the
mountains so distinct in the distance. No snowmobiles trouble the peace, thankfully, and
we have the lake, seemingly, to ourselves.
Suddenly, seven year old Sylvie bursts from the sauna cabin, carefully descends
the stairs and runs out to us. We cheer and applaud. She is red-skinned, wide eyed and
steaming.
"Are you ready?" says Cathie. After a moment of hesitation, she nods her head,
not smiling but steeling herself.
"Step right up here," says Ken. "Eric and I will give you a dip."
"You'll love it!" says Cathie, encouragingly. Sylvie just looks at her, gravely, and
steps up.
Ken and I each take a slender arm, pick Sylvie up and dip her down into the cold,
brown-black water, up to her armpits, pull her out and stand her back up. She pauses for a
second, not sure what happened, then smiles and turns back and runs up the stairs to the
sauna, passing the other kids who have emerged, screaming and squealing with the cold.
Then we turn into a baptismal assembly line: hot kids pop out of the sauna, mince down
the steps and wait to be dipped to the cheers of the grownups and the other children.
Some ask for a belly dip, some for a chest dip, and some to the neck. One of the girls asks
for a head dip, and we do, up and over the face for a flash of cold immersion. They
emerge, all wide eyed and sputtering, surprised by the cold, gleaming in the slanting rays
of the sun, and then sprint back to the fiery heat for another go. My son John, ever the
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cerebral one, makes it out to the edge of the ice hole, looks down, looks at us, and thinks
better, heading back to the sauna for a thermal recharge.

Narrative, Environmental Virtue, and Changing Community Traditions

Take the plunge. Get your courage up. Have faith. Such are the virtues of
boldness and commitment.
Look before you leap. Pull back from the brink. Change course. Sometimes
restraint is a virtue.
Arran Gare calls for a change of narrative and a change of tradition. His formula
involves deriving our new programming from the virtues of Aldo Leopold's green
communitarianism, for us to adopt, whole scale, an anti-mechanistic land ethic of
wisdom, appreciation of nature and restraint. For us to turn off our self-centered drives
for improvement and embrace a global sense of socio-environmental progress. To give a
little to get a lot. We know this is what post-industrial societies are capable of. They have
reshaped their idea of the good to include the intangibles, like clean air, education, peace
and beauty and taking care of each other. In a way, they are able to privilege some of the
same goods that pre-industrial societies, organized in small communities, are able to
access. We can't return to pre-industrial scale communities; we coexist with almost seven
billion human companions. At this point in history, growth is both essential and
seemingly impossible as we near the planet's natural resource limits.
If post-industrial societies, such as those in northern Europe and Scandinavia, are
beginning to find balance, how in the world are we to follow their pattern on a global
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basis? The developing world, i.e. most of it, needs, well, to develop in order to become
post-industrial. It needs to acquire the wealth to be able to begin to ratchet down the
machine. Some baseline of prosperity, apparently, needs to be attained before we realize,
on a broad enough scale, that we've done it.9 We've gotten enough to make us happy. The
golden ring is in our hands and we can stop the destruction, stop the competition with our
neighbors and the striving for control.10 We can stop processing and start appreciating the
nature that surrounds us.
That said, I'm not convinced that Gare's post modern, dialogical and provisional
nature narrative is accessible or attractive to most of us. At least not yet. I'm not
questioning the characteristics he puts forward for the new tradition: the post modern part
and assuredly the dialogical and provisional parts. It is clear that we need healthy,
respectful and productive dialogue about goods, and that any consensus about value that
emerges should be considered provisional and open to reform and reshaping through
future debate. This is an essentially democratic cultural reform process that we should be
eager to participate in.
Unfortunately, it is the Leopoldian land ethic that will be the stretch for most of
us, at least until things get much more, and more obviously, worse. Most will balk at
green part of the multi-element prescription calling for the skepticism of technology and
embrace of holism. While it is essential for the persistence of biodiversity as we know it
(possibly including our own species), at least around here in the Adirondacks, sustainable
development has come to mean sustainable economies and communities. Read: growth,
economic development, jobs and money. We're not even close to publicly embracing the
tenets of an ecological community here in the Adirondacks, and indeed are probably
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farther from it than ever, even if we are actually living part of the new ethic and are
loathe to admit it.
Or so it appears if you read the headlines of the newspaper, listen to the radio call
in shows and attend to the informal narratives that characterize the most accessible
examples of public opinion. The most reviled institution in the Adirondacks, right now, is
most certainly the Adirondack Park Agency, which is charged with maintaining the
integrity of both the natural resource base and the fabric and persistence of the human
communities embedded within it. State senators and assembly people are now calling
openly for either the abolition of the agency or its radical reform. Perception is that it has
become a haven for environmental activism, and that during this drawn out recession, the
little people need to develop their business interests and not be held back as either
attendants or exhibits in some state-sized nature preserve, to be gawked at by the
customers driving up from New York's urban centers.
Many North Country residents decry a general slump in regional demographics,
economics and social indicators. The perception is that rural poverty, unemployment and
bleakness is especially acute north of the Mohawk River, the region commonly
considered the North Country. A report by Cornell University's Community and Rural
Development Institute belies this notion, describing North Country demographics,
unemployment and economic development as markedly similar to non-metropolitan
regions across the state. The North Country is surprisingly diverse, has arguably a greater
standard of living than urban areas, is no more impoverished than other rural areas, and,
despite the self-image of the community, is not dominated by agricultural or
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manufacturing jobs, but relies, like the rest of the state, on service sector and
governmental employment.11
A recent local editorial is a case in point regarding the power of popular
perception in shaping attitudes and affecting the outcomes of political races. Veteran
North Country Public Radio journalist Brian Mann takes on the common perception that
the Adirondacks is going to socio-economic hell in a hand basket and attempts to singlehandedly rewrite a pervasive public narrative, sparking a minor forest fire of
controversy.12 Mann recounts the rhetoric of a local race for the Saranac Lake Village
Board and Mayor positions, in which one party—the one out of power—asserted that the
village was "on the verge of failure" citing small business closure and the failure of the
village to attract a big-box retailer or supermarket.
Mann counters that while a good number of small businesses have folded, which
is the common narrative we tell ourselves in town, many more have begun in Saranac
Lake, while the major employers—hospitals, treatment centers and two small colleges—
have recently added positions. Things aren't so bad in town after all. In fact, they're
looking pretty good, if you take another perspective. Another local tune we find ourselves
humming along to is the notion that Saranac Lake is foundering on a long slide, a decline
in vitality, significance and population from its historic peak at the height of the
tuberculosis cure era. Indeed, the village population was more than double what it is now
in the 1940's, has declined by 11 percent over the last two decades and school
enrollments continue to shrink.
Mann reshapes this narrative by considering the demographics of the satellite
communities, finding that the larger area's population has increased by 1,000 over the last
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twenty years, and that local school enrollments, while declining, have done so at a rate far
lower than the rest of rural America. He concludes by highlighting the largest barrier to
reforming the vision of the community: Saranac Lakers' perceptions of themselves and
the prospects of the village.
"Which brings me to the biggest hurdle that we face: negativity," writes Mann.
"Put simply, the rest of America expects small towns like ours to wither and
die…Fortunately, the facts show that Saranac Lake is working from a position of strength
and success. That's something we all—Republicans and Democrats, newcomers and oldtimers alike—should celebrate and build on together."13
Mann's wife was running for another term as a smart-growth Democrat on the
Village Board. This editorial ran one week before the election. Mann's wife lost and the
pro-development Republicans gained a majority on the Village Board, led by a new
Democrat mayor, himself a developer. The people spoke, and economic anxiety, taxes
and the desire for quick development and jobs prevailed. It's clear that Mann's narrative,
which spotlights Saranac Lake's "position of strength and success" just didn't feel that
strong or successful, or not enough, to most voters in a low-turnout election. The
storyline is blurred, a coalition government is in power, but it's clear that Gare's postindustrial ecological narrative has not yet arrived, even as the dialogic nature of local
conditions continues.
Grand narratives don't give up easily. There's a reason they're entrenched. They
are powerful and persistent, and many of us are deeply invested in them. But they are
vulnerable, as are any of the replacements, to the constant power of creative dialogue and
new information. That's the only way we can continue to move ahead. We have to
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recognize that we always are in need of an upgrade, that our code becomes obsolete the
minute it is downloaded and that ingenuity and innovation are essentially limitless, even
if planetary resources are not. I'm not talking as a technotopian here, that technology and
change can always bail us out. But this is the corner we've painted ourselves into: either
we leave the planet or kill most of us, or find the game changer, the new energy source,
for instance, capable of fueling a new vision and society. It could be clean fusion,
whatever. But the dialogue must continue and the possibility of evolutionary change to
our narratives, both grand and personal, must be real.

Soon after the last child has fled the chill waters of the lake, re-heated in the sauna
and dressed for dinner, the sun nears the horizon and it's our turn. The children are inside
the cabin, wolfing down dinner, and Ken, Cathie, Moss and I take our own turn in the
oven, roasting ourselves like turkeys, conversing softly, laughing often as we talk about
the kids, our jobs and the textures of our lives. When we become well basted with sweat,
we hurry out to the ice. Each of us takes a breathless plunge into Raquette Lake, which
feels like a mixture of fire and ice on the skin, a creeping, tingling sensation that becomes
less pleasant by the tenth of a second, and then emerge, breathing again, letting out great
whoops, hearts racing, and stand next to the ice hole, in temporary homeostasis, inner
heat perfectly counterbalanced against winter's cold. This is the quietest time we've
experienced during this busy and sometimes raucous weekend.
The four of us stand, bare skinned in the snow on the ice, and face the rapidly
cooling remains of the day. The sun sets west over Raquette Lake village, bathing us with
orange light. Will watches us from shore, having dressed after his sauna and dip, curious
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about us, perhaps needing a break from the chatter and high spirits contained like a
tempest in a teapot inside the log cabin. We watch the movement of the sun as it touches
the trees and hills, finally swallowed up by the curve of the planet. Too soon, we look at
each other and share a wordless smile, the long moment's tranquil equilibrium slipping
away. With freezing hair, we mince across the ice, up the stairs and back to the heat,
seeking to fight back the cold, return blood to our extremities, and find once more the
elusive knife's edge of balance.
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Part 5
Retellings and Relivings: Discerning a Narrative Identity
As narrators, then, researchers develop meaning out of, and some sense of order in, the
material they studied; they develop their own voice(s) as they construct others' voices and
realities; they narrate "results" in ways that are both enabled and constrained by the social
resources and circumstances embedded in their disciplines, cultures and historical
moments; and they write or perform their work for particular audiences.
— Susan Chase, "Narrative Inquiry: Multiple Lenses, Approaches, Voices"1
Our reflections on … narrative highlight the importance of acknowledging the centrality
of the researcher's own experience—the researcher's own livings, tellings, retellings and
relivings. One of the starting points for narrative inquiry is the researcher's own narrative
of experience, the researcher's autobiography.
— D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly, Narrative Inquiry: Experience and Story
in Qualitative Research2

…Always keep Ithaka fixed in your mind
Your arrival is what you are destined for.
But do not in the least hurry the journey.
Better that it last for years
So that when you reach the island you are old
Rich with all that you have gained on the way
Not expecting Ithaka to give you wealth.
Ithaka has given you the splendid voyage.
Without her you never would have set out,
But she has nothing more to give you.
And if you find her poor,
Ithaka has not deceived you.
So wise have you become, of such experience,
That already you will have understood
What these Ithakas mean.
— C.P. Cavafy, "Ithaka"
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16
Landside and Lakeside

WE crossed Champlain to Keeseville with our friends,
Thence, in strong country carts, rode up the forks
Of the Ausable stream, intent to reach
The Adirondac lakes. At Martin's Beach
We chose our boats; each man a boat and guide,Ten men, ten guides, our company all told.
— Ralph Waldo Emerson, from "The Adirondacs" (1858)1

This day has been just terrible. We are sitting in the evening performance of
Dana's fifth grade musical, a comic summary of Lewis and Clark's ramble across the
American western wilderness, and Dana has been chosen to portray Sacagawea. It should
have been a time for her to shine, a fantastic opportunity for a soft spoken, introspective
young girl to have the spotlight for a moment, portraying a strong, even heroic woman
who played such a critical if not unbelievable role in the history of many nations. Instead
she is jostled on a stage crowded by most of the fifth grade class, bumped by a big kid
playing Lewis and Clark's talking dog, elbowed by the outstretched arms of Lewis, or is it
Clark, as they belt out their songs. Dana tries to smile, tries to perform her dance steps
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and get back up to the front of the stage, but she just doesn't have it in her, just doesn’t
feel the need to push on this stage, especially today. I don't know how she can even be up
there.
We had to euthanize our family dog, Colby, today, after Dana's morning
performance. He has been failing, struggling to stand up, looking listless, failing even to
wag his tail at our approach. He has had fatty lumps on his legs and abdomen for years,
and more than likely, cancer had spread throughout his once-hearty frame. Colby was our
first child, as it were, coming to us as a Labrador reliever after a lost pregnancy, and has
been with Dana and the kids since they were born. Dana in particular loved and relied on
the dog, taking her first steps toward him, using him as a pillow, playing with his ears and
tail as a toddler. He was a nuisance and a bother, stealing food and shedding a mountain
of hair, but made us laugh every day, got us walking, took us on Adirondack trails and up
mountains, and greeting us always when we returned to an otherwise empty house.
Dana and the boys wisely elected not to be present when the veterinarian came to
the house to deliver the injection, saying their last goodbyes in the morning before going
to school. The vet, young and compassionate, botched the first injection, blowing the vein
above the Heparin-lock, swelling the skin into a walnut-sized lump. Colby felt the pain,
looked at his leg, and at me. The vet quickly found a vein in Colby's back leg and
delivered a massive syringe of pink barbiturate. In a minute, Colby stopped breathing and
closed his eyes. We carried him to the back yard to a hole I had dug the day before, a spot
with a daily view of the morning sun rising over McKenzie Mountain. It was awful. I had
to deliver two final exams today, around the burial, the two performances, and my own
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gut-shot sense of loss. I don't believe I've ever felt worse in my now obviously sheltered
life. Just how does Dana manage to keep it together on that stage?
Somehow she does, and I watch her finish the production, and then everything
starts to blend. Lewis and Clark's goofy talking dog blends with my own goofy dog, who,
like Sacagawea, was our constant companion through so many adventures and new
landscapes in our Adirondack terra nova. Dana's grandfather drilled a hole in a goldcolored coin and presented it to her as a pendant for her birthday. The coin, of course,
was a Sacagawea dollar, in honor of her role in the play. The woman's image on the coin
haunts me; the vision of her with her swaddling baby crossing ice-choked rivers in the
Rockies collides with the present reality of my own daughter, with her long brown braids,
singing a hokey song in a fifth-grade musical.
Is this what narrative can do to experience? Reduce it to a symbol, a coin, and a
fifteen-minute play performed by school children generations after the fact? What has
been lost, apart from the memories we bury with the dead? What layers of reality are
sacrificed for symbolism? What remains, apart from photographs, videos and medallions,
to stay with us? I manage to shake this maudlin mood and applaud the end of the play.
Minutes later, Dana, exhausted and relieved to be done, slumps into my arms and looks
up at me, wordlessly remembering the loss of the day, eyes starting to glisten and lips
quivering. We will return to a quiet house.
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Uncovering My Complicity: Narratives of Becoming Rather than Being

There is an irony in this for narrative inquirers because they tend to be less sure of
themselves, less clear of what it is they have to say, after investing themselves intensely
over time in their research than they were prior to doing their research.
— D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly, Narrative Inquiry2

Such is the peril and promise of narrative. I enter into this section of the
dissertation with the urge to draw conclusions, to extract symbols and to somehow distill
discrete lessons from the work I have done. I am mindful, as Clandinin and Connelly
indicate, that there is a requisite last step that lies ahead of me. I must visit my own
wilderness, be my own guide, my own dog or Sacagawea, and see what symbols and
experiences lie in my past that unmarked or not, wield influence on my own process of
making meaning from this lifelong Adirondack experience. Even so, I am wary of going
too far, of reducing too much, too conveniently, or too dramatically, until all I might
retain is a musical whirlwind filled with too-obvious puns and dollar-store costumes.
What lies ahead is a selective foray into my own past, followed by interpretations
presented as themes, arising out of both my own memoir and the narratives I have
recounted from established Adirondack history, the interviews with my Adirondack
neighbors and the epistemological and philosophical implications of narrative
communicated in the parts of the dissertation regarding narrative theory and
environmental virtue ethics. If I am unsure of what I have to say at this point, if I feel that
this journey is unfinished and that I am still on it, destination nearer but not reached,
perhaps it is because I have finally arrived at the a priori wilderness, my Louisiana
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Purchase, the unexamined territory of my own constitutive narratives. This is the final
ball that I have been juggling, the last piece of the puzzle that has been less than apparent
because it has been invisible, inside my head. Or perhaps it has not been invisible, but so
visible, so all encompassing that I have as yet not seen it, for it defines and guides the
intent and act of seeing itself.
This potentially solipsistic morass is further complicated by my reflexive instinct
to objectify and separate from the "it" I seek to discern. In so doing I might conceptualize
it as a distinct goal, fixed in time, as an echo of my own lingering positivist bias. It seems
simple and obvious now to recognize that this goal of understanding the basis for conflict
in the Adirondack Park from the confluence of narratives of history, personal experiences
and implications in environmental virtue theory is not and never can be a fixed goal that
one can reach only if one tries hard enough, long enough or when one achieves enough
wisdom. The understanding I seek is never complete, since time is never complete.
"Narrative inquirers…need to write about people, places and things as becoming rather
than being. Their task is not so much to say that people, places and things are this way or
that way but that they have a narrative history and are moving forward. The narrative
research text is fundamentally a temporal text—about what has been, what is now, and
what is becoming."3 I seek to describe a process, to approximate a moving target that I
will never have enough information about to characterize and understand completely. But
learning about becoming is sufficient, even if being is forever beyond reach.
While I have inserted my own identity and narrative as a sort of running
commentary throughout this study, it has been largely rooted in the present, in my
contemporary preoccupations and contexts, concerns and meditations. I have held off on
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a full scale expedition into my own past, seeking to front-ground the Adirondack context
in preference to making this project primarily an act of memoir. At this point, it is
appropriate and, from a narrative inquiry perspective, essential, to self-disclose, to revisit
and penetrate the basis for my own experiences and dispositions regarding the central
questions of the study, to see what has brought me to this point in my own history, where
I devote such attention to these particular questions and concerns which have refused to
leave me over all these years.
In Narrative Inquiry, Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly stress that narrative
inquirers are obliged to both reveal and interpret their own narrative relationship to their
research because they are inescapably agents in the worlds they seek to study. To deny
this link is to shutter the vast unexamined influence of one of the most powerful
independent variables in the study: the researcher him or herself. Crucial to this task is for
the researcher to both express and discern how his or her own formative narratives
embedded in autobiography influence the focus of the research by shaping their
understanding of identity and relationship to central research concerns. As part of the
interpretive and holistic turn in research, narrative inquirers embrace their essential
subjectivity, shine the light of awareness on it, and use it to their benefit, and toward the
benefit of the insights their research eventually yields. They recognize that this form of
research simply cannot be compartmentalized, such that researcher is separated from
what is researched: "We have helped make the world in which we find ourselves. We are
not merely objective inquirers, people on the high road, who study a world lesser in
quality than our moral temperament would have it, people who study a world we did not
create. On the contrary, we are complicit in the world we study."4
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Being complicit sounds somehow conspiratorial, even intentional, but much of
this interactivity is reaction, organic growth, or interdependency. The point is that our
own unexamined narrative roots influence what we see and why we wish to see it, what
filters we have beneath our awareness, what predispositions, biases and instincts we have
that shape the form and direction of our conclusions. We are immersed in a narrative
world, and so to tell the story of some complex phenomenon, we must become aware of
our own complexity. But even more, this complicity suggests our own power in whatever
arena we choose as our focus. We are both created by our narrative context and are
engaged in a process of creation in which we are narrative agents. We contribute to our
storyworld, offering, whether consciously or not, refrains of old narratives and
suggestions for new ones, reinforcing dominant narratives or subversive ones and playing
a role in a community shaped and supported by narrative.

Navigating Three Dimensions of Reflection

Clandinin and Connelly offer a model for narrative inquiry that organizes and
clarifies the essential parameters of our constitutive narratives. Their three dimensional
model urges narrative inquirers to focus on narratives situated on three conjoined axes
situated in time and space. First, narrative inquirers slide back and forth between the past
and present, and sometimes project into the future. The second dimension is social:
narrative inquirers are urged to look at both personal narratives and interpersonal ones,
narratives that groups of people tell about themselves and each other. The third
dimension is spatial: narratives rooted in particular places and regions. Thus, narrative
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inquirers must look inward and outward (socially) and forward and backward
(temporally).5 One can imagine a cubic representation for this three-dimensional model
of narrative inquiry: a dice shaped narrative universe organizing and situating the
narratives that define us as individuals and community members rooted in space and
existing in time.
Loosely following this model, I will delve backward in time, looking at my own
constitutive narratives from childhood, adolescence and adulthood. I will also shift my
spatial locus to my roots on the southern edge of the Adirondacks, following my story
away from the region and then back, eventually culminating in my present location near
the Park's center. In so doing, I will attempt to integrate my personal narratives with those
of the communities around me at various points in my own story. I will perform a sort of
time and space travel, reimagining myself in various settings from my past, reconnecting
with a sense of visceral immediacy in order to best elicit insight and understanding.
It is time to turn the light directly on a source of narratives regarding Adirondack
conflict and meaning that has remained to the side of this work, not unnoticeable, but
sharing the stage, as it were. My task now is to discern both my ecological identity as
part of the Adirondack biosphere and my political and social identity as part of the
Adirondack human community. I have scanned my surroundings, examined the narrative
landscape, and it remains to more thoroughly, more intentionally, investigate the roots of
my own narrative, the genesis of my creation story as a narrative agent.
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Freedom and Distinction on Great Sacandaga Lake

The scratchy boughs of the Scotch pine tree prickle my arms and legs as I crouch
silently, peering out of my retreat behind our home in the Priddle Point development on
the shore of the Great Sacandaga Lake in the southern Adirondacks. I look out and listen,
concentrating on the sounds in the distance, the yells and grunts of the big boys on bikes,
the thump of the broomsticks and the shrieks of the little kids. I am one of the little kids. I
am nine years old and have been once again made to play Headless Horseman, a crazy
game made up by the big kids. They ride, we run. They swing broomsticks, we duck and
hide. No object, no goal other than pursuit and flight. It is one of the most elemental
games I have ever played.
The sounds get louder and I decide to run. Our home is on the land side of the
street, across from the lake. I skulk up a ditch in our property, scamper across the street,
and duck behind the big yellow house across from us, the house of the neighbor kids, also
playing the game. I run next to the side of the house and move to its back yard, which is a
huge open lawn, acres of mowed grass, running down to the lake. All the lakeside homes
have these lawns, running together, undivided, open to the sky. There is no cover here,
but the riders still roam the road and the backyards of the landside houses. They are less
likely to come here, to ride over the lawns, and risk the scolding of whoever might be
watching.
I stop and stand up, looking at the airplane tethered to the ground behind the
neighbors' house. It's a yellow plane, a two seater that can be converted into a sea plane,
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but now has wheels. My neighbor flies the plane for fun, and uses the lawns on the
lakeside as a runway, or sometimes attaches the floats and takes off on the Great
Sacandaga Lake, a couple of hundred yards down the lawn from the house. I think he
sells boats or something, because he always has a shiny new Mercury engine for his
speedboat. His boys are always bragging about how the black and silver Mercury
outboards are the best. I wouldn't know.
I make a dash now, across the Association road down the Point itself. I know this
road well, since our family, like all the Association members, takes a turn at mowing it
once or twice a year. There are forty homes in the neighborhood, about twenty five or so
belonging to the Association, which consists of a communal lakefront access point. The
other fifteen are lakeside homes, and have their own dock space and waterfront. I see the
Point down the road, off to the right, down by the water. It's too far to run, and I'd be
cornered there anyway. I run to another lakeside home, and from there hope to scamper
cross lots to the woods behind my brother's friend's house. He's a rider, and if he catches
me, I'll get it.
Somehow, I make it to the woods and take to the trails and abandoned roads back
there, leaving the sounds of the game far behind. Now I can relax, listen to the birds, and
walk deeper into the forest. I might even make it to the stream and the beaver dam.

Now, I look back at this memory and need to place myself in it, explain the
context a bit more clearly. At the southern end of the Adirondack Park lies a lake, a
reservoir, created in the 1930 to help maintain the level of the Hudson River. The
Conklingville Dam swelled the Sacandaga River into a vast pool stretching almost thirty
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miles from end to end and eight from side to side. At the southern end of this reservoir,
known as Great Sacandaga Lake, is situated a development planned and built in the early
1960's by a local builder, Harold Priddle, into a grid of forty or so exurban half-acre lots
crowned by plain ranch-style homes with communal access to the lake. A year prior to
my birth, my family bought one of these homes, looking down across the road toward the
lake, thus beginning my relationship with the Adirondacks as a resident.
The Priddle Point development seems to me in retrospect a mixed neighborhood,
with working class folk mixed with some professionals. The development was home to a
state trooper, public school teachers like my parents, plant foremen, shopkeepers, a
dentist, a local real estate mogul, a mysterious inventor, retirees and summer people. The
homes were inexpensive, stick built rectangles, but those on the lake side, with
waterfront, soon developed variously elaborate additions as the new owners expressed
their own fancies. Some featured brickwork, second floors, detached garages and even
landscaping vegetation, shrubbery and ornamental statuary. Those on the other side of the
street, ours included, remained for the most part modest and unadorned. Everyone was
friendly, or most everyone, regardless of where on the L-shaped drive from Proper Road
you lived. I think of my childhood at Priddle Point as a time of freedom and challenge.
There were few if any fences between lawns and children had the run of the development,
literally running and biking across lots, forming paths and trails through the surrounding
forests and fields, mapping the terrain like youthful surveyors, encoding the landscape
into the vocabulary of play and adventure.
The lake front seemed especially vivid to me. The homes on the lake side lay two
hundred yards or so from the lake, on a gradual rise, such that a vast plain of undivided
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lawns swept down to the water. We used this vast space as a baseball field, a kite runway,
a childhood savannah of seemingly limitless access, bounded only by the few grumpy
property owners who objected to the noise and destructive capacity of the pack of a
dozen or so boys and a small handful of girls who roamed the grounds.
Our family did not own waterfront, but we had access to what was called the
Association, a shared waterfront strip that ended in Priddle Point itself, which was a fiftyyard pier of rubble that Priddle dumped and bulldozed out into the reservoir as a
recreational feature, creating a calm backwater for mooring motorboats and sailboats and
providing a rocky access point to the lake. Over the years, association members improved
Priddle Point, adding topsoil and planting trees, until the top surface became a pleasant
lawn, with benches and a stairway down to the lake. We moored a little sailboat there,
and for a while a small motorboat, which was prone to stalling while we were out on the
lake.
Even as I recognize the change in my values since childhood, with the small
sacrifice of weekly lake baths looming symbolically of one set of changes, the retelling of
my memories of my childhood neighborhood presents me with another theme, another
symbol. I was surprised by how significant in my childhood consciousness—or more
accurately, of my present memory of my childhood experience—was the delineation
between those homes on the land side of the road (ours included) and those on the lake
side. The road itself was a sort of boundary, a line over which the experience of living in
the development shifted. The lot size of the lake-front homes was four or five times that
of the land side. I would remember how the men in each family would labor for hours to
mow all that vast expanse of grass, to keep it open for unimpeded views of the reservoir.
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The lake fronters had their own docks, their own sleek motorboats, and in one
case, their own airplane. We shared an association, which was wonderful to have access
to, assuredly, but the experience of lake access was essentially different for us, and for
those families who were part of the association. By definition, we had to share our access
to the lake with twenty-five other families, and we knew that the experience would be
communal and social, cutting across kinship lines. We had community parties; they had
family reunions. We mowed the association lawn twice a summer, taking our turn. They
mowed their private lakefront lawns weekly, sweating under every week. While there
was some overlap between the more gregarious lake fronters and association members,
and everyone to varying extent knew everyone, social mixing between the groups was
never essential. The lake fronters could always remove to their own estates. At least in
one sense, the juxtaposition of lake front owners and land-side association members
represented to me a contrast between solitude and sharing, private ownership versus the
collective.

Landside and Lakeside

If the basis for much of the conflict in the Adirondack Park through history is the
struggle to control the prizes or the choicest natural resources and esthetic amenities, one
of the most elemental physical, economic and psychological divisions is between
property held on either the landside or lakeside of access points to the region's many
choice lakes and waterways, just as it was for me as a ten-year old living at Priddle Point
on Great Sacandaga Lake. Water is ever the focus of much of the activity and industry in
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this or any region. It is the fluid attractor of both the eye and spirit, of the fishing rod and
boat, which soothes and challenges the weary body and reinvigorates the mind. Trail
systems are most often designed to maximize contact with water while roads are routed
near it and homes built with views and access to it. People and wildlife are drawn to
aquatic resources.
When the region was sparsely settled, its thousands of ponds and lakes offered
ample opportunity for lakeside development. What followed was a protracted land rush to
occupy and acquire the gems of these sorts of destinations. Some of the first lakeside sites
were chosen for their military or strategic attributes: forts such as Ticonderoga on Lake
Champlain and William Henry on Lake George offered control through arms of the north
south water highway between the French and English empires. Mills were built near
waterways for floating timber or driving waterwheels to provide industrial power in
places like Saranac Lake, Tupper Lake and scores of other Adirondack communities. In
recent decades, the State of New York in conjunction with the conservation community
has taken part in this process of acquisition and control of valuable and expansive tracts
of land both on lakes and rivers and in the deep backcountry. The Blue Line demarking
the outer boundary of the six-million acre Adirondack Park contains both public land,
designated as Forest Preserve, and private land, owned by residents, second home owners
and commercial concerns. Just over half of the land in the Park boundary is now in
private hands, with state ownership increasing in leaps as large holdings from the timber
industry or private estates are sold to the state.
This contemporary land rush seeks to forever protect what remains of the
landscape from development even as it threatens to provide another source of possible
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degradation: the consequences of benign neglect. While the state acquires tracts that
number in the tens of thousands of acres, it cannot allocate increased resources to hire
more protectors or overseers of the forests: rangers and foresters, game wardens and
scientists, inspectors and management personnel. For most of the parcels acquired, the
public gains access when the state obtains the title for the land, thus opening lands
formerly off limits to public recreation to new pressures from hikers, paddlers, hunters
and adventurers. With management resources spread ever thinner by new acquisitions
and state cutbacks, more and more lands are subject to lightly or unsupervised recreation
pressure consisting of more and more feet on fragile footpaths which erode mountain
summits and degrade water quality. More campers establish unauthorized campsites or
occupy new ones constructed by the state, cut from the forest. More access can lead to
unauthorized vehicle trails, litter, tree felling and increased backcountry waste. More
boots, boats and bait buckets can lead to the introduction of non-native species either
inadvertently or intentionally to forests and waterways.
None of this has to happen, or always does, but can and does when new parcels
are opened up. Within two years, for example, Little Tupper Lake, formerly privately
held and host to a strain of heritage trout, became infected with bass and other game
species introduced, it is assumed, by fishermen eager to land their preferred trophy.
Shortly before his death, I brought my students to talk with Clarence Petty, a centenarian
environmentalist and retired district ranger for New York State. Petty spoke of his role as
mediator between users and the forest, between residents and the state, and how on
several occasions, local fishermen introduced baitfish and bass to trout waters "out of
spite" for the Conservation Department.6 Is it preferable to leave wildlands in private
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ownership? I cannot agree with that, since the pressure of the balance sheet forever
imperils private lands. But moving lands to the public domain presents problems as well.
While such are the hazards of public acquisition of more land, of the swelling and
growth of the state Forest Preserve, the benefits to the public and the potential for the
protection of natural resources presented by state ownership remain considerable.
Millions of acres of Adirondack country are protected in the state Forest Preserve, which
prohibits timber harvest and provides vast, unbroken forest cover for the maintenance of
terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity. Through state ownership, the public once again has
access to much of the most beautiful and desirable lakefront property, as it did in the
early days of Adirondack history, when the region was uncharted and unpopulated. The
slightly less than three million acres of state holdings allows an undeniably vast and
complex suite of possibilities for public travel and recreation unequaled in almost any
part of the lower 48 states. This is what sets the Adirondack region apart from the
similarly lovely forests and mountains of our New England neighbors.
While our friends in Vermont can enjoy beautiful views of mountains and fall
foliage, they must do so, broadly speaking, from their cars as they drive the highways and
country lanes between mostly privately owned farms and developments. Vermont has
National Forests and state parks, but they occupy a much smaller proportion of the
landscape, while the scope of human development, of homes, shopping centers,
sugarbushes, timber operations and towns and villages is much more extensive and
penetrating in comparison to the Adirondack Park. While public lands in the six-million
acre Adirondack Park total approximately 45% of the landscape, Vermont State Forests,
wildlife areas, forest service lands and conserved public lands total about 15% of the
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state, which is about equal in size to the Adirondack Park.7 State parks and campgrounds
exist, but there are fewer of them to serve more local residents. Adirondack residents
have to drive no more than a mile or two, or can walk to, state lands and trails on almost
any compass heading from their homes. Here one truly can walk out their back door and
into public holdings, following the path of deer or bird to lands owned in community, in
common trust, with the state. As land ownership in the park approaches parity between
the public and private sphere, the Park presents a compelling case study or object lesson
in balance between human culture and nature. Can we do it here? Is balance, this
compromise, this melding of interests and values between human communities with their
economic and material aspirations and demands and the equally compelling and more
fragile requirements of natural ecosystems, sustainable or dynamically stable?
From the perspective of power and access, the tremendous variety and availability
of recreation opportunities offered to the public on large part through the vast spread of
state lands throughout the Park boundaries does empower each of us as Park residents or
visitors. We do not have to pay entry fees, as of yet, for access. We simply consult a map,
or heed the yellow blazes on the trees marking state property, and abide by simple
regulations, to find the open gate to state land. Such vast opportunities and relatively
unimpeded access also protect the holdings of private land owners from pressure from the
public. No longer do we feel hemmed in or limited by the existence of posted reserves,
held by the land-rich elite, who a hundred years past elicited resentment and retaliation
from an alienated local population denied usufruct rights to game or timber.
We now, the public, hold title to the crown jewels of Adirondack scenery, from
the islands of Lower Saranac Lake and Lake George, the remote primary growth groves
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of the Five Ponds Wilderness, the trout-filled motor-free ponds of the St. Regis Canoe
Area, to the loftiest High Peaks themselves: Marcy, Algonquin, Giant and the Great
Range. What have we to envy when we can share these at will? The luxury and privilege
of the thousands of lakefront homes and neo-great camps are the object of less potential
envy and conflict when for the price of a rented campsite or one gained by the labor of
backpacking under one's own power, anybody can enjoy beauty and solitude on the
lakefront, exercising the rights of public ownership while sharing those rights with the
millions of other shareholders. The public has exclusivity of the moment, night by night,
while the private owner pays for sole rights and privileges. Each can satisfy; there is
room in the Adirondack spectrum for both.
While the Park has been, to this point, large enough to provide for both exclusive
or elite forms of land ownership, development and recreation, and unparalleled public
access, conflict arises from the grandeur of some of the private estates and the entitlement
they entail, even as second home owners are denied voting rights to go along with the
considerable taxes they pay for their seasonal homes. Seasonal home development
presents increasing pressure on the landscape, even as heavy use of state campgrounds
and trails exerts pressure on trails and water quality.8 One popular public narrative
maintains that outsiders exert too much influence and control in their wishes to keep the
Adirondacks as wild, undeveloped and green as possible in order to maintain the
tranquility and beauty the outsiders value as settings for their seasonal retreats, even as
the building of ever more seasonal homes threatens the pristine state which these "green"
outsiders seek.
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At the same time, the most standard route for influence over local politics is the
vote, which seasonal residents with their primary residences in other states or regions do
not have the ability to cast inside the Adirondack Park. There are other sources of
influence, to be sure, including the properly placed phone call, or letter to the editor, or
membership in an influential NGO, or audience with a key state or local official, but the
right to vote which pairs formal influence with formal responsibility paid for by taxes, is
denied to seasonal residents. This apparently shifts much of the power over local issues
and conditions to the year round residents, supposedly disempowered in proportion to the
resources of their wealthy seasonal neighbors.
If the power differential between landside and lakeside is in reality more balanced
than the common narrative implies, then the cultural distinction between the two
communities remains significant. There is a difference in the experience of being a
landsider versus and lakesider. As I uncovered in my own formative narrative, lakeside
ownership confers benefits and experiences essentially different from landside
experiences, in much the same way that home ownership is distinct from the experience,
obligations and rewards accrued to home renters. There is a sense of control, unimpeded
access to the water, year round or daily attention to environmental and physical details,
and site-rootedness with respect to aquatic resources that lakeside owners experience in
contrast to landside owners and renters. There is the sense of property and title wedded
with responsibility and stewardship that describes the lakeside owner experience. Most of
these people cannot long afford to be wastrels, ignorant of environmental degradation,
unmoved by the wider changes that emerge in their environments, either caused by them
as individuals or corporately by the collective pressures of cumulative use.
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The concerns of lakesiders are reflected in the condition of the lakes themselves,
and how the community responds to them. Lakes function as commons, used infrequently
and episodically by the transient public, and rather more constantly by those who live
near or on the lakes themselves. Transient visitors might have less regard for aquatic
resources they might visit once annually or once in a lifetime, while local lakesiders or
landsiders who habitually visit them, have the incentive and observational opportunities
to both detect changes in lake quality and to do something about them.
In my role as director of a boat ramp steward program, which provides boat
inspections and public education regarding aquatic invasive species, I work with people
concerned with lake and water quality. Lakeside owners are long term constituents,
engaged in a relationship with place that might span generations. They have grown up
with yearly exposure to the natural and esthetic resources of the waterfront. They know
their lakes and rivers probably better than anyone, better than state officials, forest
rangers and anyone except caretakers and the few remaining guides. Seeking to protect
their investments either literally in the form of steadily increasing property values
associated with maintained water quality (who wants to buy a waterfront home on a lake
infested with weeds?) or symbolically in the form of perpetuating the esthetics they
enjoyed as children for their own children, shore owners have become powerful activists
when it comes to combating aquatic invasive species.
Armed with a sense of deep place connection born out of family tradition and
their fixed investment in real estate, responsibility for taking care of a valued natural
resource, and access to finances, lake front owners have become crucially active and
effective advocates for local Adirondack water quality issues, far outstripping either the
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state or transient populations (visiting, non-resident landsiders) in their efforts to
conceive of and implement on-the-ground responses to water quality threats on publicaccess lakes and rivers. As the state's ability and sometimes willingness to address wide
ranging environmental issues wanes owing to budgetary and political limitations, citizen
action arising from the private and non-governmental sectors has emerged as a critical
element of response to public and environmental issues. Partnerships and collaboration
are watchwords for integrated responses; shoreowner groups have emerged as regular
collaborators with local and state government on environmental quality issues. In this
way, the distinction of lake ownership brings with it responsibility and ability to take
action on behalf of the environment. The narrative of lakefront owners being aloof
exploiters unconcerned with anything other than their thousand feet of shorefront no
longer applies, if it ever did.
Emerging out of my own memoir and the narrative of Adirondack settlement and
resource use, the categories of landside and lakeside have some use as symbols to help
understand roles and perspectives in social conflict over natural resources in the
Adirondack region. They are not completely discrete, separable categories, of course, and
admit some of the same pitfalls of stereotyping suffered by the more commonly
employed dualities of insider and outsider, rich and poor. Of course, landsiders can be as
connected, aware and invested in environmental issues, or moreso, than lakesiders, who
might visit their waterfront properties one week a year. And lakesiders can be willfully
ignorant or contrary, just as can landsiders. But the experiential and power-based
differences between the categories remains: the lakeside experience is essentially one of
private ownership and optional isolation, while the landside experience is communal and
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public. This distinction leads to subtly different and profoundly revealing patterns of
connection, meaning and caring.

Just before sunset, I walk into the back yard to visit Colby's grave. I asked the
kids if they wanted to come, but they're not ready. Kim and I had thought about having
the kids arrange some glacial cobbles into a circle around the spot, and to see if they
wanted to scatter some wildflower seeds there. Now, we both agree that this would be too
painful, too dramatic, even morbid. We're starting to regret choosing this as a burial site.
It's too close to the house, right next to the kids' club house and swings. But it was the
only spot that was dry and easy to excavate. It was here or the crematorium, I guess.
I decide to remove the rocks that we had brought over to mark the spot. It's better
to move on, I think. We know he's there. I remember that the former owner of the house,
who had lived here and raised a family for forty-seven years, had buried at least one dog
somewhere on the property. We have added another to the invisible narrative of this
address. I chuck the rocks over the hill into the ditch and rake some leaves over the
disturbed soil. I turn and Dana is there, watching me.
"It's better this way, isn't it?" I ask her. "It looks blended in now."
She nods and walks over for a hug. We'll remember. I notice something on her
chest glinting in the sunset. She's wearing a medallion. It's the Sacagawea dollar on a
chain.
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17
To Build a Spacious Lodge

Lords of this realm,
Bounded by dawn and sunset, and the day
Rounded by hours where each outdid the last
In miracles of pomp, we must be proud,
As if associates of the sylvan gods.
We seemed the dwellers of the zodiac,
So pure the Alpine element we breathed,
So light, so lofty pictures came and went.
We trode on air, contemned the distant town,
Its timorous ways, big trifles, and we planned
That we should build, hard-by, a spacious lodge
And how we should come hither with our sons,
Hereafter,-willing they, and more adroit…
— Ralph Waldo Emerson, from "The Adirondacs" (1858)1

"We're getting chickens. It's your darling daughter's birthday and she's getting
chickens. It's your daughter's birthday and we're getting chickens and you're going to
build a chicken run and then a chicken coop. We're getting the chickens today so you
have to start building the chicken run, then the chicken coop, so come over here and look
at what I've found on the internet, just to give you some ideas."
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Sometimes it's so obvious that you have no control over your life.
Well before I've figured out what to build, how big, where it will be positioned in
the yard and just when I'll have the time to get the materials and start sawing, the van
pulls up and erupts a chattering whirlwind consisting of my three children, Kim and a box
full of four peeping fluff balls.
"We've got a Buff Orpington, a Silver-laced Wyandotte, a Rhode Island Red and a
Black Australorpe," says my wife, cheerily. Is this your birthday or Dana's? I don't ask.
They're cute, now. Small. Don't smell yet. OK. The kids are smiling again. We set
up a box and a heat lamp and toss the chicks some cornmeal, which they attack like
vultures, like piranhas, like…chickens. The kids will always remember this, I guess.
We're making some history here, shaping their values. It's good to be close to your food.
Not that we'd ever eat them, no. Just their eggs. Maybe two dozen a week. "We'll sell the
rest," says Kim. To make this self sufficient, to cover the costs. "It will be a good lesson
in business and finance for the kids," says Kim.
Have you been reading Barbara Kingsolver again? I don't ask.
We're turning our home into a farm, slowly, with my newly built raised garden
beds, the vegetable production and deer netting, the plots at the community garden across
town, and now these. These…livestock, shipped all the way from the Midwest, for their
first and last Adirondack vacation. They're supposed to be legal, here in the village, as
long as they're raised as pets. No problems there. But I wonder if there is a limit on the
number of animals you have, before pets become farm animals. I'm sure Kim's positioned
us just under that limit. How long, I wonder, and how many shovels of chicken waste will
I have to deal with before I get my first fried egg in the morning?
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We are deepening our roots here, in suburban Saranac Lake, digging in, getting
chickens, binding ourselves more tightly to our third of an acre by drawing our physical
and emotional sustenance from it. We're transforming the place from a shelter to a home
to a center of living. In much the same way, Adirondack visitors sometimes become
seasonal residents, then year-rounders and even farmers or retirees. There's something
here, something in that process, that personal narrative of personal transformation, from
traveler to settler. This is the process of forming connections, ties and relationships to the
landscape which contains great power. We're not just visiting, just camping for the night.
We're increasingly committed and connected. But how did this happen and what does it
mean?

Just as the previous chapter explored the distinction between landside and
lakeside as modes of experiencing the Adirondack landscape, this chapter turns to
another common expression of connection to the land, the process of recurrent visitation
for leisure manifested in the seasonal camp. From Great Camps to summer camps, the
idea of using the Adirondacks as a retreat and pleasuring ground permeates much of the
history of the Park for the last century and a half. Subjecting this pervasive and enduring
preoccupation to scrutiny can reveal much about the questions of social class, connection
to landscape and controversies surrounding natural resources management. To begin, I
will time travel once again into my own past, to my teen years when I began visiting my
close friends' various summer camps on lakes near my home.
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A Camp on a Lake: Privilege, Entitlement, and History

The day has ended in disaster. Somehow, as we attempted to tack in a stiff
crosswind, we managed to flip the Hobie catamaran, Chris's dad's prize, and pitch pole
ourselves into the lake. The whole event, like they always seem to do, became a slowmotion affair, Chris yelling as he sank down into the lake, me becoming rigid as I rose
above it, then the shock of the cold water. Fortunately, we had elected to wear life vests.
A rescue boat motors up to help us just as we struggle to turn the sailboat upright.
Something seems wrong. It is difficult, but it should have turned upright by now. There is
some resistance. Suddenly, something gives and one pontoon sinks while the other rises,
and finally the boat rights. The mast is bent and muddy. We had hit bottom. Chris looks
at me and swears. We are going to be killed when we return to the camp.
After our inglorious tow back to shore, we meet Chris's father on the porch of
their camp on the shore of the Great Sacandaga. Chris explains, and his father's calm,
serious stare and pronouncement of sentence seem more lethal than the volcanic
explosions of my own parents. Some day that guy will blow and then watch out! But he
never has, never seems to lose his cool, even with the frequent opportunities to do so
offered by my fun-loving friend, who always seems to have a nose for mischief and a
lack of discretion.
It is another summer day at my friend's camp, another day of sun and wind and
water, bracketed by iced tea on the porch, a little lawn mowing and painting, and much
more freedom and relaxation. We had escaped from the heat and boredom of the city to
this retreat and sanctuary, and we would come every day if we could.
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This vignette I have of my time in Gloversville as an adolescent involved one of
the summer cabins, or camps as we called them, owned by the more fortunate or wellheeled of my friends. It seemed many of my friends had a family camp on a lake a few
miles away, across the Adirondack Park boundary, at places like Caroga Lake, Canada
Lake, Peck's Lake or even Great Sacandaga Lake. I spend most of my time with a close
friend at his family camp on Great Sacandaga, maybe four miles or so from my childhood
home at Priddle Point. This camp was simple and lovely, on a steep hillside looking east
across the widest part of the lake, located on what seemed to me the swank address of
Lakeside Drive. The camp had three small bedrooms and a bunkhouse that became the
headquarters of our pack of boys.
My friend's family seemed graceful at the camp on Great Sacandaga, relaxed and
dignified. Relatives would come and go. The mood was perpetually festive, in a quiet and
casual way. It was always cooler there, pleasantly breezy, when the city became too hot
and stuffy. I spent many nights there, and many more afternoons, playing games,
throwing balls, sailing my friend's catamaran, swimming and tending campfires down by
the water. My friend's camp on Sacandaga Lake was a significant part of my adolescent
life, a place where I was happy, even at times blissful.
I remember thinking how fortunate my friend was to have his summer camp. I
also remember feeling a twinge of jealousy, like how is it that he had this place and my
family didn't? He seemed to be of an entirely different class, like the heir of some
industrial dynasty. It seemed so easy for him, the camp a part of his family for multiple
generations, something he would inherit, and which he thought no more about than we
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would about our home in Gloversville that had two bathrooms instead of one. His family
was waterfront people and ours was not. We lived always across the street from
waterfront, and would access it from public beaches and campgrounds, or through the
graces of our friends. This seemed to be a difference with a distinction.
A few other friends had similar camps, more or less elaborate. These camps,
reachable in a fifteen or twenty minute drive from Gloversville, seemed like alternative
lives, alter egos, worlds apart, yet accessible on a moment's whim. They felt peaceful,
quiet, filled with beauty. The morning sun flooded the screened windows each day.
Endless swimming and adventure beckoned. As we reached adolescence, my friends had
free run of their camps, along with the use of their family cars; I had neither. But I
enjoyed the privileges granted to my friends. During high school, several of my friends'
camps became increasingly frequent destinations in all seasons for both licit and illicit
jaunts. We could leave after school east to Great Sacandaga or west to Caroga or Canada
Lake, leaving our cares and parents behind in Gloversville. My friends' summer camps
became our retreats, our private estates for adolescent boundary testing, for privacy,
escape and good times.
As a child I found it difficult to recognize my own privileges, our family's access
to twice yearly vacations, and my parents' choice to be nomadic campers rather than
stationary camp owners. We crossed the country a handful of times, visiting national
parks and monuments, rambled up and down the east coast every year, and saw sights
that few of my peers ever did. Who knows who envied us? But it seemed to me then and
now that there was something different about the permanency of my friends' familyowned summer camps, the deeply-rooted familiarity of the sights and smells of them, the
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creak of the beds, the battered decks of cards in porch drawers, the mismatched
silverware in the galley kitchens, the kitschy signs and decorations on the walls and the
same sunrises every summer over the same mountains. This was a combination of
entitlement and history, of a settled connection with a place that became the most
cherished part of their families' lives.
When transitions occurred and homes were sold, generations dying, the summer
camps were always the last things sold, the assets of most resisted liquidation, since they
represented the best of the yearly cycle for each family, the recreation on which all
depended and to which all looked forward. And as generations multiplied, I remember
hearing the elaborate schemes for dividing time and responsibility for the summer camps
between siblings with their own families, so precious were they. One year my friend's
family would get June and July, the next August and September. One can imagine the
summer being parsed and divided more finely with each generation, until the units
became cherished weeks divided between distant cousins, until the meaning is lost
entirely and is at last relinquished.
I see now the importance of my experience at my friends' summer camps, how I
both took in the physical senses of each building, each dock and waterfront, and the
differing social contexts of their families occupying their most hallowed retreats. I was
not, of course, family, but was graciously offered family privileges, considered as part of
the family, welcomed in. This type of grace inspired humility in me, and gratitude. I
remember respecting the careful stewardship and industry that supporting such camps
implied. How expensive and time consuming they were to maintain, the taxes and
improvements required, and for some of the families, the burden they were, how they
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stretched family resources and limited options. My friends always had work to do "up to
camp" during weekends and summers: painting, roofing, ditch digging, lawn work and
construction.
I remember my parents discussing how comfortable they were with their summer
choice for our family: the choice of being nomadic travelers, spending money on
recreational vehicles rather than fixed homes. Not having to maintain two homes when
one was sometimes more than we could handle. How much more variety and economy
the traveling life afforded. It was hard to argue with these considerations. I saw more of
the country than my friends with camps ever did. I see now the beginnings of a way to
conceptually divide Adirondackers: the camp owners and the campers. Residents and
transients.
The camp remains to me a symbol of a sort of connection that families have with
a particular landscape and a particular setting. Camp families establish linkages with a
specific length of waterfront, a handful of trees that each bear carvings from people you
know or whose nooks held hidden treasures remembered from youth. Rocks in the lawn
that each summer become the same bases for games of whiffle ball or markers for Frisbee
golf. I think of the connection to submerged boulders in the swimming area that you
reach each year and stand on, marking your age and progress by how easily you find
them, how much less tired you are after you swim to them from shore and how much
more of you each year emerges from the water when you establish your balance and
stand up.
Consider what camps must symbolize for the camp owners: the decades of family
memories, the gradual relinquishment and accession of responsibility between
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generations of ownership. How parents turn to grand parents and children start paying the
taxes and hiring the plumbers and leach field excavators. The melding of unquestioned
privilege with concrete responsibility. The long-term relationship, both for better or for
worse, that camp ownership entails for families. I think, finally, of the fantasy of ease and
comfort that camp represented to me, the idyll and relaxation of families at play, the
barbecues and parties, the waterskiing and sailing. This is, for some, the essence of the
relationship to the Adirondacks. This is one form of waterfront and one form of
connection, perhaps the most expensive and exclusive in terms of material costs. I see my
own emotional relationship to what camps symbolize: both my appreciation of them and
gratitude for being welcomed at them, and on some level, my envy, then and even now,
of all they entail.

The Transience and Permanence of the Summer Camp

Camps occupy both physical positions on sublime waterfront and symbolic places
in Adirondack narratives and psyches. My early experiences with my friends' camps on
Sacandaga, Caroga and Canada Lakes, and my grandmother's camp in the summer
neighborhood around Lake Luzerne, establish for me an image and function of the camp
as a temporary, seasonal retreat, a place for recreation and family, set apart from the
world of work and permanency. While some of these camps themselves gain a measure
of permanency, they occupy a seemingly timeless region, an eternal symbolic nature that
exists somehow detached from the mainstream of their owners' lives. They are the objects
of attempts to escape, to find refuge, to find peace and quiet, communion with nature and
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close relationships. There some families erect buffers between themselves and the outside
world; in this way camps become fortresses of sorts, places to find succor and restoration
for annual cycles of work and retreat.
My investigation of narratives of Adirondack conflict reveals the significance of
the camp as a symbol on repeated occasions. The entire Park might be viewed as a camp
from the perspective of the urban designers and reformers who envisioned it as an
antidote to urban stress and busyness as well as a reserve of material resources to be
tapped for the benefit of the great cities downstate. The term "camp" can connote
temporary status, as in logging camps and hunting camps, which were used to provide
access to natural resources targeted at that time for exploitation. But the Adirondack
Great Camps became anything but temporary in their massive and elaborate construction
and their self-conscious position as enduring symbols of elite status for current and future
generations.
Adirondack Great Camps were not meant to be private consumables, used only
for and by the owners themselves, but statements to the outside world, defining a lifestyle
of luxury and leisure for the privileged class quickly ensconced in the American
imagination as symbolic settings of the plutocracy in works of popular fiction.2 At the
same time, they were meant to be used, and were intentionally comfortable in their rustic
elegance. A 1921 history of the Adirondacks sums up the surreal conflation of luxury and
the regional tradition of the simple camp this way: "If ever an exact little word gradually
went to seed and ran wild, not only in a wilderness of mountains, but in a wilderness of
meanings, it is this one. If you have spent the night in a guide's tent, or a lean-to built of
slabs and bark, you have lodged in a 'camp.' If you chance to know a millionaire, you
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may be housed in a cobblestone castle, tread on Persian rugs, bathe in a marble tub, and
retire by electric light—and still your host may call his mountain home a camp."3
All social classes seemed to have access to a version or interpretation of the actual
and symbolic "camp" as a way to experience the Adirondacks. Going to camp could refer
to one's family cabin, hunting camp or great camp, an elaborate hotel where one might
purchase the Great Camp experience by the night, or might indicate a family tradition of
sending its children to one of the many summer camps that run youth programs
throughout the park. Religious camps, music camps, nature and recreation camps, and
Boy and Girl Scout camps have offered programs and access to nature to youth of all
social and economic backgrounds for over a century. Every summer, art camps, quilt
camps, dance camps, soccer camps and healing retreats are offered at conference centers
and schools in Lake Placid, Paul Smiths, Blue Mountain Lake and across the
Adirondacks, for all age ranges. Even prisoners are housed in camps: federal and state
prisons in the central Adirondacks have camp appended to their names, as in the case of
the former Camp Gabriels and Moriah Shock Camp, or the current Camp Adirondack in
Ray Brook. The mostly urban, largely minority prisoners might be getting their first taste
of Adirondack solitude, the apparently limitless evergreens and wild weather glimpsed
beyond the razor-wire walls of their prison yards.
Thousands of visitors and residents choose to "go camping," implying a more
nomadic and temporary experience of rustic contact with nature, as they load up the
backpack or car boot or haul the camping trailer up to one of the dozens of public and
private campgrounds throughout the Park. This is the either free or low-cost version of
waterfront that is available to anyone with a tent, time and basic transportation, opening
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the Park to a form of interaction and use that has the potential to unite the community in
appreciation and advocacy for resources and experiences that all cherish. This long list of
summer camp, hunting camp and camping experiences can be loosely linked with the
category of the landsiders: those who do not own homes on the waterfront, although there
most certainly is overlap in the experiences between the categories of landsider and
lakesider. Be that as it may, if almost anybody can experience Adirondack nature in some
shape or form, then the potential for the formation of meaning and the shaping of values
exists for all.
Part of the power of the camp as a symbol lies in its status as something distinct
from the home. Rather than being the home, or the center of everyday life, the camp is a
point outside the normal, routine sphere of existence, a summit or point of reference from
which to view one's "normal" life, the routines of the workaday. The camp is a point of
contrast and of reference, granting perspective, an opportunity to triangulate one's course
to see if it is fixed on the right goals, or if it has drifted into the wilderness of dissolution
and confusion. Most of us have experienced the clarity that comes from a weekend
paddling or walking in the woods, where we lay down our tools and schedules and do
something different. We are renewed. The camp provides a ready source of this distance
and perspective.
However, some camp owners are converting summer homes to year-round
residences. In times of economic stress, camps are either sold or winterized and then
accessed or rented year round, or, in the case of the graying of an entire generation of
Baby Boomers, transitioned into as retirement residences. Such is the case with many of
the prized waterfront camps in the Adirondacks, and in any lakefront community. The
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camp is becoming not only a psychological center or sentimental home, but an actual
home, a primary residence. This presents a host of changes—some welcome and others
less certain.
When camp owners move in year-round, they bring with them increased
expectations for services but provide increased wealth to pay for them, injecting vitality
and commerce into year-round communities, which traditionally suffer vast disparities in
seasonal activity in the absence of the high tide of summer residents. This evens out the
economic activity for the entire year. When summer residents become full-timers, they
also bring with them their ability to cast votes in local elections for political offices and
approval of school budgets and the option of holding public office and beginning to
articulate and define local political agendas. This process starts to bring urban,
cosmopolitan values, perspectives and priorities to the previously provincial political
landscape, presenting both challenges and opportunities. Either way, greater dialogue
ensues, resulting in improved opportunities for exchange and collaboration, or conflict,
between Adirondack social groups and stakeholders.
As camps become homes, as children who went away to summer camp find ways
to purchase their own Adirondack camps, or build careers that allow them to settle in the
Park, the promise of deeper relationships emerges. While seasonal residents have proven
their allegiance to their traditional summer grounds, once they commit to the place yearround, in all seasons, the relationship often changes, deepens and grows.
In one sense the arc of the Adirondack narrative describes the process of
settlement, seasonal use, and the eventual transition to year-round occupation. It is the
story of the temporary act of camping becoming built and fixed camps, which, over time,
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become homes, either for the best part of one's life, the choicest moments of golden
recreation or for fewer people, actual homes. In any case, we often come to camp not
only for a night, but for a lifetime. Through the establishment of meaning gained from
seasonal cycles of visitation, accruing and deepening year by year, one's roots grow into
the soil and spirit of the place, creating ties that both nourish and bind. The process by
which people transition from casual tourist to year-round Adirondack resident bears with
it the possibility of another, emergent relationship, itself with distinguished roots in the
Adirondack narrative.

My son John sits inside the chicken run. I have completed it, finally, an eight-bythree foot prism of two by twos wrapped with chicken wire, open to the grass, with
wheels on one end. It's designed to be mobile, so we can fertilize different parts of the
lawn. To give the chickens some variety. Liven up their days. Maybe they'll lay happier
eggs for us. John kneels under the chicken wire triangle, which rises maybe three and a
half feet above the ground. All four chickens, Henrietta, Pushkin, Little Red Hen and
Falcon, perch on him, two on his knees, one on his arm, and another on his shoulder. He
is peaceful, calm and silent. The chicks peep soothingly. This is therapy for them all. I
look for tell-tale streaks on John's t-shirt, but so far, so good.
The chicks have no idea that they're staying here, not just for the good weather,
the languorous summer days filled with ants and flies, spiders and worms, but for the
long, dark months of winter. The chicken run is their day-house, their light, mobile
shelter, open to the breezes and rain, with a small roofed section at one end, not unlike an
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Adirondack lean-to. It's a camp for them, and I hope somehow, in their chicken brains,
they enjoy it.
Now I've got to work on the coop. The permanent house. The year-round home. It
won't be so pretty.
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18
Discovering a Virtue of Care

...Northward the length of Follansbee we rowed,
Under low mountains, whose unbroken ridge
Ponderous with beechen forest sloped the shore…
Two Doctors in the camp
Dissected the slain deer, weighed the trout's brain,
Captured the lizard, salamander, shrew,
Crab, mice, snail, dragon-fly, minnow and moth;
Insatiate skill in water or in air
Waved the scoop-net, and nothing came amiss…
Above, the eagle flew, the osprey screamed,
The raven croaked, owls hooted, the woodpecker
Loud hammered, and the heron rose in the swamp.
As water poured through hollows of the hills
To feed this wealth of lakes and rivulets,
So Nature shed all beauty lavishly
From her redundant horn.
— Ralph Waldo Emerson, from "The Adirondacs" (1858)1

Will stands next to me on the porch of the former McCormick camp on the shore
of the legendary Follensby Pond, taking it all in. Dave Patrick, my colleague from the
college briefs our small group about where we are supposed to camp, how we are
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supposed to dispose of our waste, how our taxonomic working groups (TWIGs) are
organized and where we are to go on our surveys. He is a herpetologist, a frog, turtle and
snake specialist, and heads up the Center for Adirondack Biodiversity, which coordinates
the small task of inventorying all of the biodiversity, in all taxa, that can be found in the
Adirondack Park. It's both a hopeless and profoundly hopeful agenda. His office is next
to mine and his daughter is enrolled in the pre-school class my wife teaches. He's also the
guy who sold us the chickens, now that I think of it.
Maybe a dozen of us have taken the opportunity to come in to the property the
afternoon before the bioblitz tomorrow. I'm amazed that we're the only ones who have
come to spend the night. Our group is focusing on birds: Will and Dana are the expert
birders in the family, Kim's not bad, and I'm the bumbler with the incredibly porous
memory. But my job is to set up the tents and keep the bird list, so maybe I'm needed,
too.
It's an incredible opportunity. We have been taking all the kids birding for the last
two years. Will and Dana have developed simply impressive bird call recognition
abilities, as they listen over and over to bird tapes, study bird guides and scan the skies
with their binos every chance they get. John has, shall we say, less of an interest, and
tolerates the family outings when he has no choice. This time, he had a choice and we left
him with friends for the night. Our birding guru, Brian McAllister, also is the TWIG
leader for the avifauna taxon, and worked with me as a camp counselor in the early
1990's. Through Brian, we found out about this unpublicized bioblitz on one of the most
legendary and exclusive properties still in private hands in the Adirondack Park.
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The 14,000 acre property contains Follensby Pond, the largest privately held lake
east of the Mississippi. In 2008, the property was sold by its long time owners to the
Nature Conservancy, which planned on re-selling the property to the State of New York.
Then came the recession, and the Nature Conservancy has been left holding the title, and
the liability, for a vast and undeveloped tract of hills, streams, wetland and lake, entirely
unpopulated by people. The property offers a unique opportunity to assess ecological
conditions that are largely undisturbed, except for some heavy logging ten years or so
back, by shoreline development and the presence of people.
The Nature Conservancy wanted to keep a tight lid on this entire operation, so
that the various teams didn't damage what they were trying to study, or attract gate
crashers or the simply curious. Today and tomorrow, teams representing mammals, fungi,
terrestrial plants, dragonflies and damselflies, bryophytes (mosses), terrestrial insects,
fish, aquatic insects, reptiles and amphibians and birds drawn from universities and
research centers across the state will spread out over the property to count everything
they can find in their respective areas. There will be over sixty naturalists on site. We're
Brian's troops, armed with binoculars and sharpened ears, searching for birds.
Will and Dana are the only children. In fact, the next youngest are college
students from Paul Smith's College and Syracuse University, engaged in friendly rivalry
over who will find the most species. Already, Will has justified his presence, if such
justification is needed at an event as serious as this one. He calls out, "Pine warbler!" as
he hears a call overhead. Brian agrees. We write it down.
The pond is just beautiful, and the late afternoon sun filters through the white
pines and maples by the shore. The pond stretches away out of sight, here in Osprey Bay,
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and to our left and beyond a point down somewhere unseen, eventually bottoming out at
the legendary Camp Maple, where one hundred and fifty years ago another survey with a
different objective was conducted. This is the site of the legendary Philosophers' Camp,
an iconic early adventure into the Adirondack wilderness that captured the American
imagination in 1858 and still lingers as one of the most storied assemblages of imported
intellect and native woodscraft in all of Adirondack history.
That evening over dinner, I tell Kim, Brian and the kids about this trip, how artist
and outdoorsman William Stillman found the site in 1857 with a guide, and then
conceived of the Philosophers' camp over the winter, pitching the idea to his circle of
Boston-Concord intellectuals: James Russell Lowell, John Holmes (brother of Oliver
Wendell), Dr. Estes Howe, Professor Jeffries Wyman and the titanic transcendentalist,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, among others.2 Stillman eventually sold the idea to the
preeminent naturalist of the day, Louis Agassiz, who was world renowned for his
scientific travels and writings. In the mid nineteenth-century, naturalists enjoyed the
status of today's professional athletes: they were heroes, talked about and admired in the
dining rooms and parlors of amateur naturalists of all classes and training. Agassiz was a
star.
In August of 1858, the ten eminent tourists and eight guides found their way to
the southern bay of Follensby Pond in order to spend some weeks in a state of constant
contact with the wildest form of nature they could find. They studied the wonders of the
flora and fauna as well as the culture and virtues of their companions, the guides of the
Saranac country. The guides quickly felled trees and constructed a massive, three-walled
lean-to, and then led the clients on daily hunting and fishing excursions in the Edenic
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hills and waters nearby. Afternoons and evenings were devoted to field study with
Agassiz and long talks about the nature of the soul. Emerson, deeply moved by his
experiences, wrote his long journal-poem "The Adirondacs" in response.
As I end my recounting of the tale in the gloaming of the evening, we are
similarly moved, both by the present state of wild nature all around us and by the
presence of the ghost of the famous narrative about this place, and the reality of the
property's remaining virtue, its wholeness and lack of disturbance relative to state and
private holdings all around us. Dana seems to get this, a little bit. She knows this is
important. Will might glimpse it, but will slowly comprehend it later, when we tell the
story over and over, each year into the future. The story of how we were there, where
they were 150 years prior, studying nature like Agassiz, before whatever changes are sure
to occur when Follensby is eventually sold to the state.
Emerson, Agassiz, their friends and the guides came to the Adirondacks as
visitors, as tourists if not pilgrims on a spiritual and intellectual voyage of discovery into
the undiscovered depths of the natural and cosmic universe. They, like most of us, were
drawn to water, and traveled on it, used it as a pathway and resource, and stayed near it
throughout. They established a temporary camp on a lakeshore, fished the waters, jacklighted deer on the pond's shores and botanized and philosophized long into each night.
They did not all return, or establish permanent camps after that summer, but they did
immortalize their experience into something that will likely outlast the stoutest home in
the Adirondacks. They turned their experience into ideas. Looking back into my own
path, I now realize I was a seeker as well, perhaps on no lofty journey like Emerson, and
guided by no canny woodsman through the labyrinth of the Adirondack forest, but
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making my way nonetheless from the landside to the lakeside, and eventually discovering
something surprising, something unanticipated. I travel through time, remembering who I
was twenty-five years ago, at the beginning of my own voyage of discovery.

Lessons of Privilege: Camp Dartmouth to Summer Camp

I am eighteen and am walking across campus to the first meeting of my freshman
seminar on genetic engineering. I figure it is a good way to get rid of one of my science
requirements. Watson and Crick and The Lives of a Cell—should be cool. The maples
that line the walkways are turning yellow and red, and some of the leaves fall slowly on a
light, cool breeze. Crisp, confident, bright-looking students and occasional faculty
members walk the paths transecting the Dartmouth Green. The white classroom buildings
look at once old and well-kept, immaculate with their black shutters and green copper
roofs. My heart is beating a little faster than normal, and I'm a bit keyed up, like I've had
too much coffee, although I haven't. I'm a bit worried about my clothes- they're clean,
cheap but collegiate enough, button-downed shirt and moccasins. I've got my notebook
and pen, ready to take some notes if needed. I think I belong here.
I'm starting something new, this whole college adventure. I've gotten myself into
it and I'm going to follow it through. I was so sure this was what I wanted, and I earned
my way here. Why do I feel so uncertain? I'll just have to see what happens. I push open
the heavy door and find my way to the classroom. The others have arrived before me, and
I look around to find my place.
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Recalling myself as a college freshman on the first day of classes resurrects a
strong and somewhat unpleasant swirl of emotions. Surely I discern anticipation, a sense
of accomplishment and even pride, but most strongly, a sense of anxiety and unreality. It
might even be a foreshadowing of the dawning impression of inauthenticity that would
eventually color my impressions of those four years. Not that the college was inauthentic,
but that I was. I was fronting something.
Perhaps it was my subconscious desire as a young man to be a waterfront person
that fueled my ambition to be socially mobile, to depart from the small-town decay of
Gloversville and enter into the wider world on a different footing, to make something of
myself. I had been determined to enroll in the most prestigious and academically rigorous
college I could reach, as a presumed access pass to a life of privilege and fulfillment. My
matriculation at Dartmouth College initiated a path that led me gradually and steadily
back to the Adirondack Mountains, although I was utterly unaware of it at the time.
Dartmouth was for me remarkably similar to my childhood tensions in some
ways. It was clearly part of a world of which I had always been an observer: the world of
the waterfront, maybe, or at least of social class and privilege. It was almost sublimely
lovely, in all seasons, the spreading oaks and maples shading the flagged paths on
spacious lawns. The pristine, crisp lines of the classroom buildings. The wood-paneled
libraries, overstuffed armchairs for quiet study, the long, dark wood-framed corridors to
the professors' offices, scented with pipe smoke. The new German cars owned by
students parked in the lots outside of dormitories and fraternities.
I managed to survive my first three semesters somehow, on my native wit, hard
work, luck and gall, but learned in the first week that I was literally outclassed by so
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many of my peers. I was introduced to a new feeling: of being incredibly average, or even
below average, and consequently not needing to excel. In my confusion and angst, I did
fairly well, but earned the first C's of my academic life, counterbalanced by B's and a few
A's. Despite what would seem to be my golden age of learning, I was becoming
chronically ill in spirit, sickened with disillusionment and a dawning sense of the
falseness of my position at Dartmouth. It felt all wrong to me: not a home, but a charade.
I had plenty of friends, but any deeper sense of meaning and fulfillment eluded me. I felt
like dropping out of school.
I compromised. I won a small fellowship and secured an internship at a yearround nature camp a couple of hours south of Hanover. I withdrew from college halfway
through my sophomore year, desperately eager for a change of scenery, and journeyed
along the Connecticut River, to the forests of southern New Hampshire and Sargent
Camp.

Planting Seeds of Hope

I am nineteen. I stand on a platform suspended in the trees, at the top of a Burma
bridge made of rope, next to a cable walk across a thirty foot span of open air to another
tree. I'm wearing a hard helmet and wear a climbing harness. I’m clipped by webbing and
a carabiner to the tree. I sway with the breeze and the movement of the children,
themselves wearing helmets and harnesses, strung out in the grove of trees all around me.
My job is to meet the kids at this point, to counsel and reassure them, and to transfer them
safely from the Burma bridge to the cable catwalk.
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A sixth grader from Boston is coming up to me now. She's wearing a sweatshirt
and dirty jeans, and is part of my group for the week. We have just started this ropes
course after spending a morning at the lab by the pond looking for macroinvertebrates in
mud and water samples. She's sweating and nervous, a bit overweight and unsure of
herself. I tell her it will be all right, that she's doing well, and that I will help her when
she reaches me. I tell her to rest, to take a breath. She's blown, and stands halfway up the
Burma bridge, breathing, looking at me, then looking around her at the branches of the
trees.
"I see a bird, what's that?" she gasps, gesturing with her chin.
"Good question," I say. "I'm not sure." A medium-sized songbird.
"Are you ready?" I ask her after another minute.
"I—I think so," she says.
"Come on up. I'm here"

What I found at Sargent Camp reshaped my world and eventually my ambitions
and purpose in life. The setting was again idyllic, but this time more rustic than smalltown. If the corridors at college were redolent of pipe tobacco, the cabins at camp
smelled of wood smoke arising from wood stoves, mixed with the tang of unfinished pine
boards and mildew. Trees were no longer ornamental and well tended, but grew in dense
profusion, wild and free, not demarking flagstoned walkways, but surrounding dirt paths
through lush forests. The place touched me, embraced me, and gave me a sense of
purpose and community that I had not found in college.
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I had become a faculty member at this camp, responsible for the education and
nurture of fifth and sixth grade kids, who arrived not from Deerfield and Andover, but
from Roxbury and Nashua and the cities and towns of Massachusetts and New
Hampshire. I taught basic environmental lessons, pond studies, tree identification,
ecological dynamics. I facilitated team-building games, walked kids through ropes
courses suspended in the swaying trees, calmed them and reassured them when they were
at the edge of panic in the trees or sad at night as they missed their homes. We dipped
into the pond, sang silly songs, and went on adventure hikes on the trail system. This
wasn't summer camp for the kids of privilege, but a nature camp that was integrated into
fifth and sixth grade public school curricula. All kids came here, with their teachers in
tow as cheerful if generally useless chaperones. All left changed.
Something touched me during my five months at this camp. Likely it was in part
due to the service I was providing, the first time I had taken such a responsibility. I had
worked many jobs already in my life- mostly menial, washing dishes, stocking drug store
shelves, mowing lawns, pushing a broom in a factory, working in the leather industry.
Those jobs simply transformed muscle power and hours of my life into hard cash, and left
little conscious imprint on me as a person. This was different. I saw a vision of what
could be, what I could be and do. I could be somehow part of a sense of discovery and
renewal; I could help kids grow into something powerful and generative, in a setting that
was powerful and generative, if fragile and beautiful. I suppose I discovered hope, and
something worth hoping for. I had not even whiffed such a feeling in the competitive
frenzy of college.
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Looking back, I see my youthful ambition as in some ways a typically American
fascination with status and social mobility. I did want to earn a position in which I could
cross the road and become a lakefront person, someone with the wealth and leisure to
own a summer camp, to invite his friends to visit, to graciously welcome in the less
fortunate friends of his own children. I had purchased and memorized my copy of the
narrative of the American Dream. Why shouldn't I be able to make it "big"? But soon, I
saw through my own pretense. Within a year—or even the first week—at Dartmouth, I
saw that something was holding me back. It was very likely myself, I see now.
I never felt comfortable with the upscale crowd. I always winded up working in
pubs and shops, more comfortable with the conversations of the street than the
conference room. Then, miraculously, I found the camp. Not the camp on the lake, the
seasonal home, but the nature camp. The simplicity and lack of pretense—although if I
looked deeper I suppose I could find it even there—combined with the progressive
mission of nature camp inspired me. I realized I loved nature. At camp, I found I could be
on the "side" of nature, working with young people, sharing this love, helping with the
transformation. I had found an ideology to go with my inclination.
And more, so much more than this crucial and transformative connection to the
bliss of nature and the recognition that my fascination with upward social and economic
mobility was shallow and dead ended was the sweet reward that any teacher knows in the
smiles of children. I had learned the lesson of the servant, that to give is to receive, and to
receive is to give again in a generative cycle of reciprocity. I had discovered in myself the
capacity to care, to nurture, to give to something other than myself. I had seen under and
through the materialism of the American Dream to a better dream, one I would hope is
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even more American: the dream of freedom and of personal and ecological health. This
vision, as we are reminded so frequently by current events, does not manifest
independently, with no effort on our part. This garden only grows with the judicious
application and admixture of restraint and action, benign neglect or constant, thoughtful,
active care.

The Virtues of the Caretaker

Deeply grounded in the traditional Adirondack work pattern of seasonal
occupations with multiple skill sets, the role of the caretaker presumably emerged out of
the decline of the guide in the late 1800's. As fishing and the deer herd reportedly
declined through habitat loss and overexploitation, reports of good sport did as well,
leading to a decrease in the public perception of the efficacy and value of the Adirondack
guides, who became more and more numerous while offering fewer services over time.3
Despite reports in an 1888 Forest and Stream article warning of the decline of the
Adirondack deer herd, historian Philip Terrie maintains that the deer population was
thriving at the time as a result of the opening of the forest canopy from timber cutting and
later forest fires.4 Thus the popular apprehension about the decline of natural resources at
the hand of man fed the progressive narrative of the need for scientific management of
the Adirondacks, despite the likely flourishing of game populations in the deep woods,
out of the reach of the recreational sportsmen. At the same time, increasing numbers of
second homes were built throughout the Adirondacks, initially requiring craftsmen and
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building professionals, then trusty and handy people to look after them and ready them
for occupation each summer. One occupation gave way to the other.
If the guide was the original link between the outsiders and tourists and the wild
backcountry, the caretaker has become the link between seasonal residents and their
homes, and by extension, with the communities and networks that lie "in town." Today,
the caretaker is a fairly common and well respected occupation. Several of my students
and other Paul Smith's College graduates, while failing to find work in their area of study
or perhaps choosing not to, have found lasting and rewarding work as either visiting or
on-site caretakers and estate managers for seasonal residences or compounds in the area.
The caretakers I know either live in homes provided by their employers, available
around the clock and around the year to address burst pipes, replace hot water heaters,
sleuth drain and sewer problems, deploy and retrieve docks, ready watercraft and simply
keep an eye on the real estate, or they live in nearby communities and drive or boat to
work. They are servants, catering to the whims of the owners, but most of the caretakers I
know have established relationships built on mutual respect with the owners, who, if they
are thinking with any clarity, come to recognize the importance and virtual
irreplaceability of knowledgeable, reliable and trusty caretakers.
Caretakers are plumbers, electricians, carpenters, mechanics, foresters, surveyors,
and managers of grounds crews and subcontractors. They need to be able to create and
manage budgets, allocate resources, plan for weather conditions, schedule seasonal
repairs, and simply communicate appropriately to owners and their guests. They source
many products and services locally, channeling money into the regional economy. It's a
remarkably multi-dimensional job requiring a startling variety of skills. I know several
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teachers and professors who are caretakers—one in particular is a special education
teacher during the year and shifts over to caretaking on an exclusive lake in the summer.
With their summers unscheduled, teachers are natural choices as caretakers. I'm
acquainted with a few year-round caretakers who have raised their families on-site with
the families of the owners, sent their kids to college, and are planning retirements based
on a career of caretaking. It is a long-term relationship based on a common concern both
for private property and the integrity of the natural setting, shared by two distinct social
classes- the owner and the employee.
Most caretakers I know are happy with their work, and are in high demand. They
have access to the ornate or rustic retreats that remain so much a part of the Adirondack
mystique, gaining regular glimpses of a lifestyle that incites the imaginations and
curiosity of many locals, if not their envy. While there are more than a few Adirondack
residents making their livings as caretakers, there are many more that occupy that role
symbolically. Many of the professionals working in the environmental sector, whether for
the state or for non-profits, might consider themselves caretakers as well, if not for
private residences, then for the vast public holdings across the Park. The region's healthcare industry, sustaining the tradition of the mountain cure established during the
tuberculosis era, is caretaker of all seeking healing. All those working in the hospitality,
recreation and tourism sector are caretakers, in a sense, service providers offering a
valuable experience to paying customers, seeking to create value that lasts, not only for
one summer or one night, but for repeated experiences. They seek to establish traditions,
enduring relationships with their customers and clients. Their business is meaning
making, the forging of connections between visitors and the landscape.
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At the heart of the caretaker role, arguably, is attention to detail, close observation
of changing conditions over time and concern for health and integrity. The role
emphasizes caregiving, as opposed to taking, contributing to health and wholeness rather
than withdrawing from the reserves or using up resources. The virtues of the caretaker
include sensitivity, discretion, long-term thinking and wise resource use if not frugality
with the overall objective of the protection of a valued resource for others. Aldo Leopold
calls for us to develop the virtues of stewardship, to become sensitized to beauty,
integrity and stability in the wild landscape. The multiple manifestations of the
Adirondack caretaker embody those valued virtues, and more, give something to those
who possess and exercise the virtues of the caretaker. Caretaking is not service without
recompense. If they are doing their job correctly, caretakers receive benefits as much as
they give. But they don't do their job in order to receive; personal benefits are a reflection
and outgrowth of service, not an end of it.

We have walked a mile or so from base camp to the outlet of Follensby Pond,
documenting birds heard and seen all the while. Like Agassiz might, we make lists of
what we see and sense around us: Blackburnian warbler, song sparrow, black and white
warbler, winter wren. We have crossed the outlet, seen where the forest gives way to
miles of bog and alder, a vast open vista of the stream from the pond snaking its way
northward to the Raquette River somewhere beyond view. The sun is golden and warm as
the day wanes, and we see and hear redwing blackbirds and a swamp sparrow, and
suddenly, darting, a belted kingfisher. The kids run ahead and follow a barely visible
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path, marked with recent flagging tape, from this service road to the beach on the shore of
the pond. We follow, talking quietly and listening.
At the pond, we emerge in shadow, for the sun is blocked by a low hill and the
trees of the shoreline. We look south, down the entire length of Follonsby Pond, three
miles down to where I imagine lies the site of Camp Maple, and the long-cooled coals of
the Philosophers' campfire. We hear laughter from two sources. A pair of loons gambols
and plunges fifty yards out, while fifty feet from shore we see two children, our own,
wading into the sun. The water is shallow, and for now they try to preserve the dryness of
their pants. They begin to splash, out there where the sun still hits them. We know it's
only a matter of time.
A videographer, employed by the local museum and charged with documenting
this historic bioblitz, interviews us and the now-wet children when they can be retrieved
from the water. He asks us what this experience means to us. The kids tell him about the
birds they've seen, and how much they love being here. I talk about the presence of
history, and the significance of the lack of human imprint, for now, on the shores and
waters of the lake.
Later, Dana tells Kim, "It seems like nothing else exists now."
"I know, honey," Kim replies. "I know."
Dana senses the draw of the place, the completeness, the peace, and possibly
touches that oversoul, that essence of wild Nature, that so fascinated Ralph Waldo
Emerson. Kim, Brian and I talk about how this sense of timelessness and wholeness is
itself a subject to time itself. Soon, inevitably soon, the whole estate, so well preserved
and excluded by private ownership, will be forever protected by the State of New York,
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and admitted into the Forest Preserve. Then the floodgates will open. Campsites will have
to be cut and designated, with firepits, trails and privies. Parking lots. Information
centers. Signs. Hundreds, just like us, will want to see this, to consume this. We will need
more caretakers then, more witnesses.
Will wades again in Follensby Pond, with Brian, looking for mussels. "Wilson's
Snipe!" he says, without interrupting his poking in the sand. I heard nothing.
Brian looks at me and cocks his head. "You know, Will," he says. "You've got it!"
I write it down.
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19
Conclusion: Dialogue, Tradition, and a New Adirondack Narrative

The fortunate star that rose on us sank not;
The prodigal sunshine rested on the land,
The rivers gambolled onward to the sea,
And Nature, the inscrutable and mute,
Permitted on her infinite repose
Almost a smile to steal to cheer her sons,
As if one riddle of the Sphinx were guessed.
— Ralph Waldo Emerson, from "The Adirondacs" (1858)1

As we sit on the summit of St. Regis Mountain, enjoying the wide view of ponds
and high peaks, surrounded by the children who are both tired and exultant, my friend
Jack and I discuss the contested fate of the St. Regis fire tower, what it means to us, and
how to resolve the problem. The state had decided, finally, that the fire towers here and at
Hurricane Mountain, both in units of the Forest Preserve managed as wilderness, must
come down. I recount what I had heard in the public meeting in the Paul Smith's College
auditorium, how speaker after speaker attested to the centrality of the St. Regis tower to
their personal meaning making processes, how the tower held unique and irreplaceable
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status in their Adirondack experience, how it was a critical element of the regional
cultural tapestry. Jack demurs.
"I don't buy that argument one iota. First of all, if we used that argument we'd
save every fire tower and save every man-made feature ever made because there's always
a human connection to them." He pauses to finish his lunch. "It's a classic opposite
NIMBY argument, you know. They want to save it because it is in their back yard."
I respond that proximity and familiarity certainly play a role in the attachment
people have with this fire tower, which seems so much more tangible and concrete than a
value like wilderness purity, which is open to so much equivocation.
"Over and over, Jack, people at the forum were attesting to the role the tower
played in their own biographies, how the tower gave them a goal and a unique
destination, how it's imprinted on their own identities in some way. They want to save it
for its symbolism of an historic period, for nostalgia, and because of a sense of ownership
based on family experiences."
Jack shakes his head. "This whole thing about the cultural piece and protecting
our values. People saying, 'I know my great uncle was a fire tower observer here so we
should keep it!' That is so unfair! Because maybe my great uncle was a fire tower
observer over on a different mountain and we took that fire tower down!" Jack gestures
toward the High Peaks. "That seems so arbitrary, so unfair if part of this is supposed to be
a well-thought, rational, democratic process."
"Well," I say, "I don't think that they're arguing from a rational perspective. I
think that they would be pretty quick to tell you that it's not a rational argument at all, that
it's one based on sentiment. But that sentiment isn't valueless. Sentiment and tradition and
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personal history, yes, they are idiosyncratic and inconsistent but they're still valuable to
people. Sometimes they're more important to people than any value embedded in the
language of a powerful state document."
"I would argue," Jack rejoins, "that government in our society is based on the
rational approach, rather than the sentimental. We provide opportunities for irrational
behavior and pursuits, but it is this structure that gives us the freedom to do the other
things. I think preserving the historical culture is really important, and I think we need to.
But to say this is the fire tower that needs to be preserved because my great uncle was a
fire tower observer or this is the first mountain I hiked, or this is blah blah blah, makes
absolutely no sense at all."
It becomes clear to me that this is one of the fault lines that define the valuesbased struggle over the fire tower, and other issues in protected landscapes, and perhaps,
many other arenas. It is the conflict between supposedly objective, rational decision
making and the power of irrational sentiment and emotion in forming policy and
expressing values. I am not convinced that they can be separated, or, like Jack, that
rationality should always reign supreme. I am not sure how rational, for example, a
decision it was for the shapers of the American Republic to risk all and band together and
rebel against the strongest empire on Earth, or whether rationality gave the signers of the
Declaration of Independence, the protestors in Birmingham and the combatants at
Saratoga, Antietam or at Little Bighorn the resolve to pursue their stratagems and
objectives, or the courage to face annihilation. Rationality guides conviction, perhaps, or
maybe it is the other way around. Perhaps we need the realm of values and emotion to
define and set the general course, while rationality steers us through the shoals.
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The smoke from the fires in Quebec has mostly cleared, leaving a yellowish haze
in some of the valleys we see beneath us, stretching toward Whiteface and Mount Marcy
in the distance. Saranac Lake is still smoky, but the High Peaks, Algonquin and the Great
Range are clear and blue-green against the sunny sky. We sit near the base of the old fire
tower. Its steel girders, bolted to the granite summit, are somewhere in the midst of a
decades-long transformation into rust. There is no way to climb the tower, legally. The
bottom two flights of stairs have been removed. Daredevils still ascend the tower,
however, sometimes clinging to the steel cross members and climbing until they reach the
bottom of the remaining steps, then walking up to the cabin at the top. The trap door to
the cabin is probably locked. Jack resumes the debate.
"This is wilderness and I don't think there should be fire towers in wilderness," he
remarks. "What I find particularly ironic in this argument is you've got all these
environmentalists who basically would be screaming if we did anything to put a big dent
in the concept of wilderness here, but they want to protect fire towers. And I think it's
pretty hypocritical. I have absolutely no problem protecting fire towers in Wild Forest
areas." Wilderness and Wild Forest are two distinct classifications of state land in the
forest preserve. Wilderness is the most restrictive, most primitive, while Wild Forest
admits motorized recreation and some human structures and artifacts.
"If you didn't have any fire towers outside Wilderness to preserve, I would say
absolutely, keep this one. But we have forty of fifty of them in Wild Forest."
Jack asks me where I stand on the issue, what I would do. I reply by relaying an
argument brought up by a historian at the public meeting, who summarized William
Cronon's thesis that designated wilderness conforming to a standard of purity,
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emphasizing some ideal state of minimal human presence, is an anachronism.2 He
remarked that pure wilderness no longer exists, and that a more useful expression of
wilderness values would be to appropriately include meaningful human connections to
the landscape, including structures and uses, rather than to artificially exclude humans
and their imprints, such as fire towers, from the settings. My sense is that eastern
wilderness, in particular, might admit just this sense of nuance, of reality, of compromise
between purity and pragmatism.
Jack disagrees. "We live a society that has more pavement than wilderness. I don't
think that argument holds much water."
Jack's sense is that the architecture of the Adirondack Park is already a
compromise, and that the even the purest Adirondack wilderness bears the imprint of
humans, and to compound that compromise is problematic. With half of the forest
preserve classified as Wild Forest, he feels it is important to keep the remaining land as
close to the wilderness ideal as possible.
"I would guess that 80% of the people that are supporting the fire tower would
have a fit if someone were arguing for having motors in the St. Regis Canoe Area, but
there's a grand history of having motors on St. Regis Pond," he said. "When I was a kid,
you'd see motorboats all along the shore of your access points on St. Regis Pond. People
would hike in and get in their motorboat and fish. I remember planes landing and
dropping people off to stay on platform camps. Why did we eradicate those? Because we
believed it was in the public's best interest to have some sliver portion of the land in the
country, wild, and in its most reasonable natural state. Of course, the key word is
reasonable and how do you define reasonable. And that's what the debate is here."
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We discuss one of the options under consideration, which would be to simply do
nothing to the fire tower—neither to rehabilitate it nor remove it—and let nature take its
course, leading to the tower's decline and fall over the next several decades. Jack likes
this idea.
"It wouldn't bother me if the state says, 'No, it's got come down on its own,'" he
remarks. "It's like when you bushwhack up into the wilderness of Ouluska Pass, you find
some of those old Adirondack logging camps. That's pretty cool. You see a bucket or an
old sole of a shoe, and you know that a hundred years ago people were here. You think,
'That's pretty old,' and now you look at how the wilderness has recovered, and the old
bucket is part of the story."
I like that. Take the historical perspective. The tower becomes a grand monument
to a slowly fading era, another sign that reads "Ozymandius," fading into time. The
narrative is much larger than the story of this one fire tower, like a forest is to a single
tree, no matter how remarkable it is. But I'd not want to be here when the tower finally
falls. After all, to avoid deciding is to decide.

Towards Closure: Conflict, Dialogue, and Landscape

Lately I have established a pattern of rising early. This morning I sit writing on
our front porch where I can observe the sun rising over McKenzie Mountain, beyond
Lake Flower and the Village of Saranac Lake. It is a fresh spring day and the scent of our
aged and struggling lilac trees washes up to the porch and red-eyed vireos and hermit
thrushes sing from the crab apple trees in the house across the street or from the pines in
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the deep forest behind me. This is the day I begin to train my summer staff as boat launch
stewards, who will be engaged in a struggle deemed futile by some to prevent or delay
the spread of invasive species. Last weekend I attended graduation, said goodbye to a few
of my favorite students, met their parents and relatives, and swapped my academic role
for my administrative one.
I am a college professor, director of an invasive species education program in the
summer, parent of three children, member of a community, or of communities within
communities: an Adirondacker. I now attempt to digest the implications of this study,
discern how this journey has impacted my identity and the meaning I derive from this
place. If I ask myself what have I learned from all this work, from the process of
exploring the history of the Adirondack region and the stories that people tell, which I
bring with me, and the ethical implications of this material, I am given pause. Last week,
I described what I was attempting in this work to a professor friend of mine, over the
copy machine in the faculty offices at college. He stood looking at me, considering, and
replied, "You've got a lot of balls in the air." I suppose I do.
Much of the impact of this work can be thought of from the perspective of my
role as a professor of an interdisciplinary academic pursuit: Environmental Studies. I
teach that multifaceted subject at a college that is significantly situated in the Adirondack
Park, and which is deeply embedded in both a regional narrative and the physical, social
and ecological landscape. Paul Smith's College is located on land purchased and
developed by the northern Adirondacks' most illustrious developer and land mogul, Paul
Smith himself. The college's current academic offerings take great advantage of the
Adirondack setting; the biology, fish and wildlife, recreation and forestry students all
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wend their ways through the forests, streams and mountain trails of the park. The
business, hospitality and culinary students focus their pursuits on Adirondack models and
applications, illustrating that other element of Paul Smith's identity as a hotel owner and
entrepreneur. I teach a deeply place-based discipline in a setting rich in place
connections. It is incumbent on me to explore and clarify the meaning of what I do and
where I do it.
I sought to discern how my own stories interconnect with the stories of this
landscape, the stories that cling to and define the hills and lakes, that are driven in to each
great camp and ice fishing shanty with each nail, served in diners and grand hotels on
each plate, or scribed in thousands of trail registers by each hiker, camper, hunter and
paddler. How are we extracting meaning, living it out, and reinforcing it with each belief
and action, choice and conversation? And how, just how, is it changing, even as it is
limited, defined and reinforced by the apparently fixed but in actuality fluid constellation
of traditions?
What I found is indeed a story that features divisions between competing interests
throughout recent Adirondack cultural history. In the nineteenth century and the twenty
first, there are struggles for the control of resources and the profits associated with them,
whether they be timber and ore, cut and gouged from the earth and shipped out to the
cities, or the clean water, quietness and isolation so valuable only in their wholeness and
site dependency. These latter resources cannot be manufactured or exported and derive
their meaning only through enduring connections with intact Adirondack communities
both human and wild.
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It is the simultaneous profligacy and limitation of each of these Adirondack
resources that engenders such passion and conflict. If the trees were less legion and
mighty, if the rivers and lakes less crystal and labyrinthine, if the deer and fish less
plentiful and satisfying for the sportsman, then there might be less interest in them, less
pressure from a culture both lacking such resources and hungry for them. At the same
time, mighty and expansive as it is, the Adirondack region has run up against its limits at
various points in history: the forests have burned and been clear-cut until what remains
are only miles of slash and stubble or charred stumps, and it is pretty much impossible to
find solitude on the summit of the High Peaks from Memorial Day to after Columbus
Day.
Today, second home development threatens to consume the largest part of
available waterfront shorelines in much of the privately held portion of the Park, while
exurban development springs up steadily in less desired sectors affording views and
comparative solitude. While fortunes have been made by tourism and development by
Adirondackers like Paul Smith, economic prospects remain bleak for many Adirondack
residents lacking education or influence or resources to better their lives. In the case of
the bioregion, the former northern forest paradise now feels the effects of climate change,
habitat fragmentation, acid precipitation, invasive species, and ozone warnings in the
summer. The existence of these limits, among others not mentioned, generates passion
and controversy between stakeholders pursuing subtly different goals, or similar goals but
through differing pathways.
As I scan the symbolic and historic landscapes revealed by my flight over and
through Adirondack narrative, a handful of themes, symbols and organizing concepts
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have emerged, which lend some shape to my insights and conclusions. In narrative
inquiry, efforts to distill lessons or conclusions from the journey must always be made
carefully and with circumspection, as the inquirer might be setting up one fabrication to
describe another, and as ever the threat of meaningless subjectivism looms just off the
page. However, if only in the name of meaningful subjectivism, I must follow leads
where I find them, and apply the best judgment I can to arrive at a position whereby I can
reach a form of resolution and articulate a perspective gained by this work.

The Transition of Traditions, Adirondack Virtues, and the New Narrative

Earlier, I turned to environmental virtue theory and the role of narrative in
transmitting and shaping behavior through traditions as a possible theoretical pathway
through conflict toward some new, as yet unimagined state of balance. I followed the
reasoning of Aristotle as he articulated the pathway to happiness through what he
distilled as the judicious application of qualities of character, or virtues. Aristotle's
formula entailed intentional choice of action, of practice in a social context, through
attention to moderation between extremes. Aristotelian virtues existed midway between
excess and deficiency, occupying the central balanced position.
Contemporary environmental virtue theorists have looked to commonly acclaimed
exemplars of virtue such as Thoreau, Leopold and Carson as embodied pathways,
templates, perhaps, of applied virtue, virtue in practice. Others have noted the power of
promises between people and implicitly with the non-human world, as socially embedded
restraints that enable present and future states of fulfillment and flourishing. MacIntyre
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and Gare emphasized the role of narrative in articulating traditions and identity roles,
ostensibly articulating both distillations and examples of virtue and the traditional
recurrent practices that deliver and embed them.
In my examination of narratives within Adirondack history, in the personal
narratives of three year round residents, and in my own memories and identity
reflections, I have uncovered several themes of the Adirondack experience and hints of
the outline of a new, successive narrative synthesis. I have also highlighted a role in
Adirondack culture, the caretaker, which might embody and express a melding of virtues
in the Adirondack context.
I have roughed the outlines of a derivative symbolic narrative extracted from the
work of eminent Adirondack historians, in which contests over resources and Adirondack
goods can be articulated metaphorically as the boundary and interplay between lakeside
and landside people, those with proprietary access to the waters and associated goods and
those who have communal access to the same. This permeable boundary describes
common interest in recreation and esthetic goods, with distinct constraints and
opportunities for each class or sector. The boundary, as stated, is permeable: each side
has traffic with the other. There are advantages for each; freedom and access apply in
different guises for each class. There is opportunity in the Adirondack setting for class
mobility in either direction: lakesiders might divest themselves of their assets either
intentionally or through necessity while landsiders find ways to acquire waterfront, and
assume the responsibilities this role entails.
A middle chapter of the derivative narrative I have articulated is the role and
function both of the seasonal waterfront camp owned by families or individuals, and the
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associated communal actions of camping, attending summer camps or correctional
facilities endowed with the euphemistic title, "camp." Excluding the prisons, camps and
camping represent an extension of the ego into the dream world, into a romantic fantasy
embodied in a structure or activity distinct from the work world, from the congestion and
stress of the city, and embedded in the matrix of wild nature. The camp/camping element
is a totem of the romantic portion of the Adirondack experience, an expression of the
hedonic Adirondack narratives; it is Elysium, Valhalla, paradise.
The duality of lakeside and landside is extended into the duality of waterfront
camp versus camping, tourism and summer camp attendance. As camps are converted
into year-round residences, the romantic escapism of the seasonal residence is tempered
by the reality of multi-season residence, in which owners confront winter, mud season
and bug season, becoming more deeply connected with local conditions, ecosystems and
communities. The ultimate transition in recent Adirondack history is from camp and the
activity of camping into home and the practice of home ownership, where visitors and
seasonal residents choose to relocate or retire to the Adirondacks year round,
transforming camps into homes, and in the process, presumably transforming their
consciousness of the Adirondack setting from that of a retreat and idealized paradise to a
more praxis oriented tableau for enacting the responsibilities and confronting the
challenges of any year round setting for living, including work, health and maintenance.
The role of the caretaker expresses and embodies ecocitizenship virtues in an
Adirondack milieu. The nested dualities of lakeside/landside and camp/camping are
resolved in the actual and metaphoric role of the caretaker, who as a local resident cares
for and connects the seasonal resident with the local ecosystem and community. As
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camps are transformed into homes, camp owners are transformed, symbolically, to
caretakers, assuming responsibility for the maintenance of what had been a stage set, an
illusion, a veneer of escapism and romantic beauty, accepting responsibility for the
infrastructure, the plumbing and wiring, of what before was possibly accepted and
consumed as a superficial beauty.
The caretaker is a connective, plastic role. It unites and mediates between the
socio-economic classes insofar as the values of the caretaker are essentially values of
good leadership or good business, which are presumably embodied both by captains of
industry as well as its foot soldiers. It unites insider and outsider in its function as
communicator of local conditions to the outside partner, who also seeks the lasting health
of the resource. The caretaker bridges politics between the environmental protectionists
and the utilitarians, as the caretaker assesses the health and function of the camp in its
natural setting, taking note, as it were, of the integrity of the leach field, assessing the
health of the stocked trout in the pond, maintaining the property boundary lines and
planning sustainable harvests of timber on the back forty, checking the trees for invasive
beetles and carefully controlling the spread of exotic flowers planted by the previous
owner.
The caretaker is a role that is deeply embedded in the Adirondack tradition, yet
which applies to any setting. It is the Adirondack version of the steward, the ancient,
respected role assigned to take care of the king's property and community while he is
absent, loving it and nurturing it not as if it were the steward's own, but as if it were not.
As if it were the property of something higher, transcendent, more powerful. The virtues
of the caretaker imply a new orientation to property, a new conception of ownership as
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temporary, provisional, and dialogic, with a listening and response function built in,
listening and responding to the ecosystem in addition to the work list left by the owner.
The caretaker makes his or her rounds, looking, listening, nurturing and planning for the
future, when the king returns.

Bringing it Home: Duality, Synthesis, and Praxis

Much of the angst commonly expressed when it comes to the conditions at play in
the Adirondacks emerges in the form of dualities. State versus local government, locals
versus tourists, insiders and outsiders, rich and poor. In my reading of environmental
history, and in my listening to the narratives of my colleagues and friends and interview
partners, I have come to an understanding that these dualities are mere entry points for
further deliberation and signals for deeper concerns, and that they tend to break down
upon closer scrutiny. Insiders leave the Adirondacks and become seasonal returners.
Outsiders settle here, and run for mayor. There are few "true" locals, whatever that
means. How many generations of connection grant that designation? One or ten? Am I a
tourist if I drive from my home in Saranac Lake and visit the museum in Tupper Lake?
How about if I browse the art gallery downtown, a ten minute walk from my door?
If the insider/outsider duality tends to break down, I hesitate to substitute the
lakesider/landsider duality, lest it suffer a similar lack of utility. Be that as it may, I
believe that the lakeside/landside categories highlight two distinct yet potentially
overlapping ways of experiencing the same environment- the private versus the
corporate. The emerging narrative shows the expression of the lakeside/landside duality
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in the form of the symbolic activity of establishing and owning a camp versus the activity
of camping, thus presenting another duality. Both of these dualities are resolved in the
symbol of the converted home, in which seasonal camps are winterized and occupied
year-round. Home becomes the synthesis of all the successive dualities: outsider/insider
 lakeside/landside  camp/camping  home. Finally, the caretaker role is the active
constituent or vehicle of praxis (practice) within the synthesis or resolution state of the
home. The caretaker embodies and enacts virtue in the lifeworld.
This theoretical model also functions loosely as an emergent narrative that has the
power to describe many of the movements in Adirondack culture and politics in the
twenty-first century. Adirondackers have tried for centuries to establish sustainable
homes. First, they cut their homes out of the wilderness, and mined the resources of the
region. Now, in so many ways, they are obliged to maintain and steward—caretake—the
resources entrusted to their care. The narrative now is less about extraction and
conversion and exploitation and more about paying attention, cooperating, tending and
maintaining. If this is a narrative less explosive and bombastic, less consumptive and
gleefully entrepreneurial, then it implies greater staying power, sustainability and
creativity if it is to last to the next century.
The caretaker role implies humility and stability. It cuts through all the pretense of
wealth and power and levels the playing field between social groups. The role implies
education, either gained formally as in the case of scientist- or teacher-caretakers, or
through experience, as in the guide-caretaker, or property-caretaker, or as is the case most
frequently, a melding of both. Its power comes from respect and constancy, from its
knowledge of the seasons, and its memory of years of service and observed change. The
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caretaker both gives and receives respect owed it by virtue of its service. The virtues of
the caretaker are admirable and valued by the community, and may form the basis of a
new orientation to the landscape, a new expression of power and restraint. They might
offer a pathway to a mutually respectful collaboration between the voices of conflict in
the Adirondack Park.

It seems, perhaps, somewhat trite to finally arrive at home as my final metaphor
for this work. We learn in our first classes in biology or environmental studies that the
root word for ecology is oikos, Greek for "home." This is not new ground. We are told
over and over to take care of our homes, to extend our sympathy and nurturance to our
neighborhoods, regions, states and biosphere. Home is so ancient and familiar that I have
overlooked it, maybe, or taken it for granted.
The rain falls steadily outside the former cure porch I have converted this winter
to a writing retreat on the wooded back side of the house. Where eighty years ago sickly
people sat on daybeds, breathing quietly the frigid air admitted by the sliding, six-paned
windows on three sides of the porch while resting their tubercular lungs, I sit, looking up
from my writing, observing the sensitive ferns, the ground cover and grass, the
dandelions gone to seed on the hill just outside the windows. Looking farther, I call to
mind the daily visits of a family of deer to our yard, our home, and can see them stooping
to graze the ferns and greenery, nibbling the flowers my wife plants, eyeing the trees and
vegetables she has planted inside an enclosure or ducking under the swing set my
children are in the process of outgrowing. This is home, and I am its sometimes adequate
caretaker, just as I am a caretaker of my students, my ecoregion, and my family.
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I have a student, Casey, who has journeyed to New Orleans to learn and write
about the cataclysmic effects of the still-flowing oil spill that has been sickening the Gulf
of Mexico for six weeks running. He has sent me emails about the confusion and hurt
swirling around the people he's observing and talking with in the streets and cafés of the
city. The oil spill, shocking enough to observe on news broadcasts, as we did in class
during the weeks before Casey graduated, is coming home to him, as he observes its
implications not from the distance of two thousand miles, but from the perspective of a
neighbor, of a home owner.
We have read that the caretakers of this calamity, both the rig workers and the
spill clean up crews, are subject to the toxic effects of the oil they are attempting to
contain and remove from the sea. The caretakers themselves often need care, and are
subject to debilitating illness years after their service, as the world learned subsequent to
the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989. What motivates these people to persist in their work,
putting their own health and safety at risk? Maybe it is the bond, the responsibility and
the virtues of the caretaker that spur them on. Something is more important than the self:
it is the beauty of the Gulf, the freedom of sea birds and the flash of the fish in the
crashing surf.
The day's rain has resolved into clear drops suspended on the wide fronds of the
sensitive ferns outside the cure porch on this cool afternoon. I have returned after a day of
meeting with my summer staff, struggling vainly to charge a boat battery, sending emails,
and arranging trainings for the volunteers who will spend time in pairs at boat launches
across the Park.
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One of my stewards is interested in gathering the narratives of her fellow stewards
this summer, and of the volunteers she works with at the boat launches, to try to learn
more about the ties that connect us to these lovely places and the forces that impel some
of us to become transformed into forces of transformation: to become caretakers of some
larger sense of home. She has given them journals to fill with their observations and
reflections, their feelings and insights as they wait in the rain for visitors to launch their
boats. The act of attending to these internal dialogues changes them, develops them, leads
the writer into new directions. I trust she will learn much from the stories she listens to.
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20
Epilogue: Mark Twain Camp

The holidays were fruitful, but must end;
One August evening had a cooler breath;
Into each mind intruding duties crept;
Under the cinders burned the fires of home;
Nay, letters found us in our paradise:
So in the gladness of the new event
We struck our camp and left the happy hills.
— Ralph Waldo Emerson, from "The Adirondacs" (1858)1

The light is all around us, shining from the west across Lower Saranac Lake,
reflecting off the waves lapping the rocky shore, beneath the boathouse of the Mark
Twain Camp at the close of Memorial Day, after our descent from St. Regis Mountain.
Jack and I sit on a bench he built here, decades ago, facing the lake, warm and sunlit. All
the children are swimming, Catherine and Alex from Albany, Dana, John and Will from
Saranac Lake, each enjoying a refreshing immersion after the sweat and fatigue of
mountain climbing. Dana swims out from shore, this year for the first time without a
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float, and finds the submerged rock that lies a foot below the surface, out there
somewhere on a heading toward Eagle Island. Now she stands on it, and jumps off,
calling back to us to show us her accomplishment. Will paddles his way out to the rock,
using Dana as a guidepost, clinging to a foam noodle. Next year might be his year to find
the rock, alone, without a float, feet suddenly touching the slimy sides of the boulder,
hands scrabbling to its summit, rump finding a place to sit and rest, fifty feet from shore.
Jack owns this camp, which he has converted into a home. 109 years ago, in 1901,
nine years before his death, Samuel L. Clemens rented this lakeside camp for a summer,
bringing with him his wife and two daughters. The camp had been recently constructed,
in the rustic style, as a rental, and featured a porch which overlooked the lake, screened
from direct view from the water by cedar and fir. The boathouse was added later.
Clemens came to the Adirondacks, like most of the seasonal visitors, for quiet, beauty,
and the healing airs of the mountains. His wife, Livy, suffered from nervous collapses
and craved peaceful isolation. Clemens and his family would live here, boating, resting,
and Clemens, as Mark Twain, writing his "Double-Barreled Detective Story" for a few
months, enjoying a cool, rainy summer.
Clemens writes of his experience at the camp: "I am on the front porch (lower
one, main deck) of our little bijou of a dwelling house. The lake edge (Lower Saranac) is
so nearly under me that I can't see the shore, but only the water smallpoxed with rainsplashes for there is a heavy downpour. It is charmingly like sitting snuggled up on a
ship's deck with the stretching sea all around—but very much more satisfactory for at sea
a rain-storm is depressing, while here the effect engendered is just a deep sense of
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comfort and content. The heavy forest shuts us in on three sides—there are no
neighbors."2
Today there is no rainstorm, no pox of raindrops on the lake, more than one
hundred years later, but we feel a similar, although sunny, depth of comfort and content
here on the sun-bench by the rocky shore. Jack inherited the camp from his aunt, who
bought it from the family who rented it to Mark Twain, and has spent most of his
summers here, dating from the 1950's. Jack converted the seasonal camp to a year-round
home in the 1980's, just after the last Winter Olympiad in Lake Placid, and re-did the
porches and walls, replaced the windows and floors, while retaining the footprint and
layout of the original camp, as well as doing what he can to honor the memory of its first
summer resident. Indeed he still has an old steamer chair inscribed "S. Clemens" left
from the camp's first summer as a rental in 1901, evidence of its most distinguished
guest, along with photographs of the white-haloed humorist sitting at ease on the front
porch of the main house, some yards up the hill from the lake. I have sat there, where
Twain sat, on a hundred occasions over the past twenty years, and at times think of him
and the history of the transformed camp and the simultaneously changed and constant
setting of Lower Saranac Lake.
In some ways, this day and this setting are perfect manifestations of the themes of
this work. Jack is a guide, and a former seasonal visitor, and a current lake shore owner,
who completed the process of transitioning here full time, fashioning a new life as an
outsider choosing to become an insider. He is now a caretaker of his own camp, working
hard to steward it through the years. His nephew and niece and children hail from Albany
for frequent retreats from the city, and have emblazoned the camp and the experiences on
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the water into their own lives, just as dozens of other family members and friends do.
Like many owners of waterfront homes under New York's considerable tax burden, Jack
rents the boathouse to seasonal visitors, tourists, in order to meet his expenses. He has
transitioned, then, from a visitor consuming the area's recreation amenities to a provider
of them for others. He is undoubtedly privileged, but recognizes this with gratitude and
humility, just as I am aware of my own enjoyment of privilege by being able to share the
waterfront experience as a frequent guest.
I remember during my early years in Saranac Lake I was one of a long string of
Jack's students who rented the boathouse during the fall and winter, occupying it,
providing Jack a small income stream, and occasionally helping to improve it, painting
the deck, digging ditches, moving firewood. I think back to my own journey, from camp
counselor to camper to college instructor and wilderness guide. While I will likely never
be a waterfront camp owner, a lakesider, I do have great access to it, to this form of the
Adirondack experience. Paul Smith's College, where I work, is located on a beautiful
lakefront, and my new office occupies a choice piece of waterfront real-estate, twenty
steps from the front door of my building. I view both Lower St. Regis Lake and the
summit of St. Regis Mountain from my desk each day, enjoying all seasons.
My aim when I started this inquiry was to delve into the process of making and
recognizing meaning deriving from multiple perspectives on the Adirondack experience,
to attempt to reveal the roots of some of the patterns and repeated narratives that are so
often referred to in describing the problems and promises of living with and in the
Adirondack Park. I needed to do more than to mouth the clichés, fling the same old mud
clods at the insiders or outsiders, the irritating but indispensable tourists, the backward
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locals or cloistered rich, the by turns fumbling or eco-fascist state government. These
often-used tools no longer offer utility, if they ever did. The reality, such as I have been
able to determine it, lies in the authentic truths of individual lives, in each person's
nuanced narratives, even as we borrow from, alter and embroider, morph and reject the
prevalent cultural narratives that help us to initially find our place in the Adirondack
cultural and ecological landscape.
All we have is change, and all we can do is attempt to adapt to it, or to adapt it
toward some set of values or outcomes that we can try to agree on. This is the work the
Common Ground Alliance strives to accomplish, despite all the perhaps inevitable
cynicism it engenders as yet another instance of the congress of power brokers simply
sitting in another meeting, under subtly and possibly profoundly changed rules of order.
This is what I strive to accomplish in my work as a professor, as a director of an invasive
species program, and, to use Aldo Leopold's phrase, as a "plain member and citizen" of
the Adirondack landscape. I do no service to my students or collaborators if I simply
repeat the too-often repeated. I must add value, add perspective.
I have arrived at the end of my inquiry at a camp that is now a home, a distillation
of an ephemeral experience into a lifestyle, and at a recognition of a role that we each can
take, whether we are landsiders or lakesiders, proper to the setting of such a naturedominated landscape and culture. Where Adirondackers once either were or employed
guides into the wild, those who allowed them to access and use the material, spiritual and
esthetic resources of the mountains and waterways, now we are required to find a new
pattern of behavior. We need a new, yet familiar, set of instructions or bundle of values, a
new orientation to our place in the Park. This, I suggest, is the caretaker, who is a year-
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round resident, but either owns property or stewards it, but in either case regards
ownership not as the license to exploit and use up, but as a responsibility to care for, to
improve, to maintain balance between human structures and footprints and the critically
important integument, setting or frame that makes these dwellings and activities desirable
and valuable in the first place, which is whole, beautiful and healthy nature.
Even the economically or politically elite, in their wisest and most action oriented
moments, recognize their own obligations as caretakers. They are caretakers for the larger
estate, even their grand retreats are subject to the conditions and character of the larger
landscape, of ecosystem dynamics which they cannot own. Many of the leaders in
conservation are working against the degradations associated with acid rain, or road salt
poisoning of ground water, or the spread of aquatic invasive species. These are large,
complex problems, but problems demanding the principles and virtues and values of the
caretaker.
Emerson warns at the end of his Adirondack revel, "Into each mind intruding
duties crept." We cannot but enjoy these beauties, but must act as well. Each of us, with
our own specific stories, opportunities and resources, can play a role, can exercise the
virtues of the caretaker, when we are tourists, or campers or hikers, and when we are
home owners. It requires us to step outside of our own limited conceptions, widen our
stories to admit our undeniable place in the larger Adirondack narrative, and to recognize
our power to reshape a new, emergent narrative of care.

Jack takes his hearing aids out and prepares to swim in Lower Saranac Lake. The
conversation is over. I did wind up answering him on the hike down St. Regis Mountain
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about what I would do as commissioner if I had to decide the case of the fire tower. My
answer was equivocal, academic, nuanced, but decisive. It doesn't matter what it was.
What matters is the conversation and the values and principles it lies upon, whether the
discourse jumps up an orbital to a productive synthesis or remains at loggerheads,
snarling destructively.

Kim is talking to Jack's wife, Phyllis, about when we will get a new puppy, a
female black Labrador retriever, as they wade knee deep in the lake. We are all still
aching over the loss of our old dog, our old friend, but can hardly wait now for the next
one. John is getting cold from swimming and is bundled in a towel on the bench,
shivering. It's getting close to the time we have to go. I think of my need to conclude this
study and to mark where I have come over these four years of study and writing. How has
this journey, this final year of immersion into narrative, changed me?
I want to say that it has deepened my understanding of the history and values
behind what Philip Terrie describes as the conflicts over the "contested terrain" of the
Adirondack Park. I want to say that I now am less innocent or ignorant about the origins
of these contests, that I can see beyond the dualisms of insider and outsider, elite and
working class. To some extent, even to a great extent, this is true. I have now read deeper
into the story behind the current story, peered through the lenses of perceptive and
articulate historians to uncover the meanings they impart on the various organizations of
historical events into narratives of conflict, class and power. These are well constructed
narratives that both reinforce and challenge the commonly held narratives so many of us
mouth and incarnate.
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I have pondered and penetrated the role of narrative in my thinking, in our process
of forming who we are and in shaping what we see around us. I have glimpsed narrative
as a formative magic, a creation story, which assembles our existences into meaningful
wholes. This is a powerful way of understanding how we understand, a philosophy that
explains our epistemology, which claims to unlock the very essence of what we think of
as our human distinction, our human propensity to self story, and to create our
communities through storied traditions. I've attempted to apply this epistemology, this
narrative code book, to this Adirondack context, and I have arrived at tentative outlines of
this community's narrative DNA.
This is all what I've learned, but what remains is for me to live into this, to reflect
on how, if at all, it has changed me. I used to be somewhat afraid of Adirondack history.
It seemed too impenetrable, too complex and controversial, too deeply embedded in the
shadows of the endless forests. I was sufficiently challenged by the physical wilderness
when I was a guide to bother with the cultural and historical wilderness that shaped its
communities. I felt similarly about the ecology and wildlife of the Park. There was just
too much to know.
Such willful ignorance and intellectual timorousness was acceptable if not optimal
in my previous role as a guide and professor of outdoor recreation. I simply had to get the
students out and back, over mountain, trail and river, safely and productively. I could
focus on map and compass, backpack and paddle, decision making and expedition
behavior and fill the students' minds and days sufficiently, challenging them often beyond
their prior limitations. It was good work.
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My path through environmental studies as a discipline builds of course on this
period in which I tackled the physical landscape of the Adirondacks, building confidence
that I could thrive in all of its seasons. I have become broader in my ability to perceive
and make sense of this setting. I have uncovered the roots of my own experiences and
attitudes here in the Adirondacks, and have emerged as a more balanced educator, a more
informed citizen and member of the community.
I no longer fear the tangled storylines that comprise the narrative foundations of
Adirondack culture. I have learned to wander through these forests of community story
and tradition, and now know many of the landmarks, can recognize the trees, and can
anticipate the curve of the main paths, the trails marked in the guidebooks of widely
repeated discourse. At the same time, I always discover new paths, deer trails or
unmarked routes worn by the tread of many human footsteps, paths of convenience and
converging need, which might lead to peaks of insight, or foggy wetlands where the trail
peters out into nothing.
Most fundamentally, I see now, more clearly, how my own story exists within a
larger community of narratives, how it is influenced by them, and subtly, in small ways,
how my story shapes the narratives of the community, as I choose to tell these
Adirondack narratives, to repeat them and to change them, to my students, to my family,
to my community, and most often, most tellingly, to myself.
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